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1

PREFACE

This report is the result of a literature surfiey in the general

area of rurl -urban migiation and puberty. In the American social

and, economic system we assume that there will be ldbor mobility

in order to equalize differential needs for labor, which from the

individual point of view repesent differential pportunities.

Rural to urban migration is only, one aspect of labor mobility,-
.

but one that 1as attracted a great deal, of attention because the
differential needs for labor in rural and urban areas have lead

to the movement of large numbers of people. Lt has been assumed
that most of these migrants are uneducated, black, and moving in.

order to obtain higher welfare payments, and thus have been the

cause of major urban'prOblefils. The findings reported here indicate

thatthe research im this area does not supp6rt this assumption.

Most rural-urban migrants are white; the recent black migrants

are as well educated as the urban blacks; relatively small

proportions of the migrants are 02 welfare; and the migrants are

earning about the same alerage incomes as the urban nonmigrants.

Details as well as conflicting findings are presented in the
report and in the annotated bibliography.

This work was supported by the Office of Ectnomic Opportunity

(Contract Number H100-5209), and we are grateful to Mrs. Patricia

Koshel, the Project Manager, for her assistance, suggestions
and support throughout. Mrs. Melanie M. Sikes was responsible for

the annotated bibliography as well as assisting in many other ways

throughout the project. Mrs. Deborah Oakley capably assisted in ?

preparing the final,report for duplication. The opinions expressed,

herein should not be construed as representing the opinions or

policy of any agency of the United States Government or of TRACOR,
Inc.

28 July 1971

Daniel 0. Price
Project Director
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Chapter 1. The Areas' Left Behind'

(

In recent years many people have developed a conc n for rural, to

urban migration because ofassumed consequences in urban areas.

However, it is important to consider the areas from which the

migration takes place. .Two basic factors are involved'in producing.

a "surplus" population for outmigration. One of these is aril

above-average rate of natural incread (exteSs of.births over
4deaths),

and the other-is a decreasing demand for farm labor. Both
of these factors have been operating in the rural United States,

and until about the time of World War II, the more important of

the two was probably the higher rateof natural increase due to
higher levels of fertility. Since World War II, however,, the

fertility differential between urban' and rural areas has been

decreasing:, and'the decreasing derriand for farm labor has become

of increasing. importance in producing a "surplus" rural population.

While it is.relatively simple to say that high levele'of fertility

("population pressure") and decreasing demand for farm labor are

the major "push" factors responsible for heavy outmigration, it is

much more complicated, to take into account the factors which' are
behind these "pushes.,"

.', Rarely is it possible'to find a study which mentions the.decreasing

demand for farm labor wi.thout mentioning the mechanization of4 .

agriculture. The terms, "aggregation of agriculture,," "changes

in'drop acreages"and the like are readily employed. Generally,
natural increase fates also are noted. Rural depopulation is
linked to lack 'of economic'oppor.tunities mainly in subsistence

agricultural areas, wherelindustgalization'has not occurred

rapidly enough to'absorb the surplus population entering, the

labor force, or where land is not convert ible to more efficient

use. Existing employment opportunities are often said to go

disproportionately to whites, while many decreases in farm

labor needs occur in those farm occupations in which a dispro,-

1
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portionate number of blacks are employed. Data for 1920 .to the'.

present and for states, regions and economic areas all substantiate'

the major ideas prsented here. Reduced mobility potentials

and high dependency\ratiOs are just two results of Kia9y outmigra-

.tion frequently cited. There seems'to be general agreement that

the areas of,heavy outmigration will continue to be area of

outmigration forsome time to come.

As Beakpoints out (1007), southern Negroes, Anglos in Appalachia,

Spanish-AmericaryS and American.Indians comprised less than 20

percent of the rural population in 1950, but accounted for approxi-

mately 50 percen/ofthe net rwral to urban migration between:1950

and 1960. Their overall outmigration rate was about 25 percent,

but there was oay a 10 percent decline in their rural population.

The difference was made up by high fertility. Thus, Aespite the

decreasing demand for farnk
)

rural fertility is still

an important'factor in producing populatiOn pre'6sure that results

in rural to urban migration. High birth rates, are noted as a factor

in outmigration by Andrews (0017), Bowles (0128), Brown, and Hillery
.

(0162),,Bryant and Wilber (0172), Davis (0235),-Farley (0286),

Hagood (0390), Hamilton (0402, 0403, 0404, 0408), the National

Sharecroppers Fund (0685), Persky and.Kain (0745), Smith (0909),

and Wilhelm and Powell (1100).

In the South the rate of declirying agricultural employment has
. .

been greater for Negroes than or whites, primarily as a result

Of the Negroes' greater concentration in cotton. .From 19.0 to

1969 the number of white family workers in agricultural employment'

in the South decline from 2,741,000 to 1,192,000.. This is a

decline of more than 11/2 Million in absolute numbers, and the 1969

figure is. approximately 44 percent of the 1950 figure. For Negroes,,

howeve'r, the decline during the same period of time as from

767,000 to 158,000. This Was a decline in absolute numbers of -

more than4600,000, which left the 1969 employment figure at only
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21'percent of the 1950 figure. (Figures are from 1122.) Lecht

(0562) indicates that this trend of diminishing farm labor needs

can be expected eo continue through the "seventies',' although at a
decreasing-rate, as a consequence of technological developments

and the extension to farm lalior of social legislation, such as
,

minimum wage and unemployment compensation.

Rural blacks have been highly concentrated in citton and tobacco

culture,*withpeanut growing being the third most important crop

in.the agricultural emihoyment of blacks. The mechanization.of
cotton growing has been an important part of the backgroundlof

rural to-urban migration of blacks.4 In 1950, only one percent' of

the cotton.grown'in 'the South (excluding Texas and Oklahoma) was

machine-harvested (0054). By 1969, 94 percent of Southern cotton

was machine-harvested, and chemical weed control had further

reduced the need for manual labor. Peanutk production has been

mechanized, and acreage cutbdcks and labor-saving devices have
. reduced labor requirements in tobacco. It is potentially possible

to mechanize tobacco' growing, but the present pattern of crop

allotmerits preventS the accumulation of the acreages necessary
for efficient msnanization. If and when mechanization develops

in tobacco culture, there will be the potential for another wave

of black migrants from rural to urUan' areas.

Mechanization and changes in crop acreages are cited as factors in

outmigration by Andrews (0017), Bertrand (0082),, Bryant and Leung

(0171), Bryant and Wilber (0172),*Butcher. (0191), Conway (0217),

Hagood (0390), and the National Sharecroppers Fund (0685).

Dillingham and Sly (0252) say that technological innovations in

agriculture are a major source of the Negro's poor economic condi-

don.' TheY;Pind the idea that migration leads to mechanization

untenable. Farley (0286) believes that the Southern black rural

population is sure to drop*as aggregation occurs in agriculture.

Hamilton (0403) cites the high rate of Negro outmigration from the

3
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*

South related not only.to mechanization, but Specifically to the

shift of cotton production tp ghe SoUthwest and West end

governmental programs limiting agricultural production. In 1950

he (0402) estimated that about '50 percent of the .nett Migratibd from

farms could be hccoiinted. for by population pressure, the rest by

differential economic oppottunity. I-

Bernert (0076) shows that losses from rural-farm population were

proportionately greater among nom.hites than among whites, starting

in about 1930. :Bryant and Wilber (0172) found blacks were more

likely to move out-of state than whites when they left thearm.
Chlistensen (0203) and others note that white outmigration from

rural area; had occurred more recently and at a .lesser rate than

for blacks. A dialogue presented in New Generation (2050) shows

that though Negro youths constitute one eighth of rural youth,

they contribute about 20-25% of outmigration, with forced migra-

tion affecting a higher proportion of rural Negroes than whites.

Farley. (0286) states that within the South, the Negro farm

population will continue to decline, but that it is difficult

to predict the volume and direction of the migration that will

occur. He says that increased employment opportunities for blacks

in areas of the Southwest may stem the outmigration of blacks from

the South somewhat. Both he and Hamilton (0403) cite continuing

growth of the total number of rural blacks. In fact, Wilhelm and

\'Powell,(1100) found that the birth rate among rural blacks was

So high that it probably would more than replenish the loss through

outmigration.

The trends indicate that we will continue to have "surplus" rural

population although in decreasing numbers. The area which have

been the sources of the rural to urban migration will continue to
be the sources. They are areas with high fertility and/or with
decreasing needs for farm labor. A Census map showing population

4
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change.from 1960 to,1.970 by counties (1137) shows approximately

half of the counties of the United States losing population during

. this period, most of them 'being rural counties. The counties

losing population are for the most part concentrated in three

areas: the Great Plains area down through the middle of the

United States, the Old C9tton Belt, and the Appalachians.

Because of the decrease in the farm population base, the number of

rural to urban migrants will probably continue to decline in

the future although the rate of off-farm migration remains relatively
constant (1137). Between 1940 and 1970 the average annual rate

of net outmigration froth farms was relatively constant at slightly

over five percent. During this periOd, however, the total farm

population declined from appi.oximately thirty million to two million,

resulting in a decline in the number. of off-farm migrants. It

is almost certain that this decline will continue, resulting in a

decline in the total number of rural to urban migrants. Although

there are no annual estimates of the number of rural to urban

migrants, the figure is probably in the order of 200,000 (1137).

5.
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Chapter 2. The Decision to Migrate

The reasons for,migration are usually framed in terms- of "puSh"

and "pull" factors. It is likely that the motivation 'for so

complex a social event as migration is rarely understood completely
by the migrant. The previous chapter discusses high fertility and

reduced demand for agricultural tabor as the causes of rural to

urban migration. The way in which these factors impinge on a

specific individual and result in a decision to migrate, or not to

migrate, may be quite complex. While most migrants might give

a "reason" for migrating, this leads immediately to l'philosophical

discussion on the nature of ciuse and effect.

The Census Bureau points out (1033) that "brief inquiries on
reasons for moving do\ot necessarily produce a definitive catalog
of the causes of mobility, although,they'do rovide some useful

, insights." In the study from which the qu tion is taken, approxi-
mately of the migrants 18 to 64 ars of age reported

.

job-related reasons for migration, approximately 10 per &ent

reported housing reasons, 14 percent reported change in marital

status, or,.move with family, and 11 percent gave other reason.

In the national sample studied, the Census Bureau found less than

one percent reporting a "fOrced" migration, or migration due to
reasons beyond the individual's control. -In interviewing rural

residents at orbelowiphi poverty level, the TRACOR study (0781)
found that approximately 10 percent of the most recent moves had

been due to circumstances beyond the individual's control. We'%
do not know that all of these moves were far enough to be counted

as migrations, but the figure is still more than twice as high.'

as the percent of "forced" moves i.eported to the Census Bureg; -

by intracountry movers. One may conclude from these data that 41-le

poor have less'control over their'situation than.-do others and

are more at the mercy of outside forces. This is a generally
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accepted idea but has not been pointed out before with respect-to

migration.

The previO6s chapter indicated the major situations in rural a/keas

underlying rural-urban migration. A more favorable opportunity

structure in urban areas constitutes the "pull" (0215, 0300, 0679;

0781, 0821, 0999, 1033). The "bright lights" hypothesis, or*the

appeal of urban life, is frequently cited (0001, -0210, 0359; 0620)

as an attractive force. ,Thus, we have structural "pushes" and

"pulls" that might be referred to as the "causes" of rural-urban

migration. How do these get translated at the individual level

into a decision to migrate? As reported by the 6enus\Bureau study
referred to above (1033), as well as by most other- studies, migrants

moss frequently give economic or job-related reasons for migration.
The "surplus" rural population and the perceived opportunity

/structures of urban and rural areas combine to leadimany-rural

dwellers to view migration as a way ,of improving their economic

position.

It is important todiStinguidh the decision toNmigi.ate from the
selection of, a destination. These decisions are not always: made

independently of each other, but 4 rural resident.may realize that
some day hg will move thu.s, some precipitating event may determine

the time of Migration and the destination (0001, 0781). In one

study, an'occupational,or economic situatiory'was most frequently

cited as the precipitating event (0781)., For many other indivi-
dual's, a change in marital or family status is the precipitating'

event, although the Ctnsus Bureau (1033) reports only about fours

percent of male migrants*give "change in marital status" as the.
reason for migration. It is almost certain that the percentage
would be higher for female migrants. The relationship of changing

marital status to migration has not been sufficiently well studied,

although Fried (0316) has pointed out that change in.marital status

should be classified as prior or subsequent to migration. He

7
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indicates, as we have assumed/above, that most changes in marital

status or family relationship are prior to migration, not 4 result

of migration: Also, the stage in the life cycle, or "leaving

the nest," frequently determines the time at'which migraton

takes place (0223, 0224, 0574).

The basic decision of whether-or not to migrate is related to

1 plans for further education, poor adjustment to the home community,

and occupatirnal aspiratkons.(0114, 0215, 0620).

.The Census Bureau (1033) reports that about 40 percent of migrants

give non-economic reasons for migration, reasons such as housing,

family status, health, and'so forth. One might hypothesize that

among potential migrants, non-economic factors would be more

prevalent in the decision not to migrate than in the decision

to migrate (0001, p. 22; 0916). Again, little is ,knOwn about the

decision-making process. Turner (0999) substantiates the finding

that most migrants give economic reasons for migration, with the

re Divided between those factors associated with friends and

rt .fives and thosewith quality of.living (mainly housing). He

futther examined these' reasons by socioeconomic status and fo4nd

that low socioeconomic status individuals more frequently mentioned

economic factors, while higher socioeconomic status people gave.

non-economic reasons, This is consistent with, the pfeviously

mentioned finding that the poor ,are more at the mercy of their

surropndings and environment, while the nonpoor may migrate to

obtai6 amenities rather than economic gains.'

Studies of the Labor Department's labor mobility programs (0696,

0697, 0967, 1130, 0285, 0487, 0488) indicate that the offer of a

financial subsidy to cover costs of moving were'reported b the

migrantsto have had no effect in about one'-third of the c ses,

to have made migration,Tossible earlier than it otherwise !ould

have occurred in another third of the cases, and to have ben the
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deciding factor for migratiOn in the remaining third of the cases.
Thus, among this group we find a wide range in certainty of the

decision to migrate, with the offer of subsidy reported as being
the relevant factor some cases. Among those for whom the
subsidy was the re evant factor, a higher proportion returned to
the rural area. Between 1952 and 1965 the Bureau of Indian Affairs
relocated 70,000 Indians from reservations to cities (0372, 0373,
0967) and despite the provision of many services, 40 percent
returned to the reservations.

In order to understand more thoroughly rural-urban migration, we
need to know more about the perceived reasons for migration of

potential migrants of different educational and financial situations.
It is not sufficient to report that most migrants move for finan-
cial reasons, because it is quite likely that many, if not most,
of these who decide against migrating do so for financial reasons

also. For example, 'it is known (0182) that the sons of farm owners

and other farm boys who have some prospect of having a farm of
their own are less likely to plan migration out of the rural area.

The age distribution of migrants (mostly young pepple and young
adults) indicates that for many people migration is part of the

process of!making an acceptable adjustment to the labor force',

and it is most likely to occur at the time of entry into the

labor force or shortly thereafter as part of the process of finding
a niche (0215, 6300, 0574, 0679).

As mentioned earlier, the decision to migrate.s usually separated
from the choice of destination, and different factors may affect
each decision. The decision to migrate is likely to have its
basis in structural factors, such as declining agricultural

em 1.oyment and high fertility. The choice of a destination is

more amenable to individual control. Most studies report economic
and job factors as the major reasons for migration, and this is

9
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the way in which the sEructural situation impinges on the individual.

The choice of a.destination is most frequently made on the basis

of friends and relatives. This is especially true among migrants

of lower socioeconomic status (0316, 0999). Among Negroes; the

decision to migrate may be delayed by racial discrimination which

makes it more difficult to leave familiar surroundings for unknown

discriminations (0559, 0610). Among such groups, the presence

of friends and relatives in a distant location helps overcome the

fears of moving but may encourage migration to a place where jobs

do not exist.

In addition to serving as a buffer in the problems of adjustment

to an urban environment (see Chapter 5), friends and relatives serve

as sources ofinformation about the potential destination. It

has been shown (0500,,0600, 0690) that the transportation costs

play a minor role in migration destination as compared to infor-

mation. Poor people utilize fewer channels of information and are,

therefore, limited almost entirely to those destinations where

they have friends and relatives. This does not mean that the

migration is not responsive to changing opportunity structure, but

because of limited information, that it is more responsive to

changes ove' time in a few locations than to differential oppor-
,

tunity structures in a varietyof locations.

The discussion of factors involved in the'decision to migrate as

contrasted with the selection of a destination indicates that it

might be easier to set up a'program that would change the choices

of destinations of migrants than it would be to set up a program

to affect the factors that are a basis for migration. This matter

is discussed further in the final chapter.
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A frequent stereotype is that many poor peOple from rural areas,

especially.blacks,.migrate in order to be eligible for higher

welfare paiments. No study found this as a reason for migratipn,

and several studies found receipt of welfare to be negatively

associated with' migration., Bea1l4(0054) reports that rural-urban

black migrant families were somewhat less likely to have received

welfare money than were blacks still living in rural areas. Similar'

findings are reported by Bowles (0127) and Bacon (0029). Lansing

and Mueller (0559) found that in their national sample, rural wel-

tare recipients were slightYymore likely-to migrate, but that the

difference between Welfare recipients and nonrecipients was not

statistically significant. Abt (0001), Petersen and Sharp (0747),

and Price (0781) found either no association between migration and

receipt of welfare or found that migi-ants were slightly less likely

to receive welfare. In a'study of Puerto Rican and Black migrants

to New York, Struening, Rabkins, and'Peck (0933)found that:"recent

arrivals to the city coo not end up on welfare roles more quickly

than more permanent residents." Hansontand Simmons (0415) found .

that migrants who end up on welfare do so becausd of unstable

employment experience, exacerbated by previously established

spending patterns, and that those who might have but did not end

up on welfare had better heal/ and fewer family responsibilities.

While it is quite likely that a few individuals may migrate to

improve welfare benefits, it seems well established that the number

is so small that this cannot.be listed a a relevant reason for

migration.

Strong ties to and identification with a rural area obviously

serve as a reason for nclt migrating. Two studies (0001, 0781)

found the strongest ties to the rural area among Angloi and the

weakest among blacks, with Mexican-Americans falling at dn.inter-
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mediate position. Relatively little is known about the factors

that make for strong identification with an area although some work
a

has been done by Solomon (0916). This i$ an important area for

research, because such feelings militate against labor mobility

that might provide economic benefits bath to individuals and to

society.

a

12
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Chapter 3. CharacteristiC1 of Migrants Compared with Nonmigrants

in Areas of Origin

Those individuals who move away from an area are different in many

ways from those who remain. The difference that may be the moat

important and also the least studied, because of the difficulties

involved, is the difference in motivation. Why does one person

decide to leave an area while as brother, with similar characteris-

tics, chooses to remain? The differences between migrants and

nonmigrants In motivatibn are relatively unstudied and yet may

constitute at lea t part of the explanation for many Of the

differences that a ,e observed. Outmigrants ark found to be
.

better educated than,nonmigrants, but is this because individuals

who have obtained more education have better employment opportu-

nitieS by moving, or because highly motivated individuals are more

likely to stay in school longer and also moreNlikely to move in
search of better opportunities? The answer to this question is

important for policy reasons, but not much research sheds light

on the qUestion. We have information on such variables as edpca-
;ion and income. The differences could be due to motivation, but

we do not know whether they are or not.

Martinson (0620)iexamined some of the background differences

between migrants and nonmigrants and concluded that social

aggressiveness. was an important factor in the migration of girls,

while academic achievement` and urban-oriented interests were more
important in the migration of boys. His sample was all white, but

the findings were true for migrants from rural farm and rural
nonfarm areas. Coller (0215) showed that occupational aspirations

were associated with distance of migration. Much more research

is needed on differences in motivation or need-achievement of

individuals prior to migration.

Since Dorothy Swaine Thomas' classic work,. Research Memorandum on

Migration Differentials (0976), most research in migration haA

13
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examined differentials between migrants and nonmigrants. Some

studies have chosen the-nonmigratory population at the place of

origin as the comparison group.; others have used the nonmigrants

at place of destination. This chapter concentrates on the differen-

tials between rural to urban migrants and rural nonmigrants, and

the next chapter compares the migrants with their urban counterparts.

Two of the most soundly established differentials are the better
education and the younger age of migrants. Young people 'are

generally better educated than their elders; therefore; the fact

that migrants 'tend to be young would in itself give migrants a

higher level of education. However, differences in age do not

explain all of the educational differences between migrants and

nonmigrants (0618, 0397, 0399, 0772). Among nonwhites, the out-

migrants are fat superior educationally to the nonmigrants, and

there is some evidence that the selectivity is increasing (0054,
0772). Among whites, outmigration from rural areas is selective

of both the best and most pocirly educated, with the pattern changing
some with age at migration (0397). When we take the total U. S.

population in 1967 and look at median educational attainment (1012),

we find 'that the rural to urban migrants are better educated than

the rural nOnmiwants for both whites and Negroes.. In fact, white

rural to urban migrants on the average have 1.4 rive years of

education than white.rural nonmigrants, while-Negro rural to urban

migrants on the average have only 0.8 years more education than

Negrb rural nonmigrants. Since these data are for the population

17 and over, the cumulative effects of differentials are included,

and these differences do not conflict with the previous statement
that among Negroes in recent years the eduCational selectiity

of rural to urban migration has been increasing.

One of the most consistent findings of all the research studies

is that the rural to urban migrants earn as much or more than the

nonmigrants left in the rural areas (0001, 0625, 0747, 074, 1012,
ri

14
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1086). The studies are not consistenttin their findings on the

amount of difference, but this is explainable by the fact that they

used 'different populations, different age groups, different times

of migration, different lengthsof time in the urban area, and ,

so forth. While Negroes earn less in both urban and rural areas,

most studies report that the urban-rural differences in income

for Negroes are greater-in both absolutp and relative amounts.

For example, let us take the income of.male-headed families classed

as rural of-,rural origin and rural to urban migrants as reported

in, the Survey of Economic Opportunity (1012). The rural and urban

family income figures for Negroes were $3100 and $5900, -urban

\ income being nearly twice the rural income. For whites the

corresponding figures were $6400 and $8300. A similar pattern

of differences was found within age groups, for unattached

individuals,,a6d for female-headed families. Thus, there is

little question that rural to urban migration improves incomes..

glum, et al, (0099) do not support this finding and conclude

that for blacks, "...the fact that a geographical transition took

place is not important in determining income. For nonblacks, the
results are less clear-cut." However, they did not distinguish

between rural to urban and urban to urban migrants.

Wertheimer (1086) presents strong evidence that the income gain

by migration from a rural to an urban area, increases With the

size of city. He also indicate's that the gains areless during

the first five years in the city, but tend to reach a higher

level after five years. The gains duririg the first five years

compared to later years are relatively larger for Negroes than
for whites. The regression technique which he used in analyzing\

data from the Survey of Economic Opportmity indicates little or

no financial gains in rural to urban migration for unrelated

females and female heads of 'households after adjustmentstare
introduced for education, age and race. Although he introduced

several interaction terms in various' regressions, he did not

15
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introduce a sex by color interaction which is known to exist with

respect to income and which might haVp changed his findings on

this poilit.

An aspect which is not examined by most of the research and which

has some'Televance for the study of motivation for migration is

the comparisoh between the incomes which migrants had in the rural

.areas before migrating and the incomes of others in rural areas

at that time who did not migrate later. In other words,, did

the migrants have above-average incomes in rural areas before

migrating? The TRACOR study (0781) has some unpublished data

which shed light on thisl1.question. Among Negroes in Yazoo County,

Mississippi, the probability of becoming a rural to'urban migrant

after 1963 increased with' increasing 1963 family income. The

rate of outmigration was significantly higher among those Negroes

with higher faMily incomes. Among'Anglos in Butler County,

Kentucky, the reverse pattern was found. The rate of outmigration

was lower among those Anglos with higher incomes. A similar

finding was reported among Kentucky Anglos by Breazeale (0142).

Among Mexican-Americans no association was found between rate of

outmigration and family income prior to migration. This lends

support to the Petersen and Sharp, suggestion (0747,. p. 31) that

"white men come to Cleveland to find a job, Negroes, to find a

better job." One might suggest 'that this is related to the

differences in level of income of whites and Negroes in rural ,4

areas.' A person has to achieve a certain financial level before

migration is a possibility. "This is not the case, however,

because the trends hold within the same income range an41 income

categories for Negroes and Anglos. The numbers were too small

to examine the trend within educational categories. These

differential trends suggest that outmigration from rural areas

may deprive the rural Negro communities of potential leadership

to a much greater extent than is true for rural white communities.
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As might be expected from the improvement in income following rural

to urban migration, the proportion of rural to urban migrants in

poverty is considerably lower.than the proportion of rural residents

in poverty (0127, 0781). Similatly, the proportion of rural to

urban migrants receiving welfare assistance is lower than the
.

proportion of rural population of rural origin that receives

assistance (ibid).

4

Negro fertility'increased during the period'of rapid urbanization

of the Negro population following,WorldVar II, `apparently' as

a consequence of improved health and welfare fabilit-ies. As
6 #

Farley'(1125) said, "Urbanization-does not appearto have reduced

Negro fartility" (see also Farley, f124).' The Sutvey of Economic

Opportunity (0132) ptovides inforMatioh on the fertfAity (number

-c of childteneNiv born per.1000 females aged"5744) of rural females

of rural origi4 and rural to urban migrant' females by race. The

0- fertility A rural to uAanimigrantidhitesd.t.8bpercent that_

of rural white females indicating some.leduction in fertility of

whites associated with"rural to urban migration. Fdr.Negroes, )
4

the fertility of the'rutal to .urban migranti is only 68 perCent-

,of the 'fertility of-rural Negro females, indicating a major

reduction in fertility of Negroes associated with rural to urban.

migration. It is not known whether this is due to selectifn-or

to the effect of migration. The fertility Of each Negro group

is considerably higher than that of the corresponding white

group, however. It should be remembered thatthese measures

of fertility are for women who were 35-44 in 1967, women who

were at or near the end of their childbearing. According to

. ,Farley (1124) this is riot the cohort of black females that will

likely have the highest comPleted 'fertility; but it is not

unreasonOle tp assume that these differentials between rural

females and rural.to urban migrants will continue with resulting

reductions in Negro fertility.

17
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If we lookat the fertility of rural to urban migrants who found

themselves in poverty in 1967, we find higher lgvels of fertility,

than among rural to urban migrants who were not in poverty. Even

among Negro rural to urban migrants inNpoverty, however, the.

fertility rate was still slightly below that.found among rural

Negroes and appreciably below that of rural Negroes in poverty.

White rural to urban migrants in poverty had a 4igher level of

fertility than did rural whites in general", not aslhigh a fertility

level as rural whites.in poverty, and a higher-fertility level

ithan_Negro rural to urban migrants in general.

The Survey of Economic Opportunity (0132) also makes it possible

to compare the rural population of rural origin with the rural to

urban migrants in terms of work-Iimiting health conditions.

Neither the white nor the Negro rural to urban migrants haV'e
4

proportions of males with work-limiting health conditions that are
.

significantly different from'Oe rural 'males of rural origin. The

figure is approximately 18 percent for the rural population and

the migrants, white and Negro.

P 4

In summary, we see that the rural to urban migrants represent a:

selection of the more capable individuals from the rural area,

especially among blacks. he migrants are/ younger, better

educated, and, if black, may have had a higher income in the

rural area. When they move to the city, they earn,significantly
,

more, money thap their counterparts of equal ageand education

in the rural area, and the larger the city to which they move,

the more they darn, Their earnings tend to increase after about

-five years in the city. Fewer of them will be in poverty in the

city thSnin rural areas and fewer will be receiving welfare)

They will have significantly' smaller families than their rural

counterparts, and these differences will be greater for Negroes

than whites, primarily because of the high fertility of rural

Negroes.
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Chapter 74:. Characteristics of Rural to Urban Migrants Compared
r

with Nonmigrants in Urban Areas.

It is frequently assumed that many urbah problems are either

causedor,malle worse by the inmigrantrom rural areas. This

assumption is based-on- the further assumption that these'inmigrants
A .

are likely to be uneducated, black, and looking for welfare assis-

tance.tance. In the previous chapter, we saw that these migrants were

better educatea and younger than the average rural resident and

wire better off finapcialiYin the urban area than were their

rural counterparts. But how do they compare with the urban popu-

lation which they areijoining?

. MgIst rural-urban migrants are white because most of the population

is white, and also whites are lore migratory than Negroes. However,
.

4gratiOn results in greater redistribution of the Negro popula-
,

.0 t4n because the counter - streams of migration are generally smaller

among blacks (0776). gherefore, migration has at impOrtant effect

on the increase in Negro population of metropolitan centers outside
1"'

the South. At the presentime, however, most of the population

increaseof Negroes in metropoliNn areas i5 the result d.

natural increase rather, than migration (0054, 0585, 0949, 1086).

The tremendous reduction of absolute site of the rural farm popu-

lation also indicates that the actual volume of rur 1-urban migration

decline in the future, although it is stij.l o significant

proportions. There are no figures on the annual amount of rural-
.

utjmn migration, although there are eslimate$ of net migration by

decades for rural and urban areas (0769, p. 39) and estimates of

'* net annual off-farm migration bylfive-year periods (1138),

Despite the fact that the rura4-urban migrants are in general

better educated than the people they leave behind in the rural

areas, they'are moving into areas where the levels of education

are higher. Freedman (0310) in 196 and Hamilton (0403) in 1964

19
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found that white and black rural-urbA migrants were less well

educated than urban natives of the same ethnic group. Taeuber
and Taeuber (0947)sin.1965 reported that rural- urbair black migrants

were rerall as well educated as the black urban population, but
their ain disappeared when age was controlled. Tilly (0-92)
in 196 fOund the average nonwhite Rigranit etter educated than the
average nonwhite urban. native. Fried 031 ) in 1970 found black

Migrants less well educated than urban blacks except that black
inmigrants from other Northern metropolitan areas were better,
educated than thp native urban population. It is clear that

1j.ndings in this area depend on comparison groups in urban areas,
Olith some studies failing to distinguish urban natives. and urban
inmigrants when coMpari,..g them with rural-urbian migrants. However,
'modt\recently'available 'controlled data (0132) indicate that ,rural -

urban migrants' levels of Education are similar to those of non -

migranf urban residents. Utilizing information from the Survey
of Economic Opportunity (0132), we see,,that all rural-urban

migrants 17 years of age and over had a median of 11.8 years of

school completed, compared with 12.0 years of school completed
by urban nonmigrants.

For the white population, the rural-urban migrants had exactly
the same level of education as did the urban nonmigrants; therefore,

they should not be considered disadvantaged in terms of number of
years -of school completed. (Quality of education is another matter
'and will be discussed later in this chapter.) If we look at
white rural-urban migrants from the South to urban areas outside

the South andcOMpre them with urban nonmigrants outside the
South, we have a somewhat different picture. The white rural-
urban migrants 17 years of age and over leaving the South have 3.6

years of school completed, compared to 11.1 years of school for

nonmigrant urban residents living outside the South. However,
,much ofthis difference is a consequence of the age distribution

20
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of the population classified as "ural to urban migrants" in urban
areas. Anyone living in ant urban area in 1967 who-lived ,in -a rural.

area at age 16 was classed ps a rural-urban migrant regardless of
present age or age at migration. When we loOk at educational

levels by age, we find that the educational disadvantage of,the

white interregional migrants increases with increasing age. For
those rural -urban migrants from the South who were 17 29 years
of age, the median educational level was 11.1*years, which was
only 0.3 years lower than the educational level of othe urban

nonmigrants outside the South. For those aged 30 to.119, the

educational lever4of both groups is lower and the difference is

greater, the migrants haying 0.7 years less education on Eae
average%k "*.For those 50 and over, tle educational levels are still
lower, and the migrants are 1A.1 years behind the nonmigrantsdn

median educational achievement.

When we comppre.the black rural -urban migrants with the urban
,-. black nonmigrant population; we find that the 411.grants have 1.7

years less education on the average than do the urban nonmigrants

i.01321. ,This comparison has the same problems n, age distribution

that were discussed with whites above. Also, we usually think
of Negro rural-urban migrants as moving out of the South. Using

,...nthe Survey of 'Economic Opportunity definition of .rural -urban

migrants, approximately one-half of the Negro rural -urban migrants
are in Southern urban areas. There is some evident that Negro
rural-urban migrants in. more recent years have dispr9portionately

gone out of the South (0001, 0252, 0781). If we restrict attention

to Negroes moving out of the South 4ga urban areas out'. er the South,

we See .that in this group the migrants have 2.0 years less

educaticin than the nonmigrant urban population. HoweVer, when
' age controls are introduced, we find that Negro rural-urban migrants

17 to 29
J
years of age have 0.3 years more education than nonmigrant

Negroes in urban areas outside the South. It is interesting that

this group of Negro migrants has a median of 11.1 years of schooling,
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which' is exactly the same as for the white rural-urban wigrants

out of the South. The rural-urban Negro migrants 30 to 49 years

of age have only 8.6 years of education on the average, 2.0 years

less than.nonmigrant Negroes of the same age in urban areas

outside the South. Since it is .reasonable to assume that most of

this older group migrated some year's ago, we can porclude that

the educational gap between Negro migrants and nonmigrants in'

urban areas outside the South has been decreasing and has now

di3appdared or reversed.

Ii the previous chapter, it was pointed out that the educational

selectivity of outmigrants from rural areas is increasing, and this

would lead to the sorts of educational differences by age described

above. Since the average age at migration has been relatively.

stable, we can conclude that the educational gap between rural-

urban migrants and urban residents has been narrowing and can

be expected to disappear. When we look at the data for Negroes

we see that the gap has actually reversed itself,the young

inmigrants actually having a slightly higher median years of

school completed than the urban nonmigrants,

From the discussion of education we can conclude that recent

rural-urban migrants are no longer educationally disadvantaged

as compared to the urban residents they are joining when we

meaiure'education by years of school completed.

We next turn to the'question_of hove migrants do financially

compared to the urban residents. Earlier, Bauder and Burchinal

(0043) and Freedman (0310) found farm migrants to have lower

incomes than urban natives. Landis (0552) found just the opposite
' for mai rural-urban migrants, but found that female migrants

made less money that urban female natives.
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More recently, Petersen and Sharp (0883, 0747) and Fried (0316)

have found that migrants have lower incomes than urban natives.
(rSpecifically for the black e4killA group, Marsh (0610) stated that

blacks continue to lag tehind whites in income, in general.

Compared to native urban blacks, inm/grant blacks in general and

rural-urban immigrant blacks in particular were found by Taeuber

and Taeuber (0947) and Beale (0054) to have at least equal income

levels in comparigon with urban natives. Again,"moreconcrete

evidence is provided by a look At the USDA-UGA data (0132). If.

we look at the median income of all individuals/classed as rural-

urban migrants by the Survey of Economic Opportunity, we find tihat

the whites had a median income of $7855 and the Negroes, a median

income of $5116. In the urban population of urban origin, whites

had a median income of $6557 and Negroes, a median income of

$5105. The most striking-point here is the fact that the Negro

rural-urban migrants had "'slightly higher income than did thd

urban Negroes of urban origin. (Urban of urban origin population

includes nonmigrant urban residents and urban to urban migrantts.)

The difference is not statistically significant but indicates that

in general the rural -urban Negro migrants are doing as well

financially as the urban Negrces of urban origin. Both Negro groups

are considerably below the income levels of whites, but the figures

indicate that being black with a rural background is no more of

a handicap in an urban area than just being black. Ritchey (0806)

comes to a similar conclusion.

The white rural-urban migrants do not have as high a median incom4

as do white urban residents of urban origin. In order to understand

better the income differences, we must examine them by age (0132).

In no age group of rural-urban white males is the family income

higher than that of similarly aged urban of urban origin males.

The difference is keast among those white families with male heads

30 to 49 years of age. The income for rural-urban migrants is
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$9500, only $400 below the median inccme.of similar urban residents

t of urban origin. Among Negroes, the families with male heads

\ under 30 years of age have higher incomes than do those urban

families whose male head is'of urban origin. Among Negro families

with ,a male head 30 to 49 years of age, the rural-urban migrants.

have a $300 lower median income than those that are urban of urban

origin. Among those 50 and over, the white migrants have a $1300

'lower income, while among Negroes the migrants areonly $500 below

the urban nonmigrants. These figures support the earlier state-

m ent that for Negroes in an urban are a, having a rural background

does not add further to the disadvarltage of being black. Whites,

however, are disadvantaged by the rural background, although

as Masters (6625) indicateST-theytend to overcome this disadvantage

after several years residence in the urban area.

For families with female heads,,the picture is slightly different.

Female-headed families have incomes only about half that of male-

headed families to*Start with. Among whites, families with a

female head who is a rural-urban migrant have higher incomes than

urban families with a female head of urban origin, except where the

female head is 50 or more'years of age. Among Negroes, only

those rural-urban female-headed households where the head is under

30 years of age have higher incomes than similar urban households.

In other words, for Negroes the incomes of households in which the

head is a rural-urban migrant under 30 years of age tend to have

higher incomes than similar urban households regardlt...,s of whether

the head is male or female. Among whites, households h aded by

female rural-urban migrants apparently are riot disadvaaLaged
,r

financially relative to urbayemale-headed households. Landis

(0556) found urban native females better off than rural-urban migrant

feMales, while Petersen and Sharp found the reverse to be the case

(0747). Wertheimer (1086) found that women make no additional

income by migrating. Whitehcwaelralds.--342..ilt male heads are dis-

advantaged by the rural background.
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The incomes of unrelated individual males who are rural-urban

Migrants tend to be lower than the incomes of unrelated individual

urban residents of urban origin regardless of race. The same

is true of unrelated Negro females, but unrelated white females

who are rural-urban migrants have higher incomes than unrelated

urban white females unless they are50 ears of age or over.

It would be important to know the effects of regional location

on income for rural-urban migrants, but none of the studies make
regional comparisons. The analysis of data from the Survey of

Economic Opportunity being done by Gladys Bowles and others at

the University of Georgia (1.01.2) will probably yield information
on this point.

The--fact that unrelated individual rural-urban migrant Negroes' \\
are relatively worse off financially compared to I

urban residents /

than arellegro families headed by a rural-urban migrant male
maymay be the result of several gainful workers in a family. No

informationiiavaiigUe-an-faniiiiinin tEe-s-JC7t74Ories by

number of gainful workers per.family. It is possible that the

relatively better financial status of young, Negro, rural-urban

migrant families is at least partially explainable by number of
workers in the family. Information on this point may be developed

from the Survey of Economic Opportunity data being analyzed by

Gladys Bowles and others at the University of Georgia. It will

also be possible to develop information on this point from the

1970 Census Public Use Sample.

We saw that young rural-urban migrant Negroes had as much education

as did the urban Negro population they were joining. However,

there are serious questions about the quality of the education

they received in the South. Table 1 shows estimates of achieve-

ment levels in standardized years of schooling by color and place

of education. We see from this table, for example, that blacks
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Table 1. Achievement of IndividualA:

Standardized Years of Schooling

Re:ion and Race

Adjusted Years of Schooling for

Years of Schooling Completed

8 ears 12 ears

White

Urban

Northeast 8.0 12.0
North Central 8.0 11,6
South 7.5 11.1
West' 7.7 11.5

Nonurban

Northeast 7.7 11.1
North Central 7.7 11.1
South 7:1 10.5
West 7.7 11.1

Black

Urban

Northeast
. 5.9 8.7

North Central 6.0 8.7
South 5.3 7.8
West 5.6 8.1

Nonurban

Northeast 5.6 7.8
North Central 5.6 7.8
South 4.6 6.8
West 5.6 7.8

Source: R. D. Weiss. "The Effect of Education on the Earnings of
Black and Whites." Review ,of Economics and. Statistics,
(May 1970), pp. 150-159 where it is derived from James S.
Coleman. Equality of Educational Opportunity, U. S. Dept.
of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, 1966.
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with eight years of school in the rural South have an achieverent
level of 4.6 years of schooling. Weiss and Williamson 0.081.) have
examined the effects of quality of education on income using.data
from the Survey of Economic Opportunity and assuming that.place
of residence at age 16 was the place at which education was received.
They conclude that

11-,

o
r

A.

/,..Interregional differences in the quality_of..black-4,- "
, ,

educattc n- have -re±ativt .y'Wea' effects on earning 1. /,
abil ty, and thusioutbern-rurar blacks suffer
no c mpetitiVe-disadvanTriurban labor markets, rt I'
Nort or South; on the contrary; if anything it
app rs'to. be the ghetto-educated black who suffers ji
the competitive disadvantage. An obvious explanation
for this result is that other features of rural
southern origin outweigh the disadvantage of low-
quality formal edudation there. An implication is
that the geographical shift in population can only
improve black incomes by the positive imp4ct on
income from migration and by increasing 5ae number
of years of school completed by migrant's children.

\ Education has a strong and consistent effect on
black incomes for the sample as alahole, and for
each age group in the interaction equation.

--Weiss and Williamson, (1081, p. 12)

Findings on the occupational mobility of migrants in comparison
to urban natives are not generally comparable. For example, while
Blau and Duncan (0095) found that within the U. S. careers of

,4 migrants as a whole are superior to nonmigrants' careers, there is
no consideration given to ethnicity, age, type of migrant, or length
of urban residence. Different researchers at different times and
for different ethnic.groups have found conflicting evidence. Bauder

band Burchinal (0043) found conflicting evidence in studies_ conducted
simultaneously in two Iowa cities as to whether white farm-reared
male migrants of the same education as urban natives got equal
status jobs. They'later (0045) found status differences /insig-
nificant when controls were added for age and length of time in\
the city. Freedman (0310) and Landis (0052) earlier found that
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farm.=reared migrants and rural-urban male and female migrants,

respectively, did not match the occupational status positions of

urban natives. In contrast, Benewitz (0070) found rural male

migrants into St. Paul, Minnesota, had occupations not significantly

different from St. Paul natives. More recently, in comparing

whites and blacks, Tilly (0992) and Petersen and Sharp (0747)

found blacks at an occupational disadvantage compared to whites.

In restricting the comparison to blacks only, Taeuber and Taeuber

(0947) and Tilly (0992) found that'all Negro
4
inmigrants were more

likely to be in white collar occupations tha$, urban native blacks

and that, among nonmetropolitan-origin blacks, the same Occupa-

tional levels as for urban natives are found, without age controls.

However, Petersen and Sharp (0747) note that in many cases

qualifications and experience of migrants had little to do with

their acquisition of first job, with men and whites having

faster entry into the labor force,than women and blacks. About

50% of male and 60% of female migrants were found to have entered

the city labor.force at the same occupational level, as their

last pre-migration job.

Findings on unemployment levels among migrants in comparison

to urban natives are more unanimous in showing that migrants are
more likely to be unemployed. Although Beale, Hudson, and

Banks (0056) did not find unemployment levels higher in.general

among farm-migrants in comparison to non-farm natives, they did

find higher unemployment rates among migrants at the young adult

ages. Petersen and Sharp (0747) and Marsh (0610) found that blacks

lag behind white,migrants in rates of employment, and Petersen

and Sharp confirmed the relatively poorer position of all migrants

compared to urban natives, and women in comparison to men, in

rates of unemployment. In a study of blacks, Fried (0316) found

the highest rates of_unemploymentamong male migrants arriving pefore

age 18, but even those who arrived later had higher rates tlfian

ti
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the native urban population. He also found the highest rates of

unemployment among migrants in the city less than two years.

In the previous chapter we saw that the females leaving the rural

areas for cities had appreciably lower fertility,than did those

remaining in rural areas,. When compared with urban females Of

urban origin (0127) the migrants showed almost identical fertility
patterns. The black female migrants 35-44 had slightly lower
numbers of children even born per 1000 females than did the

black urban females. Among whites, -the migrants had slightly

higher fertility rates. Thus, in fertility as in education and,

income, the Negro inmigrants resemble the urban pOpulation more

closely than do the white migrants. Fertility is higher and

income is lower for Negroes than whites in all groups, but educ-
,

tional levels of Negroes and whites under 30 yearg'of age are
almost identical.

A slightly higher proportion of rural-urban migrants, have-Vork--

limiting health conditions than do urban r9,pidents of urban origin
among both whites and Negroes. This is probably a reflection of

the poorer health care-of people in rural.areas. Among urban
Negro males o

conditions.

migrant Negr

urban origin, 14 percent have work-limiting health

his is lower than the 1/ percent figure for rural-urban

males, but higher than the 11 percent for white

urban males cif urban origin and almost certainly reflects the

poorer medical care receiVed by urban Negroes. These figures are
for males 17 to 64, so the age distributioll should not be a

.4D .4 f
major factor. Freedman (0306) earlier he health of farm

migrants to be poorer than that of the general urban population.

The ptopor....,ins of the population in poverty were consistent with

the income distributions discussed earlier. White rural-urban

migrants had slightly higher.proportions in poverty than did the
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white urban population of urban origin (0054, 0127). picture

for Negroes was mixed (0127), with some categories of Negro rural-

urban migrants having higher proportions in poverty than did their

urban counterparts, while other categories had lower proportions

in"poverty, but in general, the proportions were similar to those

of urban Negroes (0127).

Since not all people in poverty receive welfare assistance,

. especially in rural areas, the patterns of receipt of welfare are

\, similar to but not identical with the patterns of poverty. .Among

the white families whose heads are rural" -urban migrants, 4.0

percent received some.form of welfare assistance (0127). Only

2.3 percent of white families whose heads are urban of urban origin

receive welfare assistance. Among Negro families whose heads are

rural-urban migrants, 17.3, percentreceive welfare assistance as

compared with 15.6 percent of urban Negro families whose heads are

of urban origin.' Similar patterns exist, for unrelated individuals
as for families. Fried (0316, p. 316) found -similar proportions

of black migrahts and honmigrants receiving welfare, and Struening,

et al. (0933) found blaCk migrants do not end up on Welfare roles

more quickly than permanent residents, '.

In general,,ic would be helpful to know more about the differences

Vbetweed rural-farm and rural-nonfarm migrants in comparison with

urban natives. While-data referenced here do indicate about the

same overall findihgs for farm 'migrants as for all rural-urban

migrants, there have been feW researchers who have -distinguished the

two components of the rural-urban migrant groups and presented

separate analysis for ,each. Some researches-have classified,rural..-1

urban migrants by size of place of origin 65316,(e.g.), but again',

not all of these data are comparable.

Freedman and Freedman (0310) found farm-reared migrants more

concentrated in smaller nonfarm places, alder than the nonfarm-
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.reared population and greatly overrepresented in low, status positions

in education, occupation,'and family income, but their data, as they

point out, day not be valid for more recent migrants. Recently,

Bowles (0127v) found the incidence of poverty higher among rur4-

urban migrants of farm origin than among those of nonfarm origin.

Finally, some emphasis must Se given to the findings of differential

selectivity of'.niigration for whites as compared to blacks in

explaining how well both groups do in the city. Hamilton (0398)

in 1959 found migration from the South 'for /1940 -1950 to be .

selective of the better educated only among nonwhite, bu, that net

migration of the adult white population was largely selective of

the poorly educated and only moderately selective of the well edu-t,

cated. While white migrantylo better than Negro migrants overall,

there is evidence (0781)'that whites were less well off in their

origin areas compared.to white nonmig*ants, whereas the opposite

was found to be the case for blacks. Petersen. and Sharp (0747)

have suggested that whites move to 'get jobs, but blaCks move

to get better lobs, because whites were more frequently unemployed

prior to their move.

Findings on, both ethnic groups once they are in the city from

many researchers show whites getting the better jobs faster and

improving their incomes over .time in the city, although (higher
,4

proportions of them compaired to urban natives are in poverty than

for blacks compared to urban native blacks), This, again, e

points up the'disadvantageja migrant' suffers just in being black:

In general, we can conclUde that rural, -urban migrants are much more

like the urban populatiOn which they have joined than like the

rural population they have left. The similarities 'are greater for

Negroeg than for whites, but this may be a consequence of the

generally lower status of Negroes in urban areas. However, the

0
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evidence indicates a higher selectivity for, Negro rural-urban

migrants and shows that among urban Negroes, having a rural back-.

ground is not a financial disadvantage. Among urban whites a

rural background is a financial disadvantage, although the

disadvantage decreases With increasing time in the city.
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Chapter 5. Adjustment AIMigrants in Urban Areas

Muchdf the discussion in the previous chapter dealt. with

.adjustment of migrants in urban areas, but primarily with economic

adjustment--income, occdpatipn, welfare and poverty.. The present

chapter will emphasize other aspects, .

'

The term "adjustment': encompasses so many variables tht it is

difficult to isolate its varlb14 components and deal with Chem in

. any meaningful way in a short space. However, some general comments

may be made, and areas of agreement and disagrevent may be pointed

out: One major problem in dealing with'findings in this7area is

that the various ihdices and other measures used to denote"adjust-
himent ar not always comparable and' often span several disciplines,''

with i.e ults reflecting different approaches: Tod, there'is the

problem of "middle-class" bias charges that lead to the argument
---- f.

that, findiriglksfor'sub-culture groups are virtually worthless for

measures of other than economic adjustment. Nevertheless, in

recent years enough work has been done by redtarchers from varying

disciplines an4. etbnic.backgrounds to provide a body of general

k1nowledge in many important areas:

.,

Motiv ons for migration not'only determine\ the success or failure
\ 1-

' ' of ,the venture sin edbnomic to s, but Bauder and Burchinal (0183)

have Pointed out that motiva 'tons also affect adjustment to the

ew enVirbnMent to a substantial degree. It here becomes evident
/ - J

t l
that it Ls very difficult to separate economic and non-economic

adjugtment factors. Windham (1103) has found that identification

with'the city for migrants is itself based on how well they are

doing bothsociaLly and economically. Petersen and Sharp (0747)

point out that4for migrants, where economic advance is clearly

evident, -satisfaction with (therefore,:adjustment to) the move 1.8

nearly unanimous. While,. there is substantial evidence that length

of time 'in the city is probably the most important factor in
1 11
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adjustment (0677, 0710), there are other intervening factors more

important for the recent migrant%

One of the better established findings regarding rural-urban

migration is that most of the migrants have friends and/or

relatives' in the urban area to which they are moving (0781, 0747,

0001, 0316, 0999). There is much support for',..the finding that kin

either provide the reasons for the move themselves, or provide

the major criterion for the choice vf destination (0781, 0001,

0591, 0610, 0821, 0690, 0100, 0163, 0858, 0859, 0982, 0993).

While the function of relatives and friends may'vary from one

class or ethnic group of migrants to another, there can be no

dousbt that their influence on the adjustment of newcomers is crucial.

For example, Crawford (0223, 0224) found that support from the

family of orientation for migration can ,overcome the inhibiting

effects on prospective mlgrants of attachment, to a rural system

or community, and this is especially likely to be true for.blacks

and other ethnic minority groups who have the added prospect of

encountering discrimination in the city. Martin (0615), Rubin

(0821) and Nelson (0690) found information provided to prospective

migrants by friends and relatives in distant ties the sole

or primary source of information abodt the cities.

Jakubauskas and Palomba (0487) found that hostility of the new

community is pot as significant as isolation from friends and
1

.

relatives in the process, of adjustment for migrants. Rose and

Warshay (0814) found pre ence of friends and relative5in the city
. v,/

more important for adjus ment than rural-urban background. Litwak

(0583), Omani (0710), Schwarzweller and CrOwe (0860), Schwarzweller

and Seggar (0861),.Tilly'and Brown (0993), and Schwarzweller and

Brown (0858, 0859)--all attest to the role of relatives in aiding

in migrants' adjustment. .However, a number of researchers also

point out differences in this role depending on social class of
r
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migrants (0102, 03160858, 0859). Blumberg and Bell (0102)'believe

that kin may be more psychologically supportive than functionally
effective. Other researchers point to-the "cushion" and "haven.of

safety" function of friends 'and relatives (0102, 0163, 0583, 0814,
0858, 0859, 0993). In fact, this.supportive function provided

by relatives may ultimately be maladaptive. Rose and Warshay

(0814) found that, although pence of relatives and friends in
,

the city militate against the migrants' feeling disheartened,
,

depressed, or pessimistic, it may also retard the migrants'

developmerof new community contacts and participation in the
wider society.

,

Nevertheless, relatives and.friends do offer substantial help

in providing temporary housing, in giving job leads and information,

and in helping newcomers to find their way around the city (0163,

0781, 0993, 0999, 0102, 0228, 0316, 0583, 0610, 0858, 0859, 0860,
.0861). A very high percentage of all ;ural-urbah migrants 'spend

their first'night in the urban area with friends and relatives

(0781, 0316, 0747).

White rural-urban migrants are more likely to have a.job lined

up or a job lead before moving than are Negromigrants (0781).

Also, the rate of entry into the labor force is quicker and higher

for whites and for males than for Negroes or females (6747, 0316,

0781). Various studies differ on findings concerning length of

time migrant groups are in the city before nearly all of them areo

employed, but the studies were done in different locations under

differing economic conditions. Most studies agree that there is

not a long period of unemployment following migration to an urban

area, although this does obviously occur in some cases.

Data from the Survey of Economic Opportunity (0132) discussed in
the previous .chapter indicate that a higher proportion of the
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rural-urban migrants than oc. the urban residentg have work-limiting
hea:'.th conditions. However, Fried (0316) found black migrants

into Boston as a whole to show relatively little difference from

nonmigrant blacks on measures of physical health status or self-

reported experiences of illness, and Streuning, et al. (0933)

found that for black and Puerto Rican inmigrants there was no

difference in comparison with nonmigrants on social and physical
health problems. Findings on social problems of migrants are
scant and conflicting. For Anglos, Thompson (0982) found that

migrants had high rates of absenteeism from work, while for blacks,

Tilly (0992) found that rates of crime and delinquency were lower
for migrants than for nonmigrant natives.

The relative differences between migrants and nonmigrants in

mental health conditions have been studied extensively without
fi:n agreement on conclusions. Most studies find higher rates of

mental hospital admissions among the rural-urban migrants (0606,

0568, 0675, 0933), but some (0531, 0532) have found higher rates

among Negro urban residents than among Negro migrants from the

South. Fried (0316) found self-reported incidence of moderate
to severe' emotional difficulties more frequent among migrant

than among nonmigrant black natives in Boston. However, Sanua
(0836) feels that statistics on admissions to mental hospitals

are too crude to use when studying mental health of migrants.

Fabrega (0284) points to cultural differences in the diagnosis

of type and severity of illness, with negative consequences for

Mexican-Americans in particular. Finally, in studying the

consequences of urban migration for suicide, Breed (0143) found
them to vary by sex, race, duration of residence, and the

difference between life styles in the old and new community.

If Cie migrant joins a "colony" of individuals like himself,

the probability of mental illness is reduced. There ifs not
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enough data to verify the theory, but there is some evidence in

support of it and much sense to the idea that the psychological

support function provided by kin does much to prevent isolation

and subsequent trauma'(0143, 0102, 0928, 0163, 0270, 0487, 0860,
0861, 0928).

The self-reported sense of well-being that a migrant might have
after moving to an urban area is also indicative of his adjust-
ment. The TRACOR study (0781) found that the proportion reporting
that they were happier in the urban environment than they had
been in the rural area was highest among Mexican-Americans, next

highest (about 80 percent) for Negroes, and down to 60 percent
for Anglos. The Anglos expressed more general dissatisfaction
with urban living, while Negro females mentioned unhappiness with
housing more frequently than any other item. The Cleveland
study (0747) did not find Negroes less satisfied with housing than
whites, but did find females less satisfied with housing than
males,. Fried c0316, p. 325) found that the black migrants into
Boston expressed about the same "life satisfaction" as did the
Boston-born blacks.

McQueen (0641) found among migrant blacks that those who were
nlJst dissatisfied with their situations in the community were
also the most alienated and apprehensive.

Reported sense of well-being often relates to resolution of
problems migrants initially encounteted in the city. Locating
adequate jobs and housing, overcoming the sense of loss of
close ties to people and home left behind, and conquering social
isolation are all problems Fried (0316) found reported by migrants.
Jakubauskas and Palomba (0487) confirin the on-going stress of
social isolation for migrants, especially females. Dissatisfaction
with housing and jobs (0781, 0747) have been found frequently Lo

coincide with feelings orfrustrationsand lack of success.

f
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The effect of migration on family composition is of interest.

Three studies (0781, 0099, 0993) reported that blacks were more

likely to have relatives present in the urban area than were

whites, but at the same time migration was more likely to be

disruptive to the immediate family among blacks.

Several studies have examined social participation of migrants

(0781, 0316, 0747, 0866), but all have used different

measures of social participation. There is some agreeme t that

Anglo migrants have higher levels of social participatim than

do black migrants, but there is conflicting evidence about the

difference in social p'articipation between migrants and nonmigrants.

Blizzard and Macklin (0097) found in 1952 that rural migrants ,

participated in fewer organizations and took part in less informal

activities than either the urban migrant or nonmigrant. However,

the rural migrant was found to contribute proportionately more to

the leadership in organizations than the nonmigrant.

Freedman and Freedman (0310) found differences in social

participation patterns between farm-reared and nonfarm-reared

migrants to vary with the type of activity bein considered.

Their most significant finding was that the farm-reared have less

confidence in U. S. political institutions. Giffin (0348)

did not find Southern Appalachian migrants differing in their

social participation patterns significantly from those from other

regions; however, they were found to participate less frequently

in voluntary organizations such ,as lodges, unions, neighborhood

clubs, and community center activities. Jitodai (0498), Sharp

(0881), Windham (1102), Zimmer (1120), and Tilly and Brown (0993)

all found that migrants participate less in voluntary organiza-

tions than nonmigrants, but Zimmer found that differences in

participation rates decrease with increased time in the city.
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Sharp (0882) found that voting behavior appeared to be related

more to length of time in the city than to place and type
previous residence. Tilly and Brown (0993) express the idea that

migrants with extensive kin may participate less because the kin,

in aiding in adjustment, actually function as a barrier to inte-

gration in the city, an idea noted also by Rose and Warshay (0814).

A final aspect of adjUstment to be considered is the extent, to

which speech patterns and language are dysfunctional to migrants.

There is not much evidence in this area, although one frequently

hears of disparaging remarksmade by natives against newcomers

of various immigrant and ethnic backgrounds, and everyone in

town knows where the "Little Italy's," "China Towns," and the
like are located. Most of the research in this area has been

done on Mexican-Americans, with findings pointing to the corrup-

tion of native speech patterns and conflicts in "old" and "new"
cultural values. Samora and Lamanna (0831) have found Mexican-
,

Am rican group assimilation limited and slow, and Derbyshire (0249)
fou d that nonmigrants may have found it necessary to "overidentify"

with raditional Mexican role models to counteract the "cultural

stripp ng" process of American society. Migrants were found to
be more .ositively oriented, but their adaptive behavior may
eventuall become maladaptiye. "Tex-Mex" is spoken in many
Mexican -Am- ican hame8 in cities throughout Texas, the language
being intell'gible only to Texas Mexican-Americans,'not to other
Spanish-speak ng individuals. It is widely known that the evolu-

tion of this language pattern occurred in the process of accultu-

ration and that it contributes greatly to language learning

difficulties in both English'and Spanish for Mexican- American

youth.

Adjustment is a very difficult concept to work with because the

detailed characteristics of adjustment vary from one culture to

another and fromione situation to another. A migrant may be
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well adjusted to the'smaller group of which he is a part but may

not be at all integrated into the broader community. Only when

lack of adjustment leads to economic difficulties, mental illness,

or other problems, do we have any sort of objective criteria,

on lack of adjustment. The previous chapter indicates that

migrants make satisfactory economic adjustments. Research

workers do not agree regarding the association between migration

and mental illness. The one yonclusion that can be drawn is that

there is no clear pattern of failure of migrants to adjust to
urban living.
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Chapter 6. Return Migration to Rural Areas

One of the early generalizations about migration made by Ravenstein

in 1889 (0976, p. 230ff.) was, "Each main current of migration

produces a compensating countetcurrent." The emphasis in this

report has been almost entirely on the rural-urban migrants, but

we should not be unaware of the fact that there is a flow from

urban to rural areas. The4telative size of each of these streams

varies from place to place, from year to year, from one age

group to another and from one ethnic group to another. The

abiolute sizes of these streams are unknown because virtually al

data collection procedures obtain data on some sort of net mo -ment.

In asking place of residence five years ago, the Census m ses

intermediate moves which may have carried a person fro a rural

area to an urban area and back to a rural area d g the five-

year period. The Social Security continuou , 1 4 .Ustory sample'

.provides a continuous record of certain sor of migration but

misses people not in kovered occupations, Individuals in agri-

cultural employment are especially likely to be missed.

Hathaway (1007, p. 9) has suggested that there is a high rate of

return to farm employment: "...each year there appear to be about

90 percent as many people move back into farm employment as move
out of it." As Beale points out (1007, p. 12) these figures

are almost certainly the result of the inadequacies of the Social

Security data which Hathaway was using.

The Survey of Economic Opportunity (0132) estimates that in 1967

there were slightly more than 8,300,000 people living in rural

areas that had been living in urban areas at age 16. This compares

with more than 18,100,000 people li-Ving in Urban areas that had f=.

been living in rural areas at age 16. It must be remembered that

rural includes rural-nonfarm as'well as rural-farm. Approxi-

mately 11 percent of the rural to urban migrants were Negro, while,
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less than 4 percent of the urban to rural migrants were Negro.

Thus, we see that blacks were far less likely than whites to move

from urban to rural areas. This resulted in a higher net migration

of blacks into urban areas relative to the total number of moves
made. This is frequently referred to as a higher "efficiency of
migration." [Efficiency = (net migration) (inmigrants +
outmigrants).] Approximately 53 percent of the migrants were
female, regardless of whether they were black or I4hite, moving
to urban or to rural areas.

Hamiltbn (0403) in 1964 also found that the tendency for older
people to move back to the South is more pronounced among whites
than among black's and that there is a very small amount of black,
remigration to the South. Petersen and Sharp (0747) found that
whites were more likely than blacks to be considering a return
to the origin area, and Abt (0001) predicted that whites would
be more likely than blacks to return.

Data from the Survey of Economitpportunity (0132) show that

among whites, about 46 percent of the individuals classed as
rural to urban migrants were 50 or more years of age. The pro -
portion was slightly lower but similar for Negroes. However,
among white urban to rural migrants, only about 29 percent were
50 years of age or over. In other words, among whites the urban
to rural migrants were less concentrated at ages above 50. It
must be remembered that these ages do not refer to age at migra-
tion but the age in'1967 of individuals who had different places
of residence at age 16. Among blacks the age differences were
not significant between rural to urban and urban, to rural migrants
because of the small differences in percentages and also the
small size of sample. The fact that whites who had moved to rural
areas were'younger than whites who had moved to urban areas suggests
that some of the movement was to suburban rural nonfarm areas.
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However, Bryant and Wikber (01724, in discussing net migration in .

Mississippi for 1950-1960, found the dependency ratio in the rural

population to have increased partly as a result of inmivation of

retirement aged persons. However, what proportion of these

were returnees was not ascertained.

The 1955-1960 migration data from the 1960 Census do not provide

detailed information on urban to rural migration. However, on

the basis of the negligible proportion of blacks in rural areas

outside the South, we can reason that virtually all of the mi-
.

gration of blacks from metropolitan areas to rural areas is

included in the black migration into the'South. Not all black

migration into the South is migration into rural'ateas, however.

, The figures from the SEQ data given above (less than four percent

of urban to rural migrants are black) provide some basis for

assuming that most of the black migration into the South is into

Southern urban areas. The 1955-1960 Census data do show (0772)

that.durinethis period there were three times as many blacks who

moved out of the South as moved into the South. Of the blacks

that moved into the South during this period (and we assume

that this group includes nearly all the urban to rural migrant

blacks), two out of every three were returning to the census

division of their birth.' Therefore, we do know that during this'

period, most of the black migration into the South was return

' migration. The data ktidicate that only a small proportion of

it was return migration to rural areas.

There is very little data on what kinds of people returnees are

and why they choose to move back to areas from which they

migrdted. There is, however, a great deal of speculation.

Bishop (0089) felt that those who move back to rural areas either

have a preference for living there or because they are disillusioned

with nonfarm employment, while Fried (0316) made the following
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unsubstantiated observation: "Those migrants (blacks) who have

_gained less 'and who can anticipate, therefore? a relatively minor

economic loss which might be compensated by social gains if

they returned to their places of origin, often return...."

Beale, Hudson and Banks.(0056) in using 1958 CPS. data, found no

sharp differences in the characteristics of return migrants compared

to farm peOple who had not left the farm or who left and remained

away: Form and Rivera (0299) in studying Mexican-American

returnees into New Mexico, in 1958, found that returnees "tended

to be found in the lower middle rdnges of the status, class and

power orders of the community." Taylor (0967) found that
..

despite services such as relocation allowances, temporary housing,

job leads,.sOcial services and emergency funds, 40% of Indians

relocated by the Area Redevelopment Administration returned to

reservations,' but characteristics of returnees compared to stayers
were not obtained. Examination of data presented by Reagan

(0796) shows that Mexican-American labor mobility project drop-outs

who returned to the rural area as compared to those who stayed

on the job wee younger, less well educated and had a greater
ti

proportion wlih four or more children. Abt (0001) found that

the majority of returnees they interviewed gave responses that

would point to choice rather, than necessity concerning return
to the rural area. While 17.1% of black returnees, 32.4% of

white returnees,'and 25.7% of Mexican-American returnees came

back for economic reasons, there is no way to determine which

were "failures" and which were returning in'response to job

offers or news of job opportunities. Also, the Abt findings

are clouded somewhat by the fact that they classed places of

less than 25,000 population as rural, so their finding such a

high proportion of returnees (25-37%)'among the ethhic groups

is not surprising. Nevertheless, the responses they obtained

from returnees concerning the move back home may provide some

insights.
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Among 'the returnees Abt (0001) interviewed, about half came back

home because they were "homesick." Some returned when they

became ill, and some women expressed the idea that the countryside

and country schools were healthier places to raise children.

Some individuals did move back because they had found jobs in

the rural area or because they deplored housing conditionsin

the city. (However, Pearson (0734) found, inadequate housifig in

large cities not to be a factor in backwash migration.) Abt

concludes, "Those people who returned to the rural area because

they preferred the housing and schools there, or because they

tanted to see their families again, most frequently say they.

might move back to the'city. People who complained of the rush

and loneliness of the city when they came home were significantly

less desirous of moving again."

The TRACOR study (0781, Vol. 1, p. 4) reported the results of

attempting to locate and interview rural residents who had moved

to an urban area and then returned to the rural area. Along the

Anglos in Butler County, Kentucky, 60 percent of the rural resi:

dents interviewed had lived in an urban area at one time or

another. They preferred liging in the rural area, wanted to bring

up their families, there, and, having left to find work, returned

when they were able to get employment in one of the small

industries that haci located in the area. Only six blacks were

found who had lived in rural Yazoo County, moved to an urban area,

and then returned to the rural area. Only one of these stated

that he preferred the rural area, and most of the others had

returned for family reasons. The Mexican-Americans who had

returned to rural South Texas after living in an-urban area

probably should not have been classed as urban migrants. All of '

them had maintained their ties and many, their homes, and

had never had any idea other than eventually returning to South

Texas.
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Several studies have asked rural to urban migrants whether or
not they have considered returning to the rural area. Of the,

individuals°interviewed by Abt (0001)* in urban areas, they found
less than 7 percent'of blacks answering "yes" to the question, "Do

you think you'll ever go back to, live in the rural area?" Twelve
percent of the urban Mexican-Americans and 26 percent of the
Anglos answered "yes" to the question. The TRACOR study (0781,
Vol. III, pp. 150,-198) also found that Anglos had the highest
proportion who had ever considered returning to the rural area'

and Negripes, the lowest proportion, with Mexican-Americans falling
in between.-

In;',considering what factors would induce migrants to move baqk to
their origin areas,,Abt (0001)4found willingness to move back
strongly related to ownership (by the migrant or his family)
of'property in the rural area. In the TRACOR (0781) study, 74%
of Anglo migrants said they would return to rural Kentucky

given the proper economic and occupational Opportunities, a
comment echoed by Chicago Mexican-American migrants concerning
South Texas. 'Negro'male and female migrants in Chicago said they
also 0ould consider returning to rural Mississippi if there

were sufficient job opportunities, but they also specified that
reduced discrimination and the opportunity to own their own
homes would have to be present.

Thus, it is clear that findings on returnees are fragmentary. It
is generally assumed that among blacks the return migrants to rural

areas are mainly those who failed to make the grade in urban areas.
Hathaway (1007) gives this as the reason.thatthe residual

rural to urban migrants are doing So-well. Actually, the entire
suuject of return migration to rural ,areas needs much research

because relatively little is known for sure. A comparison of
rural population, initial migrants, and ,return migrants would
shed much light on the,dynamics of migration. . There is much

I-
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evidence, as cited above, to believe that the characteristics of

returnees will vary 'between ethnic groups.

1
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Chapter 7. %Effects of Migration on Rural Areas

.The effects of outmigration on rural communities haVe not

received much study in recent years,'although many authors have
assumed negative effects or stated these in general terms. Rural

sociologists started studying rural communities with Charles

Galpin's The Social Anatomy of an Agricultural Community published

by the University of Wisconsin in 1915. During the Depression

Years the rural communities received a,good deal of attention,

but th're has been relatively little attention given td the effects

of outTigration on the structure of rural communities since World
War 114 (For bibliography prior to 1950 see Ferris, (0292).)

Most studies of rural communities emphasize the conditions lead-

ing to migration rather than looking at' the consequences of

migration itself. Rubin (0820) says, "If we consider outmigration

to be a measure of the inabilityof a society to sustain its

members, then southern rural folk socie iy gives indications of

disolution and change." He points out that older people, living.'

in the rural area were least optimisticiabout local opportunities,.

and that they had watched many of their friends and family leave,

as well as the decline of' local organiz Lions from lack of member-
_

ship: However, 'he does riot assess the mpact of. the outmigration

itself.

"A- -point that must be noted here is that the number o' rural

communities does not seem to be decre sing, as is assumed b many.

In 1960 there were 11,295 places undei 2,500 population. Th's

was 133 more than there had been in 0502 The ..et gain was the

result of 523 new places, a "dropout" lof 129 places, a 1 ss of

312 due to growth to a larger size category, and a gain or 51

that decreased in size to this categorly. The places that were

under 2,00 population in L950 had an 'average popula'tIon gain

hetwi)en 1950 and 1960 of approximately\nine percent (0322).
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MapLof.these qaces are suburbap_rather_than rural, but the

evidence, does not support, the idea that rural communities are

disappearing from the American scene.

Two consequences of heavy outmigration noted in Chapter 1 weke

reduced mobility potentials for rural areas and 'high dependency

ratios. Beale (0953) notes that, with the continued outmigration

aof yodng people nd young adults, an area eventually develops a

disproportionate number of older people and relatively few young

people of childbearing age. Since older people have higher death

.rates, the area has more deaths than births, and there is a

natural decrease. From 1955 to 1961, the peak of high fertility

rates,.98 counties showed a natural decrease for at least one .

year.

Fuguitt (0322) provides further documentation for Beale's point

that outmigration leaws an excess proportion of older people.

He shows that the dependency ratio (people under 15 and 65 and

over per 100 people 15-64) is higher in the rural parts of the

United States and is even higher in villages than in the rural \:

areas. The high dependency ratio in the villages is due to an

excess of people 65 and over. The dependency ratio of nonwhites

in these villages in the South is quite high, 103, due to both

large proportions of children and older people. The dependency

ratio in declining villages is even'higher than in growing

villages.

Bauder (0041) in 1950 found that in 19 Iowa counties outmigration

'was one important factor in changing the age distribution of the

population drastically, e'specially in the 25-30 age range;' Con-

tinued outmigration had reduced the proportion of persons-under

4 10 years of age relative to the state ovnation and also the

roportion of women of childbearing age sufficiently to cause
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reduction in crude birth lates. Pedersen (0741) substantiated

in 1953 that heavy outmigration from the Mississippi Delta had

resulted in a high dependency ratio for the region. In examining

net migration for all of Mississippi from 1950 to 1960, Bryant

and Wilber (0172) found that "a disproportionately large segment

of dependent age persons resulted from the combined factors of

heavy outmigration of persons in their produ-tive years, in-

movement of retirement age persons, and the high rate of natural

increase." Doerflinger and Marshall (0254) found for a Wisconsin

county in 1960 that high outmigration had resulted in a high

proportion of older people and a low one of working-ace persons

when compared to the state as a whole, giving a high dependency

ratio for the area. Mueller (0668) notes that after substantial

outmigration the increasing proportion of old people left .ini"
depressed areas, the, low educational level,

d
the low income levels

all act to discourage outmigration. The President's National

Advisory Commision on Rural Poverty (0768) has said that as a

result of outmigration from rural poverty areas the adult popu-

lation aas increasingly become one of fewer abilities and

resources. . Mueller and Lean (0669) note that "outmigration

usually deprives depressed areas of some of the most desirable

elements of their labor force--the young. the we31-edu9ted, and
the skilled. Net outmigration deprives such areas of some 44i

business and community leadership." They note the reduced

mobility ,potential of the remaining population.

11'

reduction in the number employed in agriculture has been

shown in Chapter 1 to indicate that mechanization and other agri-

cultural advances are reducing the number of people in open

country, rural farm areas. This is especially true for blacks.

Villages (places under 2,500 population) have continued to graM,

though not as rapidly as the total population, and a small pro-

portion have declined in population. Since most services and

facilities for rural people have been centered in villages or
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larger urban areas, there is no reason to believe that there has

been a reduction in services available to rural dwellers as a

consequence of high rates of outmigration. However, since the

outmigration has removed a disproportionate number of young adults

from the population, the burden of support of children and older

people is greater on those remaining. Small municipalities have

never been efficient in providing services (0592), and the chang-

ing age distribution with an excess of persons 65 and over does

not bode well for improved efficiency.

In its report, Urban and Rural America: Policies for Future

Growth, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations

points out that since the outmigration involves the better

educated,'younger, and more skilled workers, we can expect that

"many rural areas will suffer from a further siphoning off of

the young and able work force with resultant greater concentration

of older and unskilled among thbsp remaining, and a continuing

decline in the capacity of rural communities to support basic

public services." (0004, p. 120

Costs of migration, provision of public services, and sense of

community are all inextricably bound up in the problems areas of

heavy outmigration face.

Maddox .Z0600) states, "The farm families,. educational institutions,

and business firms that are left behind in areas from which out-

migration occurs bear a heavy share of the total costs associated

with the movement of people out of agriculture. In tho.se communi-

ties in which off-farm migration is limited mainly to maturing

young people, the prin4a1 costs associated with it are those of

rearing and educating children who move away about the time they

reach a productive age. The costs are much more extensive, how-

ever, in areas where farming is virtually abandoned. In such

areas, total income will decline, and, as a result, the capital
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value of fixed assets, both public and private, will decrease;

the per capita costs of maintaining essential public services for

the few remaining residents will rise; and many local businesses

will go bankrupt or be forced to move to other areas. Thus,

capital and entrepreneurship, as well as labor, are drained away

with the results that large areas stagnate or remain dormant."

Pedersen (0735) in 1956 discussed the community investment in

educational facilities and other public services and the family

investment in food, clothing and medical care to raise the young

people who eventually migrate. Long and Dorner (0586) estimated

the costs to Tennessee in family and community expenditures in

rearing eventual outmigrants, and Bryant and Wilber (0172) found

that if investment and production losses during the 1950's were

added together, Mississippi's migration loss cost the state an

average of $700 million a year for that decade. Doerflinger and

Marshall (0254) found that outmigration from a Wisconsin county

had resulted in a lower population density which raised the costs

of services. Brown and Hillery (0162) found that because of de-

population of mining and subsistence agricultural areas,-the

Appalachian region areas have faced serious consequences of

adjustment: maintenance and support of local government services

and school systems, reorganization of the total institutional

structure and so forth. Taeuber (0939) found in 1959 that "the'

decrease in the number of farms and of the farm population has

created significant problems of organization for agencies that

are accustomed to functioning, on a county basis...." The Presi-

dent's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty (0768) has

shown that as a result of cutmigration from poverty areas, public

services have become grossly inadequate, as, tax bases have.been

eroded. Raup (0792) in 1960 examined the relationship between

outmigration of farm population and availability of local services

in small, rural communities. He said, "The explanation for small

town decline is not necessarily to be found in immutable trends

toward fewer and bigger farms and toward bu'siness in marketing
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and retail functions. At least part of the explanation lies in

the absence, at the small town level, of services that-we recog-
nize at the farm level under the names of supervised credit and

agricultural research and extension.... Because of migration,

some of these communities are surplus to our needs for the services
they have traditionally performed. The extent to which they are
'surplus' will not be accurately appraised until we have explored
More thoroughly the steps that could be taken to render them

economically viable." Anderson (0011), Gee (0341), and Hathaway
(0430) all note the negative effects of outmigration on the rural
community.

Brunner, (0170), using 1935-40 data, ranked states according to
gain or loss by migration and by support of education per class-
room unit. These had a positive correlation of +.51. The costs
of -educc-ation associated with outmigration have been mentioned
above.

One study (0781) reported declining school enrollments among
blacks and a reduction in the number of black school teachers as

a consequence of migration in one county in Mississippi. One

church dedlined from 400 to 100 contributing members during a

15-year period, with the decline attributed to outmigration of
blacks. Some of the whites felt that the black outmigration was
good for the county, while others felt that the "best Negroes"
were leaving. The same study reported that in a rural area of
Anglo outmigration in Kentucky, there was an awareness of the

loss of population due to outmigration but that the village had
continued to grow. The residents would like to increase industrial
employment in order to keep more of their young people home, but

felt that with the limited number of jobs, those people remaining

were better off as a consequence of the outmigration.
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The President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty

(0768) has stated that "the community in rural
4/
areas has

all but disappeared as an effective institution. School consoli-

dation, which will doubtlessly continue in rural areas, will

probably contribute to a reduced "sense of community." The pro-

vision of services from central locations in larger towns in order

to achieve more efficiency will also contributeto less "sense of
belonging" in many rural areas. However, counter-balancing this
trend are the improved communication and transportation facilities
that make it possible for a person to be a part of a much larger

community and not be dependent on those in hii immediate geographic

locality.

However, many of the rural poor do not have access to improved

communication or the services available in nearby towns (TRACOR,

0781, Chapter 8) and are therefore probably more isolated than
before. Such situations seem likely to increase the propensity
to migrate.
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Chapter 8. Effects of Migration on Urban Areas

Rural to urban migration has accounted for an appreciable portion

of total urban growth in the United States. Kaufman and Wilber

(0515) show the appreciable effects of migration on total urban

growth, and Hitt (0456) cites the contribution of outmigrants

from twelve Southern and Border states in contributing to urban

and suburban growth. According to data froth the Survey of

Economic Opportunity (0132), of the 88,000,000 urban residents

17 years of age and over in 1967, nearly 21 percent of them lived

in rural areas at age 16. There were approximately 18,000,000

individuals classed as rural to urban migrants but only 8,000,000

classed as urban to rural. Gupta (0384) found net inmigratiam

associated with increases in the sex ratio, population density,

educational level, men family income, and percent employed
in manufacture.

There is some evidence, however, that the role of migration in

contributing to total urban population growth is declining. The

Survey of Economic Opportunity data (0132) can be utilized to

examine the age distribution of rural to urban migrants compared

with the total urban population. Comparisons are limited to the

population 17 and Tier since the definition of migration depends

on place of residenCe at age 16. In the total urban population

17 and over in 1967$ 36 percent were 50 years of age and over,

while 46 peAcent of the rural-urban migrants were 50 and over.

Similar proportions of each group were in the 30 to 49 age group

(35 percent), and the rural to urban migrants had correspondingly

fewer in the 17 to 29 age group, 19 percent as contrasted with

28 percent of urban residents. The older ages of the rural to

urban migrants reflects the decreasing importance of migration

in the total population growth of urban areas, a larger proportion

of the urban population increase in recent years coming from
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natural increase rather than migration. The age distribution of
the black rural to urban migrants does not differ significantly

tr?

from that of the while rural to urban migrants. The similarity
of the effects of ack and white migration on the urban popula-
tion is reflected in the fact that of the urban population 17 to
29 years of age in 1967, 14.2 percent were rural to urban migrants,
and this percentage was exactly the same for blacks and whites.
In the urban population 50 and over, 33 percent of the black popu-
lation and 26 percent of the white population were rural to urban
migrants. The fact that these figures are higher than those for
the 17 to 29 age group again reflects the decreasing importance
of migration in urban growth. The slightly higher figure for
blacks 50 and over indicates that in earlier years migration was
relatively more important in the growth of the urban black popu-
lation than it was in the growth of the urban white population.

The effects of migration on urban areas have been the subjects of
many heated arguthents. In 1950, Hamilton (0398) fo1nd that net
migration had substantially lowered the educational level of the
urban and rural nonfarm areas to which migrants had gone both in
and out of the South. Hodgell (0458) stated that 'farm- to -city

migration has greatly complicated the rapid growth of slums,
housing for minority groups, functional illiteracy,. suburban

sprawl, employment and industrialization problems in cities.
Mickens (0646) notes the conflicting patterns in urban migration
and job decentralization. Kain and Persky (0508) state that "the
roots of much of the poverty in the metropolitan North are traceable
to" inmigration of rural Southerners, especially blacks and Appala-
chian whites. Boone and Kurland (0116) belieV4 that migration of
the rural poor has ,produced urban ghettos, which are "powder kegs."
Borts (0118) states that the continued migration of the rural poor
to Northern and Western cities has changed the quality of urban
life. Many city dwellers are moving to the suburbs as a result,
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and many, Borts feels, would probably gladly finance a center

where the rural poor could learn about city life "somewhere else."
On the other band, Bacon (0029) found that "poor rural-urban

South-Ndrth migrants of both races constitute a minority of poor

persons in Northern ghettos and slums of cities." Therefore,

central city conditions must not be "blamed" on migrants from

the rural South. Ritchey (0806) concludes that rural-urban

migrants are "scapegoats" of those pointing the finger of blame

for central city problems, and Wertheimer (1086) believes that
the problems of central cities are related more to the outmigra-

tion of whites than to the inmigration of rural migrants, par-
)

ticularly blacks.

The prevailing popular attitude about the effects of inmigration

urban areas is most adequately depicted in a description given

by Maddox (0600) in 1960:

"When inmigration is. rapid and relatively large, it is
likely to have several undesirable results. Public
gxpenditures for schools, police protection, and
.milar governmental services will probably expand

more rapidly than tax revenues and will still be
'' lower relative to need than before the inmigration

became significant. In many cases, the average edu-
,cational and cultural level of the urban population
will be lowered because of the inAlux of poorly edu-
cated people from rural areas. The places in which
both social and private costs of population shifts
are most pronounced. are in and around large metropoli-
tan areas, while, at the same time, many urbanites area
shifting to the suburbs. Mounting social costs of
various types result from the distribution of popula-
tion which is being brought about by the two streams
of migration. One such result, for instance, is a
rapid growth of congested city slums in the old resi-
dential areas of many large cities. There is also a
vast utilization of capital for houses, shopping cen-
ters, streets, schools, and related facilities in the
suburban areas, which tends to keep capital expensive
for all sectors of the economy. Likewise, there is

/
, an inordinate amount of travel and waste of time in
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going to and from the daily job as a result of the
great distances between places of residence and places
of work. One ok the heavy costs of the present pat-
tern of off-farm migration is the continuedpconcen-
tration of low-income, farm-reared peop'e in the con-
geted slums of large cities. The resulting psychic
costs to the individualsinvold must be extremely
high. It is a way of life which is completely foreign
to' their past experiences, and commonly results in
high rates of crime, juvenile delinquency and absen-
teeism from jobs. These in turn result in heavy
public expenditures for police protection and welfare
activities."

It has been shown in other chapters that welfare costs and social

problems of cities are not related to recent migrants' arrivals.
In the previous chapter we had an estimate of the cost to an area

of the outmigration of young-ydults that had been reared and

educated, but migrated out before being economically productive

(assuming opportunities existed so that they might have been

employed). Rural to urban migration provides an urban area with

additions to the labor force that have cost the urban area nothing
to rear and educate. Sjaastad (0896) has pointed out that the

relations between private and social costs of, and returns to,
migration at best depends upon market structure, resource mobility

in general, and revenue policies of, state and local governments.

However, Crowley (0226) has estimated the cost to cities per
inmigrant. The cost estimates are based on expenditures for high-

ways, education, public health, Social Security and so on (wel-
fare costs

- are not specified), per person by income category, as

-well as tax income from each person by income category. He esti-

mates a national Median cost to urban areas of approximately

$72 per inmigrant. The estimates show a wide range of variation

from one city to another ($12 to $300). He discusses some ques-

tionable assumptions of the study and concedes "that those who

impose a cost .in 1960 may be of net benefit in later years."
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If Crowley is correct that each inmigrant costs a city so much

money and if Bryant and Wilber (0172) are correct that between

1950 and 1960 outmigration cost Mississippi $700 million a year,

then the process of migration 1.8 costifig the U. S. a great deal

of money at both ends of the line. However, the evidence shows

(see Chapter 3) that the income of, migrants almost invariduly

improves with rural to drban migration. The fallacy or inconsis-

tency lies in the fact that Crowley did not consider gains and

costs over time nor did he consider the private sector of the

economy, and Bryant and Wilber assumed that had the migrants not

moved, they could have been, economically employed. Given the

total situation, we conclude that the individ.vls themselves are

better off, the area of outmigration is frequently relieved 'of

Isurplus"*Topulation with the result that the remaining indivi-

duals are better off, and while the inmigrant may well cost the

city government some sort of cash expenditure; if he does ag.t.
stay in poverty, this will be more than repaid. The crux of

the issue, of course, is economic opportunities for the migrants,

and this is true for all individuals, not just migrants. Migra-

tion (labor mobility) is the major factor in adjUsting the geo-

'gr'aphic variations in economic opportunity., Petersen and Sharp

(0747, p. 261) report in the conclusion of their study in

Cleveland, "We find little in these data to nourish the lingering

notion that the arrival of Southern migrants per se signals the

imminence of additional drains on government budgets...."
f

The effect of migration that has probably received most attention

in urban areas is the increase in proportion of blacks in Northern

metropolitan centers. In view of the attention it has received,

it is interesting that only 22.6 percent of the black population

in urban areas was rural at age 16 compared with 20.6 percent for

the total urban population. The similarity of these two figures

is consistent with the fact, that of the, total urban population
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that was rural at age 16, 11.3 percent were' black, which is
approximately their, woportion in the total population (0132).
-Thus, we see that blacks are not unduly represented among migrants
to urban areas.

The concentrations of blacks in urban areas which have attracted
attention are the result of the disproportionate distribution of
black rural to urban migrants. Most black rural to urban migrants
whose destinations are outside the South go to large metropolitan
areas, with relatively few going to small or medium size cities.
This has led to the large concentrations found in Washington, D. C.,
New York, Chicago', Detroit, and so 6n. The cities with the highest
proportions of blacks are in the South, but the cities with the
largest numbers of blacks are outside the South (0780). There is
some evidence that blacks receive higher incomes in larger cities',
therefore, migrating to large' cities would be economically rational
(1081, 1086). While migration has led to the urbanization of the
black population (0378, 0780, 0054, 0210), at the present 'time,
host of the increase of black population in urban areas is the
result of natural increase rather thkn migration (0378, 0403, 0585,
1086).

Concentration of blacks, especially migrants, in central cities
is also a topic that has been the subject of much concern.
Grodzens (0378) states that the population concentration of Negroes
is segregated; once an urban area begins to swing.from predomlnantly

white to predominantly Negro, the trend is rarely reversed, and

the pattern of this movement is from the core of the city outward.
Tilly (0993) and Weaver (1079) voice similar concerns about the
black concentration in cities and the white "flight" to the sub-
urbs. Recently, however, therehave been challenges to the notion
that black migrants ae'concentrated in ghettos and slums of cen-
tral cities. Mahoney (0603) points out that new migrants typically
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do not form.a large percentage of a city's Negro population and

do not concentrate in a single sector of the city.. Taeuber and

Taeuber (0965) have found the net impact of black inmigration on

Northern and Border state SMSA's,to be mixed. They conclude

that "Negro migrants are not concentrated or overrepresented to

any appreciable degree in any type of area. Negro migrants are

distributed throughout the city in much the same manner as the

total population of which they are a partlrn conducting his
study of Negroes in Boston, Fried (0316) found in sampling that
"the ghetto area turned out to be so 'integrated' that it was

difficult to use the, clusters as we had originally intended."

The problems whiy haV'e been associated With large urban popula-
dons of blacks are not specifically problems of the inmigrants

but problems of race relations in contemporary society. As

Beale (0054) points out, "There'is no question that the vast

rural-urban movement after,1940 was the major sourlie of the rapid

growth of the black urban population. As such, it was a major

contributor to those urban problems associated with black growth

and congestion per, se, but was probably not critical to the

changed politico-cultural mood and stance of the urban black

population."
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Chapter 9. Policy Implications and Ne'eded Research

It would be difficult to make any policy recommendations that have

not already been made by some commission, research -study, or

individual (see "Policy Recommendations" in index to bibliography).

!Policy recommendations are all based on the assumption that certain

goals should be achieved, and in the area of rural to urban migra-

tiOn and poverty, it is important to consider what the basic (1"

goals should be and the alternative paths for achieving them.

theSome people have assumed that e goal should be to stop rural

to urban migration because it i$ causing urban problems. A broader
t

view indicates that rural to urban migration is largely the
. ...

consequence of a distribution of economic opportunities that does

not coincide with the distribution pf the labor force./ As

discussed in Chapter 1, the failure of the labor force distribution

. and the distribution of economic opportunities to coincide is a
,

consequence of-industrial development, developments creating a

need for manpower in urban areas, developme.

I
s in agriculture that

reduce the need fOr manpower in.rural .areas and an allovejaverage

fertilityyate in rural areas. These developments have resulted

in approximately 20 percent of the'rvalpopulation being in poverty

in 1967 as compared with'only 10 per4ent,of the urban population

(0127). Forty pe4.ent of the pebple'in poverty in 1967 lived in

rural areas- Most rural to urban rligrati-o occurs as a response

to the/se differentials.

The broad national goal is the reduction or elimination of poverty

in all areas, but we will attempt to limit our consideration to

those aspects relevant to rural7urban migration. It would be
possible to develop a spt of policies and goals 'aimed at eventually

stopping yura -urban migration, or one could decide to assist and

,encourage rura -urban migration. Since it is unlikely that the

poverty differentials will(b0 resolved by either of, these approaches

alone, it is important to have.programs and policies working in
both direcions. These do not haVe to be 'inconsistent with, nor
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in conflict with, each other. .;Given equal economic opportunities

in urban and rural areas, some individuals would choose to live

in rural areas, while others would choose urban areas. A rerscSn

should not be forced to choose between poverty and urban lvVing.

(One co4d al3o reason that we should provide urban residents

the opportunity to live In rural areas if they wished without

being in poverty. This m be an eventual goal in our society
as we are able to "put more e asis on quality of living.. We

must first, however, deal with the problem of rural poverty,

since relative deprivation is the background ,of rural-urban

migration.)

`Let us look first at those policies which might reduce rural-urban
migration.- These are of two general types - -those that would aim .

.

to improve economic opportunities and quality-of living in rural
areas and those that would reduce the growth rate of the rural
population. In the latter category are programs of family
pl ning and fertility control that the rural birthrate
more nearly in link w.g.th replacement rather than rapid growth
(§,ee K. Davis,0240). There are programs operating in this' area
already, although continuing high fertility in most rural areas
attests to the fact that ire is 'still much work to be done.,

Such programs should be iven broader support and innovations
developed. ,

ti

Since 'for most groups,,. fertilit dedlines with increasing levels'

of education; programs aimed at improving the educational level

of the rural population cold be expected to have important effects
on fertility. While efforts are being made to improve rural '-

education, much more massive efforts are needed. This will be
discussed again later, but the important role of education in
reducing fertility should not be overlooked.. As Davis (0240),

points out, fertility in rural area-s is 'especially .high ,among
,

those who are in poverty and is higher among blacks than among
whites. Excess fertility is more frequently a.cause of poverty
thAn a consequence. (This is also true for urban' areas.. See
Hansbn and Simmons,0416.)
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In addition to policies designed to reduce fertility in rural

areas, other policies must be designed to improve economic

opportunities in rural areas. Agricultural employment is declining,

but programs should be developed to improve the income level and

employment stability of thoSe still in agriculture. Boone and

Kurland (0116) recommend that farm workers should be covered by

the provisions of the National Labor Relations Act--workmen's

compensation, unemployment insurance,,minimum wages, and so,

forth. Extension of minimum wages would doubtless hasten mechani-

zation in many areas, and, whiletsuch a policy (minimum wages)

would probably solve some problems, it will create others (see

Schon, 0851).

The development of alterhative employment in rural areas is

theoretically possible to achieve in different ways. Hodgell

(0408) recommends industrial development in small cities and

rural communities. The South has had a higher degree of

industrial development in rural areas than have other pants of

the country, but much of it has been low-wage industry. Unlike

many others, Kain and Persky encourage the development of even

logs -wage industry in the rural South. "These low -wage ,industries

zan serve both as a training ground for rural labor and as a'

'ubstantial source of income" (0508, p. 304). Industrial develop-

ment usually implies certain levels of education, and this again

emphasizes the importance of improving the educational levels of

the rural population. Even if an industry hat.; ;:o be given a

govennthental subsidy, this could possibly cost less than welfare

payments of some form of family allowance or negative income tax

for, the individuals concerned. Research on the relativ4 costs

of these alternatives is needed.

There is also the qu'stion of whether industrialization for the

employment of the rural poor should be developed in rural areas

and small communities or in "growth centers." Hansen (0413,
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1130) and Milne (0653) make a strong case for development in

growth centers. In these places many of the rural poor could

commute to work, but there would also have to be some migration.

More infOrmation on commuting patterns will be available in the
1970 'Census.

Development of commuting capabilities and off-farm part-time

employment in an area have been related to the retention of poten-

tial migrants by a rural area or return home of Anglo outmi-

grants (0781, 0001, 0321).

The development of rural cooperatives among small farms is being
tried (0060). This is probably one way to improve the income of
small farmers. The potential population to be affected by such
a program is important but not large.

Essential to virtually any program of rural development is the

development of human resources (see Kain and Persky, 0508). One

of the most important apsects of this is improvement of rural

education in the South fOr both,whites and blacks (0089, u603,
0668, 0508). Even though it was pointed out in Chapter 4 that

a person is not economically disadvantaged by virtue of having
received his education in a rural area, it is important to

remember that', regardless of where educatiim was obtained, there
is a positive association between years of school completed and
income. Improved qUantity and quality of rural education will be
of benefit tic) those who remain in the rural area, will reduce
fertility, and will be a financial advantage to those who migrate
to urban areas. The fact that expenditures for education of

outmigrants are lost to the sending area provides strong support

for the idea of federal aid to education. The entire nation

is affected by the poor quality of rural schools and Southern

schools (see Kain and Persky, 0508).
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Improvement in the quality of health services in rural areas

is also important in the development of human resources (0768,

0824) The fact that the rural population has a higher proportion

of work-limiting health conditions suggests that more adequate

health services in rural areas might prevent or remedy many of

these conditions. Programs aimed at this goal could make it

possible for many of these individuals to rejoin the labor force.

Thus, poverty would be reduced among those individuals for whom

work-limiting health conditions are part of the cause of their

poverty.

Other than reducing the number of people in rural areas, or

providing increased employment opportunities, the only other

type of program that might possibly reduce outmigration is the

irnp-:ovement of rural incomes by some system of transfer payments.

The present welfare System has been notoriously inadequate, and

the most likely system is some type of negative income tax. Such

programs and the need for them are discussed at length, with

recommendations, in the publication of the President's Commission

on Income Maintenance Programs (0765, 0766, 0767).. The effect

of such a program on rural-urban migration is uncertain, however

(0559). In the income range up to 000, it was found that the

outmigration rate of blacks increased with increasing income

(Chapter 3). The reverse pattern was.found for whites, and

several studies found that Anglos had strong ties to rural areas.

If this pattern could be generalized, then an income maintenance

plan which increased the incomes of rural residents could result in

increased rural-urban migration of blacks and decreased rural-urban

migration of whites. Racial attitudes are such that many people

would not deem this a desirable outcome.

As indicated by the above recommendations, a great deal of effort

is needed to improve the quality of life in rural areas and to develop

economic opportunities for rural residents. However, it is quite
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unlikely that rural development can, in any reasonable length of

time, proceed to the point that there would be no further rural-
urban migration. Therefore, it is important not only to work on
the development of human resources at the rural end of rural-

urban migration, bUt also important to develop programs that are
designed to make migration more efficient and less maladaptive
for many individuals. Since no one approach is going to solve

the problems associated,with rural-urban migration, it is essential
that programs be developed on all fronts.

It was pointed out in an earlier chapter than the decision to

migrate is frequently separate from the selection of a"destinatiou;
and it is probably easier to, affect the selection of a destination
than it is to affect the decision to migrate. An improved informa-
tion system that could provide potential migrants detailed infoma-
tion about the job market in a variety of locations would increase

the efficiency of migration. The beginnings of such an information
system are described by Fairchild (0285). It is important that
the Employment Service develop a large scale, rapid response,

integrated system for providing information on specific openings
to potential migrants. Such a system, properly organized and

combined with other services to migrants, could make migration far

more efficient in an economic sense. Unless it is expected that
job opportunities can be made available for all people needing
work in the places where they now lhe, such an information system
is needed. It is necessary regardless of whether efforts are made

to develop "growth centers", rural incustry, or employment in
metropolitan areas. Mueller (0668) points out that an improved
flow of information would make for more efficient selection of
destinations. Bishop (0089), Mahoney (0603), Sjaastad (0897),

and others have made the same point and recommended an improved,

information system.
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In addition to an improved information system, it would also be

desirable to have a subsidized labor mobility pi.ogram. ,The

Department of Labor's Labor Mobility Programs have assisted many

unemployed and underemployed individuals to obtain work, but the

number thayk can be assisted in such programs is only a small

fraction of the total number of migrants. However, this small

fraction can be quite important in helping change Patterns of

migration into more economically efficient streams. As indicated

earlier, the selection of destination is most frequently made on

the basis of friends and relatives because they caii act as a

buffer in problems of adjustment. If the best economic opportuni-

ties exist in areas where the potential migrant has'no friends or

relatives, a labor mobility program which can subsidize some of

the costs of moving and assist in getting settled may change the

pattern of migration. Thus, it is important to have some type of

labor mobility program associated with the information network.

Brown and Hillery (0162) refer to this as "guided migration."

Evaluation should be built into any labor mobility program with

a follow-up coming a year or more after the move rather than just

two months afterwards (see Fairchild, 0285).

Recommendations made here (as well as any other. recommendations)

should be studied carefully before being implemented, because

programs frequently have unintended consequences. Varden Fuller

points out:

When the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the
Land-Grant College system was initiated just over
100 years ago, it was with the anticipation that,
if farmers could be helped to be more productive
they would prosper and the foundations of Jeffer-
sonian rural life would be strengthened. It was
a populist and rural fundamentalist idea. But
contrary to expectation, the. Land-Grant College
Act was to become probably the most influential
prometropolitan step ever undertaken by the
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national government. The expected new farm
technology did materialize.... However, for
farmers it contributed more to their obsoles-
cence than to their prosperity.

1

--Varden Fuller (1128, p.2).

Several articles have been written evaluating programs currently

underway (see "Government Policies-Affecting Migration" in index
to bibliography). The most relevant are those by Schon (0851),

Bonnen (0115), McKee and Day (0635), and Herr (0448). Those

government programs which probably have had greatest effect on

rural-urban migration have been those of the Department of Agri-

culture operated under the policies of the Agricultural Stabiliza-

tion and Conservation Service, such as acreage allotments,

marketing quotas, soil bank, and price-support programs. In many

cases the effect of these programs has been to reduce the available

agricultural employment and thus to force many people into nonfarm

employment either with or without migration. Schon (0851) points

out that the extension of the Federal Minimum Wage Law to cover

agricultural workers not formerly covered has resulted in massive

displacement'of farmworkers. It has been estimated that 50,000

people will be displaced in,Mississippi alone during the first
year." Schon discusses the effects on migration of 26 different

government programs, the conflicts among the programs, and

recommendations for improvement. His most fundamental recommenda-

tion is for improved coordination among the programs. It is

difficult to evaluateithe extent to which various goyernment

programs have affected migration or affected the conditions

leading to migration. As mentioned above, the major effects have

been unintended displacements of farm labor. None of the programs

designed to alleviate the conditions underlying migration, the

programs designed to assist in the adjustmenb of migrants, or the

programs designed to.encourage migration have dealt with.a

sufficiently large number of people with sufficient impact to

have had measurable effects on total rural to urban migration.
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Although there have been changes in some of the programs, Schon's

detailed analysis (0851) is recommended to the reader.

Despite the amount of research represented by all the citations

in the annotated bibliography, there are still certain substantive

areas that need further research in order to establish a sound

basis for the development of policy relating to rural-urban

migration. These are listed below without discussion since most

of them have been referred to earlier in this report.

1. The decision making process of both migration and
.

selection of destination

2. 'Factors which make for strong identification with an

area and unwillingness to migrate despite economic

advantages

3. Differences between miu'ants and nonmigrants in motiva-

tion, or need-achievement, prior to migration

4. Better understanding of the relationship between rates

of outmigration and income in the rural area prior to

migration

5. Physical and mental health of migrants compared to

urban native

6. Effects of regional locatiori on income for rural-urban

migrants AP

7. Information on relationship between migrant-nonmigrant

income differentials and number of family wage earners
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8. Differences between rural-farm'and rural-nonfarm

migrants in comparison to urban natives

9. Knowledge of characteristics and motivations of returnees

to rural areas compared with outmigrants and rural 'non -

migrants

10. 'What changes in rural areas would induce return mgra-
tion

11. Effects of outmigration on rural areas

12. Social problems of migrants to urban areas, such as

levels of crime, delinquency, absenteeism

13. Study of urban-born children of rural-urban migrants

14. Effects of migration on family composition

15. Relative costs of creating a job in a metropolitan area,

a growthcenter, and a rural area

This report has indicated that a concern with rural to urban

migration probably cannot be justified on the basis of urban

problems. As Wertheimer (1086) says, "Programs to stem migration

to the cities are not likely to have much impact on city problems."

The concern is justified on the basis of rural poverty.

Sterling 'Tucker said in addressing the National Manpower Conference

in 1968 (1007, p. 90), "It is clearly the word Negro in the term

'Negro migration' which presents the, greatest threat and challenge

to cities today--not migration itself." Much of the concern over

rural-urban migration is a result of the fact that it has been

seen as the force changing central cities Lo predominantly black
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areas, despite the fact that only 2.3 percent of the urban

population 17 and over is made up of black rural-urban miirants

1 (0132). It is the reaction to blacks that has caused most of
the concern. We have seen in this report that even the rural

Southern blacks moving into urban areas do as well financially

(and as poorly) as the native urban blacks. The basic.problem

is that of improving the status of blacks, and recommendations on

that problem Are beyond the scope'of this report.

I
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APPENDIX A
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A.1 Abt Associates, Inc. The Causes of Rural-to-Urban Migration
among the Poor. Final Report submitted to the Office of
Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 99-4841. Cambridge,
Mass.: Abt Associates, Inc., 1970.,
The study question under investigation was, "Why do poor
people move from rural to urban areas?" Although all
causes of migration are examined, special focus is On
those causes "susceptible to policy influence." No
rigid definition of poverty was used, and the breakpoint
of "under 25,000" population was used to define a rural
area. Interviewing was conducted in two destination cities
and eight origin counties for each of black, white, and
Mexican-American migration streams. County names were
obtained from urban respondents. Three hundred each of
urban and rural interviews were obtained for each ethnic
stream. Types of information obtained included: (a) nfor=
mation describing the individual and facts about his life;
(b) reasons influencing the decision to move or stay;
and (c) perceptions and attitudes, particularly those
concerning problems in rural areas and contrasts between
rural and urban areas. Findings include the following:
(1) About twice as many rural as urban respondents had
incomes of less than $3,000 per year. While the majority
of all three streams had a family income of less than
$3,000, while they were in the rural area, only. 17-24% had
incomes that were low in the urban area at the time of
interview. (2) Negroes seem to make the largest relative
gains in income, simply because they start out in the
worst position to begin with. (3) '...migrants to the
smaller regional cities seem to be propelled by weaker
versions of the same forces that motivate the longer-
distance movers." "Fundamentally it appears that'the
migrants to the regional centers are .individuals who
have not been thoroughly dismayesi by rural conditions or
as enchanted by urban conditions as the migrants who leave
the region. Nevertheless, theselindividuals have been
forced out of the rural area by employment .dislocation
and life cycle changes.", "Economic factor's were
considerably more important for the big city migrants...
They were more likely to have been unemployed in the rural
area, and they tended to be much younger than those who
chose the regional alternative" (4) Those who move tend
to be the younger and therefore better educated of the
rural populations. (5) Data would indicate.that a higher
gtoportion of blacks than of other groups will ultimately
stay out of the area from which they migrated and that a
higher proportion of whites than any group ultimately
will return to the original area. (6) Overall, there
may be slightly more males than females migrating.
(7) Among returnees, about half came back-to the rural area
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because they were homesick. Some returned when they
became ill, and some women expressed the idea that the
countryside and country schools were a healthier place
to raise children. Some individuals did move back
because they found jobs in the rural. area or because
they deplored housing conditions in the city.. When
discussing the possibility of return migration or future
migration, Abt says, "Those people who returned to the
rural area because they preferred the housing and schools
there, or because they wanted to see their families again,
most frequently say they might go back to the city. People
who complained of the rush and loneliness of the city when
they came home were significantly less desirous of moving
again. Willingness to move back are strongly related
the continued ownership (by self or family) of property
in the rural area." (8) There is no evidence that
migrants move because of the expectation of higher welfare
payments in the city. (9) At the time of move, migrants
were more likely to be unemployed than those who did not
move. (10)Abt seems to accept the idea that the rural -to-
.urban flow has decreased in the black streams from the
South.' (11) While migrants are better educated than
nonmigrants, this appears to be a function of the youth
of the migrants. With age controlled, nonmigrants were
better educated-than migrants. (12) The majority of
interviewed returnees gave responses that would point to
choice rather than necessity concerning the return to the
rural area. While 17.1% of black returnees, 32.47 of white
returnees, and 25.7% of Mexican-American returnees came
back,for economic reasons, there is no way to determine
which were "failures" and which were returning in response
to job offers or news of job opportunities. (13) To,the
extent that the younger and most productive people are
leaving, then the rural area suffers the loss of those
who would be most apt to help improve economic, social
and political conditions in rural areas. (14) Present
agricultural systems in the rural areas lead to mechaniza-
tion, and those who do not accomplish occupational mobility
out of agriculture will migrate. (15) "In all streams,
the tendency was for those people who had received some
benefits either from training or from poverty programs to
remain in the rural area rather than to migrate." About
8-9% of respondents had received assistance from poverty
programs, and CAP was the most often mentioned source.
(16) Abt feels that income maintenance programs will not
cause people to migrate, but the then-proposed Family
Assistance Plan was not discussed.
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A.2 Fried, Marc, et al. A Study of the Demographic_ and Social
Determinants FunctionalAchieVement in a Nero
Population, Final.Report submitted to the Office of
Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 89-4279. Chestnut
Hill, Mass.: Boston College, Institute of Human Sciences,
1971.
This study was. designed to assess "the impact of early
social environments on occupational and urban"functioning."
The hypothesis is presented that "while educatidn may be
the mediate influence of greatest importance Lfor occupa-
tional achievement, in a longer view it is itself the
product of prior forces of parental social class status
of rural-urban environments, of American regional
differences in opportunity, and of a more global experience
of modern resources and facilities. "The study describes
a comparison of black migrants to Boston ages 25-45 with
black urban nonmigrants; occasional comparison with earlier
white migrants and white urban nonmigrants are given for
contrast. For the investigation of the dominant issues
three sets of variables were used: (1) Background factors,
including parental family status and situation, pre-modern
versus modern background, educational preparation, and
early discrimination; (2), transitional experiences, including
migration and residential transition, cognitive orienta-
tions, family relationships, community cohesiveness and
interaction, and occupational experience; and (3) outcome
situations including occupational' achievement, urban
absorption and psychosocial adaptation. Findings include
the following: (1) "Both male and female migrants earn
less than urban nonmigrents, and migrants from less urbanized
origins earn less than migrants from more urban backgrounds."
There are no income figures for migrants prior to migration.
(2) Migrants were found to be less well educated than urban
natives. (3) Some data indicate lower levels of satis-
faction with Boston among,migrants than among urban natives.
(4) "...migrants show,only a very small disproportion among
those on public assistanc'e....And among the migrants, it
was not the newcomers who were most frequently' receiving
public' assistance, but those who had been in Boston for,,
six years or more. Thus, whichever side of [the] argument
we examine, the reasons for migrating, the rapidity with
which new migrants obtain and hold jobs even under restric-
tive conditions, or the migrant and nonmigrant ratios
on welfare and the relatively low migrant rates on welfare
during the period shortly after arrival, this invidious
conception of migration among blacks [moving to get welfare]
finds no support." (5) "Male migrants who arrived in
Boston before they were 18 years of age have the highest
rates of unemployment (7.4%), but even those who arrived
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in later adolescence or adulthood have considerably
higher rates (5.5%) than do thoseborn in Boston (3.0%).
The pattern among females is similar, except that the
migrants who arrived after age 18 have the lowest unemploy-
ment rate. Not only do migrants have particularly high
*employment rates, but those who arrived quite recently
(less than 2 years ago) are far more often currently
unemployed." Apparently, migrants in the city three to
five years have the lowest unemployment rates of all.
(6) "Among black migrants rreturn to places bf originl
is infrequent because, no matter how difficult the trans-
ition and how unrewarding it may be in absolute terms, the
vast majority'have come from the South, where the
disadvantages for blacks were so enormous that evenimeager
gains achieved in Northern cities represent conditions
superior eb their prior experiences or what they coup
look forward to on return." (7) "Whether the black migrants
view the move to Boston as easy or hard, a few factors
stand out as the major sources of problems. Among recent
migrants, the single most important consideration is the

Ts of close ties to other people who were left behind,
d, more generally, of the home environment." "But...

the predominant sources of hardship are to be found in.
characteristics of the new environment: problems in locating
adequate jobs and housing, the strangeness of the large
city, and for women, social isolation." Some apparent
retrospective glossing-over was found among the sample
responses concerning adjustment problems. (8) The majority
(52%? received no help_at all on arrival in the city.
(9) '...those born in Boston and migrants, who came to
Boston before they reached six years of age, had a clear
.educational advantage over persons migrating after the
sixth year." "The educational attainments of those persons
who migrated to Boston from other Northern' urban areas
are actually higher than those of blacks born in Boston"
with age controlled. (10) "Those migrants who have gained
less and who can anticipate, therefore, a relatively
minor economic loss which might be compensated by social
gains if they returned to their places of origin, often
return....Yet...many uncertainties exist which appear often
to be resolved by the existence of stabilizing opportunities
or to be exacerbated by the lack of external resources."
(11) Fried subscribes to the idea that changes in agricul-
tural technology and crops farmed in the South have
contributed to the flow of blacks from the South.
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A.3 Masters, Stanley H. A Study of Socioeconomic Mobility among
Urban'Negroes. Final Report submitted to the '',1=fice of
Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 99-4790. New
Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers, The State University, 1970.
The research question posed was, "Are Negro migrants
better off than nonmigrants in urban areas?" Using 1960
Census data, the author performed regression analyses
for Negro and white movers separated into groups of
recent and lifetime migrants. Recent migrants are whites
and blacks who move 1 to an SMSA between 1955 and 1960,
and these persons are compared to those living in SMSA's in
both 155 and 1960. Negro lifetime migrants are defined
as those born in the South who were living in an SMSA
outside the South in 1960 and are compared to Negroes
living in SMSA's outside the South in 1960 who were not
born in the South. Independent variables are migration
status, age, education, region, size of SMSA, central
or suburban residence, sex, marital status, and presence
of children. Dependent variables include family income,
a poverty index, individual income, earned individual
income, weeks worked per year, earnings per week, hours
worked per week, earnings per hour, labor force partici-
pation, unemployment status; and occupation. Findings
include the following: (1) The major finding is that
lifetime Negro migrants, while at an educational disadvantage,
do better than Negro nonmigrants. (2) Results for recent
Negro migrants imply that they go through an adjustment
period during which they do not do as well as nonmigrants.
(3) Results for white lifetime migrants are comparable
to those for blacks. (4) Recent white migrants generally
are not doing as well as nonmigrants, although the migrant-
nonmigrant difference is not as great as ,for blacks. In
accounting for the greater attainment of black lifetime
migrants in comparison to nonmigrant blacks, Masters
includes the following ideas: (a) Among blacks, it is,
postulated that migration may be selective of the most
ambitious; (b) Because black migrants move to urban Northern
areas where economic opportunities are greatest, they gain
an advantage over nonmovers just by rving tnere, implying
a rational migration decision; and (c) The poor position
of recent versus lifetime black migrants is the result
of adjustment problems of recent migrants. (5) Recent
Negro migrants account for only five percent of all
Negroes living in SMSA's; therefore,

percent
little of the

economic problems of the Negro ghettos can be attributed
to Disadvantaged migrants coming up from ,the rural South."
(6) For Negroes, rural-urban migration 16.ds to increases
in money income and reductions in poverty.
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A.4 Price, Daniel 0., et al. A Study of the Economic Consequences
of Rural to Urban Migration. Final Report submitted to
the Office of Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 89-4594.
Austin, Tex.: TRACOR Inc., 1969.
The major purpose of the study was "to obtain information
on the sorts of people who are better off by virtue of
moving from a rural to an urban area, and to consider
the possible nature of intervention in the rural-urban
migration process, if some government agency were to
intervene in this process." "The population studied was
made up of Mexican-American migrants from South Texas to
San Antonio and Chicago, N ro migrants from Yazoo County,
Mississippi, to Chicago, anu Anglo migrants from Butler
County, Kentucky, to Louisville and Indianapolis."
Interviews were obtained from nonmigrants in the specified
rural areas, as well as from migrants to the designated
urban places. Only male Anglos and Mexican-Americans
were interviewed, but both male and female Negroes were
included in the study. In general, migration was found
to decrease the proportion in poverty, but Negro females
and Mexican-American migrants in Chicago were not as well
off over rural dwellers as other groups, and the San Antonio
Mexican-American migrants had a hi.gher proportion in poverty
than did the rural Mexican-American sample. The greatest
improvement was found among Negro male migrants. Mexican-
American males and Negro males and females who moved after
1963 had higher incomes in the rural area than nonmigrants
in 1963; the reverse was found to be the case for the
Anglos. Migrants' 1967 family incomes were higher than
were those of nonmigrants in 1967, and, for each ethnic-sex
group, migrants with the exception of San Antonio Mexican-
Americans had lower proportions in poverty than nonmi-
grants. For all groups except Anglos, migrants had higher
proportions with two or more wage earners in the family than
nonmigrants. In comparing individual income differences
between migrants and nonmigrants in 1967, Negro males were
found to have made the greatest gains and Negro females
and San Antonio Mexican-Americans, the least, with] Chicago
Mexican-Americans and Anglos haviLig about the same dollar
increase over rural counterparts. In comparing family
incomes in 1967, Anglos were found to have moved to the
position of lowest gains over nonmigrants because fewer
family members work in the city than was found for other
ethnic groups and because more family members work in
the rural area compared to other nonmigrant ethnic groups.
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Although the Chicago Mexican-Americans had higher incomes
than the San Antonio group, it was found that, in com-
parison to the resident urban populations in both cities,
the San Antonio Mexican-Americans were relatively better off
than the Chicago Mexican-American migrants. Migrants were
found, in general, to be both better educated and younger
than nonmigrants. Only one Mexican-American migrant found
conditions in*the city worse than he expected, while all
the rest found conditions the same or better than andel-
?ated. Almost two-thirds of the Anglos found conditions

be about what they expected, while 10.3% of Negro males
and 30.7% of Negro females found conditions in Chicago
worse. Most of the negative responses centered on housing
and job opportunities. When return migration was con-
sidered, 74% of Anglos stated they would return if there
were economic and occupational opportunities. About 50%
of the Negroes said they would return, given the proper
economic and occupational conditions, specifically, the
opportunity to own their own homes and reduced discrimi-
nation. Over sixty percent of. Chicago Mexican-Americans
would return under favorable economic conditions, but only
42% of San Antonio Mexican-Americans agreed. Questioning
concerning ease of obtaining welfare in the city pointed
to the conclusion that migrants do not move to get on
welfare. Migrants were found to have a lower proportion
unemployed than nonmigrants. Negroes, especially females,
had made fewer new, close friends in the city than other
groups; Negroes in general were found to be the most
alienata and disappointed with the city. "Among all three
groups the decision to leave the rural area was nearly
always an economic or occupational decision. Once the
decision was made to migrate, very few migrants considered
alternate destinations, but usually selected the city of
destination on the basis of friends or relatives living
there. When asked about their sources of advance infor-
mation about the city, such information nearly always
was provided by friends and relatives." The largest
proportion of migrants moved directly to the urban area.
"There is little evidence of 'step migration' among any
of the groups studied." "upon arriving in the urban
areas, nearly all of the migrants spent their first night
with friends and relatives." "Regardless of job leads,
three-fourths of the Mexican-Americans and Anglos had
jobs within one week after their arrivals in the urban
area, but only 42% of the Negro males had jobs by the
end of the first week. By the end of the month, 85% or
more of all male respondents had jobs." "All groups
showed improvement in the quantity and quality of food
consumed by virtue of living in urban areas." Levels
of living were improved for all groups through migration.
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A.5 Reagan, Barbara, et al. Mexican American Industrial Migrants.
Flinal Report sub fitted to the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity, 0E0 Contract B 99-4774, SMU Project 8635.
Dallas, Tex.: Southern Methodist University, Institute
of Urban Studies, 1971.
This report was submitted as a summary of work completed
in the first two years of a projected three-year study
of,Mexican-American industrial migrants relocated from
the Rio Grande Valley of Texas to Dallas. Object of
the study was to ascertain "the adjustment process and mea-
sures of economic progress" of disadvantaged migrants

.

"who accepted retraining for industrial jobs." Comparison
groups. were co-workers in the same work units of the
migrants at Ling-Tempco-Vaught, Inc., in Dallas and a
cohort of residents in the Rio Grande Valley. Original
plans of the study called for "in-depth analysis of the
behaviors and attitudes of the retrained workers in the
plant and in his community relations, the behavior and
attitudes of his wife and her experiences in the community,
their expectations and problems, changes in family income
and major expenditures, and debt patterns." A multi-
disciplinary approach was to be used in the analysis of
data. The two-year report presents an ethnographic
analysis of Rio Grande City, Texas, as an example of
a place from which the migrants came and a section dealing
with an historical persTective on Mexican-American
settlement in Dallas, Texas. A case study is presented
of each of the following types of adjustment: (a) a
family who returned to the Valley; (b) a worker who stayed
in Dallas at LTV; and (c) a worker who stayed in Dallas
but left LTV. Other chapters include a discuscsion of
the demographic characteristics of the three sample groups
and plant relationships of the relocated workers.
Pre-migration data for 1967-1968 were obtained, and
post-migration data are for 1969. Of the 323 Valley
trainees subsequently relocated to Dallas, 58.6% were
classified as having been in poverty in 1967-1968, and
another 18.1% were classified as "near poverty." In
1969, the median income of the trainees still employed
was $8,368, including overtime pay. Only 6.7% of this
group had annual gross incomes below $6,000. The retrained
migrants were one median year younger and one median year
better educated than the Valley cohort group, although
educational comparisons are rather dubious since the
training program was educationally selective to begin with.
Also, age controls were instituted to make the two groups
as alike as possible. Incom-.s of trainees were found to
be much higher than for the Valley cohort in 1969,
whereas incomes for trainees and the cohort were about the
same when both were in the Valley in 1967-1968. As far
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as remigration is concerned, the trainees who terminated
[the majority went back to the Valley] as compared to
the trainees still employed at time of last-interview
were slightly younger, had a greater proportion of four
or more children and were generally less well educated..
Since they had competed the training -program, however,
they definitely brought skills back to the rural area,
but whether opportunities existed for them to use any
of that training is not known. Even though these trainees
represent the younger and better educated elements of
the Valley population, their loss is not as great to the
Valley as it would be for another ethnic group iris another
area of outmigration. Given the existing power structure,
with given economic and political realities, the youth
probably ease the burden of the surplus labor force on
the trea by leaving.
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INTRODUCTION

All titles in this bibliography were not independently annotated.

In some cases, abstracts appearing at the heads of journal arti-

cles were judged to be the most concise and complete representations

of contents that could be made; these few abstracts are included

verbatim. The annotations of starred citations were taken sub-

stantially from those contained in J.%J. Mangalam's Human Migra-
tion: A Guide to Migration Literature in English, 1955-1962

(Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky Press, 1968). A few

annotations, mostly of pamphlets, bulletins, and dissertations

from various sources, were included after it was determined that

it would be unfeasible to attempt to obtain and review the publi-

cations themselves.' Annotations were written from the viewpoints

of the various authors and do not contain critical material.



0001. Abt Associates, Inc. The Causes of Rural-to-Urban Mi ration
among the Poor. Fina Report su mitte to tne Otfice o
Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 99-4841. Cambridge,
Mass.: Abt Associates, Inc., 1970.

0002. Abt Associates, Inc. The Industrializatim of Southern
Rural Areas. Report submitted to the U. S. Department
of Commerce, Economic Development Administration, Office
of Economic Research, Contract 7-35482. Cambridge, Mass.:
Abt Associates, Inc., 1968.

0003. Adkins, William G., and Skrabanek, Robert L. The Texas
Farm Population 1954. Progress Report 1738. College
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege, Agricultural Experiment Station; 1954.
This report presents changes and trends in the farm pop-
ulation of Texas from 1930 to 1954. It includes data
on changes in urban and rural populations, number of
farms, farm labor force, and tenancy.

0004. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Urban
and Rural America: Policies for Future Growth. Wa-s-FIEg-
ton, D.,C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.
Of particular interest is a section on the dynamics of
mobility and migration, which relies rather heavily on
Census data and on work completed at the Survey Research
Center at the University of Michigan in 1967 for the
'period, 1957-1963. Subsections include discussions of
patterns of movement, migration and urban concentration,
causes of mobility, the process of moving, and mobility
and the poor.

0005. Alabama, University of. Business Research Council. Flight
from the Soil. University, Ala.: University of Alabama,
Business Research Council, 1958.

0006. Aldous, Joan, and Hill, Reuben. "Breaking the Poverty
Cycle: Strategies of Support for Family Development."
Paper. N.p., n.d.
This paper points up those stages of the family life
cycle at which an income maintenance program would be
most effective in 'relieving the pressures that narrow
the family's career alternatives and in breaking with
the cycle of transmission of, poverty.

00'17. Allen, John H., Buck, Roy C., and Wink, Anna T. Pulling Up
Stakes and Breaking Apron Strings. Progress Report 136.
University Park, Fenn.: Pennsylvania Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1955.
This report presents data on the spatial and occupational
mobility of rural youth and pinpoints characteristics of
migrants, their destinations and success.
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0008. Allen-Price, E. D. "Some Sociological and Statistical
Effects of Depopulatioh of a Rural Area." Public Health,
71 (April, 1957), 25-35,

0009. Almon, C., Jr. "Origins and Relation to Agriculture of
Industrial Workers in Kingsport, Tennessee." Journal of
Farm Economics, 38 (August, 1956), 828-836,

0010. Anderson, Albert F. "Theoretical Considerations in the
Analysis of Migration." Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion,Iowa State University of Science and Technology,
1962,
Using Census data, the author tests a series of hypo-
theses within a framework of theoretical considerations.
Answers to two questions'were sought: (1) Can the varia-
tions in rates of net migratison for the 1950-1960 decade

,among the counties of Iowa be explained and predicted
from the theoretical framework?; and (2) Do other -types
of adaptation to deprivation function as alternatives
to migration? Ten of the hypotheses were supported.

0011. Anderson, Anton J. Changes in Farm Population and Rural
Life in Four North Dakota Counties. Bulletin 373.
Fargo, N. D.:- North Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1952.
This bulletin includes analysis of the extent and
nature of farm population dedline in four counties which
had experienced different degrees of population loss bet-

,ween 1930 and 1945, and discusses the causes of farm
population decline, especially its effects on levels of
living and community life.

0012. Anderson, C. S. Young Men Ten Years After Leaving Penn-
s lvania Rural Hi:h Schools: An Anal sis of High School
Records and Vocational hoices and the Adult Experiences
of 5g6 Young'Men Bulletin 468. University Park, Penn.:
Pennsylvania AgEcultural Experiment Station, 1944
A major finding of this study was that ten years G.1: ter
graduation, 37% of the study group had migrated from
the home community, but only 18% had stuck to their ini-
tial occupational choices.

0013. Anderson, Nels. Mel on the Move. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press,"D40.

0014. Anderson, Theodore R. hIntermetropolitan Migration: Com-
parison of the Hypotheses of Zipf and Stouffer." Ameri-
can Sociological Review, 20(3) (January, 1955), 2

The study group included migrants from 54 metropolitan
subregions within the Northeast and North Central regions
of the U. S. to each of the nearest 30 metropolitan sub-
regions, 1935-40. Census data on distance, intervening
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opportunities, and related factors were used in deter-
mining the relative size of migrant streams. Conclu-
sions are: (1) Number of intervening opportunities does
not appear to be a more accurate measure of distance
than highway mileage; (2) Population size should be
corrected for the extent of unemployment, which makes the
numerator in Zipf's formula more in line with the concept
of opportunities; (3) State boundaries operate as in-
hibiting factors, tending to block movement, and, hence,
to reduce the accuracy of Zipf's formula; and (4) Find-
ings suggest an alternative general hypothetical model:
the number of extra multiplying variables should be held
to a minimum, and the powers to which the basic variables
mare raiseNshould be treated as variables from cane.appli-
cation to another, rather than as overall constants.

0015. Anderson, Theodore R. "Intermetropolitan Migration:torre-
lation Analysis." American Journal of ``Sociology,
(1956), 459-462.

'Census data for 1940 on migrants between the 54 major
metropolises in the Northeastern and North Central
regions of the'U. S. are used. The variance in the four
migration rates (inmigration, outmigtetion, net migration
and total migratory activity) is found to be reduced sub-
stantially by a linear multiple regression equation
involving the'following characteristics .of the metro-
polises: percentage of the 'labor force'that-4 unemployed,
mean rent of all dwelling units, log of the population
size, and log of the sum of population divided, by dis-
tance, summed over the ten metropolises dearest the one
being considered. The study concludes that the "net
migraaon can be explained purely in terms of Ehe push-
pull theory. The hypothesized variables'are'sulficient
to explain most of the variation in migration ratesm.
Other Census data do not, in general, improve the explarra'-
tion materially."

0016. Anderson, Theodore R. "Potential Modelsand the Spatial
Distribution of Population." Regional Science Associa-
tion Papers and Proceedings, 2 .(1956), 175-182.

0017. Andrews, Henry L. "A Descriptive and Analytidal Study of
Population Redistribution in Alabama,'1930 to 1950."
Dissertation Abstracts, 13 (1953), 1289-1290.
TRU-study shows that commercial and industrial areas
were growing through net inmigraaoti, and agricultural
areas were declining as'a result of net outmigration.
Net odtmigrationwas associated with high fertility,
diversification of farming, mechanization, and low
socioeconomic levels.

0018. Andrews, Wade H. "Farm People and the Changing PopulatiOn
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Of Ohio." Ohio Farm Bureau News, 34(6) (January,1955),
35-37.
Discusses the movement of nonfarm people into rural areas
and the declining rural-farm population, along with the
latter's effect on rural community organization.

0019. Andrews, Wade H., and Westerkamm, Emily. Rural -Urban Potou-
lation Change and Migration in Ohio, 190-50. Bulletin
737. Wooster, Ohio: Ohio Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1953.
The authors examine natural increase and migration as
sources of population change, by residence groups and
economic areas, and discuss agricultural and industrial
'factors in migration.

0020. Antonovsky, Aaron, and Lerner, Melvin J. "Occupational
Aspirations'of Lower Class Negro and White Youth."
Social Problems, 7(2) (Fall, 1959); 132-138.

.

0021. Appleyard, R. T. "Determinants Of Return Movement." The
Economic Record, 38 (December, 1962), 352-368.

0022. Armstrong, John M., Jr. "A Mexican Community: A Study of
the Cultural,Determinants of Migration." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Yale University, 1949.

0023. Askin, A. Bradley. "An Economic Analysis of Black Migra-
. tion." Unpublished thesis, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, 1970.
This thesis examines patterns of black migration, the
factors-responsible for them, and the consequences they
have: Black migration is considered by itself and rela-
tive to migration in general within an econometric approach.
Black mobility patterns are found to be significantly
different-from migration patterns in general, and to
differ significantly in the North4nd South. Black
migration is found to have signiflEant effects on urban-
ization for all definitions of migration analyzed, to
have significant effects.on income for a portion of the
definitions, and to have larger urbanization and income
,effects than migration in general for all the definitions.
The larger impacts are traced back to the dispropor-
tionate number of blacks living in the South and the
-tremendous outflows of them from that region. The implied'
existence of external diseconomies associated with
black migiation's urbanizing impacts are pointed out.

.0024. Averett, Jo Anna. "North Carolina Report'on Mobility."
Paper.. N.p., 1956. (Mimeographed.)

`0025. Bachmura Frank T. "Man-Lind Equalization through Migra-
tion. American Economic Review, 49 ,(1959) , 1004-1017.
Effectiveness of farm -labor r-Figiation in diminishing
regional differentials in agricultural incomes is tested
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by a comparative study of two areas: Iowa and a 24-county
case study area around Memphis, Tennessee.

0026. Bachmura, Frank T. "Migration and Factor Adjustment in
Lower Mississippi Valley Agriculture." Journal of Farm
Economics, 38(4) (NOvember, 1956), 1024-1042.
The author concludes that geographical variations in
county incomes related ,to rates of migration and popula-
tion change in an income equilibrating way in the total
population, while' in the rural-farm population, rates
of population change tend not to be income equilibrating
with respect td county differences.

0027. Bacon, A. Lloyd. "Migration, Poverty and the Rural South."
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Rural Socio-
logy Section of the Association of Southern Agricultural
Workers, Jacksonville, Florida, February 1-3, 1971.
This paper is based on the USDA-UdA study, using data
from the 1967 SEO tapes. Eight hypotheses were tested.
(1) The hypothesis that when race is.controlled, there
will be no significant difference in poverty incidences
between rural nonmigrants and rural-rural migrants
within the South was accepted. (2) The hypothesis that
controlling for race, migrants out of the.rural South
will have lower incidences than those left' behind was
supported. (3) The hypothesis thqt controlling for,
color, migrants from the rural South to the rural non-
South will have a lower poverty incidence than rural-
rural:migrants within the South was supported for whites.
The base for Negroes was too small. (4) The hypothesis
that movement within the South from a rural to urban
place will be characterized by a lower proportion in
poverty than a move to another rural place outside the
South was rejected.for'whites. (5) The hypothesis that
controlling for race, rural -urban migrants out of the
South, ill have lower rates of poverty than rural-urban
migrants within the South is supported.for Negroes but
rejected for whites. (6) The hypothesis that controlling
for race, migrants into the rural South will be less -

likely to be living in poverty than the native rural
Southerners they join was accepted. (7) The hypothesis
that interregional rural-rural migrants into the South
will have a lower incidence of poverty than is found
among rural-rural migrants within the South was rejected
for whites and could not be tested for Negroes because
of the lack of data. (8)."It was thought...that the
poverty incidence would decline from category to cate-
gory from interregional rural-rural, intraregional urban-
rural, to interregional urban-rural. The proportion in
poverty did decline as hypothesized, but not significantly.
Finally, those migration streams in opposite directions
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ton both regional'and "rural -urban axes were quite similar
in poverty composition whether, the movement was into
or out pf the rural South." Conclusion is that "...a
movement across one boundary,, whether regional or.rurai-
urban, is similarly rigorous in the selectivity invoUed."

0028. Bacon, A. Lloyd. "Migration and Structural Conflict."
Unpublished memorandum prepared for the Interdiscip-'
linary Subcommittee, Southern Land Economics Research
Committee, 1963.

0029. Baccn, A. Lloyd. "Poverty among Interregional Rural to
Ufban Migrants." Paper- presented at the Annual Meeting
of the Rural Sociological Society, Washington, D: C.,
August 26-30, 1970. . (Typewritten.)
This paper is based on USDA-UGA study, with data from
the 1967 SE0 tapes. Analyses of geographic movements
are restricted to the four major Census regions. Pri-
mary focus is on rural-urban migrants, with particular
emphasis on differences in poverty statuses of migrants
from the rural South to the urban North and people making
the opposite residential transition: Findings include the
following: (1) Interregional migrants from rural South-
urban North had intermediate levels of poverty between
those of sending and receiving populations. (2) Poor
rural-urban South-North migrants of both races consti-
tute e minority of poor persons in Northern ghettos/
slums of cities. Central city conditions must not be
"blamed" on migrants' from the rural South. Similarly',
incidence of poverty in the South is not in any ways.
'related to .nmigration of rural-urban North-South poor
whites and Negroes. (3) Rural-urban North-South migrants
were considerably better off than both sending and
receiving populations. The author offers,a definition
of migration and attempts to use it in an analytical
scheme that takes into account sociocultural factors of
persons and social -systems as they relate to migration
selectivity.

0030. Bacon, A. Lloyd, Bowles, Gladys K., and Ritchey, P. Neal.
Rural-Urban Migrants, 1967: A Comparison of the Demo-
graphic Social and Economic Characteristics of Rural-
Urean Migrants wit Other opu ation Groups, as ing-
ton, D. C. and Athens, Ga.: Government Printing Office'
and the University of Georgia, Forthcoming.

0031. Bagley, Christopher. "M.Lgration, Race, and Mental Health:
A Review of Some Recent Research." Race, 9(3) (1968),
343-356.

0032. Bailey, Kenneth, and Rockwell, Richard. "Level-of-Living
and Internal Migration in Mexico." Paper prepared at
TRACOR, Inc., Austin, Texas, n.d.
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0033, Baird, Andrew W., an4 Bailey, Wilfrid C. Farmers Moving
Out of Agriculturd. Bulletin 568. state College, Miss.:
Mississippi State College, Department of ,Sociology and .

Rural Life, 1958.
Data presented are for'161 farm operators living in six
communities in Alcorn County, Mississippi. Findings in-
clude characteristics of the people moving between farm
and"nonfarm occupaitions, whether the shift is a sudden
one or whether several steps or stages are involv 0 in
the process, and what happens to the land foymerl
operated by people who shift from farm to nonfarm occu-
pations.

0034.,Bakke, E. Wight, et al.. Labor Mobility and Economic Oppor-
tuni.ty. New yETT.k: MIT Technology Press and John Wiley
and Sons, Inc:, 1954,

0035. Balakrishnan, T. R. "Migration and Opportunity: A Study of
Standard Metropolitan Areas in the United States." Un-
published doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan,
1963.

0036. Banas, Case)/. "Uptown: Mecca for Migrants." Southern Edu-
cation Report, (March, 1969), 10-13.
Uptown is a decaying Northside Chicago neighborhood where
thousands of Appalachian whites.have settled in the past
20 years and in whose dozen schools about 3,200 Appala-
chian white children are enrolled. Truancy is a. major
problem: the absentee rate of a school with large num-
bers of Appalachian whites is as high as 14%, compared
to the city's average of 8%. Appalachian parents do
not have confidence in the schools, many of which do' not
qualify for federal funds under the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act (ESEA). Descriptions are givsen of
ways in which officials try to raise parent commitment
to the value., of education and of programs designed
specifically for Appalachian whites to be instituted when
funds are available.

0037. Bang, .P.3mes S., et al. Populationiftange and Migration:
1950-1960. ,P5TUraTion Series 1/. Madison, Wisc.: Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, College Of Agriculture, 1961.

0038. Banks, Vera J. Migration of Farm People: An Annotated Bib-
liography, 1946-60. Washington, D. C.: Goverpment
Printing Office, 1963.

0039. Barbichon, Guy. Adaptation and Training of Rural Workers
for Industrial Work, Part II. Paris: Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, 1962.

0040. Batchelder, Allan B. "Occupational and Ceographic Mobility:
Two Ohio Area Case Studies." Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions Review, 18 (July, 1965)-737083.
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0041. Bauder, Ward.W. "Analysis of Trends in Population, ,Populate.,,
Lion Characteristics and Community Life in Southern
Iowa.." Seminar on Adjustment and Its ProbleMs in South-
ern Iowa. CAEA Report No. '4 . Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University.of Science '_fechnology, College of Agri-

} culture, 1959.
Data used are 1950 Census figures for 19 counties in

'Southern Iowa. The author states that outmigration
along with changes in birth and death rates have changed
the age distribution of the population 'drastically,
especially in the 25-30 age group. Continued heavy out-
migration has reduced the proportion of persons under
ten years of age relative to the state or nation and

. also the proportion of women of childbearing age suffi-
ciently to cause reduction in crude birth rates.

0042. Bauder, Ward W., and Burchinal, Lee G. "Adjustment of
Rural-Reared Young Adult'S in Urban Areas." Paper presen-
ted at the National Conference on Problems of Rural
Youth in a Changing Environment, September,, 1963. Wash-k.
ington, D. C.: National Committee for Children and
Youth, 1963. (Mimeographed.)
This paper presents a review of studies and findings con-
cerned with the social, .personality, and employment ad-

t justment of rural-reared young adults in urban areas.
0043. Bauder, Ward W., and Burchinal, Lee G. "Do Rural People

Succeed in the City?" 'Iowa Farm Science, 19 (September,
19f4), 11-13.
In Des Moines, farm-reared men who had the same educa-
tion as urbanites got the same jobs as urbanites, but
in Cedar Rapids, farm migrants of the same age and
educational level as urban migrants did not get equal
status jobs. Authors conclude that this may be a result
of type of person who migrates to each city and the
type of employment opportunities available in each city.

0044. Bauder, Ward W., and Burchinal, Lee G. "Economic Success
of Farm Migrants." Iowa Farffi Science, 19 (October,
1964), 9-10.
Due to lower levels of education,and aspiration, farm
migrants had the lowest status level jobs, income, and
held 'the lowest average levels of real estate. Length
of time spent in the city was found to make little
difference in job'status.and family income.

0045. Bauder, Ward W., and Burchinal, Lee G. Farm Mi rants to
the Ciy: A Comparison of the Status, c ievement?
Community and Family Relations of FarmhMigrants with
Urban Migrants and Urban Natives in Des Moines, Iowa.
Bulletin 534; Washington, D. C. and Ames, Iowa: U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service and
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Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, 1965..

1 Differences found when comparing rural migrants, urban
migrants, and naives in Des Moines were, accounted for
by difference* in levelt of education, but differences in
-occupational achievement were not significant when'
analysis was controlled for age and length.of time in
the city. .

, 0046. Baum, E. L., and Heady, Earl 0. "Some 'Effects of Selected
Policy Programs on 'Agricultural Labor Mobility in-the
South." Southern Economic Journal? 25 ,(January, 1959), ,

327-337.

0047. Baumgartner, H. W. "Potential Mobility in'AgriCulture:
Some Reasons for the Existence of a Labor-Transfer
Problem." Journal of Farm Economics, 47 -.(February,
1965), 74-82.

0048, Beale, Calvin L. "Demographic' and Social Considerations
.

for U. S.*Rural Economic Policy." ,American, Journal of
Agricultural Economics, (May, 1969).

0049. Beale, Calvin L. "Farm to City Migration is Nearing End
In United' States," New York Times, .March 23 ''1969.'

0050. Beale, Calvin L. "Natural Decrease of Population: The
Current Prospective Status of an Emergent American
Phenomenon." Unpublished Raper prepared of the U.. S.
Department of'Agriculture, Economic Research Service, n.d,

0051. Beale, Calvin L. Negro Farm Operators: NUMber,,Loca,tion and
Recent Trends. Washington, D. 'C.: Government Printing
Office, 1959.

recent years the Negro farm population has declined
as has the total farm population. About 42% of Negro
farm people of 1940 still living in 1950 had left
farms during th6 decade. The author includes a discusa
sion of factors associated withtrends.

0052. Beale, Calvin L. "The Relation of Gross Out-Migration
Rates to Net Migration." Unpublished paper prepared for
the U. S. Department of Agriculture,, Economic Research-
Service, 1968.

0053. Beale, Calvin L. "Rural Depopulation in the United States:
Some Demographic Cohsequences of Agricultural AdjustTents."
Demography, 1 (1964), 264.-272.

0054. Beale, Calvin L. "Rural-Urban Migration of Blacks: Past
and Future." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of
the American Agricultural Economics Association, Detroit,
Michigan, December 19,1970. (Typewritten.)
Findings from the USDA-UGA study are given; data used
were from the 1967 SE0 tapes. Major points include the
following: (1) It is only among whites that rural-urban
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migfants show a consistently greater of poverty
. than do urban natives. (2) Black urban families headed

'. by.a migignE of rural origin did not experience, lower
average income than other black urban families; a fac-
tor act g to produce this parity of income was the more
normal c ,position of the rural migrant family. (3)
Among blacks, the' rural-urban migrant family q indivi-
dual was nominally slightly more likely tylan urban

. natives, to have received welfare ilicome 4sistance.
(4) Rural-urban black migrant families were somewhat
less likely to have received welfare money than were
blacks sill living iin rural'are6s., (5) Black rural-
,urban,male, migrants were just as ,Likely to hav had some
employment in the preceding year compared to their,
urban-reared neighbors. T6) In the future, rural-
urban migrants will not comprise asshigh a proportion
of the urban population as they have in the recent past.
(7) "There is .no question that the ,mast rural-urban
Movement after 1940 was the major source of the rapid
growth of black urban population. As.such, it was a.
major contributor ,to those urban problems associated with
black growth and congestion Per se, .but was probably not
critical to the.Changed politico-cultural mood and
stance of the urban black population."

0055. Beale, Calvin L., Banks, Vera J., and Bowles, Gladys K.
Trends and Outlook.for Rural Migration. Washington,D.C.:
Government Pripting Office, 1966.

0056. Beale, Calvin L., Hudson, John C., and Banks, Vera J.
Characteristics of the U. S. Population by Farm and Non-
farm Origin. Agricultural,Economics Report No...66.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1964.
.Data used are from.the.Censusi, 1958 CPS- Topics dis-
cussed include number, present farm status, and color
of,farm-born people, sex differences, age differences,
marital status, regional patterns and .interregional
agration, employment status, occupational and industrial
status, return migration,'and farm residents of non-farm'
'birth. Findings include the following: (1) Among farm-
born people there has been no difference overall in the
proportions of whites and nonwhites who have left the
farm, but since the proportion of nonwhites born on
farms is higher than for whites, equal white and.non-
white rates of outmigration have weighted the nonwhite,
population residing in cities more heavily with persons
of farm origin than is true for whites,. (2) Girls
ledve the farm in greater numbers than boys and at a
somewhat earlier age. (3) The farm-born population is an
older group than the non-farm born. (4)" Interregional
migration of farm people'has been highest for the North
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Central states. (5) The largest single, streA of inter-
regional movement has been from the North Central states
to the West. (6) People who have Moved from farms to

"non-farm areas- are equally 'as likely to be in the labor
force as are mn-farm natives, except at young, adult
ages. (7) Farm-born people compared to the non-farm
group are underrepresented in white collar jobs at all
ages. (8) Data do not show any sharp differences in
the characteristics of return migrants compared to farm
people who had not left the farm or who left and ,remained
away. (9) For every* six farm pepple who have left farms,
one nonfarm native has movfa to-a-farm.

0057. Beale; George,M., Wakeleyl, Ray E., and Russell, Amy. Iowa's
People-1965. MA-02:' Ames, Iowa: Iowa) State Col ege
Cooperative Extension Service, 1957.
This supplies data on age, sex, xesidence;'migration,
and occupation, with predictions to 1965. 'The farm pop-
ulation, number of farm of)eratort, farm job,opportuni-
ties and potential farm labor force from 1950 to 1965
indicated that in' 1965, 3,6 %, of the farm men would prob-
ably have to seek job opportunities outside agriculture.

0058. Beall, John W: "A Study of Population and Capital Movewents
Involving the South.' Dissertation Abstracts, 14 (1954),
1957-1958.
This dissertation shows that more Southern migrants
move from urban residences than would be expected on.the
basis of the regional rural-urban distribution of popu-
lation. Southern migration is a two-stage movement- -
from Southern farm to southern city - -then to non-South-,
ern city. .

,

0059. Beals, R."E., Levy, M. B.,,and Moses, L. N. "Rationality
and Migration in Ghana." -Review of Eco omics and Statis-
tics, 49 (November, 1967), -

0060. Beardwood, Roger. "The Southern Roots of Urban CriAs."
Fortune, 78 (August,1968), 80-87, 151-156." .

This article, discusses the hegroes' migration to the
North, to the cities, and to the better-paying jobs. It
also includes heavy criticism of U. S.. agricultural poli-
cies.

0061. Becker, Gary. Human Capital. New York: liatiOnal Bureau of
Economic Research, 1964.

0062. Beegle, J. Allan,%nd Thaden, John F. Population Change in
Michigan with Special Reference to Rural-Urban Migration,
1940-50. Special Bulletin 387." East Lansing, Mich. :'
Michigan Agricultural Experithent Station, 1953:
This bulletin shows analyses of migration as a factor of
population growth, by economic areas, and includes dis-
cussions of changes in the rural and urban population
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through net migration and agricult.l.wal and industrial
factors related to migration. Birth and death rates
and future population prospects are also included.,

0063. Beers, Howard W. Mobility of Rural Population: A Study of
t Chan es i Two T es of Rural Communities. vBulletin'505.

Lexington, y.: niversity ,o ebtuc y, gricultural
Experiment tation, 1947.
The authors make a comparison of mobility patterns in
Johnson '(subsistence farming) and Robertson (Bluegrass)
region) Counties; Kentucky, in 1941. Differences in
mobility were found to be f degree rather than kind.
In both counties, individu ls, especially rural youth,
were moremobile than famil s.

0064, Beers, Howard W.., and Heflin, Catherine. P. People and R3...
sources in Eastern Kentucky. A Study of a Represental.
tive Area in Breathitt; Knott and Perry Counties. Bulle-
tfn 500. Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky, Agri-
cultural Experiment Stition, 1947.
MigratIcta'from farms and better use of land which is
unsuitable for agriculture are two of the suggestions
'given as means of relieving ,the pressure of population
on resources in this eastern Kentucky area.

0065. Beers, HoWard W., and Heflin, Catherine P. Rural Peo le in
the Cit : A Studytdf. the Socioeconomic Status o
Fami ies in Lexing4on, Kentucky. .Bulletin 478. Lexing-
ton, .Ky.: University of Kentucky, Agricultural Experi-
ment Station, 1945.
The authors' discuss the differences in behavior and
characteristics of rural-reared and urban-reared people.
`Their ultimate economic and social statuses were not
predetermined by rural or urban rearing, although the
rural migrants were at a disadvantage in the competition
fortincomes and jobs.

0066. Beers, Howard W., and Heflin, Catherine P: "The Urban
,1(

StatUs of Rural Migrants." Social Forces, 23 (1944),
32-37.

0067. Ileijer,'G. National Rural Manpower Adjustment to Industry.
Part III. Labour Mobility. . Paris: Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, 1965..

0068. Bendix, Reinhard, and Lipset, Seymour M. (eds.) Class
Status and Power. Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press; 1953.

0069. Benewitz, Maurice C. "Economic Factors in Migration to
St. Paul, MinnesOta, 1940-50." Dissertation Abstracts,
14 (1954), 937-938.
The authbr tests job versus wage motivation in migration
and examines differences in skill levels of rural-urban
and inter-urban migration.
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0070. Benewitz, Maurice C. "Migrant and Nonmigrant Occupational
Patterns." Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 9 --

- ,(January, 1956), 255-406.
Data for the study include a sample of 278 male migrants,
25 years old and over in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1950.
Hypotheses tested were: (1) Occupations of rural migrants.,
are not signifiently'different from those of the St. .

Paul population, aid (2) Rural male migrants not in tle '

professional, technical, managerial, and kindred clasgi-
,fications are.siMilarly diStributed.by occupation to
the 73% of the St. Paul male population not in the pro-
fessional, technical, managerial, and kindred class.
The, first hypothesis was supported, but the second was
rejected. t

0071. Bennett,
Facts
57(1)

R. L. "Surplus Agricultural Labor and Development-7
and Theories: Comment:." American Economic'Review,
(March, 1967). ,

1'0072. Berardo,'F. ."Kinship and InteraCtiOn and Communications
among Space Age Migrants." Journal of Marriage ant the
Family, 29 (August, 1967), 541-554.

0073. Berardo, F. M. "Kinship and Interaction and Migrant Adap-
tation in an.Aero7Space Related Community." Journal of
Marriage and the Family, 28 (August, 1966), 296-304,

0074. Bernard, S'Ydney,E. The Economic and Social Adjustment of
Low-Income Female-Headed Families. Research Project
Report-004. Welfare ap&Social Security .Administration
Cooperative Research and Demonstration Grants Program.
Waltham*, Mass.: BrandeEs University, 1964. XMimeographed.)

0075. Bernert, Eleanor H. County Variation in Net Migtatiopfrom
the Rural-Farm Population, 1930-40. WashiligEOFITP7T':1
Government Printing Office, 1944.
The author presents es.timdtes of net change due to
migration'and migration rates for counties.

0076. B erner, Eleanor H. Volume and Composition of Net Mi ration
from the Rural-Farm Population; 1930-40, for the Unite
States, Major Geographic Divisions and States.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1944.
The author shows that losses from the rural-farm popula-
tion were proportionately greater among nonwhites than
whites and among females than males.

0077. Bernert, Eleanor H., and Aowles, Gladys K. Farm .Migration,
1940-45: An Annotated Bibliography. Library List 38.
Washington, D. C.,: Government Printing Office, 1947. OP.

. Berry, Brian, Potential Growth Centets and Growth Center
Potential in the Upper Great Lakes Region. A,Report to
the Upper Great,Lakes Regional Commission, October, 1968.
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0079. Berry, -Brian. "Spatial Organization and Levels of Welfare:
Degree of Metropolitan Labor'Market Participation as a
Variable in 'Economic Development:" Paper presented, at
the Economic Development Administration Research Con-
ference, Washington, D. C.;' October, 1967.

0080. Berry, Charles 1-1/. 'Occupational Migration from Qvicultyre
1940-1950. ,Chicago: University ofChicago Library, 1956.

0081. Berry, R.1Albert, and Soligo, Ronald. "Rural-Urban Migra-
tion, Agricultural Output, and'che Supply Price of
Labour in a Labour-Surplus Economy." Oxford Economic
Papers, 29(2) (July, 1968), 230-249.

0082. Bertrand, Alvin L. A ricultural Mechanization and Social
Change in Rural Louisiana. Bu etin . , Baton Rouge,
La.: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, 1951.
Examination of changes in the rural-farm popuption,
1930-45, by Fatm Mechanization Groups, revealed that the
least mechanized parishes lost more farm peopre.than
all others. However, the number of farm people leaidng
parishes in the other Mechanized Grodps (over one-fifth
in every instance) left no doubt that mechanization has
some relationship ,to the depopulation of rural areas.

0083. Bertrand, Alvin L. "The Rural Population." Rural Soiolo :

An Analysis of Contemporary Social Life. ew or : -

McGraw-Hill, 1958. Pp. 51-175.
The author discussed four topics: (1) number and distri-
bution, (,2) composition'-and characteristics, (3) nature
of vital processes (including migration) among rural
people, and (4)' rural population trends.

0084. Bertrand, Alvin L., and Osborne, Harold W. Rural Indus-
trialization in a Louisiana Community_._ Bulletin 524.
EFERUETETEa.: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1959.
Effects of new industries in rural areas on levels of
living, occupational adjustments, migration patterns,
and individual family incomes of both employee"and non-
employee families are discussed. Factory employment.
did not entice a large proportion of the workers to
move from farms and other open-country residences to
towns and cities.

0085. Bashers, J.. M., and Nishiura, E. N. ""A Theory of Internal
Migration Differentials." Social Fortes; 39 (1961),
214-218.
Census data on streams of internal migration in Indiana
1935-40 and 1949-50 are used. Hypotheses: l'(1) When a
change in locale is involved, the amount of migration
within the professional category will be greater than the
amount of migration within other occupation categories;
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(2) The amount of migration among farmers and farm
managers'Is less'than the amount of migration among most
other occupation groups; (3). More migration will occur.
among young adults than among.other age groups; (4) Migra-
tion among persons 65 and over will be greater than that
within the age category immediately preceding theirs
except in streams of a rural area of origin; (5) 15 -19
year olds' migration from rural areas in a particular
stream is less.among those with six or fewer years of
education than among other education groups; (7) The
amount,of migration among those who have a college edu-
cation will be greater than the amount among other edu-
cation groups in the same stream; (8) In urban-urban
and urban-nonadjacent suburban streams proprietors,
managers; and officials will migrate more than the
majority cf occupational groups; (9) In urban -urban and
Suburban-nonadjacent urban streams, migration of crafts-
men and foremen and operatives and kindred wprkers is
less than migration of other occupational groups; and
(10) In rural-rural streams, the amount,of migration
among farm laborers will be much greater than the
amount of migration among farmers and farm managers."
Hypotheses were supported-An'all but the first case.

0086.,Bhare, H. G.. "The Nature of the Problem of Labor Turnover."
Indian, Journal of Economics, 36 (April, 1956), 379-385.

0087. Billingsley, Andrew. Black Families in White Amerio. -

Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, 1968.

0088. Bishop, C.'E. "Economic Aspects of Migration from Farms."
Farm Policy Forum, '13(2) (1960-61), 14-20.
"Migration has, failed to equalize returns for farm and
nonfarm labor because the number of people who are
willing to transfer to nonfqrm jobs at prevailing rates
of return exceeds the number of jobs available. Migra-
tion increases when jobs become available in spite of
the fact, that during these periods the return pec worker
in agriculture increases relative to the return oer
worker in nonfarm employment. The rate of migration
decreases as unemployment increases....The analysis lends,
support to the idea that a,critical level of unemploy-
ment in terms of providing motivation for nonfarm migra-
tion develops when unemployMent reaches 5% of the labor
force....When underemployment is the result of lack of
knowledge. concerning nonfarm employmtnt opportunities,
underemployment results from a malfunctioning knowledge
market.:..UnderemployTent can be removed only if the
number of additional nonfarm jobs created exceeds the
new entries to the labor force."

0089. Bishop, C. E. Federal Programs,for the Development of
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Human Resources. Vol, I. The Need for.Im?roved Mobility
17671c . Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,

This paper summarizes some research findings pertaining
to 'the occupational and geographic mobility of labor and
suggests programs to improve mobility. .The transfer of
human resources from farming has been massive as the
farm popula'tion has declined from 31 million in 1920 to
less than 12 million in 1967. The typical rural Negro
migrant moves to a large urban area outside the Souti.
The white movement is oriented toward medium-sized Nor-
thern cities and the metropolitan areas of the South.
As the exodus from the farms takes place, people are
moving to rural areas, either because of preference for
living there or because they are disillusioned with
nonfarm employment. There is increasing evidence that
most decisions to migrate r,esult in social waste because
they are based on incomplete information. Off-farm
migration operates largely through an informal process
dependent upon friends and relatives. Several policy
directions emerge from this analysis: 1)1ull employment
is a necessary condition for a reduction in the back-
flow and for rationalization of mobility; 2) Since a
high proportion of migrants are in the younger age groups,
a better job should be done i occupational preparation;
3) A nation-wide comprehens e manpower program is ,

needed to provide improved job information to potential
employees; and 4) A system o relocation payments pro-
vided through and based upon the adviCe and counsel of
the Employment Security Commission would yield high
returns.

0090. Blalock, E. .1A., Jr. "Urbanization and Discrimination in.
the South:" Social,Problems, 7 (Fall, 1959), 146-152..

0091: Blanco, Cicely. 0"The Determinants of Interstate Population
Movement." Journal of Rural Sociology, 5(1) (1963),
77-84.

0092. Blapco, Cicely. "Prospective Unemployment and Inperstate
Population Movement:" Review of. Economics and Statistics,
46 .(May, 1964), 221-222.

0093. Blau, Peter M., and Duncan, Otis Dudley. The lerican
Occupational Structure. New York: John Wiley and-§ons,
Inc., .1,67.

0094. Blau, Peter M., and Duncan, Otis Dudley. "Farm Background
and Occupational Achievement." The American Occu ational
Structure. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.; .

Pp. 277-294.
This chapter discusses the effect of farm origin on sub-
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-sequent occupational achievement. The magnitude of 'the
movement off the farms is refleCted in the-Occupational
Changes in a Generation (OCG) data: Over one-fourth
of the men in the OCG population had fathers, who were, ,

at the age of 16, engaged 1 farming. Three - fourths of
1the fathers had taken up nt.,farm residence by 1962.

Analysis shows an inverse relationship between the in-
migration rate and size of community. Large cities
were found to be the least favorable environment' for
men 'with farm backgrounds. However," the factor of race
confounds the comparison. Tabulations do not permit a
thorough study of the interaction between farm background.
and size of community. The best guess is that farm
background is not an obstacle to.'occupational achievement.

0095. Blau, Peter M., and Duncan, QIis Dudley. "Geographical and
Social Mobility." The American Occupational Structure.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1967. Pp. .243 -275.
The authors found careers of migrants suOerior'to those
of nonmigrants. This finding is explained in terms of
selective migration and Libanizaion. Sinbe migration,
is selective of men with high potential, the achieve-
ments of migrants are superior lint only to' those men
they left behind, but also to those they join in their
new.community. Urbanization had paradoxical conE;quences
for migration'.' Better opportunities' in cities attract
migration and improve opportunities for most migrants.
On the other hand, most migrants are coming from less.
urban area in which they received poor training to
highly urbanized markets. These two opposite influences
affect occupational chinces and occupational achievements.

0096. Blevins,,,, A. L, Nigration/kates in Twelve Southern Metro-
politan Areas: A 'Push-Tull' Analysis." Social Science
Quarterly, 50(2) (September, 1969), 337-353.

0097. Blizzard, Samuel W., and Macklin, E. John. Social Partici-
patibn Patterns of Husbands and Wives Who Are migrants
to the City. Serial Paper 17Z2. University Park, Penn.:
Pennsylvania Agricultural Experiment"Station, 1952.
Findings from this, study of Pittsburgh and adjacent
smaller urban centers indicate that the rural migrant
participates in fewer organizations and takes part in
less infoimal%activities than either the urban migrant /or nonmigrant. Althougivtbe rural migrant is a low .

participant, he contributes more proportionately to
leadership in organizations than the nOnmigiarit.

, 0098. Blum, Zahava D:, Karweit, N. L., and Sorensen, A. B. A
Method for the Collection and Anal sis of Retros ec-Eive
LI e Histories. Report No. Ba timore: e John
Hopkins University, Center for the Study of the Social
Organization of Schools, 1969.
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0099. Blum, Zahava D., et al. Manpower Research through thd'Use'
of Retrospective Occupational Histories. III. Migration
and Household Composition: A Comparison between Blacks
and Nonblacks. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University,
1970.

0100. Blumberg, Leonard. Migration as a Program Area for Urban
Social Work. Philadelphia: The Urban League of Phila-
delphia , 1958.
Interviewing conducted in the late 1950's showed that
only 12% of black inmigrants gave job-related reasons
for their moves, while 65% gave presence oferiends/
relatives. The needs of rural inmigrants once they are
in the city differ from those of interurban migrants,
the latters'-needs consisting mainly of information about
the city, while rural inmigrants need education in adjust-
ing to city life.

0101. Blumberg, Leonard. A Pilot Study of Recent Negro Migrants
into Philadelphia. Philadelphia: The Urban League of
Philadelphia, 1958.

0102. Blutberg, Leonard, and Bell, Robert R. "Urban Migration and
Kinship Ties." Social Problems, 6: (Spring, 1959), 328-
333.
This study is an attempt to modify, in the light of
empirical materials, the analysis of Park and Burgess
and their students who contend that the importance of
family and kinship are declining in our urban society
to be replaced by secondary associations and relations.
The position of the authors is that "the family and
kinship' are important more for some population elements
in the urban community than for others and hence the
dysfunctional rural-to-urban 'adjustment' analysis may
be limited in its application." The'study focuses on
what are externally the "most urban" areas - -the areas

ithat have high concentrations of recent migrants from
rural areas. These populations of rural origin tend 'Ur
keep their."old values" and organize their lives along
patterns similar to those in the_areas they left.
Most of the migrants report they had relatives in the
city they migrated to and reported that they received
assistance in finding jobs and housing. 'However, the
data indicate that the relatives- and close friends are
probably more psychologically supportive than function-
ally effective,. The decline in family ties is closely
,related to young, single adult male migrants. For these
young males, local-family ties are hard to est blish
and the urban setting encourages impersonal re ationships.
However, the institution of "the neighborhood tavern"
seems to fulfill some of the functions of the nissing.
kinship structure. Most of the populations studied are
lower class.



"It is probable that lower-class kinship activity is more
direct and encompasses more -of the total number of inter-
personal relationships of persons than middle-class
activity." Thus, the conclusion is that lower-class
migrants turn to relatives because it is the natural
thing to do,-and, failing to have relatives, the
migrant establishes "pseudo-kin relationships" with
people from the same background. Middle-class kinship
ties, in contrast, hinder social mobility. The spatially
mobile migrant who achieves social mobility must very
often modify or even drop old family ties.

0103. Bodenhoffer, H. J. "The Mobility of Labor dnd the Theory
of Human Capital." Journal of Human Resources, 2(4)
(Fall, 1967).

0104. Bogue, Dona d Com?onentg of Population Change, 1940-50:
Estimat s of Net Migration and Natural' Increase for Each

/ Standard Metropolitan Area and State Economic Area. Ox-
ford, Ohio: Scripps Foundation, 1957.

0105. Bogue, Donald J, Scripps Foundation Studies in Population.
Distribution. Vol. I. An Exploratory Study of Migration
and Labor Mobility Using Social Security Data. Oxford,
Ohio: Scripps Foundation, 1950.

0106. Bogue, Donald J. "Internal Migration." The Study of Popu-
lation. Edited by Philip Hauser and Otis Dudley Duncan.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1959. Pp. 486-
509.
In this chapter, the following subjects are discussed:
(1) problem of defining internal migration; (2) defini-
tions of concepts and terms used in migration analysis;
(3) direct and indirect methods of measuring migration;
and (4) a summary of existing knowledge, which includes
the topics migration-stimulating situations for persons,
factors in choosing a destination, socioeconomic condi-
tions affecting migration, knowledge about migration
streams, and knowledge about differential migration.

0107. Bogue, Donald J. "Internal Migration and Residential
Mobility." The Population of the United States. Glen-

*

coe, Ill.: The Free7Press, 1959. Pp. 375-418..
The author utilizes the Census of 1950, various reports
of the Bureau of the Census, existing researches, and
special researches done for projects, and emphasized
description and interpretation of internal migration
during 1950-60 and historical trends and changes in the
recent past. The major topics discussed are the extent
of internal mobility, the differential mobility of
different segments, the effect of internal migration
upon the regional distribution of population, interre-
giotial migration, migration and metr9politanization,
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selectivity of internal migration, and factors under-
lying internal migration.

0108. Bogue, Donald 3; Scripps Foundation Studies in Population
. Distribution. Vol. IV. A Methodolo:ical Stud of Mi:ra-

tion and Labor Mobility in 0 10 in Ox or 0 10:
Scripps Foundation, 1952.

0109. Bogue, Donald
.

J. Methods of Studying Internal Migration.
Oxford, Ohio: Scripps Foundation, 1955.

0110. Bogue, Donald J. Principles of Demography. New York:
John Wiley and Sons; Inc., 1969.

0111. Bogue, Donald J., and Hagood, Margaret J. Subregional
Migration in the United States, 1935-40. Vol. II.
Differential Migration in the Corn and Cotton Belts.

. Oxford, Ohio: ScrippsFounati.
The authors use special tabulations from the 1940,Census
Ito analyze 12 basic differentials of migration. /Atten-
tion is focused on place of migrants' origin by size of
community and place of destination, with emphasis on the
former.

0112. Bogue, Donald J., Shryock, H. S., and Hoermann, S. A.
Subregional Migration ,in the United States. Vol. I.
Streams of Migration Flow between Environments. Oxford,
Ohio :^ Scripps Foundation, 195f.
Nine residential streams of migration are explored with
emphasis on characteristics of migrants.' Migration was
largely a movement between communities of the same type;
volume of migration from rural to urban areas was com-
parptively small.

0113. Bogue, Donald J., and Thompson, Warren S. "Migration and
Distance." American Sociological Review, 14 (1949),
236-244.
Evidence from 1935-40 data indicates that there is a
close inverse relationS'hip between the distance to be
traveled and the rate of migration out of an area.
Distance is less of a barrier to the migration of the
urban than of the rural population. Redistribution of
population between rural and urban areas is found to be
accomplished primarily by short-distance migration.

0114. Bohlen, Joe M., and Wakeley, Ray E. "Intentions to Migrate
and Actual Migration of Rural High School Graduates."
Rural Sociology, 15(4) (December, 1950), 328-334.
Findings from interviews of 157 graduating high schdol
seniors of the rural high schools in Hamilton County
and Story City, Iowa, and a follow-up one year later
indicate that fakm and nonfarm girls and nonfarm boys
were much' alike in their migration patterns but differed
significantly from farm boys in this respect. Factors
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such as communication with parents, socioeconomic status
of family, parental educational levels, age of parents'
and attitude toward farm life were related to migration
patterns of respondents.

0115. Bonnen, James T. 'The Distribution of Benefits from Selected
U. S. Farm Programs'." Rural Poverty in the United States.
A Report of the President's Oational Advisory Commission
on Rural Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1968. Pp. 461-505.
The relative distributions for eight different commodity
programs are described. These are the Rice,Program,
the Wheat Program, the Feed, Grain Program, the ,Cotton
Program, the Peanut Program, the Tobacco Program, the
Sugar Program, and the Sugarcane Program. The author
states, "...these programs would not bean efficient
means of improving the welfare of the lowest income
groups pn farms....the lowest.407 of farmers received
much less than a'proportionate share of the program
benefits." a

0116. Boone, Richard W., and, Kurland, Norman. "A Look at Rural
Poverty." New Generation, 50 (Summer, 1968), 2-5.
The authors state that migration of the rural poor has
produced urban ghettos which are powder kegs. Farm
income, already lop, is declining. Rural poverty is
concentrated regionally and ,ethnically; it is'found par-
ticularly in the South, and it is characteristic of
Negroes, Mexican-Americans, and Indians.^-Racial
criminatlon increases the plight of Negro farmers, and
go'vernmea agricultural programsthave not helped this
group. The rural poor need: (1) new ways for each per-
son to receive adequate income; (2) a proportionate
share of political power; and (3) access to the full
range of services for participaeion in modern society.
The authors suggest that we need a rural answer to the
Model Cities pfcgram, based on community life and
designed to help people remain where they are by
attracting capital which will generate income and jobs.
Provisions of the National Labor Relations Act, it is
felt, 'should be extended to farm workers, with workmen's
compensation, unemployment insurance, a minimum wage,
the Child Labor Law, and other protections of the Fair
Labor Standards Act.

0117. Borts, George H. "The Equalization of Returns and Regional'
Economic Growth." American Economic Review, 50(3)
(June, 1960), 3(9-347.

0118. Borts, George H. "Patterns of Regional Economic Develop-
ment in the United States, and Their Relation to Rural
Poverty. Rural Poverty in the United States. A 'Report
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of the President's National Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1968. Pp. 130-140.
Economics Professor Borts examines economic growth and
decline among major regions of the U. S., economic
effects of intraregional resource movements and inter-
regional migration, supply and demand factors in region-
al growth, and debtor and creditor regions. He presents
three alternatives of public policies designed to alle-
viate rural, poverty: (1) relocation of industry to rural
areas, (2) industrial and residential locatiOn in growth
.centers, or (3) subsidized migration to established
metropolitan areas. The choice of whiCh policy is most
effective is given to (2) over (3) above (even though
the author says that "there are strong economic grounds'
fol. continuing the migratory patterns which have been
established") because (a) the willingness to' migrate
declinQs with the distance to the destination area, so
rural inhabitants will have less objection to moving
to a growth center, and (b) whatever social maladjust-
ments are.produced by large-scale migration from rural
to urban life would seem to be minimized through, the

cuse of the growth center as 8 staging area for cultural
change, and (c) the continued migration of the rural
poor to Northern and Western cities has changed the
quality of urban life. Many city dwellers are moving
to the suburbs as a result, and many, the author feels,
would probably gladly finance a center where the rural
poor could learn about the city life "somewhere,else."

0119. Borts, George H., et al. "Problem of Raising Incomes in
Lagging Sectors of the Economy: Discussion." American
Economic Review, 50 (May, 1960), 251-257.

0120. Bottum, J. Carroll. "The Impact of Anticipated Trends and
Shifts of Population upon American Agriculture." Pro-
ceedings of the Agricultural Industries Conference.
Ithaca: Cornell University, Graduate School of Business
and Public Administration in tpoperation with the New
York State College of Agriculture, 1956. Pp. 43-49.

0121. Bowen-,-William G., and Finegan, T. Aldrich. The Economics
of Labor Force Participation. Princeton, N. J.: Prince-
ton University, 1969.

0122. Bowles, Gladys K. Farm Poulation...Net Migration from
Rural-Farm Population,, u. Statistica Bu etin
176. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1956.

0123. Bowles, Gladys K. "Migration Patterns of the Rural-Farm
Population, Thirteen Economic-Regions of the United
States, 1940-50." 'Rural Sociology, 22 (March, 1957),
1-11.
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The net outmigration rate for the decade was found to
.be 31%. Rates for the teenaged and young adults were
highest, rates for children and persons 25-44 were low,
and rates for persons over 45 were intermediate. Young
women tend to migrate earlier than young men. Nonwhites
had higher rates than whites. Economic Regions IX and
X had highest rates, and Regions XII and XIII, the lowest.

0124. Bowles, Gladys K. Migration of Population in the South:
Situation and Prospects. Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1958.
The author states that, "In recent years a net annual
loss through movement to and from farms or through change
in classification of residences of over one million
persons has occurred in the country as a whole. Sixty
percent of this net loss took place in the South.
Prospects are that, in the future, Migration-horn the
South as a whole will .continue for some time. The
annual average loss of population as a result of migra-
tion may be about 200,000 between he,ptesent time and
1970....Since the numbers of men leaving working ages
'are likely to `be only about half the'numbers entering
the working ages in the South, a minimum of 50%Of the
rural-farm young men will be looking for employment
opportunities outside agriculture. And a substantial
proportion of these young people will migrate from farms
to find such opportunities."

0125. Bowles, Gladys K. Migration of the Texas Farm Population.
Bulletin 847. College Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural
and Mechanical College, Agricultural Experiment Station,
1957.

0126. Bow,les, Gladys K. Processes Associated with Migration; with
Special Reference to Population Redistribution in the
Great Plains between 1950 and 1960. Wdshington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1962.

0127. Bowles, Gladys K. "A Profile of the Incidence of Poverty
among Rural-Urban Migrants and Comparative,Populations."
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Rural
Sociological Society, Washington, D. C., August 26-30,
1970. Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia, 1970.
(Typewritten.)
This paper is based on the USDA -UGA study, using 1967
SEO data and presents an over-all view of the socioeco-
nomic position of persons of rural background who were
living in urbat places in 1967. Rural-urban migrants
are compared with rural nonmigrants and rural-rural
migrants (rural population) and with urban nonmigrants
and urban-urban migrants (urban population). Informa-
tion for urban-rural migrants is included in the tables
but not discussed. It is shown that a much larger pro-
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portion of the rural population is in poverty than of
rural-urban migrants for family heads, unrelated indi-
viduals, and the total population age 17 and over.
In the three-populations and among all characteristics
examined, incidence of poverty was usually higher for
Negroes than for whites. Generally, in all three popu-
lations, incidence of poverty was higher in nonmetropoli-
tan areas than in metropolitan areas; higher in middle-
sized metroareas than'in large and small areas; higher
in central cities than.in rings of metro areas; and
higher in the South than in the rest of the U. Among
rural-urbansmigrants, incidence of poverty was higher
among: 1) persons of farm origin rather than those of
rural-nonfarm. origin; 2).persons making a direct move
to a metro area rather than those having an intervening
move; 3) persons making at least two moves to a nonmetro
area rather than those making a direct move to a nonmetro
area; and 4) .interregional migrants of Southern origin
rather than interregional migrants of non-Southern
origin. Generally, rural-urban whites were found to be
relatively better off over rural counterparts. The,
author states, "It may be concluded that, on the whole,
persons who migrated from rural to urban areas have-
bettered their socioeconomic positions. They may also -\
have been of above average-status at the time of move:"
Further, "With few exceptions,.white rural-urban migrants
had about the same or higher incidences of paklerty than
white people in the urban population o'f urban origin,
regardless of characteristics examined. The relation-
ship between the incidence of poverty among Negro rural-
urban migrants and the Negro population of urban origin
was irregular." In none of the characteristic divisions
of the population had rural-urban Negro migrants
leached or surpassed the levels of the white populations
they were living among, and the incidence of poerty..
among Negroes is often several times as high as that of
whites." Incidence of poverty among rural-urban mig-
rants is closely associated with low education, poor
health, incomplete or irregular family arrangements,
multiple marriages, excessive numbers of children, lack
of or sporadic employment, and poor jobs in industries
characterized by low wages and salaries. White and Negro
rural -urban migrants are found to be better educated than
rural origin population: Whites had about the sable edu-
cation as urban-origin'whites (12 years), whereas rural-
urban blacks had less education than urban-origin whites
and blacks. Median years education of rural-urban
Negroes was 8.8 years, about the same as for whites liv -.
ing in poverty conditions in 1967. A higher proportion
of both Negro and white rural-urban migrants than of
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either of the comparative populations had been married
more than once. A higher proportion of Negroes' had been
married Tore than once in all populations considered..
In 1966, about the same proportion of white and Negro
males of rural origin (still rural or migrant) were em-
ployed, but this proportion was slightly lower than for
urban males. The author states, "It must be noted that
among both family heads and unrelated individuals, a
smaller proportion of rural-urban migrants than of the
rural population still in rural areas was receiving
welfare public assistance."

0128. Bowles, Gladys K. Some.Previews 'of Population Changes in
Low-Income Farming Areas. Washington, D. C.: Gdvernment,
4nting Office, 1960.

The author finds that'low-income farming areas show
relatively low increases or decreases in population com-
pared with the nation as a whole in spite of their high
birth rate. This indicates heavy outmigration of per -'
sons seeking employment opportunities elsewhere:

0129.'Bowles, Gladys K. "Urban Migration of Rural Youth: Related
Factors, Personl. Adjustments and. Urban Assimilation."
Rural Youth in Crisis: Facts, M th and Social Chan e.
Ite4 y Lee urchlna as Lngton, Govern-

ment Printing Office, 1965...

0130. Bowles, Gladys K., and Tarver, James D. "The Composition
of New Migration among Counties in the United States,
1950-60." Agricultural Economics Research, (January,
1966).

0131. Bowles, Gladys'K., and Tarver, James D. Net Migration of
the Population, 1950-1960, by Age, Sex and Color. Wash-

.ington, D. C: Government Printing Office, 1965.

0132. BOwles, Gladys k., Bacon, A. Lloyd, and Ritchey, P. Neal.
"Rural-Urban Migrants,1967: A Comparison of the Demo-
graphic, Social and Economic Characteristics of Rural-
Urban Migrants with Other Population Groups." Washing-
ton, D. C. and Athens, Ga.: 'U. S. Department of Agri-
culture and the University of Georgia, In process.

0133. Bowles, Gladys K., Beale, Calvin L., and Bradshaw, Benjamin
S. Potential Su pl and Replacement of Rural Males of
Labor Force.Age, - . Washington, D. C.: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1966.
Estimates are presented of the numbers of men expected
to be entering and leaving the working-age groups in the
rural'population of the U. S. during the 1960-70 decade.
Measures are shown for the rural population and its com-
'ponent residence ca,tegories,'farm and nonfarm, and for
the total, white and nonwhite population of these resi-
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dence categories ,for the U. S., regions, geographic
divisions, states, economic subregions, state economic
areas, and counties. Most of the data presented are for
the age group 20-64..

0134. Bowles, Samuel. "Migration as 'Investment: Empirical Tests
of the Human Investment Approach 'to Geographical Mobility."
Discussion Paper No. 51. Program on Regional and Urban
Economics. Camigridge, Mass: Harvard University, 1969.

0135. Bowman, Mary Jean. "Human Inequalities and Southern Under -

'development. "'" Southern Economic Journal, (July,"1965),
5177-537.

0136. Bowman, Mary Jean, and Haynes,. W. Warren. Resources and
People inEast Kentucky: Problems and Potentials of a

'tagging Economy. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Univer-4
sity Press, 19b3.

0137. Bowman, Mary Jean, and Myers, R. G. "Schooling, Experience 1

and Gains and Losses in Human Capital through Migration."
Journal of the American Statistical Association, 62(319)
(September, 19-67) .

0138. Bowring, J. R., and Durgin, 0. B. The Potpulation of New
Hampshire. Vol. IV. Factors Influencing the Attitudes
of Farmers toward Migration Off Farms. Bulletin 458.,
N4.:, New Hampshire-Agrieultural Experiment Station,
1958.
The findings are based on interview data from 253 farm
operators in New Hampshire concerning their attitudes
toward leaving the farm and factors influencing these
attitudes. Seven factors were hypothesized. to be re-
lated to these attitudes: age; education, farm improve-
ments, migration of children, community ties, and farm
indebtedness.

0139. Bracey, H. E. "A Note on Rural-Depopulation and Social
Provision." American Sociological Review, 6 (1958),
67-74.

0140. Bracey, H. E. "Some Aspects of Rural Depopulation in the
United Kingdom." Rural Sociology, 23 (December, 1958),..
385-391.

0141. Bramhall, D. F., and Bryce, H. J. "Interstate Migration of
Labor-Fotce Age Population." Industrial andLabor Rela-
tions Review, 22(4) (July, 1969).

0142. Breazeale, Norma J. "Association of Selected Socio-Economic
Characteristics with Net Migration from Three Kentucky
Economic Areas, 1920-1950." Unpublished master's thesis,
University of Kentucky, 1958.
The author uses Census data for 1920-50 on migrants from
three Kentucky economic areas and tests hypothesized
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relationships between migration flc4W and four other fac-
tors: economic level, level of transportation facili-
ties, level of Communication, and strength of locality
ties. The author states, "The dominant association
revealed in this afalysis...was the highly significant
negative correlation of economic level with net out-
migration. -1.Economilc level was found to be highly asso-
ciated, notonly with migration, but also with...levels
of transportation and communication and strength of
locality ties.. :.The findings of high negative correla-
tions between economic level and volume of out- migration
offered definite support for an explanation og migration
as a response to economic differentials. Thp theory was ,

further supported by the appeArance of higher correla-
tions when -economic differentials-were assumed, to .be
greater for the study areas- in periodof agricultural
depression coincident with industrial prosperity, and .-,

in the decrinelof the area's ledding-indu-Stry.'

0143: Breed, Warren. s"Suicide,Ingration and Rafe: A Study of
Cases in_ New Orleans." ',Iburnai of Social Issues, 22(1) .

' . (January, 1966), .302-43,

This paper ;examines the' consequences of 'urban migration,
for suicide: The'consequencps of,..migration tb urban
Areas werlgound to vary by sex, xlace,,,,,duration of resi-

, dence; and thkodifference between lifentyles in the old
and the .new home community Thelow Nggro,suicide rate
in New Orleans was examined. The less urbanized South
was' found lo offer more protection of its people.

0144. Brewster, Johniq."The Impact of Technical,Adliance and
Migration. on Agricultural Society.and Policy." Journal
of Farm Econ41ts, 41 (December, 1959), 1169-1184. _7

Two main-conclusions are (1) Agriculture is a competi-
tive industry in a larger world where less than fully
competitive markets are widespread, and where there is
normally much less than full employment; and (21 Agri-
culture is afflicted with a rateof technical advance
that expands aggregate"farm output appreciably faster
than the growth of,effective demand for farm products.
These conditions are said to:preclude outfarm migratioi
by itself from providing,a long-run'solution to the
problems of excess capacity and the relatively low in-'
come in agriculture. .

,

0145. Brice, E. W. "Education ofthe Adult Migrant." WasEing-
ton,D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1961.

0146. Bright, Morgaret,L.,' and Lively, Charles E. Farm Youth in
Missouri. Bulletin 504. Columbiai Mo.: Missouri Agri-

'"C=171TaI-Experiment Station, 1947.
The authors.cite estimates of net outmigration of farm.

.4
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yodth in this examination of numbers of youth, and their
. health, schooling, and employment.-

0147. Bright, Margaret L., and Thomas, D. S. "Interstate Migra-
tion.and Intervening Opportunities." American Socio-
logical Review, 6 (December, 1941), 773-783.

0148. Brinker, Paul A. Economic Insecurity and Social Security.
New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1968. *.

This book contains surveys of social insurance, and pub-
lic'assistdnce. Special focus'is placed on poverty
among agricultural workers, liegroes,0Spanish-Americans,
and American Indians, and the ,various programs for these
special groups. There is a ch4pter on.improved educa-
tion and housing, sand the concluding chapter has a sec-
tion about the "war, ion poverty ." .

0149. Brody, 'Eugene B. BehaAor in New Environments:Adap-
tation of Migrant Populations. Beverly Hilla, Calif.:
Sage Publications, 19/0.
This book includes sections on dimensions of migration,
rural-urban migration, the socioculture.and individual
behavior problems of,migrants, and program planning
and research. Annotations of various par
elsewhere in this bibliography.

0150. Brody, Eugene B. (ed.) Migration and Human Ada tation.
Iowa City, Iowa:, University f Iowa, 1 70.

0151. Broom, Leonard, and blenn, Norval D. "When Will America's
'Negroes Catch Up?" New Society, [;March, 1965).

0152. Browder, Walter Gordon. The Pattern of Internal Mobility in
Texas: A Subregional Analysis.. Publtcation No. 4434.
Austin, ,Tex.: Uni'versi'ty of Texas 1944. "'

This is a study of internal migration wit n the State
of Texas which tries' to establish the pat erns of
mobility in several Texas subregions. It contains 38
statistical tables,in which some data on Texican-Americarfs'
can be found.

(

0153. Brown, Claude Harold. "Personal and Social qharaceeristics'
Associated with Migrant Status among Adule Males from
Rtfral Pennsylvania." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Pennsylvania State University, 1960.
Findings are based on a sample of 974 young, adult males
from the rural areas of Pennsylvania, contacted-in 1947
when sophomores in rural high schools and reinterviewed
in 1957. The purpose of this study was to ascertain the
influence of selected factors related to the migration
of rural youth. An examination of the mobility pattern
revealed that nearly three-fourths of the young people
remained in rural areas, the rest migrating to urban '
areas. Intelligence, personality adjustment, rank and
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and types of parental occupations, and amount and type
of education were not related to migratipn status.

' Married people migrated more than Single ones.

0.154.. Brown, Claude Harold, and Bdcg, Roy,C.. Factors Associated
with the Migrant Statue Of Youn AdulT7PireeE7511RTIFTE
ennsy vania. u etin . JniiJers'ity- 'ar 'enn.:

Nripsylvania AgricultUral Experiment'Station, 1961. .

A ten year (1947-1957) study of then, beginning when
they were _high school sophOmc4 until they were 25

years old, found'no,significant differences between
migrants and nonmovers on IQ score, personality adjust-
ment, or parental fathily4s occupational prestige, but
migrants ,were found more, often to be single and better
'educated_than nonmigrants.

0155. Brown, Hugh H. "PeOple Come- and People Go: 23-Year Migra-
tion Pattern for -California." Tax Digest, 32(3) (March,
1954), 92-98.

0156. Brown, James "The Conjugal Family and the Extended
Family Group." American Sociological Review, (ri.d.),
297-306,.
This paper,Airesult of the famous 'Beech Creek' Study,
examines the'eonjugai-.family and an extended. kinship
grouping called "the 'family/group," and discusses some
of the structural strains involved in the kin structure
pf ads isolated areq. in the Kentucky Mountains.

0157. Brown, James S. The Family Group in AKentucky. Mountain
Farming Community. Bulletin 588. Lexington; Ky.: Uni-
versity of Kentucky, Agricultural. Experiment Station,
1952.

I A

I

This presents findings from the famous 'Beech Creek'
*Study in a KentuckyjMountain neighborhood on the family
structure. Topics discussed include kinship terminology;,
extended kinship relations, including relationships of.

'parents with their adulthild*en and relitionships
among adult siblings; family groups, inclu ing the
extent of kinship relationships, compositi n of family
groups, c\hanging family groups, emphasj.s husband's

J kin, and functions of the family groin, and classmobi-
lity. Concluding remarks center on the familism and
neighborhood and, commtnity solidarity.

0158. Brown, James S. The Farm Family in a Kentucky Mountain
Neighborhood. Bulletin '5871% Lexington, Ky.: Univer-
sity of Kentucky, Agricultural Expe invent Station, 1952.
This presents data on'the farm fami in the Kentucky
Mountains, results of the famous 'B ech Creek' Study.
Topics discussed include a description of the neighbor-
hood of residence; the physical setting of the family on
the farm, daily life of the farm, seasonal activities,.
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'divisions of labor by sex and age, Size and composition
of households,, the family circle, husbalid-wife rela-
tionships, parent-child relationships, and the Changing
family,

0159. Brown, James S.' Migration within: to, and from the Southern
Appalachians, 1 5-58: Extents Direction ajid Social
Effects. Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky Agti-
cultural Experiment Station, 1959.

0160. Brown, James S. "Social Classy Itdrmarriage, and Church
Membership in.a Kentucky Community:" American Journal
of Sociology, (n.,(1.), 232-242. 0
In a Yentqcky Mountain,,c6imunity intermarriage was
found to be concenttaXed in the higheSt and lowest social
classes.: Members of the highest class intermarried
becausehey refused to associate with'the lower class,-
which, turn, intermarried because high class pecple
refused to associate with them. Membership in Holinessas

groups was found almost entirely only among the lowest
class; f6r whom the Holiness group met specific, unique
needs, particularly the needs for feeling'relief, of
forgiveness, an'd of feeling a sense of importance and
worth.

0161. Brown, James S., and BeersA Howard W. Rural Population
Changes in Fives Kentucky Mountain Districts, 1943 to 1946.
Bulletin 532. Lexillgton, Ky. University ofIKentucky,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1949.
The authorS present an analysis of farm population with
emphasis on the domparison of the mountain subregions
with other subregions of,the State. Changes found:
(1) a great outmigration early in World War II, (2) a
return in the summer of 1946 exceeding the out-go, in-

.
cluding civilians and.veterans, and (3) a resulting
1946 population in rural -farm districts 20-30% less than
in 1940.

0162. Brown, James S., and Hillery, George A., Jr. "The Great
Migration 1940-1960." The Southern Appalachian Region:
A Survey. Edited by Thomas R. Ford. Lexington, Ky.:
University of Kentucky Press, 1962. Pp. 54-78.
Findings are based on Census data and ielated publics-

. tionS,.,including special tabulations, on the Southern
Appalachian region. The authors stateir"Regardless of
the extent to which the Appalachians appear to have been
separated from the main stream of American social and

'cultural development, they have become increasingly
integrated, possibly re-integrated, into that stream.
In this process of integration, migration has played an
important role." An increasing proportion of persons are

. moving from mining and subsistence agricultural areas
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where the old social and cultural patterns have been
especially persistent. '1The most apparent reason for_
Appalachian migration Ms been. economic, but factors
such as urbanizatLon, family structure, education and -

mass communication, have also entered into the picture.
Because of depopulation of mining and sulisigtence agri-,
cultural areas, such areas face serious consequences of
adjustment: maintenance and support of local government
services and school systems, reorganization of the total
institutional structure, et cetera. Neither the sub-
sistence farming nor mining areas can hope to hold the
..natural increase so that the authors conclude, "a
program of guided migration might well be a more realis-,
tic solution than to attempt to maintain an economic
base...."

0163. Brown, James S., et al.,"Kentucky Mountain Migration and
the Stem Famil5T-A7-American Variation on a Theme by
Le Play." Rural SocioLogy, 28 (March, 1963), 43-69.
Le Play's "stem-family" concept proved useful in. an
evaluation of the function of the kinship structure in an
Eastern Kentucky neighboffiood,as it affected the process
of migratipp and adjustment of individuals within the
migration syPtem. The 20-year 'study shOwed that membeis
of the same family. tended to mivate to the same. places,
where there arenow.extensive kin ties, and.tha,,t migra-
,tion destinatiop tended to be social-class oriented. .

Membe'rs of the stem-family were found to faCilitate and
encourage outriligration and are "have4s,of safety" during
crises. Further, the ,"branch-family" in destination
areas provides a psychological "cushion" for the migrant
during transition.

0164. Brown,- Morgan C. "Selected Characteristics of Southern
kural Negroes Exchanged to a Southern Urban Center."
Rural Sociology, 27 (March, 1962), 63-70.
This is an explorato..y study of selected characteristics
of rural Negroes who entered Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
during differential time sequences. Central premises
underlying thd study were that there are reciprocal in-
fluences between cities and hinterlands, that they are in
functioilal interdependence, and that migration of Southern
rural Negroes to nearby cities is an important factor in
Southerb urbanization. The sample for analysis consisted
of 312 adult male Negro migrants who had entered Bator
gouge from beyond the county boundaries. Eachhad re-
sided in the city for more than one year, presumably
intended to reside in Baton Rouge permanently, had made
one migratory move, and was married at the time of entry.
A random sample of native Negro family heads served as a
control group for the field survey.
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0165. Brown, Phillips H.., and Peterson, John M. "The Exodus
from Arkansas.", Arkansas Economist, 2 (Minter, 1960),
10-15.
Although Arkansas manufacturing industries had experi-
enced substantial growth between 1947 and 1958, the
State continues to lose population because its manufactur-
ing industry is still too small to create enough jobs
to absorb the large number of people being reared on and
leaving Arkansas farms: The authors state that efforts
to expand industrial job opportunities still represent
the most promising avenue for eventually absorbing farm
population surpluses and checking the rate of exodus from
Arkansas.

0166. Browning, Harley, and Long, Larry H. Population Mobilitfy:
Focus on Texas. Population Series No. 2. Austin, Tex.:
University of Texas at Austin, Bureau.of Business Re-

;
search, 1968.
Discussions center on interstate migration to and from
Texas, 1870 -1960; patterns of migration for short
periods, 1930 to 1960; net migration and overall mobility
for urban areas; socioeconomic characteristics of movers;
the process of urbanization in Texas; and population de-
cline in 71 counties.

0167. 'Brunner, Edmund deS. "Internal Migration in the United
States, 1935-40." Rural Sociology, 13(1) (March, 1948)
9-22.
The author analyzes data on numbers and rates of migra-
tion, region:11 destination, and farm-nonfarm residence
changes, by selected characteristics of migrdnts, using
1940 Census of Population data on aligrnnts between 1935
and 1940. A short discussion of changes subsequent to
1940 based on later reports of the Census also are in-
cluded.

0168. Brunner, Edmund deS. "Population Research." The Growth of
a Science: A Half Century of Rural Sociological Research'
in the United States. New York: Harper Brothers, 1957.
Pp. 42-63.
The author presents a digest of research studies in
population, illustrating the types of research being
done, subject matter .cove'red, methods used, and results
achieved. Findings emerging from practically all studies
of migration and population mobility are the following:
"(1) Females leave rural areas, especially farms, in
disproportionately larger numbers and at an earlier age
than males. (2) The bulk of the rural-urban migration
begins at age 16 and is over by age 30. (3) Wile a

majcrity of migrating youth in their first move settle
near their parents' homes, the better-educated go farther.
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(4) The greater the distance a migrant moves, the more
likely it is that hig destination is a large city.
(5) The youth of tenant families are more mobile than
those of owner families, but they move shorter distances.,
(6) Males, though less migratory than females, travel
farther. (7) Nearby cities attract disproportionately
large proportions 'of unskilled workers from rural
America, more distant and Orger cities a higher propor-
tion of more_capable and of professional workers.
(8) Younger families are more mobile than older, opera-
tors of small farms more mobile than those with larger
holdings. (9) Families with a number of organizational,
contacts in their community are less mobile than those
with few. (10) Rates of migration tend to vary with
urbati economic conditions."

0169. Brunner, Edmund deS., and Hallenbeck, Wifbur. American
Society: Urban and Rural Patterns. New York: Harper,
1955.

0170. Brunner, Edmund deS., et al. "Migration and Education."
Teachers College ReZOTT-4.9 (1947), 498-107. .

This article presents an analysis of migration data by
educational status, measured by years of schooling com-
pleted. First,'a summary of 1935-40 migration data is
presented. About one-eighth of the population, or 16
million persons, had migrated since birth. The cities
gained from the farm, opulation; the villages, from the
cities and farms. Cities over 100,000 lost professional
workers: The youth group, ages 25-34 in 1940', wa; very
mobile and was attracted to certain states. The states
were ranked according to gain or loss by migration and
by support of education per classroom unit. These had
a positive correlation of +.51. Rural-farm college-
educated persons are less likely to migrate than their
rural nonfarm or urban counterparts. Urban migrants,
regardless of education, are' most likely to move to
another city. This tendency was found to increase with
education. Among both rural categories, the better
educated moved to cities in higher proportions than to
farms or villages. The distance of migration (in state,
to a contiguous state, or to a non-contiguous state)
was found to increase with the amount of education. This
ts especially true for migrants of urban origin. The
general pattern of migration shots the majority of
migrants, to urban areas to have four years of high
school, the majority to rural areas to have seven to
eight years of grade school.

0171. Bryant, Ellen S., and Leung, Kit Mui. Mississippi Farm
Trends 1950-1964+. Bulletin 754. State College, Miss.:
Mississippi State University, Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, 1967.
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The authors found that since 1950, movement out of
farming in Mississippi has proceeded rapidly. The
number of farm operator has been reduced by more than
55% between 1950 and 1964 (from 250,000 to 109,000).
Outmovement has occurred among both owners and tenants,
with the tenant losses much more severe. The ratio of
tenant to owner loss was six-to-one between 1954 and
1959, and since then has been at a two -to -one ratio.
Eighty percent of the farm tenant loss has been nonwhite..
Heaviest farmer losses have been in the nonwhite group,
the composition of farmers changing from 50% white in
1950 to about 66% in 1964. Concurrent with the peak
losses of farm tenants and owners there was an increase
in the'number of part-time farmers, farm laborers, and
migratory farm workers. While the number of farmers and
the land in farming have decreased, the remaining
farm units are increasing in size and' becoming more
mechanized. Farm living is becoming urbanized in terms
of using appliances and having higher levels of educa-
tion and income. ,All of these patterns are expected
to continue. Roads, radios, cars, schools, and tele-
vision, along with the growing industrial economy, are
urbanizing the aspirations of Mississippi's.farm youth.

0172. Bryant, Ellen S., and Wilber, George S. Net Migration in
Mississippi 1950-1960. Bulletin 632. State College,
Miss.: Mississippi State University, Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, 1961.
The authors state that "A disproportionately large
segment of dependent age persons resulted from the com-
bined factors of heavy out-movement of persons 1n their
productive years,,,in-movement of retirement age persons,
and the high rate of natural increase. Also significant
has been the increase in ratio of white to nonwhite
citizens....The streamlining of farming enterprises
plus the expanding of industries in the cities have
spurred thousands of Mississippi's surplus rural youth
to seek new homes and new occupations in urban areas.
Many of the migrating white persons found new residences
in Mississippi's own growing cities, but nearly all the
nonwhite migrants moved to regions outside the state."
If investment and production losses ar added together,
Mississippi's migration loss during C- 1950's was found
to have cost the state an average of '',-100 million a year
....Industrial expabsion in the state has thus far not
kept pace with the natural increase in inhabitants."

0173. Buck, Roy C. "Rural Youth Leave Home...There is a Vacant
Chair." Science for the Farmer (New Series), 1(3)
(Winter, 1954), 4-5.
The author found that slightly more than one-quarter of



the 3,000 rural Pennsylvania high school sophomores in-
terviewed in 1947 had become urban residents by 1951.
He discusses mobility, occupation, and income of these
farm and rural-nonfarth migrants.

0174. Buck, Roy C., and Brown, Claude Harold. "The Implications
of Rural Youth Migration and Occupational Mobility for
Agriculture." Journal of Farm Economics, 41 (December,
1959), 1155-1168.
The authors used data obtained grom 1,042 male sophomores
from 74 rural Pennsylvania high schools who provided infor-
mation during a ten-year period, 1947-57. The authors
state that, "The problem was to discover the extent to
which place of residence in childhood and early youth was
a significant factor co!itribuping to differentiating
processes of spatial and occupational mobility as well as
certain allied attributes." I.Q. scores and California
Test of Personality were used. The evidence redefined
the hypothesis of marked differentiation 'between the
socioeconomic futures of farm-reared and rural nonfarm-
reared young adults. The factor of residence had varying
importance, depending upon the other factors being in-
vestigated and the time of investigation during the lOn
year period.
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229-231.

0176. Bunting, Robert L. " A Test of the Theory of Geographic
Mobility." Industrial and Labor Relations Review, 15
(October, 19-61 75-82.
This article is concerned with rural-urban and inter-
regional worker movements with respect to appropriate
differences in money wages. The results tend to support
the hypothesis that the flows of workers in movement are
typically from areas of low net advantage to areas of
high net advantage, as measured by income differentials;
i.e., data reveal systematic movement from rural to urban
areas and from South to North.

0177. Bunting, Robert L., et al. "Labot Mobility in Three Southern
States." Industinltd Labor Relations Review, 14
(February, 1961), 432-445.
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0181. Burchinal, Lee, G. (ed.) Rural Youth in Crisis: Facts,
Myths and Social Change. Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1965.
This is a collection of papers given at the "Conference
on Problems of Rural Youth in a Changing Environment,"
September, 1963, concerned with the problems of the dis-
advantaged (socially, economically, and educationally)
rural youth considered unprepared for urban living.

0182. Burchindl, Lee G. "Who's Going to Farm?" Iowa Farm Science, .

14 (April, 1960), 12-15.
Data for this article were based on a study of 103
high school farm boys in the tenth and twelfth grades in
Iowa. Results show that 68% of the .fathers{ "of .the boys
who planned to farm (farm oriented) were farm owner-
operators." Only 30% of plan-nonfarm job (nonfarm
oriented) boys and of the uncertain boys lived, on owner-
operated farms. Also, the boys who planned to farm
much more frequently reported that a farm was or would
be available to them. In all three groups, "boys more
often reported their mothers than their fathers as having
expressed.some opinion about their sons' occupational
plans. Boys who had reached a. definite decision about
their future occupations most often reported discussions
with both fathers and mothers about their occupational
plans. Mothers more frequently than fathers put emphasis
on encouraging their sons to continue education." The
boys who planned to farm had lower grades, rated free-
dom on the job as the most important factor, and rated
farming over nonfarm work. They'lesssoften consulted
teachers or counselors about their occupational plans.
They were more satisfied with their present job informa-
tion and less often had plans for education beyond high
school.

0183. Burchinal; Lee G., and Bauder, Ward W. "Adjustments to the
New Institutional Environment." Paper presented at the
Family Mobility in Our Dynamic Society Conference, Iowa
Ci4y, Iowa, October, 1963. Iowa City: Iowa State Uni-
versity, Center for Agricultural and Economic Develop-
ment, 1963.
The authors discuss types of moves--voluntary and in-
voluntary--and conclude that motivations for moving
greatly influence adjustment. Analysis of differences
be,seen adjustment of rural-reared urban residerits
and others requires control for status and length of time
in the urban center.

0184. Burchinal; Lee G., and Bauder, Ward W. "Educational Values
of Farm Migrant Families." Iowa Farm Science, 19 (Nov-
ember-December, 1964), 6-a.
This study focused on the educational aspirations of
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parents for soms still at home and the educational
attainment levels dI sons who had left home, and
suggests that the educational and occupational, levels of
farm migrants are passed on to their, children.

0185. Burchinal,, Lee G., and Jacobsen, P. E. Migration and Ad-
.1ustment of Farm and Nonfarm Families and Adolescents
tniCedar Rapids, Iowa. Research Bulletin 516. Ames,
Iowa: Iowa State University,'Agricultural and Home
Economics Experiment Station, 1963.
Comparisons were made among farm migrants, urban mig-
rants and natives inCedar Rapids for the purpose of
studying 'relationships between maternal employment and,
developmental characteristics of children. Differences
observed were related to status differences among the
three migration types.
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in Agriculture." Automation and Economic Progress.
Edited by Howard R. Bowen and Garth L. Mangum. Engle-
wood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966. Pp. 114-
127.
The author says that technological advances have led to
a decrease in the number of jobs in the farm industry
in two ways: 1) by increasing the output and efficiency
per producing unit, making it possible to meet growing
demands without putting more resources into agriculture;1
and 2) by producing labor-saving innovations which
decreased the labor requirements for farm work and
raised the efficiency with which agricultural operations
are performed. The movement of workers out pf agri-
culture has been rapid, but not rapid enough to bring the
agricultural labor force into balance with labor'needs
under evolving technologies. Among the factors hinder-
ing movements from agricultural to nonagricultural em-
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ployment are the following: 1) the isolation of agricul-
ture and the scarcity of other industries in many rural
farming areas; 2) the lack of transferability of farm
skills to nonfarm jobs; and 3) comparative lack of edu-
cation. In 1950 nearly.607 of farm-nonfarm migrants
were under 25 years of age, and these young people show
a large concentration in the lower-income, semi-skilled,
and unskilled positions. Based on projections of future
trends, it is found that the element most essential to P
continuous flow of labor from agriculture is a high rate
Of employment in the nonfarm economy.
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ical Factors inn-Fidential Mobility." Sociology and
Social Research, 48 (January, 1964), 139 -154.

0193. Butler, Edgar W., et al. Moving Behavior and Residential
Choice: A Natioiiii7arvey. Chapel Hill, N. C. Uni-
versity of North Carolina, institute for Research in
Social Science, Center for Regional and Urban Studies,
1968.
Included in this study are (1) identification of factors
related to the mobility of metropolitan households;
(2) identification of factors involved in choice of
neighborhood and dwelling; and (3) mathematical models
developed for use in determining residential mobility.
and residential choice.
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0195. California, Commonwealth Club of. The Population of California.
San Francisco: Parker Printing'Co., £946.
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includes analysis of the 1935-40 migration data by farm
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and Kozol, Jonathan. "Black Ghettos: The American Night-
mare." The Atlantic, October, 1967, pp. 97-110.
The article "Dynamite" by Carmithael and Hamilton presents
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an historical account of the Negro migration to the
North, using Chicago as an example of how the lot of the
Negro has remained basically the same. Statistics are
given on the poor quality of housing and education which
is available to the Negro. In the other two articles,
"Maybe God Will Come and Clean Up," by Coles, and "Where
Ghetto Schools Fail," by Kozol, the housing and education
problems are given more graphic focus through the re-
counting of personal experiences of white men who have
come in close contact with the Negro in his ghetto en-
vironment. The squalor of living conditions combined
with little or no hope of escape, the intensity of summer
'heat, and callous attitudes of representatives of the
whites toward Negro problems are cited by Dr. Cole as fac-
tors which spark riots. Mr. Kozol describes how his
reading of a Langston Hughes poem to his Boston junior
high and grade, school students led to his being fired.
It illustrates both the conscious and unconscious racial
prejudice which dominate school officials of that city,
and which deprive the Negro-child not only.of an ade-
quate basic education, but also of a sense of dignity.
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0203. Christensen, David E. "Population ChAnges." Research
Paper No. 43. In series, Rural Qccu ance in Transition;
LeeandqumrerCounriesGeorgia.. icago: UniversityiiECthy, 1956.
The author obseTes that vacant or dismantled former
tenant houses are evidence of the most significant change
which has taken place in the population of Lee and Sumter
Counties: a steady reduction in the number of Negroes
living in the rural areas. The number of rural whites
was found also to have decreased, but more recently and
at a'lesser rate.
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and Lee Counties, Georgia." Doctoral dissertation, Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1956.

0205. Cisin, Ira H. "The Mo4ntain Migrant: The Problem Centered
Workshop at Berea." Journal of Human Relations, 9(1)
(Autumn, 1960), , 67.
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0206. Clark, Margaret. Health in the Mexican-American Culture:
A Communit Stud . Berkeley: :University of Calitornia
ress I, .

0207...Clawson, Marion. "Factors and Forces Affecting tha Optimum
Future Rural Settlement Pattern in the United States-."
Economic Geography, 42(4) (October, 1966).

0208. Clawson, Marion. Polic Directions for U. S. A:riculture.
Baltimore: The o ns 'op ins 'ress, 16.:
This book analyzes American agriculture. Subjecia
considered include aspirations and noneconomic needs of
farm people, farm labor, rural living conditions, migra-
tion of farm people, rural institutions and services,
rural towns, the spatial organization of agriculture,
and its capital structure. The book is divided into
four main parts. Part I examines the conditions of
rural life--how poorly most, rural people live, how they
react to these conditions, what is happening to small
towns and -the pattern-of agricultural settlement, and
the land-use situation. Data confirm the migration of
farm people to urban areas and the low level of entry
into agriculture. It is stated that it is unlikely that
migration will be accelerated in the absence of major
programs to assist farmers in readjustment, and we may
easily get down to two million farms or less by 1980 and
one million.or less by the year 2,000. Part II deals
with numbers of Laths, farm labor, demand and supply,
foreign trade farm income, and,useof capital. It is
stated that the total amount of labor used in agricul-
tural production has declined greatly in recent years.
The percentage of farm wage workers who are nonwhite
is more than double, their percentage in the total popu-
lation. , There is an'excess.of labor in farming relative
to the`demand and supply of laborAm agriculture. Part
III contains an examination of some .6f,,the possibilities
for American agriculture in the. year 2,0004 based on an
analysis of present trends., Part IV consists, of a des-
cription of the major forces for and against charge.

0209. Cleland, Courtney B. Changes in Rural Population on the.
Plains. Social Science Report No. 3. Fargo, N.D.:. North
Dakota State. University,, Institute for Regional Studies
1957.

0210. Coe, Paul. '4Ionwhite Population Increases in Metropolitan+
Areas." Jouinal of the American Statistical Association,
50(270) (June, 1955), 283-308.
This paper relies most heavily on Census data, and its
analysis is devoted primarily to nonwhite population
changes in standard metropolitan areas from 1940 to 1950.
Findings include the ,following: '(1) The nonwhite popula-
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tion in the entire nation had begun to increase at a
faster rate than the white. (2) The nonwhite popula-'
tion was being distributed generally. (3) Nonwhites
living in SMSA's increased over twice as fast as did the
white population from 1940 to 1950.. (4) In-migration.
accounted for an estimated almost two-thirds of the'
nonwhite populatibn increase in SMSA's and in their
central cities, and for,almost half of their increase in'
the SMSA suburbs. (5) In their movempt.to SMSA's, non-
whites have gravitated very sharply to the central parts
of the cities. (6) Regional nonwhite increases\were

, numericallj largest in ,the North Central SMSA's and
relatively largest in the SMSA's of the West. (7) There
were great concentrations of nonwhites in a few SMSA's
(half of all nonwhites are in the 168 SMSA's buts one-
fourth of all nonwhites in the nation live in 10 SMSA1s).
(8) Nonwhites did not increase equally in all SMSA2s:
in 9, they decreased in number; in 3,1, they 'doubled; and
in 3, they tripled. White,population doubled in only
one SMSA. Nonwhites were not present to the same
degree in all SMSA's. (10).The reasons for the nonwhite .

population surge to SMSA's, cannot be quantified, but in-
clude such considerbtions as better employment opportuni-'
ties, the search for greater freedom from segregation,
and the appeal of urban life.

0211. Coe, Paul. "The'Nonwhite Population Surge to Our Cities." .

Land Economics, 35 (August, 1959), 195-210.
TEIT-TilFe7-EFmainly. a discussion of the effects of the
nonwhite population "surge" on SMSA's in regard to
housing, taxation, income, wealth, et cetera. Some in-
formation on amount of increase in SMSA's is included
but few migration data are given.

0212. Colberg, Marshall R. "Human Capital as a Southern' Resource."
Southern Economic Journal, 29 (January, 1963), 157-166.

-0213. Coleman, A. Lee, Pryor, Albert C., Jr., and Christiansen,
John R. The Nero Po Illation of Kentuck at Mid Centur
Bulletin 6 exington, Ky.: 3niversity o Kentuc y,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1956..
The authors present results of a study of the Negro pop-
ulation in Kentucky, using 1950 Census data and related
`information. Relatively high outmigration as found to
be a major factor in accounting for the decreasing popu-
lation of Negroes in Kentucky's total population. A
definite migration pattern could be seen. Kentucky-born
Negroes went primarily to the four states directly North
(Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Miohigan), and the majority
of the immigrant Negroes came from the four states directly
South of Kentucky (Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, and Mis-
sissippi). Kentucky appeared to be a "way, point," in that
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it received Negroes from the areas of dense Negro popu-
lation to the South and sent its own native Negroes on
to the states further North.

0214. Coleman, J. S. Equiaity of Educational/opportunity. Wash-
ington, D. C.: U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Office of Education, 1966.

,0215. Coller, Richard Walter. "Geographic Mobility of Selected
Rural Minnesota Male High School Graduates." Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota,
1959.
Data for 581 young adults from five Minnesota rural
high schools for the years, 1948, 1950, 1952, and 1956
were obtained for use in an attempt to test the validity
of a social explanation of migration which viewed migra-
tory patterns as adaptations to social pressures for
success. The author states that, "All the findings
related to three aspects of geographic mobility--range,
destination, and frequency of migration. Northeastern
migrants tended toward either short or long- distance
moves, whereas the Southwesterners clustered at,inter-
mediate locations. Variables most significantly asso-
ciated with range were occupational aspiration, military
experience, and career advancement. Early residence and
reasons for migrating showed the least association. Des-
tinations of Northebstern migrants were most often large
or small communities...." Migrants from the Southwest
Went to medium-sized centers.

0216. Conference on Economic Progress. Full ProsEnity for Agri-
culture: Goals for Farm Policy. Washington, D. C.: Con
ference on Economic Progress, 1955.

0217. Conway, James F. "Migrants in the Promised Land." America,
115(11) (September, 1966), 253-255.
When Utah farmers were undersold, they turned Lo specialty
crops, and almost all became dependent on the cheap labor
of Texas Mexicans. The author states that the ;mall
farmers can not afford good wages, and there is no!mini-
mumwage. Social Security is not always paid. Crew
leaders often,fail to take out disability and accident
insurance policies. Since the:migrants are not residents,
they do not qualify foi permanent state welfare. They
can be given "emergency, assistance.'! The Mormons take
care of their own so they do not cork with community
organizations. The Catholic churth does what it can for
migrants by subsidizing parishes Ihich sponsor migrant
programs. The parish structure cibes not fit the needs of
the migrant who is always on the move, and the poverty
program does little for the migrant.
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0218. Copperman%*M.
4

Mobility of a Group of Public
Welfare Clients" Social Casework, 45 (JUly,.1964),
407-412.
)

0219. Covigill, Donald 0. "Value Assumptions in Recent Migration
.Research." Sociological Quarterly, 2 (October, 1961)
This presents the author's review of some-35,artidles and
monographs on migration, listed in Sociolo ical Abttracts
in recent yearspnd opinioris on t e effects of va ue
judgements on Migration research. The author sbates
that earlier sociologi61 writings on migration and
mobility tended to stress the disorganizing aspects:.
This was true of the retating to immigration
from abroad; and it terid4d also, to be true of the
ecological. studies of the 1920's and 1930's. This nega-
tive value orientation,. it is said, has tended tow also
be `true of the ecological studies of the 1920'S -rd
1930's. 'this negative value orientation, it is said,
has tended toldisOpear in recent years, being replaced
by more neutral attitudes. or evenvpositive ones, in some
cases,. '

cbwh±gl.James D. Urban and Rural Levels of Living in 1960..
Agricultural Economics Report No. 7g. Washington, D. C.:
Governmerit Printing Office, 1965.,,

0221. Cowie,NR. J. G., and Giles,.A. K. "An Inquiry into ReaSOns
fot t'he 'Drift from.the'Lanel." Selected Papers on
Agricultural Economics", 5 (December, 1957), 71-113.

0222. Crane, Robert I., "Urbanisp in India." .American Journal of
Sociorogy, 60 (March, 1955), 4'63 -470.

0223. Crawford, Charles 0. "Fatily Attachment, Family Support for
Migration, and Migration Plans for Young People." Rural
Sociology, 31 (1966), \

The study sample consisted ,of 790 sdniors from a low -
income and high'agrioultural county in'northern New York
State. Three forms f social psychological support and
one form of economic support were utilized in testing
the hypothesis. A four-item index' was developed as an
dperational measure of'lttachmene. The hypothesis was
'that high school seniors (1) who had high attachment
to the family of orientation and.receive support from
this systei to migratt, and (2) those with low attachment
to this system are more likely to plan to migrate than
(3) those who have high attachment but receive no support.
Silnce in all'four of the more important tests made it
was found that the high attachment-support group was more
likely to -plan migration than the high attachment-no
support groups, and since in three of these four tests
the obtained difference was significant, there appears
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to be considerable justification, says the author, Ar
the assertion that support from the family oforienta-
tion to migrate can overcome the inhibiting effects of
attachment to this system.

0224. Crawford, Charles O. Family Factors in Migration Plans of
Youth: High School Seniors in St. Lawrence County, New
York. Bulletin No. 65. Ithaca: New York State Uni-
versity, Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station, 1964.
This was a study of the performance of various facilita-
ting functions of the family of orientation and other
relatives in the migration planning of high school seniors..
Data came from 790 public high school seniors in
a relatively low income county in northern New York
State in 1962. Findings include: (1)"...when family mem-
bers from family of orientation and/or other relatives
performed the social-psychological support, economic
support and communication-outpost functions, planning
by youth to migrate was significantly more likely than
when no family member performed these functions.' Per-
formance of these functions was found to be especially
important for males and for respondents with one or no
siblings. (2) One function, economic support, was found
to be unimportant for rural seniors. (3) Not much con-
firmation was given to the proposition that the family
of orientation is more important than other relatives
in effecting Plans to migrate. (4) ...a large amount of
credebce was given to the proposition that youth-with
high attachment to the ,family of orientation and with
support from this system to migrate (or those with low
attachment) are more inclined to plan to migrate than
those with high attachment and no support for migration."

0225. Crowe, M. J. "The Occupational Adaptation of a Selected
Group' of Eastern Kentuckians in Southern Ohio." Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, University of Kentucky,
1964.

0226. Crowley, Ronald. "An Empirical Investigation of Some
Local Public Costs of In Migration to Cities." Journal
of Human Resourees,-1(1) (Winter, 1970), 11-23.
The net burden of inmigrants on the population of a city
is calculated in this article by multiplying the income
distribution of inmigrantby an income-based per capita
distribution of revenues and expenditures. A measure
of the burden which compensates .for different revenue- ,

expenditure patterns among cities is developed. These
statistics are'used for examining the costs imposed by
inmigration on 9'4 large U. S. cities. Among the cities
studied, 1955-1960 inmigrants imposed in 1960 a median
net burden per,city of 2.5 million: the median net
burden per migrant was $72, and that per city resident,
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$8. Considerable regional dispersion in the size of the
relative burden was noted. The conclusion of the study
is that significant costs of inmigration do exist.

0227. Crowley, Ronald. "The Nature and Social Cost of In-Migra-
tion to Cities in the United States, 1955-1960." Un-
published,doctoral.dissertation, Duke University, 1968.

0228. Cunningham, Earl Harold. "Religious Concerns of Southern
Appalachian Migrants in a North Central City." Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1962.
Analysis'of the data on 33 Southern Appalachian adult
migrants in Cleveland, Ohio, revealed that the migrants
were not disappointed in the city, that ethnically more
strict migrants came from lower social status groups, and
that they actively and constructively dealt with their
economic and psychological stress situations. These
migrants were found not to be lonely in the city but had
friends and relatives who helped them to get settled.
There was some weakening in the migrants' religious life,
but those who prayed more frequently appeared to be less
distressed and passive to their conditions.

0229. Dade, ,Emil B. Migration of Kansas Population, 1930-1945.
Industrial Research Series No. 6. Lawrence, Kan.: -Uni-
versity of Kansas, n.d.
The author analyzes some of the characteristics of out-
migration and of population shifts within the state, and
presents changes in migration by age and sex for the
total, urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-tarm populations
separately.

0230. Dahlke, H. Otto. "Wartime Rural Migration, Western

"N)

Specialty Crop Areas." Studies of the State Ccalege of
Washington, 14(2) (June, 1946), 151-157.
Adjustments of rural migrants within and near war-
industry centers and of rural-farm population outside
these centers are discussed. Rural-farm migrants to
war-production centers were found to be primarily small
marginal farmers, low-income families, and tenants.

0231. Dahlke; H. Otto, and Stonecipher, Harvey V. "A Wartime
Back-to-Land Movement of Old Age Groups." Rural Socio-
logy, 11(2) (June, 1946), 148-152.
Me authors discuss results of a study of four areas in
Butte County, California, 1935-1945, showing development
of retirement communities in rural areas. It was found
that some of the newcomers expected to make a living
farming, while others were interested in farming part-
time or in just living in a rural environment.

0232. Danley, Robert A., and Ramsey, Charles E. Standardization
and Application of a Level-of-Living Scare for Farm and
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Nonfarm Families. Bulletin 362. Ithaca: New York State
University, Cornell Agricultural Experiment Station, 1959.

0233. David, Martin, and Leuthold, Jane. "Formulas for Income
Maintenance: Their Distributional Impact." National Tax
Journal, 21 (March, 1968), 70-93.
The authors used a cross-section sample designed by the
Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan to
simulate the income results of such plans as negative
taxation, guaranteed minimum income, family allowances,
public assistance, social insurance, and other transfer
payments.

0234. Davies, Vernon. Farm Population Trends in Washington.
Bulletin 507. Pullman, Wash.: Washington Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1949.
A section on migration of farm people into the state shows
the residence in 1935 of rural-farm inmigrants, 1935-40,
by regions and'selected states. Forty-one percent of
the inmigrants who lived on farms in other states in
1935 were found to be living on Washington farms in 1940.

0235: Davis, Dan R. "Who Wants to Keep 'Em Down on the Farm?"
Southwestern Social Science Quarterly, 17(3) (December
1-7477-2-67776-7.
The author states that many rural schools are "feeble in
their attempts to prepare youth for a livelihood in
either agriculture or village lif,t; and they do not pre-
pare youth 'for work in cities, in industry and commerce."
Among recommendations, the author advocates the adoption
of a national population policy, which should include
"designs to aid in eliminating the extreme differences
in fertility rates between regions, between rural and
urban population, and between clasaes."

0236. Davis, L'thelyn Clara. "Little Mexico: A Study of Horizon-
tal 'Ind Vertical Mobility." Unpublished master's
dissertation. Southern Methodist University, 1936.
The purpose of the study on which this thesis' was based
was to analyze the trends of mobility among the Mexican
population of Dallas. Both horizontal and vertical
mobility are thoroughly examined.

0237. Davis, Jack. "Texas Population Shifts from Rural to Urban."
Texas A&M College Agriculturist, 10(4) (March, 1952),
13, 24.

0238. Davis, John P. (ed.) The American Negro Reference Book.
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966.
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turated" Mexican-American patients were diagnosed with
the. greatest clinical differences, pointing to under-
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examined: "(1) Are farm migrants concentrated in dis-
tinctive socicl and economic positions in the urban
society?, and (21 Do the farm-reared elements,of our
urban population have low rates of social participation?"
"The social status and the social participation rates of
all farm-reared persons in the nonfarm population do.not
necessarily correspond to those of such recent migrants."
The sample consisted of 1,837 adults 21 years of age or
older in 1952. Findings include the following: 1) "Farm
reared pet-sons are found in considerable numbers in every
size-clas(s of residence, but they are most concentrated
in the smaller non-farm places," 2) "Just about half of
the nonfarm adults'in the South are farm-reared. Forty-,
seven percent of the nonwhite. nonfarm population is
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income, or self-perceptions of social status. These rela-
tionships persist with relatively little variation when
controlled for size of residential community, region of
residence, age, sex and color." 5) "The social partici-
pation patterns differentiating farm-reared and nonfarm-
reared persons in the nonfarm population were found to
differ with the type of activity considered." "Perhaps
the most significant finding with respect to participa-
tion patterns is that the farm-reared have less confi-
dence in the political institutions."

0311. Freedman, Ronald, and Hawley, A. H. "Education and Occupa-
tion of Migrants in the Depression." American Journal
of Sociology, 56(2) (1950), 161-166.
The research reported in this article was an effort to
answer two questions: (1) Is the distribution of educa-
tional achievements among intrastate migrants different
from that of non-migrants at the source and at the desti-
nation of migration, and (2) Is the oc_apational dis-
tribution of intrastate migrants at the time of moving
significantly different from that of non-migrants with
similar characteristics at the source and at the desti-
nation of migration. The data'ate from the Michigan
Population and Unemployment Census of 1935, baSedlon the
years 1930-35. The sample consisted of a11 male migrants
to Flint and'Gr'and Rapids from other places in Michigan
who were 25 or older at the time of migration. Each4
'migrant was matched to a non-migrant ati,the source and
at the destination with respect to age, odcupation, occu-
pational history prior to migration, employment history,
employment Status and marital status. For the occupa-
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tional analysis, education was substituted for occupa-
tion as a control. In addition to the four matched
groups of non-migrants, four random groups of non-mi-
grants were drawn (one from Faint, one from Grand Rapids,
and one from migration sources for each city). In com-

-paxison with randomly selected non-migrants at the ori-
gin,-,migration to Flint was selective of the least
educated,-while that to Grand Rapids was selective of the
better educated.--However, in neither case did the mi-
grants differ signifiCantly'in education from the ran-
domly selected groups at the des-tination. Surprisingly,
when the six variables were controlled, -there was no
significant educational selection of migrants. There
was a s,1ight tendency toward positive educational selec-
tion at the point of origin andin Grand Rapids, but it
was not statistically significant. There was a marked
selection of the higherOccupational groups at both the
source and destination when comparison was with the ran-
domly selected group of non migrants. Both cities
attracted white collar workers in greater proportions
than they occurred at the sources. Selection at the
source was attributable to chance, but, at the destina-
tion, It is statistically significant. The tentative
conclusion of this study was that selectivity of given
individual traits is a function of partial control of
the remaining characteristics. This was supported by
the lack of statistically significant selection in edu-
cation and occupation found in this study.
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deprivation functions in massive population redistribu-
tions. Of great importance to the migrant, it is noted,
is the degree of change required in cultural orientations,
social relationships and patterns, and the possibility of
anticipating roles and situations. Other significant
factors are links to the new environment, past experi-
ences, and resources and skills for coping with change.
Discussions center on conditions of in- and outmigra-
tion, and social mobility and assimilation among Negroes.
The author concludes, "...the idea of the U. S. as a
melting got emerges as a mythical elaboration of frag-
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mentary truth and gives way to an image of widespread
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ciated with the level of opportunities in agriculture,
then the push-pull hypothesis will be supported by local-
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The author presents an analysis of population movement
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mation from a youth survey and the 1940 Census. Per-
sons migrating from farms (9,094) between 1935 and 1940
showed tendencies to avoid large cities and farms, and
to favor smaller cities and villages.

0341. Gee, Wilson. "Migration from Farms." The Social Economics .
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) 390.

The author considers extent and causes of farm migration
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shown that depletion of manpower resources because of
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. in spite of overall national economic progress is a
grave problem. The study showed that. the outmigrants
were less firmly established in the work force than
those who stayed. They had lower earnings at the begin-
ning of the period. More drew unemployment insurance
benefits. A much lo14er proportion had continuous employ-
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rural community of Shoals (pop.: 4,000) in southern
Indiana. The results are compared with the findings of
a similar study in the high income rural community of
Brookston (pop.: 2,000) in northern Indiana. In the
Shoals community: (1) The migrant was younger and better
educated than thenonmigrant. The migrant had a high or
low rather than a median level income and occupied a
high social position in the community.. (2) A comparison
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of the job-mobile (change of occupational classification)
and the non-mobile individuals showed no difference in
age, level of income and education. Mobile individuals
did, however, tend to occupy a relatively low social
position. (3) Individuals who changed occupations had
more thorough knowledge of available job opportunities
than was characteristic of the non-mobile persons,
(4) Individuals who changed their community or their
occupation tended to have little or no proprietary in-
terest in their place of employment. (5) Migration into
Shoals by persons with technical and professional skill
has complemented migration out of the community by other
occupational groups. Comparison of the Shoals and
Brookston communities indicated that: (1) Persons with
supplementary sources of income tended to be in the high
income group in Shoals and in the low income group in
Btookston. (2) In Brookston former farmers were younger
than the current farmers, whereas in Shoals movement
out of farming occurred at all age levels. (3) In both.
Brookston and Shoals, movement from farming to local
non-farm employment resulted in a decline in social
status. ( Individuals in Brookston were more success-
ful in expdVssirig motives for social and economic better-
ment through job mobility and migration than residents of
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research was based on data from 211 households (1141 per-
sons). The study "was designed to determine by empirical
means whether or not Southern Appalachian newcomers par-
ticipate in the organizations of Cincinnati more or less
frequently than do their neighbors of comparable social
class." People from the Southern Appalachian region did
not differ significantly in their social .participation
from those coming from other regions; however, adults
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from the Southern Appalachians did participate much less
often in voluntary organizations such as lodges, unions,
neighborhood clubs, and community ctAter activities.
Generally, people of lower social status, to which group
most Southern Appalachian newcomers belong, were found
to be less well-adjusted to urban life than those of
higher social status.
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This dissertation describes a study of Illinois migrants
around the following hypotheses: "(1) An, analysis of the
characteristics, of migrants across metropolitan and non-
metropolitan su'bregional migration streams would reveal
a structuring of migrant characteristics in terms of
common factors, and (2) that these common factors are
similarly patterned across all migration streams."
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"Although the basic classification and tabulation of
census data restricted a meaningful interpretation of
facEors, the findings suggest the major question of
whether migration phenomena are a function of the age
structure of population aggregates or whether the inci-
dence.of migration is a function simply of decisions of
petsons who do migrate....The conceptual framework of
metropolitan and nonmetropolitan migration streams
provides a basic analytical model within which probabil-
ity theory may be employed as a means of describing the
expectancies of migration phenomena."
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studied to provide a "model for explaining the initial
stage of voluntary migration." "The desire to migrate
can be accounted for chiefly by the relative attractive-
ness of social situations." Both community satisfaction

4, and the degree to which eRpectations can be met outside
primary community ,"were found to affect independently
the students' desire to migrate. Evidence supported the
conclusion that obligations in migrants' community of
origin played a critical and perhaps the most important
role in determining consideration of migration. To the
extent that students considering migration had facilities
for migrating, it was predicted that they would expect
to migrate." Some modificatiOns necessary to improve
the predictive efficiency and explanatory value of the
model are suggested.
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In the Norristown study, information was obtained
through (1) a survey in 1952 of a 10% sample of Norris-
town's households to obtain records of both the personal
migration histories of the current Norristpwn population
and the factors involved in their spatial movements,
and (2) an extensive analysis of the city directories of
Norristown from 1910 to 1950 to obtain the migration
history of the city's population and the historical per-
spective within which the survey data on the 1952 popu-
lation of the community could be iiepreded. In
Norristown migration was four times as important as the
vital processes in bringing about the population growth of
adult males between 1910 and 1950. Despite the fact
that its net gain has been greatly reduced in recent
decades, migration continues to change the character of
the Norristown population through the large number of
persons moving into and out of the community. The
author states that the1 inconsistency between two, findings
of high population ins'tability and high soci 1.stability-
suggested that further explanation of the typ of per-
sons wha.were moving into and out of the commi ity was
warranted. The author'says that through compa loon
of the results it'became possible to ascertain that the
high rates of mobility largely represented the movement
into and out of Norristown of the same mobile elements
in the population, thereby leaving a core' population'
which by its continuous residence gave stability to
the community's social organization and enabled it to
withstand most' of the disorganizing effects that might
otherwise have occurred troth for the more. recent years
and for the past. Of the 1952 household survey, a very
significant difference exists between the migration
status of the whites and-Negroes. Migrants constituted
61% of the total white adult population, but 85% of the
adult Negro group. The survey data indicate, however,
that a large porportion of the migrants did not move to
Norristown directly from their place of birth, but in-
stead made either one or many moves before they finally
arrived. The sources of the Negro migrants to Norristown
were different from those of the whites. Unlike the
white migrants, there appears to be no pattern of re-
peated moves among the Negroes. The author says that
it was impossible to predict individuals among the
migrants in the 1952 population of Norristown would soon
move out of the community and which would Make it their
permanent residence.
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Norristown, who were listed in the city directories from
1910 to 1950 were studied, using birth certificates, death

(certificates, and city dirlectories of Norristown. The
purpose of the study was to determine what relationship,
if any, exists between occupational mobility and the
migration patterns. The study suggested that, the more
Norristown was able to meet the changing needs for its
labor force by attracting persons from outside, the less
need there would be for occupational mobility by those
gainfully employed in the local economic structure.
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rience; and 3) to pinpoint the sooioeconomic and psycho-
logical variables that predict the type and quality of
the migrant's urban adjustment.
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(Winter, 1968), 342-352.
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the hypothesis that as the Negro becomes more urban in
the Deep South, he becomes less equal in relative terms
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cation, occupation, and income as measurement. The
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'0380. Grove, Robert D. "Dimensions of Population Mobility and
Change." American Journal of Public Health and the
Nation's Health, 46 (May, 1956), 592-596.

0381. Gulick, John, and Bowerman, Charles E. Adaptation of New-
comers in the Piedmont Industrial Crescent. Chapel
Hill: UniVersity of North Carolina, Institute for Re-
search in ,Social Science, 1961.

0382. Gulick, John, et al. "Newcomer Enculturation in the City:
Attitudes and Participation." Urban Growth Dynamics.
Edited by F. S. Chapin, Jr. and S7FTWiig7iffeTTE)Fk:
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John Wiley'and Sons, Inc., 1962.
The author finds ,that white male migrants in Greensboro
and Durham, North Carolina, had adapted quickly and suc-
cessfully to the new area and did not approach-the
stereotype of the migrant.

0383. Gupta, Aiit Das. "Types and Measures of Internal Migra-
tion" International Population Conference Proceedings,

*

1959. Vienna: International Union for, the Scientific
*g-ETITS;-of Population, 1959. Pp. 619-624.
Three types of migration are discussed: "(1) voluntary
or (2) obligatory movement of the head or the independent
individual; and (3) sequential movement of dependents....
A high degree of interdependency ocCurg between certain
types, forms and motivations of migration. The various
pushes and pulls, particularly social or political,
could exercise opposite influence on different population
groups. Thy reason of migration could thus be equivocal
and resultant of diverse pulls. Various measures of
migration are needed for different purposes and call for

1
different approaches. Generation migration and cumulated
lifetime migration since birth of the individual which
go back' longitudinally into the distant past, are of his-
torical and sociological' interest,. but do not portray
current conditions. Net migration over short intervals,,

.

eSvecially if available as a--series, is good enough for
most'practical purposes. Dut measures of flow migration
are necessary to understand'curtent processes fully.

Y

Surveys for measurement of mig

i
ation can conveniently

collect information ,on commun' y (and transit) and also
on motivations. While the time interval is-divisible,
the space dimension it npt; and this is the problem of
migration statistics. Vt is Suggested that the area of
the spatial segment is not So, important as ,internal homo-
genei'ty, and that a' plausible device is to split the

dicountry into homogeneus seg ents by characteristics,
`like economic opportunities an living conditions, in)

a manner analogous to stratification in sampling."

0384. Gupta, Savita. "Net Migration
inY

-Michigan, 1950-60: An* Analysis of Population Change in Relation to the Demo-
graphic, Socioeconomic and Occupational Variables._" Un-
published doctoral dissertation, Michigan State Univer-

,

sity. ,

This dissertation utilizes data From a study of Michigan
migrants, 1950-1960:based on Census:idata..."The first
taskof thfs thesis was.to-establish the validity of using
net migration, the central variable, as a measure of
population change in terms of redistribution of the pop-
ulation." The sgcond one Was "to study the nature of
the chapges which characterize the social organization
when net migration takes place, and to study also the
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characteristicsof population characteristics on net migration
as a kocess." "The results of the thesis-indicate
that net migration is as valid a measure for studying
population change as other measures, such as total
increase ip populationc The patterns of net migrapon
are also closely related to recent past growth, and ,re-
pond closely to the socio- eccnomic changes in Mithigan
terms of 16 ation of the industries, transport and

communications, and raw materials...The findings show
that when net mi: ation increases, the sex ratio, popu-
lation density, educational level, median family income,
and percent employe inmanufacture also increase; on the
other hand, when net m ation increases, the dependency
ratio, the percent employed in agriculture, and the per-
cent 65 years and over'in age, decline." '1

0385. Gutierrez, Elsa Lapuz., "A Study of Migiration aftiong Rural
Youth in Montgomery and Stoket Counties, North Carolina, -
1947- 1956." Unpublishe4 master's thesis, North Cai.olina
State College, n.d.

0386. Gwartney, J.. "Changes ir the Nonwhite-White Income Ratio- -
1939 -67_," American Economic Review, (Decemben, -1970),
872-883:

0387. Hackethorn,Jack. "The Farm Problem Mpves to Town." Co-op
Grain Quarterly, 16(1) (Spring, 1960), 14-17.
The author discusses some of the-kocial consequenes of
farm-to-city migration in rural Miouri,..

D388% Haenzel, William! "Concept, Measurement and Data .in Migra-,
tion Analysis." Demography, 4 (1967), 253-261. ,

'0389. Hagood, Margaret J. "Dynamics of Rural Population." Rural
Life in the United States. Edited by can C. Taylor.

' New York: Alfred/Knopf, 1'949. Pp. 233-244.
k

This chapter deaTS with rural-urban differences in ferL
tility and,Mbrtality, rural-urban .8nd farm-nonfarm migr.a-.
tion-and trends in- the farm popule,tion. ,Futute levels
of the farm population' will be affected by'(1) the
changing need for work s, in agriculture, (2) the alter -
native need.fpr worker urban areas, and 9). the non -

farm employment of farm 'residents. .;

0390;. Hagood; Margaret J. "The South's Great Export: People."
Southern AgriCultt&ist, 77(2) (February, 1948), I2.
The author finds that heavy migration from southern '-

farths.has'been ;.timulated by high birth rates, oppor-
tunities for industrial employment, and, reduction in
farm jtibs, due to mechanization of aglicultute.

.0391. Hagood, Margaret J., and Sharp; Emmit-F, c Rural-Urban Misra-
tionin Wisconsin, *3.940 - 19-50. Reserch Bulletin 176. .

Madison, Wisc.: Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta-
.
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tion, 1951.
The authors analyze changes in urban and rural popula-
tion due to births, deaths, and net migration by eco-
nomic areas. Decreasing labor requirements in agricul-
ture and increasing industrial employment opportunities
have produced migration from farms.

0392. Haller, A. 0. "Education and the Occupational Achievement
Process." Rural Poverty in the United States. A Report
of the Preaident's National Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty. Washington, D. C.. Government Printing Office,
1968. Pp. 149-169.
The author finds that "...the rural Southern and South-
western Negroes are clearly the students who are least
prepared for satisfactory achievement in the modern
occupational structure." Topics of discussion of parti-
cular interest are rural-urban differences in occupation-
al achievement and educational achievement, with special
consideration of rural-urban aspects of the regional and
racial distribution of population.

0393. Haller, A. 0 "The Occupational Achievement Process of
Farm-Reared Youth in Urban Industrial Society." Rural
Sociology, 25 (September, 1960), 321-333.
The author presents results of a study based on informa-
tion from 109 17-year old farm boys in schools in Lena-
wee County, Michigan, in Spring, 1957. The objective
of the paper is to explore differences among farm boys
who do and do not plan to farm...so as to formulate a
tentative explanation for the low levels of nonfarm occu-
pational aspiration of farm-reared people. "The data
suggest three kinds of things which may result in plan-
ning not to farm: 1) The development of an unusually well-
controlled independent and inquisitive personality,
probably as a consequence of early training; 2) Being the
son of parents who are more oriented toward the nonfarm
world than is usual; 3) Perceiving farming as being an
unattainable occupation." The early vocational self con-
ception of farm boys tends to be that of a farmer.
"The occupational importance of izi.gher education is
more apparent to those who are least identified with
farming." It is hypothesized that the one who plans not
to farm is, by virtue of his occupational self-conception,
more highly motivated to seek out information which will
enable him to be a success in the nonfarm world.

0394. Hamilton, C. Horace. The Chancing Population of the LISA
South. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, The
Carolina Population Center, 1970.

0395. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Continuity and Change in Southern
Migration." Thelouthi.nuitrandfhatjial Edited
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by John C. McKinney and Edgar T. Thompson. Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press, L965. Pp. 53-78.
While migration from the Squth has attracted a great
deal of attention, the author notes several other aspects
of Southern population movements which are important.
Among those discussed are: (1) the high rates of movement
within the South between both States and local areas, and
from rural to urban areas; (2) the growing movement into
Southern states from other regions; (3) the white-nonwhite 4

differentials in migration within, to, and from the South;
(4) the high correlation between formal education and
migration; (5) the role of migration in adjustment of
youth to changing occupational opportunities; and (6) the
impact of changing fertility levels and patterns of mi-
gration to and from the South.

0396. Hamilton, C. Horace. "County Net Migration Rates." Rural
Sociology, 30(1) (March, 1965), 13-17,

0397. Hamilton,, C. Horace. "Educational Selectivity of Migration
from Farm to Urban and Other Non-farm Communities."
Mobility and Mental Health. Edited by Mildred B. Kantor.
Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas, 1965. Pp. 166-
195.

0398. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Educational Selectivity of Net Migra-
-k tion from the South." Social Forces, 38 (October, 1959),

33-42.
The author presents a study of educational selectivity
of migration to and from the Southern regiw: of the U. S.
for persons 15 and over based on Census data. Findings
are: (1) Migration from the South during 1940-1950 was
selective of both the educationally inferior and superior
elements of the parent population. However, the selec-
tive effect was not a marked one. The highest loss was
in the no-education category. (2) "Net migration of
adult nonwhite population from the South, 1940-1950, was
selective of the well-educated population only, whereas
net migration of adult white population was largely
selective of the poorly educated and only moderately
selective of. the well educated." (3) "Selective patterns
of net migration from the South and from farms change
with age: from selection at the extremes among young
addlts to selection of the poorly educated among middle-
aged and old-aged adults." (4)

poorly
migration has sub-

stantially lowered the educational-level of the urban
and rural nonfarm areas to which migrants have gone both
in and out of the South."

0399. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Educational Selectivity of Rural- ,

-A. Urban Migration: Preliminary Results of a North Carolina
Study." Selected Studies of Migration Since World War II:
Proceedings the 34th Annual Conference of the Milbank
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Memorial', Fund. New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1958.
Pp. 110422.
The author presents findings of a study of North Carolina
migrants using residual - survival rate data taken
from Census reports. Six hundred and 11 households in
Stokes and Montgomery counties were included. "The
residua - survival rate analysis, applied to the rural-
farm population 20-34 years of age in 1940 tends to'show
that net migration takes its heaviest toll from the ex-
tremes of the educational levels....The field surveys
show...rates of net migration from rural areas increase
with education, and no tendency to select from the ex-
tremes is found, as was the case with the Census analysis.
The difference in the results obtained by the two ap-
proaches tends to'confirm the hypothesis that the pattern
of educational selectivity by migration changes with
age...."

0400. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Effect of Census Errors on the Mea-
surement of Net Migration." Demography, 3(2) (1966),
393-415.
This paper charts the history of the use of vital sta-
tistics, survival rates, and ratios in the estimation of
net migration from one decade to another, with citation
of net migration studies of various researchers.

0401. Hamilton, C. Horace. Estimates of the Population of North
Carolina Counties, 1966 and 1967 and of Components of
Po ulation Chan e Since 1960. Demographic Report H-I.
hape i : niversity of orth Carolina, The Carolina

Population Center, 1968.

0402. Hamilton, C. Horace. "How Many of Our Farm Families Are
Leaving the Farm?" Research and Farming, 14 (Summer-
Autumn, 1955), 12-13.
The author discusses a study of trends of migration from
farms in North Carolina, using Census data. During 1940-
50, nearly 33% of the persons living on North Carolina
farms moved away from the farms. The migration rate was
the same for both sexes, and for whites and nonwhites.
The highest migration rates for the males was in the
20-24 age' group and, for the females, in the 17-19 age
group. In general, migration to rural nonfarm areas was
twice as heavy as to cities. Negroes tended to leave
North Carolina at a much higher rate than the whites,
by-passing her cities. About 50% of the net migration
from farms can be accounted for by population pressure.
The rest of the rural-urbatiimigration needs to be ex-
plained by the differential between economic opportuni-
ties in the city and the country.

0403. Hamilton, C. Horace. "The Negro Leaves the South." Demo-
graphy, 1(1) (1964), 273-295.
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Analysis shows that: (1) Migration of Negroes from the
South picked up around 1910, increased rapidly in the
1920's, and slowed down during depression years, and
surged ahead during and after World War II. (2) Causal
factors hdve been the high rate of natural.increase in
the South, mechanization of Southern agriculture, shift
of cotton production to the Sounwest and West, govern-
mental programs limiting agricultural production, and
rapid economic development in non-Southern areas. (3)`The
highest rates of outmigration have occurred among young
people aged 18-25. The tendency for older people to move
back to the South is more pronounced among whites than
blacks. (4) Migration of blacks has been selective of
the best-educated; however, educational level of black
migrants has been below that in the communities of desti-
nation. (5) There is now an indigenous and rapidly

.

increasing black population in non-Southern areas and is
larger than the inmigrant from the South population in
nun-Southern areas. (6) There is.very small amount of
black remigration to the South but a substantial inter-
state black movement within the South. (7) If present
migration trends continue, 75-85% of U. S. black popula-
tion will live outside the South. (8) Negro migrants
have gone almost entirely to central cities of metropol-
itan areas in. the North and West. (9) The mass of these
migrants to these areas have moved into low-status, low-
wage occupations. Although greatest increases have
occurred in unskilled and semi-skilled work, there are
significant increases in number of black white collar
and skilled blue collar workers. (10) Educational level
of Negroes in non-Southern metropolitan areas is still
quite low--over 50% never attended high school. (11) In
spite of migration, the South's black population is still
increasing at a rate of about 10% a decade.

0404. Hamilton, C. Horace. "fcpulation Pressure and Other Factors'
Affecting Net Rural-Urban Migration." Demographic Anal-
ysis: Selected ReadingE, Edited by Joseph J. Spengler.
Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956. Pp. 419-424.
Results of analysis show that (1) Migration from farms
is highly correlated with population pressure, parti-
cularly at the age when farm youth enter the labor
market; (2) Correlation of population pressure with
migration does not appea.: to be so important in the case
of the total population; (3) Changes in crop acreages
are highly correlated not only with the migration of
rural youth but with the migration of the population as
a whole; and (4) Adjust correlation coefficients in
regional variation has very little effect on themulti-
ple and partial correlation coefficients.



0405. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Practical and Mathemati'dal Consider-
ations in the Formulation and Selection of Migration
Rates." Demography, 2 (1956), 429-443. ,

0406. Hamilton, C. Horace. "The Vital Statistics Method of
Estimating Net Migration by Age Cohorts." Demography,
4(2) (November, 1967), 464-478.

0407. Hamilton, C. Horace. "Whither Our Youth?" Research and
Fermin , 16(9) (Spring, 1958).
The study sample discussed included persons in two all-
rural North Carolina counties (Montgomery and Stokes),
between the ages of 15 and 39 who had resided with their
parents at some time since January 1, 1947. The data
were derived from a sample survey of 648 cases. The
question explored was, "Will your child stay on the
farm?" In the 20-24 age group, education and migration,
especially to cities, were related positively. Migra-
tion from farms and from the state were less in older
groups....Race difference becomes progressively greater
as education increases....Losses are 5 to 10% greater for
males than females in each color group having more than
a fifth grade education.' Nearly 50% left home per-
manently at some time during the ten-year interval.
"There is a high relationship between the residence of
parents and the destination of their children. Also,
there is a strong association between distance and resi-
dential class of destination."

0408. Hamilton, C. Horace, and Aurbach, Herbert. What's Happen-
ing to North Carolina Farms and Farmers. Bulletin 407.
Raleigh, U. C.: North Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1958.
North Carolina farms and farmers were studied, using
data derived from 1954 Census of Agriculture. A general
description of what is happening to North Carolina farms
and farmers, including their heavy! out- migration is
given. "Twa factors are responsible for the heavy mi-
gration from farms: (1) population pressures caused by
higher birth rates in the country than in the city, and
(2) relatively greater economic opportunity in the city
than'on farms....Negroes migrate from farms at about the
same rate as do the whites...but...when nonwhites mi-
grate from the farm they are much more likely than whites
to leave the state:"

0409. Hamilton, C. Horace, and Henderson, F. M. "Use of Sur-
vival Rate Method in Measuring Net Migration." Journal
of the American Statistical Association, 39 01944),
197-206.

0410. Handlin, Oscar. The New Comers: Negroes and Puerto Ricans
in a Changing Metropolis. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1959.
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Handlin, Oscar. The Uprooted. Boston: Little, Brown Co.,
1951.

0412. Haney, George B. Selected State Programs in Migrant Educa-
tion. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1963.

0413. Hansen, Niles M. "Rdgional Development and the Rural Poor."
Journal of Human Resources, 4(2) (Spring, 1969), 205-
214.
The author states that, "The recently published final re-
port of the President's National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty is distorted by its failure to come to
grips adequately with the issue of population migration.
The present paper analyzes the nature and consequences
of the Commission's shortcomings in this regard; in addi-
tion, it proposes an alternative approach oriented more
toward people and less toward place." "The Commission's
basic approach to the rural poor implies that solu-
tions to their problems should not entail significant
population migration" "The social Costs of congestion
in large urban areas constitute the principal justifi-
cation for the Commission's position on migration." "In
addition to arrangements to lower' taxes, the Commission
proposed that self-sustaining growth be promoted ih rural
areas by other types of subsidies, including grants,
low interest loans, and the conStruction of industrial
sites for new and expanding industries." "In view of the
nature and magnitude of the forces influencing industrial
location, how realistic is the Commission's faith in
localized subsidies and strategies to induce industrial
decentralization sufficient to absorb rural unemployment
and underemployment?" "...the experience of other coun-
tries provides some valuable insights...." "In France,
farsexample, efforts have been made for well over a
decade tb promote economic activity in lagging regions,
particularly those of the West...." "Yet they still
have not significantly improved the relative position of
the regions of the West...:" "Italian efforts to promote
the industrialization of the Mezzogiorno and thereby halt
out-migration also have met with disappointing results."
"It is difficult to find any case where hot-house efforts
to promote the development of 'large lagging regions have
met with success. 'Moreover, recent American and foreign
evidence concerning greater equality in the geographical
distribution of manufacturing does not indicate any cor-
responding lessening of regional income differences or
any relatively greater attractiveness of small towns or
lagging regions." "ThOse industries that have tended to
leave metropolitan areas have been characterized by rela-
tive stagnation or decline; they frequently seek cheap
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labor in areas with surplus agricultpral populations.
Rapidly expanding sectors, on the other hand, have
favored already-concentrated regions because of their -

numerous external economies of agglomeration. The growing
role of the tertiary sector deserves particular atten-
tion." A discussion of this follows. "Among tertiary
activities, an increasingly important part is being played
by amenities." "Of course, many of these phenomena are
recognized by the President's Commission. In particular,
it points out that the industries that are generally
attracted to rural communities are not rapid growth in-
dustries in terms of employinent." "Given this situation,
it is difficult to justify the Commision's position
that people should be guaranteed equal economic oppor-
tunity regardless of their place of residence."

oppor-
tunity
general, where workers in rural areas and small towns
are paid substantially less than they could earn else-
where and where this situation is likely to persist, a
policy of relocation assistance appears to be more
rational than efforts to attract economic activity."
"...the assumption that the social costs of bringing
industry to poorer regions would be less than the social
costs involved in the migration of workers and the in-
crease in congestion and unemployment in industrial areas
might well be reasonable if there were only two basic
types of regions, lagging and congested. 'However, migra-
tion may be directed toward intermediate regions where
growth is rapid but where congestion poses no immediate
threat." The author cites the following remarks from
Lansing and Mueller's The Geo ra hic Mobilit of Labor:
"Unfortunately, the kin s of wor ers w o are suscepta. le
to unemployment for the most part have a low propensity
to move. Unemployment constitutes a 'push,' leading
people to move if they are young, well-educated and
trained, or live in a small town. But in the absence
of such characteristics, unemployment is not likely to
overcome the reluctance to move." "Educational and
vocational training efforts as, well as guidance programs
are sorely needed to maintain or improve the quality and
also the mobility potential of the labor force in
redevelopment areas." The author continues, "Yet there is no
convincing evidence that central government programs can
attract enough industry to the countryside to provide
people everywhere with jobs in proximity to their places
of residence, even if this were desirable on value rather
than efficiency grounds. On the other hand, a good case
can be made for federal subsidies for investment in edu-
cation, health, and training in lagging regions, as well
as for relocation subsidies and information programs to
facilitate rational migration."
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0414. Hanson, Robert C. "The Systematic Linkage Hypothesis and
Role Consensus Patterns in Hospital-Community Relations."
American Sociological Review, 27 (1962).

0415. Hanson, Robert C., and Simmons, Ozzie G. "Differential
Experience Paths of Rural Migrants to the City." Behav-
ior'in New Environments: Adaptation of Migrant Popu a-
tions. Edited by Eugene B. Brody. Beverly Hills,
Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 145 -166..
Through the use of time trend data for a sample of 66
Mexican-American migrants to Denver the authors analyzed
the adjustment process f011owing migration. A typology
of four groups was established on the basis of socio-
economic status and welfare recipiencyl (a) Thrivers,
(b) Stumblers, (c) Strugglers, and (d) Losers. Analyses
focused on employment, income, patterns of expenditure,
rootedness-stability, accumulation of property-,,misfor-
tune experiences (legal difficulties and medical expen-
ses), neighborhoods, deviant- friends, heavy drinking,
and rapid family expansion. It was found that those who
started off in a relatively advantaged position but
ended up on welfare did so because of unstable employment
experience, exacerbated b'y earlier-established spending
patterns. Those who,did not start off in an advantaged
position but who managed to stay off welfare were found
most likely to have had better health and a smaller bur-
den of family responsibilities.

0416. Hanson, Robert C., and Simmons, Ozzie G. "Role Path: A Con-
cept and Procedure for Studying Migration to Urban Com-
munities." Human Organization, 27 (Summer, 1968), 152-
158.

0417. Hanson, Robert C.; Simmons, Ozzie G.; and McPhee, W. N.
"Time Trend Analyses of the Urban Experiences of Rural
Migrants to the City." Paper presented at the Conference
on Adaptation to Change sponsored by the Foundation's
Fund for Research in Psychiatry, San Juan, Puerto Rico,
1968.
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zation Processes." Behavior in New Environments: Adap-
tation' of Mi rant Po ulations. Edited by Eugene B.
Bro y. Bever y Hi s, Ca i .: Sage Publications, 1970.
Pp. 377-394.
This is a presentation and discussion of a computer simu-
lation/model which reproduces the life experiences of
rural migrants as they learn to adjust to the city en-
vironment.

0419. Hardert, Ronald Albert. "Social Structural Factors In-
fluencing the Urbanization of Appalachian Hill Emigrants
in an Urban Ghetto." Dissertation Abstracts, 28(9)
(March, 1968), 3778A-3779A.
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0422. Harris, B. W. Population Chan &es among Rural Negroes in
Mississippi. Lurman, Miss.: Alcorn Agricultural and
Mechanical College, Department of Agricultural Economics,
1956. '.

The author shows that between 1930 and 1950 the migra-
tory stream from rural areas was composed largely of
Negroes who were leaving farms. The exodus was greatest
among tenants and sharecroppers from the Delta and Brown
Loam agricultural areas.

0423. Harris, C. C., Jr., and McGuire M. C. "Planning Techniques
for Regional Development Policy." Journal of Human
Resources, 4(4) (Fall, 1969).
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270.
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0428. Hart; John F. "Negro Migration in the United States."
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0429. Harwood, Edwin S. "Work and Community among Urban New-
comers: A Study of Social and Economic Adaptation of
Southern Migrants in Chicago." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1956.

0430. Hathaway, Dale E. "Migration from Agriculture: The His-
torical Record and Its Meabing." American Economic
Review: Papers and Proceedings, 50 (May, 1960), 379-
391, 413-418.
The author describes volume of migration,,characteristics
of migrants, and social and economic problems of com-
munities affected by migration from farm to nonfarm
areas. Although this migration has its positive aspects,
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it has not greatly improved the relative position of
low - income farm people.
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Migration and Income Distribution." American Journal of
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Mobility and Migration from Agriculture." Rural Poverty'
in the United States. A Report of the President's Na-

. tional Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. Washington,
D. C.:, Government Printing Office, 1968.
The authors report findings of an extensive analysis
of the. impact of job mobility and migration upon indivi-
duals classified as farm wage workers or farm operators
under Social 2urity coverage. Among main conclusions
were tLe fol ing: (1) "...gross data on job mobility
and migrat5.- an be highly misleading;" (2) "Long dis-
tance Mie .t m when changing jobs is a' function of age,
race, sex, county of origin, and farm status before
moving. The young, Negroes, males, low income persons,
and those from high income counties were the most common
long-distance migrants;" (3) "Long distance migrants
did,hot have long-term earnings as high as short distance
movers;"and (4) "In general, the mobility process works
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it may result in a widening of income differentials
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income farm areas."
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gration, 19Z9-49." Monthly Labor Review,, 71(4) (October,
1950), 433-437.



0439. Heberle, Rudolf. "Migratory Mobility: Theoretical Aspects
and Problems of Measurement." Proceedings of the World
Population Conference, 1954. Papers, Volume II. New
York: United Nations, 1955.

0440. Heberle, Rudolf. "Social Consequences of the Industriali-
zation of Southern Cities." Cities and Society. Edited
by Paul K. Hatt and Albert J. Reiss, Jr. Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1957.

0441. Heberle, Rudolf. "Types of Migration " Southwestern Social
Science quarterly, 36 (June, 1955), 65-7U.
While not attemptang to do away with well-established
classifications by direction, distance, and duration of
sojourn, Heberle develops concepts of basic "ideal"
types of migration which are differentiated by two
sociologically significant criteria: (1) the way in
which migration affects the social relationships of the
migrants, and (2) the difference in sociocultural sys-
tems between areas of origin and destination. In the
section on Migration as Affect on Social Relationships
of Migrants, the author discusses and gives examples of
voluntary communal migration, voluntary quasi-communal
migration, involuntary communal and quasi-communal mi-
gration, modern voluntary movement,in industrial society,
modern migration in pre-industrial societies, end semi-
voluntary migration. The investigation led the author to
the following generalization: "the mote advanced the
economic structure of a society, the greater the impor-
tance of intrinsic and social, instead of extraneous and
natural, forces in determining volume and direction of
migration." A discussion follows on migration by.dif-
ferences in sociocultural systems of origin and destina-
tion, with distinctions being made concerning "technologi-
cal" and "expresive" Cultures.

0442. Heer, David M. "The Attractiveness) of the South to Whites
and Nonwhites: An Ecological Study." American Socio-

.

loaical Review, 28 (February, 1963), 101-107.

0443. Heflin, Catherine P., and Beers, Howard W. Urban Adjust-
ment of Rural Migrants. Bulletin 487. Lexington, Ky.:
University of Kentucky, Agricultural Experiment Station,
1946.

0444. Heller, Celia Stopnicka. "Ambitions of Mexican-American
Youth: Goals and Means of Mobility of High School Seniors."
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia University,
1964.

0445. Henderson, Sidney. Labor Force Potentials: Farm Migration
Available for Urban Growth Ei:ht Nebraska Cities 1940-
1 U. tusiness 'esearc Bu etin
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The author measures the extent of farm migration, its
age composition, and its availability for new industry
in the larger cities of Nebraska.

0446. Henderson, Vivian W. "The Economic Status of Negroes: In
the Nation and In the South." Report No. 3.. In series,
Toward Regional Realism. Atlanta: Southern Regional'
Council, after 1963.
Topics discussed include the structural reorganization
of the South, including loss of people, black movement
to central cities, and employment and sources of income;
the slight gains of Negroes, with data on income and
occupations; and effects and costs of discrimination, with
data on education and public policies.

0447. Hernandez, Alvarez Jose. Return Migration to Puerto Rico.
Population Series Monographs No. 1. Berkeley: Univer-
sity of .California, Institute of International Studies,
1967..

0448'. Herr, William McD. "Credit and'Farm Policy." Rural Pov-
erty in the United States. A Report of the President's
National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.
Pp. 522-541.
This article contains discussions of credit use among
farmers, particularly those with chronically low incomes
or those in poverty, contributions of FHA loan programs
and their effect in alleviating low farm income, Rural
Housing Loan program, Economic Opportunity loan program,
and adjusting credit programs for chronically low income
farmers. Findings: (1) While relatively fewer low income
farmers use credit than higher income farmers, many low
income farmers have reasonable access to a variety of
competing sources of credit; (2) An aspect' requiring
more careful analysis concerns nonwhite borrowers, as
a comparison of white and nonwhite borrowers of the same
age and assets in the South indicates that nonwhite
farmers obtain loans that are only half the size obtained
by white farmers. More data are needed; no comparisons
can indicate whether nonwhite farmers have satisfactory
access to FHA credit or not; and (3) The Economic Oppor-
tunity Loan Program is new, but available data indicate
that in most areas it is reaching the hard core of rural
poverty families. Negroes have satisfactory access to
Economic Opportunity loans and their average amount' of
credit obtained is not greatly different than for white
borrowers.

0449. Herzog, Elizabeth. "Some Assumptions about the Poor."
Social Service' Review, 37 (1963), 389-402.
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0450. Hildahl, S. H. "A Longitudinal Analysis of Migration of
Young Adults, Hamilton County,.Iowa." Unpublished
master's thesis', Iowa State University, 1961.

0451. Hill, George W. "Recent Population Changes in Rural
Wisconsin." Rural Sociology, 12(2) (June, 1947),
169- 172.-
The author examines the amounts and rates of migration
of several cohorts of young people.

0452. Hill, L. D. "Characteristics of the Farmers Leaving Agri-
culture in an Iowa County," Journal of Farm Economics,
44 (May, 1962), 419-426.

0453. Hillery, George A., Jr., et al. "Migration Systems of the
Southern Appalachians: Some Demographic Observations."
Rural Sociology, 30 (March, 1965), 33-48.
This study on which the paper is,based focused on an
analytical scheme for fitting migration streams into an
integrated whole. Attention was on indicating the
probable existence of "migration systems" on a demographic
level, their conceptual form, the data necessary to study
them, and associated problems,

0454. Hitt, Homer L. "Migration between the South and Other Re-
gions, 1949 to 1950." Social Forces, 36(1) (October,
1957), 9-16.
This paper concerns migrants frpm the South, 1949-50,
aged dne year and over. Basic data were from a Special
Report of the 1950 Census of Population, "Population
Mobility--States and State EconOmic Areas." "Attention
was focused exclusively upon the exchange of population
between the South and the other regions of the country
during a limited period of time, 1949-50." "These data
indicate that the Census South joined the West as a net
importer of population from other sections of the nation
between 1949 and 1950. Corresponding figures for the
11 states of the Southeast reveal that the region s6
defined also registered a net interregional migration
gain. If valid, these data are significant because

,

either they mark the end of a demographic era or they
single out a unique year in the interregional migration
experience of the South."

0455. Hitt, Homer L. "Peopling the City: Migration." The Urban
South. Edited by Rupert B. Vance and Nicholas J.
Demerath. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1954. Pp. 54-77.
The author analyzes the sources and magnitude of the mi-
gration to Southern cities and the selectivity of this ,

migration, and compares the migration to the urban South
with cityward migration in other regions of the Nation.
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0456. Hitt, Homer L. "Population Movements in the Southern .

United States." The Scientific, Monthly, 82 ,(May, 1956),
241.246.
This article shows results of a study of the people of
12 states: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Porth Carolina, Okalhoma,

1
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Narginia. Most data were
from U. S. Censuses of Population. An attempt is made,
to add details regarding such aspects of the recent
population movements as the sources and .destinations of
migrants, the approximate magnitude of the population
transfer, and some conception of the population redis-
tribution that has taken place. "Data provide a composite
picture of...the urbanization of the South, This pro-,
cess...has been generally similar to that which occurred
earlier in the Northeast and Far West. Rural areas of
the South have furnished migrants...and have been pro-
gressively depopulated while doing so. Urban centers
and urban fringe'areas have giown rapidly, and the
people of the South are increasingly becoming concen-
trated in the larger cities and metropolitan areas.
Moreover, interurban migrations are even more frequent
than the more highly publicized rural-urban movements."

0457. Hobbs, Albert H. "Differentials in Internal Migration."
Unpublished thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1942.

0458. Hodgell, Murlin Ray. "Low-Income Rural Families in en
Urbanizing Society." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Cornell University, 1960.
The author presents 'results from a study of low-income
rural families with emphasis on four segments: "the low-
income subsistence farmer; the stranded farmer who has
been forced off the farm in the consolidation process
and who may be found at every economic level; the
migratory worker; and the rural non-farm worker." "The
root causes of. the plight of quch people are investi-

__gated and the interrelationships between these elements
of rural society and between their problems and the lar-
ger problems'of agricultural and urban development are
discussed....Special attention is given to such urban
problems as the rapid growth of slums, housing for
minority groups, functional illiteracy, suburban sprawl,
employment and industrialization, all of which have
been greatly complicated by the farm-to-city migration.
Rural industrialization for small cities and rural com-
munities is suggested as one key to solyin many of the
seemiogly diverse problems which plague both h rural and
urban-areas...." The study deals extensively with tech-
niques of rural redevelopment and industrialization.
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0459. Hofstee, E. W. "Some Remarks on Selective Migration."
Publications of the Research Group for European Migration
ro ems. The Hague: Researc Group or European

Migration Problems, 1952.

0460. Hollister, R. "Education and Income - -At Study of Cross-
Sections and Cohorts." Conference on Policies for Edu-
cational Growth. ?aria: Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, 1970. Pp. 63-136.

0461. Holt,-John B. "Holiness Religion: Culture Shock and Social
Reorganization." American Sociological Review, 5 (Octo-
ber, 1940),% 740-747.
The author says that the process of urbanization in the
Southeast causes the rural migrant to suffer personal
isolation and insecurity and brings on a "cultural
shock" which has produced the Holiness churches in an
attempt to adjust to urbanization.

0462. Hosain, K. T. "Internal Migration and Economic Development."
Pakistan Economic Journal, 14 (1964), 51-74.

0463. Hotz, Marie Brase. "A Study of Cohort Migration in the
U. S.: '1870-1950." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Washington University, 1955.
This thesis is a study of migration of cohorts of the
native white population in the U. S. between 1870 and
1950. The following hypotheses were investigated:
(1) The present distribution of the aged population in
the U. S. differs from the distribution of the younger
population. (2) Younger persons in the nation's popu-
lation migrate more than the older members of the popu-
lation. (3) The number of migrations undertaken by a
given cohort are in part dependent upon the time at
which they were born. The more recently born are more
likely to migrate. (4) Age alone cannot account for
migration currents in the U. S." It was concluded that
the cohorts method provided an adequate measure for
migration. Hypotheses (1), (2), arid,(4) were supported
by the data, but hypothesis (3) was not validated.

0464. Houston, David B., and Teibout, Ch xles M. "Economic Im-
pacts of Regional Development Policies and Programs."
Journal of Farm Economics, 48 (May, 1966), 440-449.

0465. Hudson Institute, Inc. The future of American Poverty: Some
Basic Issues in Evaluating Alternative Anti-Poverty.
Measures. Springfield, Va.. U. S. Clearinghouse for
Federal Scientific and Technical Information, 1968.
This publication consists of four evaluative reports with
recommendations for anti- poverty - programs. (1) Raymond-
D. Gastil, "Toward a NeW Basis ft -L. the Evaluation of
Anti-Po rty Programs," which dis,usses several programs,
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but warns that programs to support incomes must not
undermine work incentives of the poor; (2) John Karlick,
"A Supplementary Training and Relocation Program toActi-
vate the Poor," which talks about a combination of job
training and relocation in subsidized housing; (3) Laurie
R. Rockett, "Work Incentive and Family Allowance Plan,"
which aims to provide maximum working incentives for
physically able poor persons; and (4) Paul C. Berry,
Raymond D. Gastil, and Laurie R. Rockett, "Character-
istics of Alternative Anti-Poverty Measures." Also in-
cluded is a discussion on 10 c]asses of anti-poverty
programs, warning that' easures to alter the culture
and/or the environment of the poor are inadequate unless
complemented by inc. support programs.

0466. Hughes, Rufus B. "Low Incomes in Southern Population Ad-
justmentg." Chicago: University of Chicago Library,
Department of Photoduplication, 1959.

0467. Huie, J. M. "Migration of Rural Residents." Alabama
Agricultural Experiment Station Highlights of Agricul-
tural Research, 9 (Summer, 1962), 14.
The author's subjects are migrants in four counties of
Alabama (Clark, Monroe, Montgomery, and Talapoosa) in
1961. A discussion of the degree of outmigration and
the characteristics of outmigrants is presented. Although
many factors contributed to the rural population loss in
the counties, by far the most important was outmigra-
tion. The migrants were almost equally dividea between
the sexes, and were predominantly unmarried and more
educated than the nonmigrants. The author concludes
that "outmigration of the better trained people repre-
sents one of the basic problems that low-income counties
and states must overcome to increase income levels of
the area."

0468. Humphrey, Norman D. "The Changing Structure of the Detroit
Mexican Family: An Index of Acculturation." American
Sociological Review, 9 (1944), 622-626.

0469. Humphrey, Norman D..'"The Housing and Household Pract,ices
of Detroit Mexicans." Sorial Forces, 21(4) (190),
433-437.

0470. Humphrey, Norman D. "Migration and Settlement of Detroit
Mexicans." Economic Geography, 19 (October, 1943),
358-361.

0471. Hayek, Earl E. "White-Nonwhite Differentials: Overview and
Implications." Demography, 3(2) (1966), 548-565.

0472. Ickle, Fred C. "Comment on Theodore R. Anderson's "Inter-
national Migration: A Comparison of the Hypotheses of
Zipf and Stouffer'." American Sociological Review, 20
(6) (December, 1955), 713-714.
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0473. Illsley, Raymond, Finlayson, Angela, and Thompson, Barbara.
"The Motivation and Characteristics of Internal Migrants."
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, 41 (1963), 115-144,
Z17 -248.

Part I of this study is an attemptito distinguish sub-
categories of migrants differing from each other in
occupation, area of origin, and reasons for migration;
Part II reldtes data on stature and morbidity to the
original social processes leading to migration. The
study was conducted on young adults moving into and
out of Aberdeen, Scotland, after World War II. The data
were collected from a sample of women at their first
pregnancy and their husbands; excluded from the safnple
were those who delivered at home. Outmigration data
are from a five year follow -up program and, therefore,
represent couples at a later stage of married life.
Aberdeen is the only large industrial city in sparsely
populated rural northern Scotland. It is a stopping over
plate for many migrants from northern Scotland to the
more southerly areas of Britain. Inmigrants tend to
have a higher percentage of professionals and managers
than the native population. This is particularly true
for long distance migrants. About half of the women
migrants came to the city before marriage; these were
predominantly short distance migrants discontent with
occupational opportunities and/or social life in rural
areas. Of the men who migrated to Aberdeen before
marriage, about 80% came as independent adolescents or
young adults; 32% were professionals or managers. Men
who migrated at marriage generally had jobs which were
readily available anywhere and came because,of the wife's
family ties. Migration after marriage was associated
with the necessities of specialized occupations. Out-
migration tended to be predominantly to urban areas. It
was particularly high for couples where one or both
spouses was an inmigrant. In comparing inmigrants who
later left to those who stayed, it was found that: (1)
The initial migration is most stable where only one
spouse is an inmigrant dr one or both spouses came from
the rural hinterland; (2) It is least stable where both
partners arrived against the migration stream, i.e., from
the areas-firrther south; and (3) Outmigration is more
likely There the wife is local and the husband is an

,,,....A, ,inmig nt than in the reverse situation. Most of this
o tm'gration is related to occupation. The outmigr4tion

e is 63% for professionals, 33% for managers, and on
dow to 10% for unskilled workers. All of the data
supp t the argument that mobility is part of the way of
life young professional couples Even when controlled
for oc pation differentials, the inmigrants tended to
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have more education than the native population. A
relatively high proportion of migrants came from broken
homes or had an abnormal upbringing, reflecting weak

Ifamily ties. These trends were even more marked when
the sample was controlled for social claSs. Intelligence
test scores further substantiated the findings. With
regard to physique and health, the main findings were:
(1) Social class and adult height were significantly
and positively correlated; (2) Higher social classes and
tall women had significantly lower rates of prenatal
death and prematurity; and (3) Adult height and, distance
of migration were positively correlated after controlling
for socioeconomic status. In summary, this study drew
distinctions between a number of subgroups, some of
which overlap: 1) profes-,ionals or semi-professionals
pursuing a career, 2) rural-urban migrants of lower
occupational status, 3) young inmigrants seeking educa-
tional and training facilities, 4) inmigrants arriving
to take a specific job, 5) inmigrants previously, within
daily commuting range or able to maintain weekly contact
with kin or ouc of regular family contact, 6) inmigrants
arriving before, on, or after maturity; 7) migrants re-
sponding to a specific family, political, or economic
event, and 8) return migrants.

0474. Inman, Buis T. Rural Poverty: Causes, Extent, Location
and Trends. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1964.

0475. International Journal of Comparative Sociology. Vol. 6,
1965. Special Issue.

0476. International Labour Office. Why Labour Leaves, the Land:
A Comparative Study of the Movement of Labour OVEET--
Agriculture. New Series No. 59: Geneva: International
Labour Office, 1960.

0477. International Labour Review. "Labor Mobility in the U. S.:
Bibur-797giicE, 1959), 296-314.

0478. International Labour Review. "Rural-Urban Employment
Re ations ip. ' January, 1956), 53-67.

0479. Iowa State University of Science and Technology. Pales Cen-
ter for Agricultural and Economic Development. Family
Mobility in Our Dynamic Society. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University, 1965.

0480. Iowa State University of Science and Technology. Ames Cen-
ter for Agricultural and Economic Adjustment. Labor
Mobility and Population in Agriculture. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University,-1961.

0481. Ipsen, Gunther. "Rural Depopulation." Rural Migration.
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presented to the First Congress of The European Society
for Rural Sociology, Brussels-Louvain, September, 1958.
Bonn: Privately published, 1959. Pp. 46 -47.
The author presents an inquiry into the factors respon-
sible for large scale migration of rural workers to
towns and some of the possible consequences of this

-

movement. "Sioce the 1880's,.mass migration from the
country tc towns has been observed in Germany....The
loss of agricultural manpower...if Continued for more
time,...must 1:.-Ad to a depletion of all working force
and must be deplored....The reasons for migration were
not to be sought in the prevailing rural conditions, but
in the process of industrial agglomeration, this being
a result of the choice of sites for factories and the
technical concentration of industrial work....The loss
of agricultural manpower,....if continued for a long
time,....must lead to a depletion of all working reser-.
ves in the countryside....Larger farms...may...have to
employ families of agricultural workers."

0482. Isard, Walter, and Bramhall, D. F. "Regional Employment
and Population Forecasts Via Relative Income Potential
Models." Regional Science Association Papers and Pro-
ceedings, .11

0483. Isenburg, Robert M. "The Rural Disadvantaged." National
Education Association Journal, 52(4) (April, T963).

0484. Jackson, Eureal'G. "Some Tendencies in DemographiC Tends
in Maryland 1950-1956. Current Trends in Negro Educa-
tion and Shorter Papdrs." Journal of Negro Education,
Section B, 26 (Fall, 1957), 514-519.

0485. Jackson, J. A. (ed.) 'Migration. Cambridge, Eng.:
Cambridge University Press, 1959.

0486. Jaffe, Abram J., and Carleton, R. 0. Occupational Mobility
in the United States 1940-1960. New York: King's Crown
Press, Columbia-Mversity, rgF. .

0487. Jakubouskas, Edward B., and Palomba, Neil A. Relocation of
Farm workers from Mississi i to Iowa. Px4TEFaF6FElie.
S pring Meeting of t e In ustria Re ations

/
Association,

Des Mrdine' , Iowa, May, 1969. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
University, 1969.
Five familiar participated in the Mississippi-Iowa Labor
Mobility Protect from May, 1968, to April, 1969. The
purposes oi." the program were (1) to suggest an alterna-
tive source of underutilized manpower in meeting farm
labor shortages in Iowa, and (2) to study the process of
relocating underemployed Southern farm workers to year-
round farm jobs in Iowa wLich would demonstrate how the
South-to-North, rural-to-urban migration pattern might
be deflected to smaller Northern communities. The five
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families experienced substantial income increases. Their
average annual income in Mississippi was $2,286. After
making the move to Iowa, their average annual income in-
creased to $5,454. This project, say the authors, is
not designed for the hard-core disadvantaged worker but
should be geared to workers with the following character-
istics: (1) a stable marriage, with a mature wife who is
willing to endure isolation from friends to improve the
family's economic position; and (2) a male family head
possessing a strong sense of self-discipline and a will
to succeed in spite of difficulty in the short run. Hos-,
tility of the community is not as significant as isola-
tion from friends and a completely different cultural
environment. The family must have a latent middle-class
value structure that somehow must emerge in spite of en-
vironmental features in Mississippi which stunt the
gKowth of middle-class talues among Delta blacks. Relo-
cation Of workers should take place in multiples of two
or more families within a relocation area. The receiving
area should be no more than 30-40 miles away from an
urban center to provide maximum supportive services and

,to offer alternative employment opportunities to rel.°-
catees if Iowa farm employment proves to be unworkable.
The optimum number of relocated families that can be
moved is about 25 per year.' A smaller number produces
high administrative costs, 'while a larger number may
develop opposition in the receiving areas.

0488. Janssen, Melvin R. Summaries of Selected Studies on Train-
ing of Workers and Migration from Low-Income Rural Areas.
Washington, D. C.: GovernmentPrinting Ottice, 1963.

0489. Jay, Florence E. "Those Who Stay: A Sociological%Study of
the Stability of a Community." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1956.

0490. Jehlik, Paul J. "Iowa Loses More Farm People." Iowa Farm
Science, 5(8) (February, 1951), 12-14.
The author discusses migration of farm population as
evidence of economic adjustmpnt.

0491. Jehlik, Paul J. "Iowans Are''Movers' Too:" Iowa Farm
Science, 8(11) ,(May, 1954), 8-10.

0492. Jehlik, Paul J. "Patterns of Net Migration and Changes in
Crude Birth Rates in the North Central States, 1940-
1950." Rural Sociology, 20 (December, 1955), 282-28F.
The author presents results of a study of migrants in
13, North Central states, 1940-1950, using 173 State
Economic areas. Basic sources of data were the Census
Reports of Population for 1940 and 1950 and publications
from agricultural experiment stations in the 13 states.
"The focus of this paper is on an analysis of the, sig-
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nificant patterns of net migration and of changes in
crude birth rates and of their relationship in 13 north
central states during the decade 1940-1950." "Analysis
of the data clearly shows the concentration of popula-
tion through net in-migration in the rural parts of
metropolitan areas, and especially in the older and lar-
ger metropolitan areas. The 64 state economic areas of
net in-migration had gains of 19, 36, and 14% in total,
rural, and urban population, respectively. The 109
areas of net ou;-migration_ maintained a stationary total
populatign, lost 5% in rural population and gained 107
in urban population."

0493. Jehlik, Paul J., and Wakeley, Ray E. Population Change and
Net Migration in the North Central Statest 1940-1950.
Research Bulletin 430. Ames, Iowa: Iowa Agricultural
ExperiMent Station, 1955.
The authors analyze population change by economic sub-
regions with emphasis on net migration and its relation-
ship to population growth and to selected agricultural
and industrial factors. Migration played a very impor-
tant part in the redistribution of the rural-farm and
rural-nonfarm populations within metropolitan and non-
metropolitan areas.

0494. Jehlik, Paul J.' and Wakeley, Ray E. Rural-Urban Migration
in Iowa, 1940-1950. Research Bulletin 407. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa Agri,.:ultural Experiment Station, 1954.
This bulletin describes the volume of major movements of
population within Iowa and, from Iowa to other states and
the resulting redistribution,of the population. Changes
in population through migration and the agricultural and
industrial factors in migration are examined.

0495. Jehlik, Paul J., and Wakeley, Ray E. "What's Happening to .1,

Our People?" Iowa Farm Science, 7(8) (February, 1953),'
13-16.
The authors give data 'on natural increase and net migra-
tion by counties, 1940-50. Migration is characterized
by movement from rural to urban areas, with a net loss
in rural population of 57,000 persons, largely due to
migration of rural-farm people.

046. Jerome, Norge W. Food Consum.tion Patterns in Relation to
Life Styles of n- igrant 'egro ami ies. a ison, wisc.:
University of Wisconsin, Institute for Research on Pov-
erty, 1968.
The author says his discussion demonstrates the relevance
of sociocultural characterization to an understanding of
the food consumption patterns of families headed by in-
migrant Negro manual workers in the central city of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Results are discussed within a
typology of groups, each identified as separate on the
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basis of educational achievement, stage in family life cycle,
age, psychological orientation", and recency of migration.

0497. Jitodai Ted J. "Migrant Status and Church Attendance."
Social Forces, 43 (December, 1964), 241-248.'
Responses from a large sample of white adults interviewed
in five surveys found that Detroit natives have higher
rates of church attendance than migrants from rural or
urban areas, Thn conclusion reached was that the church
does not serve as a major channel of adjustment to urban
life because the urban church differs from, and does not
serve, the same function as the rural church.

0498. Jitodai, Ted J. "Migration and Kinship Contacts." Pacific
Sociological Review, 6 (Fall, 1963).
Previous studies indicate that geographical mobility
hinders participation in voluntary associations and to
a greater degree for migrants from rural rather than
urban backgrounds. This study reports the results of
investigation of one type of informal group\participa-
tion--that based on kinship--and migration. The author
puts.forward the hypothesis that compared to participa-
tion in voluntary associations and political activities,
rural migrants will participate more with kin than do
urban migrants. The data are from the Detroit Area Study
of the University of Michigan in 1952, 1953, 1957, and
1958. This current study used only native-born white
adults. The findings of the study support the hypothesis:
(1) Contact with relatives is the most frequent type of
informal contact among all residents of Detroit. Neigh-
bors and friends follow, with co-:workers being substan-
tially less. (2) The same pattern holds substantially
when controlled by sex, socioeconomic status, urban-
rural or regional backgrounds, except for white collar
migrants from urban backgrounds, who have a higher propor-
tion of contacts with friends than relatives. (3) Among
migrants of less than 10 ears residence in the city
controlled for sex and socioeconomic status, rural
migrants have a higher proportion of contacts with rela-
tives than urban migrants. (4) There is no overall pat-
tern of differences in contacts with relatives between
migrants and natives or between migrants by regions and
sex. (5) Urban-rural and socioeconomic differentials in
contact rates with relatives were found among recent mi-
grants. (6) Substantial increases in the proportion of
weekly contacts by length of residence for urban migrants,
especially white collar, were unanticipated and eliminated
any consistent pattern of socioeconomic and rural-,urban
differences after the period of initial contact. Two
possible explanations are offered: (1) There is selec-
tive outmigration of those without kinship ties, and/or
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(2) Litwak's modern extended family in an in-
dustrialized, bureaucratic society is in evidence.

0499. Johansen, D. 0. "Working Hypotheses for the Study Of Mi-
gration." Pacific Historical Review, 36 (February,
1967), 1-12.

\

0500. Johansen, John P. The Influence of Migration upon South
Dakota's Population 1930-1950. Bulletin 431. Brookings,
S. D..: South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station,
1953.

The author presents an analysis ofthe extent, causes,
and consequences of rural-urban migration within the
state and from the state. Estimates of net migration
for residence groups by sex and for selected age groups
are included.

0501. Johansen, John P. The People of Nebraska: A Mid-Century
Summary. A Discussion of Population Trends from 1920 to
1950. Economic Progress Report 1 (Revised). Lincoln,
Neb.: Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station, 1952.
This report discusses farm population decrease and con-

c.

tains tables showing the extent of migration of youth
from rural-farm areas, by decades 1930-50.

0502.' Johansen, John P. "Recent Population Changes in South
Dakota." South Dakota Farm and Home Research, 3(3)
(Spring, 1952), 49-54, 76:
The author includes data on changes in farm population,
1920-50, showing a large net outmigration consisting
largely of single youths and young married adults and
their children.

0503. Johnson, D. G. "Policies to Improve the Labor Transfer
Process." American Economic Review: Papers and Proceed-
ings, 50 (May, 1960), 403-418.

0504. Johnson, Elmer H. "Methodological Note on Measuring Selec-
tion in Differential Migration." Social Forces, 33
(1955), 289-292.
Male migrants aged 25-34 during 1935-40 were studied,
using data from Census reports. Two methdds of measuring
differences between several populations in the force
of selection in differential migration are examined.
"If the relationship between the specific net migration
rates and a given demographie characteristic can be des-
cribed as linear, the force of selection for the total
range of this characteristic can be expressed by a single
statistic....Inspection of the education-specific rates
for the four regions led to the conclusion that linear-
ity may be assumed if only the five highest educational
groups (7 or more years of schooling) are considered."
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0505. Johnson, Paul R. "Labor Mobility: Some Costs and Returns."
Rural Poverty in the United States. A Report of the
President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Pov-
erty. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1968. Pp. 238-247.
The author examines gross versus let movements, costs
of moving, the function of the capital market, and bene-
fit-cost complications, such as real versus apparent
income differences and rural-urban differences in inter-
nal discount rates. Of particular interest is a section
on returns to migration. The author concludes: (1) "On
the average, people do not spend a great deal to move
about in actually changing jobs. However, out-of-pocket
costs understate the true costs by omitting foregone
earnings, costs of search for new jobs, and...psychic
costs. (2) "Probably the most important constraint on
movement of the rural poor is that of information about
both job opportunities and urban life in general. (3)
The returns to migration were examined for a sample of
migrants in two cities and for two groups of rural poor
whose moves were financed by public funds. With reserva-
tion, it is stated that "...the costs of the move can be
recouped in a year or less."

0506. Jyrkila, Faina. "Effects of Migration on the Adjustment of
Finnish Rural Youth." Rural Migration. Papers presen-
ted to the First Congress of the European Society for
Rural Sociology, Brussels-Louvain, September, 1958.
Bonn: Privately published, 1959. Pp. 173-176.

0507. Kain, John F., and Persky, Joseph J. "Alternatives to the
Gilded Ghetto." The Public Interest, 14 (Winter, 1969),
74-87.
The basis of many antipoverty proposals stems from a
false analogy between the ghetto and a backward country
in need of economic development. Thisvidw ignores the
link 1-atween the ghetto and the remainder of themetro-
polis and he nation. This article centers on the likely
repercussions of gilding programs such as Model Cities,
designed to attract industry and to encourage compensa-
tory education, housing, and other programs in the ghetto.
Gilding programs encourage the growth of Negro gh...:tos,
which are responsible for a host of urban problems. The
result of efforts to increase incomes or reduce unem-
ployment in central city ghettos may be to induce a
higher rate of Negro migration from Southern rural areas;
this will further accelerate the growth of Negro ghettos.
Recognition of the migration link between Northern
ghettos and Southern rural areas has led to proposals
to subsidize economic development, educational opportuni-
ties, and living standards in rural.areas. At best, such
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programs are complementary to programs aimed at ghetto
problems. Ghetto dispersal is the only strategy that
offers a long-run solution. Programs that strengthen
a segregated pattern should be rejected in favor of
programs that achieve the objectives posited by gilding
schemes, thile weakening the ghetto. Such programs in-
clude (1) improved transit access between central city
ghettos and outlying employment areas; (2) expansion of
the supply of low-income housing outside the ghetto;
(3) bussing of Negro students to schools outside the
ghetto; and (4) creation of smaller Negro communities in
suburban areas.

0508. Kain, John F., and Persky, Joseph J, "The North's Stake
in Southern Rural P overty'." Rural Poverty in the United
States. A Report of the President's National Advisory
CF(TIFIFFion on Rural Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1968. Pp. 288-308:
The basic premise is that the "roots of much of the pov-
erty in the metropolitan North are traceable to the rural
South." Seventy-eight percent of all Southern rural
Negroes have incomes below the poverty level. The
authors say, "We have found no evidence. to support the
widely held view that rural southern migration to the
North will goon abate." The educational achievement of
Southern Negro migrants and Appalachian white migrants
is found to be "inferior to the majority of the popula-
tion from which they come." Policy recommendations are
included.

0509. Kampe, Ronald E., and Lindamood, William Underemploy-
ment Estimates by County, United States; 1960. Agri-'

cultural Economic Report No. 166. Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1969.

0510. Kanel, Don. "Nebraska Births Exceed Deaths: Migration Cuts
* Population Gain." Nebraska A ricultural Ex eriment Sta-

tion Quarte..y, 3 inter, 95
The author presents results of a study of Nebraska's pop-
ulation during the past' 35 years based on Census and
related information. Nebraska's farm population has been
altered by heavy out-migration in four categories: (1)
young people taking nonfarm employment; (2) older people
retiring from their farms; (3) the children of the migra-
ting families, and (4) established farm operators chang-
ing to other employment.

0511. Kant, Edgar. "Classifidation and Problems of Migrations."
Readin:s in CulturalGeo_ra h . Edited by Philip L.
Wagner and arvin .! ese Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1962. Pp. 342-354.
The author presents a theoretical essay, partly inte-
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grating statements on migration typology by such men as
Arbos, Heberle, and T. Lynn Smith. It opens up problems
and prospects in migration research for cultural geo-
graphers, particularly for those with interest in carto-
graphic analysis. The author discusses briefly various
theories of human migratiOn from prehistoric times to the
present. Arbos' dichotomous division of pastoral types,
and Lynn Smith's classification of international move-
ments are especially mentioned. Heberle's analysis
based on "ideal" types and Torsten Hagerstrand's classi-
fication using country, city, and "urbanlike agglomera-
tions" are suggested as further alternative typologies
available to the analyst. The author has proposed his
own typol,pgy based on a dichotomy of "intralocal (intra-
regional)Imigraion" and "interlocal (interregionalrmi-
gration.

0512. Kantor, Mildred B. (ed.) Mfbility and Mental Health.
Springfield, Ill.: ',Charles C. ThoMas, 1965.

0513. Kariel, H. G. "Selected Factors Really Associated with
Population Growth Due to Net Migration." Association
of American Geographers Annals, 53 (June, 1963); 210--
223.

0514. Kasahara, Yoshiko. "The Influx and Exodus of Migrants among
the 47 Prefectues in Japan, 1920-1935." Unpublished
doctoral disseltation, University of Michigan, 1958.

0515. Kaufman, Harold F., and Wilber, George' L. Social Changes
and Their/Inlications for Southern Agriculture.
Sociology and Rural Life Series No. 11. State*College,
Miss.: Mississippi State University, Agricultural Ex-
periment Station, 1959.
This publication contains a descriptive study of Southern
agriculture in the U. S. The changing pattern of farm-
ing and the characteristics and behavior of fanners,
the rapidly changing rural community, ami the great in-
fluence of the growing urban society on rural life are
examined. "A study of Mississippi Migration for the
year immediately preceding the taking of the 1950 Census
showed that college graduates, perscns of higher income;.
and professional and white collar workersvere more
likely to migrate and move longer diStances than others.
...Perhaps no social changes occurring in the South and
the nation as a whole are more significant than those
described Iv the term urbanization.' Urban growth has
resulted not only, in massing of populations but also in
the concentration of power and authority."

0516. Kaye, Ira. "Rural-Urban Migration." CAP Rural Opportuni-
ties, 4(6) (1969), 4-6.
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0517. Kee, Woo Sik. "The Causes of Urban Poverty." Journal of
Human Resources, 4(1) (Winter, 1969).

0518. Kelley, A. C., and Weiss, L. W. "Markov ProcesseS and
Economic Analysis: The Case of Migration." Econometrika,
37(2) (April, 1969), 280-297.

0519. Kempinski, T. "Rural Migration." Rural Sociology, 26
(March, 1961), 70-73.
This is the substance of a report made by the author to
the European Society for Rural SoCiologists, September,
1958; Louvain, Belgium., Economic causes, political
reasons, problems, social and psychological effects,
advantages,ald regulation of migration are discussed.
Rural exodus is caused mainly by the fall in farm labor
requirements ("push") and by the attractions of urban
life ("pull"). Where good town jobs are scarce, rural
people emigrate abroad. Problems of rural refugees from
former Eastern German territories and from Eastern Ger-
many are mentioned. There are social and psychological
difficulties both in farm-to-town and farm-to-farm mi-
gration, but there are also economic advantages for the
countryside and for the nation. Various proposals for
state regulation and aid for rural migration and for
encouraging rural people to remain in the countryside
are summarized. The trend toward commuting creates prob-
lems of urban over-spill which interests both rural
sociologists and town-planners.

0520. Kerr, Clark. Migration to .the Seattle Labor Market Area
1940-1942. Seattle: University of Washington Press,
1942%

0521. Kester, William H. "Recent Population Trends in the Eighth
District." Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Monthly
Review, 38(6) (June, 1956), 70-77.
Th author' presents results of a study of natural increase
and migration and their effect on the population from
1940 tR 1955. Data are presented by metropolitan and
nonme'tropolitan residence. Migration is found to have
been influenced largely by declining farm employment.

0522. Ketch, Clarence Willard. "A Situational Analysis of the
Effects of Drouth as a Disaster on the Mobility of a

Selected Rural-F.1'm Population." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Louisiana State University, 1961.
All residents of each of three selected Census precincts
in Mills Comity, Texas, and all migrants who were within
a 60-mile radius of the study area and who had migrated
there between 1950 and 1958 were studied. Data were
collected from 879 persOns, and'supplementary data from
Census reports were used. .The effort was to understand
the role of drouth in%the lives of farm operators and
their household members and to determine the nature and
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extent of c anges made to cope with drouth. "Drouth
is not asso ated with migration to the extent commonly
assumed. How ver, dry-land farmers move more frequently
in 'times of drou h than do ranchers. Persons moving
because of drouth do not find migration a satisfactory
adjustment." The same general character,istics of age,
sex, and education are found as in migrgnts generally.
Reactions to drouth are manifested in changes in farming
_practices, o2f-farm .work, use made of farm agencies, use
of programs such as Soil Bank programs...."Empirical
research is needed to find out if drouth is a unique and
crisis experience to residents of an area."

0523. Killian, Lewis M. "The Adjustment of Southern White Migrants
to Northern Urban Norms." Social Forces, 32 (1953),
66-69.

0524. Killian,,Lwis. "Southern White Laborers in Chicago's
West Sick."' Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1949.

0525. Killingsworth, Charles C. Jobs and Income for Negroes.
Policy Papers in Human Resources and Industrial Rela-
tions No. 6. Ann Arbor, Mich. and Detroit: University
of Michigan, Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations
and Wayne State University, 1968.
The author describes ways Negroes have adapted to chang-
irig labor demands and analyzes some of the sources of
their disadvantages in the labor market. The author eval-
uates economic expansion, transfer.paymentst and several
0E0 work training and service programs.

0526. King, Charles E. "The Negro Materrial Family: A Product of
an Economic and a Cultural System." Social Forces, 24
(October, 1945), 100-104.

0527. Kinman, Judith L., and Lee, Everett S. "Migration and
Crithe." International Migration Digest, 3 (1966), 7-
14.

0528. Kirk, Dudley. "Major Migrations Since World War II."
f Selected Studies of Migration Since World War II: Pro-
ceedings of the 34th Annual Conference of the Milbank
Memorial Fund. New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1958.
Pp. 11-28.

0529. Kiser, C. V. "Birth Rates of Rural Migrants in Cities.."
Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, 36 (October, 1958),
369-381.

0530. Kleiner, Robert J., and Parker, Seymour. "Goal Striving
and Psychosomatic Symptoms in a Migrant and Nonmigrant
Population." Mobility and Mental Health. Edited by
Mildred B. Kantor. Springfield, Ill.: Charles Thomas,
1965. Pp. 78-85.
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0531. Kleiner, Robert J., and-Parker, Seymour. "Migration and
Mental Illness: A New Look." American Sociological
Review, 24 (October, 1959), 68.7 -690.
Theauthor presents'an analygis of 2013 fir6t-admission.
Negro.mental patients to Pennsylvania state psychiatric
hospitals. The study "examines the question of first
admission rates to mental hospitals of intersEate migrant
and nonmigrant Negroes in PennSylvania." The data clear-
ly indicate that the Southern. Negro migrant population
is under-represented and that both.the Northern migrants
and natives are over-represented in the statistics on
first admissions....The data tend to support those in-
vestigations that ca §t doubt on the psychopathogenic
qualities of the inttrstate migration experience itself
as an important factor in mental disorders."

0532. Kleiner, Robert J., an,' Parker, Seymour. "Social-Psycho-
logical Aspects of Migration and Mental Disorder in a
Negro Population." Behavior in New Environments: Adap-
tation of Migrant Populations. Edited by Eugene B.
Brody. Beverly Hills, Calif.: .Sage Publications, 1970.
Pp. 353-374.
Findings show that Northern Negroes had higher rates of
mental disorder than Southern migrants, were character-
ized by higher levels of upward and downward social
mobility and more intense goal-striving behavior, and
had weak or ambivalent attitudes toward their Negro
group membership. Thus, characteristics shown previously
to exist in only mentally ill groups were found to exist
in high illness-yield community population segments: The
findings that social mobility was associated with4ligh
rates of mental disorder and that high illness rates
characterized Northern Negroes indicated that the Nor-
thern group was more socially mobile than a Southern
migrant group. The significance of the BlackPower
movement in Negro life ikliscussed with the above find-
ings taken into account.

0533. Kluckhohn, Ylorence R., and Strodtbeck, Fred L. Variations
in Value Orientations. Elmsford, N. Y.: Row, Peterson,
and Co., 1961.

0534. Knowlton, Clark S. "The Spanish Americans in New Mexico."
Sociology and Social Research, (1961).

0535. Knox, John B. "People on the Move." The People of Tennessee
A study of Population Trends. Knoxville, Tenn.:
University of Tennessee Press, 1949. Pp. 74-82.
The author discusses the volume of farm migration, by
decades, during 1900-1940 for.the state as a whole and
county differences in net farm migration for 19"30-40.

0536. Kolb, John H., and Brunner, Edmund deS. "The Mobility of
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2Rural Population." A Study of Rural Society, 4th Ed.
lkoston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1952. Pp. 25-33.
This.chapter incllides analysis of rte volume of farm
migration, 1920-48, cha'racteristics of migrants, reasons
for migration, and results of the movement to the cities.

0537. Kollmorgen, Walter M., and-Jenks, George F. "A Geographic
Study of Population and Land Settlement Changes in Sher-
man County, Kansas." Transactions, Kansas Academy of
Science, 54(4) (pecember, 1951), 449-494; 55(1) 4March,
T9-577- 1-37.

0538. Kolodner, Ferne L. The Unaccepted Baltimoreans: A &lady of
White Southern Rural Migrants. Baltimore: National
.Council of Jewish Women01962.
White migrants from Southern rural areas who have not
become urbanized regardless of length of residency were
studied in an informal way by interviewing of the agency
pers?nnel serving these people, personal visits to homes
of migrants, and Visits to schools.

0539., Kress, E. M., Peterson, C., and Shannon, Lyle W. "Differ-
ential Association, Cultural Integration, and Economic
Absorption among Mexican-Americans.an,d Negroes in Nor-
thern Industrial Community:" Southwestern Social Science
Quarterly, 4(7) (1966), 239-252.

0540. Kummerfeld, D., et al. Federal Activities Affecting Loca-
tion of EconoaZ-Nvelopment. 'Vol. I. Summary and
Parts I-V. Washington, D. C.: U. S. Depaltment of
Commerce, 1970.

0541. Kummerfeld, D., et al. Federal Activities Affecting Loca-
tion of EconoaF-Nvelopment. Vol. II. Part I and
Appendix A: Program Analyse. Washington,, D. C.: U. S.
Department of Commerce, 1970.

0542. Kuroda, Toshio. "Internal Migration: An Overview of Prob-
lems and Studies." Proceedings of_the World Population
Conference, Belgrade, 1965: Volume IV. New York: United
RifiEns, 196t.

0543. Kurtz, Norman R. "Gatekeepers in the Process of Accultura-
tion." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Colorado, 1966.

0544. Kurtz, Richard Allen. "Resident Adjustment Patterns in the
Rural-Urban Fringe." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Michigan State University, 1959.

random sample of residents'. (representing farmers, part -
Time farmers,,and non-farmers) of,the fringe area sur-
rounding Lansing, Michigan, were studied. In this study
of the rural-urban fringe, scalogram analysis of integra-
tion and typologies based on direction, content, and ,depth,
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of identification were used. Distributions and,typoio-
., gies "suggest that the conclusions of investigators who

described the,fringe area as an 'institutional desert'
cannot be accepted. Over 407 of the respondents exhibit
high participation patterns and more than 90rvy be
classified as positively identified with the area....
It was ascertained that long-time residence, relative
stability; aural and non-Lansing background, and commit-
ment to the area are all associated with a high degree
of within-area participation....It was found that defini-,
tions of the area as either rural or urban are affected
by adjustments. Respondents who exhibit high degiees
of integration, whose identifications with -the area are
based on friendship patterns and familiarity with it,
and who had no prier choice for living in the area, de-
fine their place of residente as rural; rather than
urban. The data suggest that patterns of integration
and identification do exist in the fringe and that these
are influenced by the residential experiences of resi-
dents and by'commitment to the area."

0545'. Kuvlevsky, William P., and Pelham, John T. "Place of Resi-
dence Projections of Rural Youth: A,Racial Comparison."
Social Science Quarterly, (June,.1970), 166-176.

0546. Kuznets, Simon, and Thomas,- Dorothy S. "Internal Migration
`and Economic Growth." Selected Studies of Migration Since
World War II. Proceedings of the 34th Annual Conference
of the Milbank Memorial Fund. New York: Milbank Memor-
ial Fund, 1958. Pp. 196-211.
This ppper presents some general propositions on the
relation between economic growth and internal migration.
The data were primarily derived from Census reports.
In the first part, Kuznets defines economic growth and
outlines three relevant modern characteristics of this
process: (1) A rise in per capita income and in popula-
tion numbers; (2) high rates of growth of population, of
economic product per capita, and of total economic pro-
duct; and (3) high rates of growth in per capita nation-
al income, associated with rapid shifts in the industrial
and related aspects of the productive structure of the
economy. He then states the functions of in'ternaL migra-
tion in relation to the process of economic growth, and,
suggests further hypotheses and questions. In the second
part, Thomas summarizes t nature of the framework:and
,methodoldgy of the Univesity of Pennsylvania's study,
"Population Redistributi n and Economic Growth." Essen-
tially, the study begins 'th the conception that economic
growth and population redistribution are linked by a
coritinuous chain of interdependent variables. It then
proceeds to prepare and evaluate estimates of a number
of these variables to provide a firm basis for empirical
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analyses of interrelations, over time and among spatial
units. The four major sections of the study are concerned
with population redistribution, levels. of income, labor
force, and production.

0547. Kuznets, Simon, Miller, Ann Ra'tner, and Easterlin, Richard
A. Population Redistribution and-Economic Growth of the .

vo s. laepla: T e merican
PETIOiTiEICdITOClety, 1964.

.0548. Ladinsky, J. "Occupational.DeterMinants of Geographic ;
Mobility among Professional Workers." American Socio-
logical Review, 32 (April, 1967), .?253-264.

0549. Lampman, Robert J. "Population Change and Poverty-Reduc-
tion, 1947-1975." Paper given at the West Virginia,
University Conference on Poverty Amidst Affluence,'
Morgantown, West Virginia, May 3-7, 1965.

0550. Lancelot, W.-H., and Morgan, Barton. Iowa's Va1ishinZ Farm
Youth tnd Their Schools. Bulletin P-81. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa Agricultural Expeiiment Station, 1946. '.
The authot suggestb ways of improving educational oppor-
tunities in rural areas to help stem the migration of

-1//farm youth' to urban centers, and presents chantes in' the
farm population by counties, 1930-39, and probably future
'changes.

0551. Landis, J. a., and Stoetzer, Lc "Exploratory Study of
Middle-Class Migrant Families." Journal of Marriage and
the Family, 28 (February, 1966), 51-53.

0552. Landis, Paul H. -"Educational SelectivitY of Rural-Urban
Migration and Its Bearing on Wage and Occupational Ad-
jutments:" Rural Sociology 11 (1946), 218-2342.
This article presents data on educational selectivity
of rural-urban and urban-rural migration: it estimates
the economic suctess of migrants using nonmigrants as
controls; and it compares the occupational structure
of migrants with that of nonmigrants. Data were collec-
ted in the state of Washington on four groups by sex:
(1) rural youth who grew up and remained in rural areas.
(2) rural youth who migrated to urban areas; (3) urban
youth.who stayed in urllan areas; and (4) urban-reared
youth who, had migrated to rural areas. The sample size
was 16,732. The first measure of selectivity was Age,at.
'Leaving School. Rural 'young men moving to urban areas
were better educated than'the stable rural group (55.7%
remained in school to age 18 for the migrant group vis.
47.1%). However, the rural -urban migrants were less
well-educated than the stable urban group. The urban-
rural group was small and ranked Slightly 'below the rural-
urban group. The second measure used was Total Grades of
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Sctfooling. The results obtained showed the above trends
even more olearly,. Significantly, three times as many
young men and four times as many young women moved from
rural to urban areas as vice versa., The third measure
of selectivity used was Type of Schooling. Using the
school breakdown of elementary, high school, and college;
the results noted 'above wereduplicated. Additionally,
it was found Oat twi4e,as many rural-u0an migrants,
both male and female, had some special Waining,'such as
vocational or business school, as the nonmigrant rural
groUp. The time lag between completing school and get-
ting a.job was small for all groups, with no 'significant
differences. It was smallest for' rural nonmigrant males
and urban-rural migrant females. Occupational success
was measured by income. Rural-urban male migrants made
an immediate income gain and progressed (the median years'
out of school for the sample was 5) to higher salaries
than either of the nonmigrantgroup's. The only differ-
ence for women was that rural-urban migrants did not
quite .7urpass,urban,nonmigrants. Ipterms of broad wage
classifications, the migrating rural group had fewer in'
the lo'est group and more in the highest group than either
of, the nonmigrant groups for both the first and current
jobs. The urban-rural migrants had undue proportions at
both extremes. For young women, the urban nonmigrants
were slightly better off than the rural-urban migrants,
but the other trends noted were the same as for males,
The data teem to show that in spite of inferior school-
ing, rural youth migrating to urban areas have other
qualities which enable them to, achieve highet income
levels than urban nonmigrants. This hierarchy. in terms
of occupational success (rural-urban migrants? urban
nonmigrants, urban-rural migrants, and ruralvnonmigrants)
was'also found when the subjects were classified by
occupational category of first job. In terms of per cLnt
in professional positions, the ruralLurban migrants were
far ahead of rural nonmigrants but fell behind urban

. nonmigrants' in the 1942 sob. the author found that
rural youth who migrate to urban areas excel both non-
migrant groups in earnings but cannot quite equal the
urban nonmigrants in 'occupational status. The urban-

',rural migrants easily excel the rural nonmigrants in
both status and income.-.

0553. Landis, Paul H. "Rural-Urban Migration and the Marrfage
Rate--An Hypothesis." American Sociological Review, 11
(2) (April, 1946), 153-15g.

. v

Results of a Washington survey indicatethat among males
and most females, the mobile u'oup was'the,most married
group, regardless of the direction of the movement and
the character of the sex ratio in the new area of resi-
dence.



0554. Langendorf, Richard. "The.Negro and the MetropolOs."
Unpublished' doctoral dissertation, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, 1967. -

0555..LanSing, John B. The Propensity to Move. Labor Mobility
Publication Nov, 3. Washington, D. C.: Government
Printing Office, 1964.

0556. Lansing, John B., and Barth, Nancy. "The Cost. of Geographic
Mobility." Agricultural Policy Review, 6(2) (April-
June, 19A), =13-15.

0557. Lansing, John B., and Barth, Nancy. ,The Geographic Mobi--
liter of Labor: A.Sumr Washington, D. C.:

4 Government Printing, ice, 1 64.

.0558. Lansing, John B., and Mdtgan, James N. "The Effedt of
Geographical Mobility on Income." Journal of Human Re-
sources, 2(4) (Fall, 1967), 44960.
Theme for geographic mobility are said to be
primarily economic. Yet when the 'number of yearS of
education is held constant, the average annual earnings
of the geographicallymobile are found to be no higher
than those of the nonmobile. Compering the income of
the mobile with that ofthe nonmobile, certain types of
Mobility are found to lead to higher incomes. People who
have left rural areas for-urban areas, and the people
who have left the Deep South now earn more on the average
than those,who remained. It'does nbt follow., however,.

. that people who have left low-income areas earn as much
as those who Have lived all'their lives in high inconte
areas. People who grew*up in low-income areas may have
received less and poorer education.

0559. Lansing, John B., and Mueller, Eva. "Geographic Mobility
and the Labor Problem." The Geographic Mobility of
Labor. Ann' Arbor,. Mich.: University of Michigan, Insti-

. Social.Research,,Survey Research Center, ,967. .

Pp. 263 -332'.

This section consists of three chapters: "Negrd-White
Differences in Geographic Mobility," "Geographic Mobi-
lity and Depressed Areas," and "Welfare,. Aid and As'sis-
'tance: Their Impact on Geographic Mobility." The first
chapter-points out, that ties to a place or uneasiness
about unfamiliar surroundingi are barriers to,mobility
for the Negros This is especially true when economic
incentives to move are weak. Racial discrimination
makes it more difficult to leave familiar surroundings;
while knowing relatives or friends in a distant location
helps overcome this, it may encourage moving to a place.
where jobs do not exist. In the second chapter, data
indicate that the new loss of population due to migra-
tion is due more to ,low level of inmigration than to a



thigh level of outmigration from Opressed areas. Yet
migration into depressed areas lb not negligible and
is by no means exclusively motivated by noneconomic fact-
tors. GeographiCHmobility is an imperfect economic ad-
justment mechanism. .Since it is the young, the well-
educated and the skilled who outmigrate, the remaining
populatio gradually shows a reduced mobility potential. .

Mbving in ustry into depressed areas is not a promising
alternative. A high aggregate demand--espedially for
blue collaryorkersT7outside of depressed areas is a
prerequisite for increasing the value of migration and
thus helping depresti areas. Educational and vocational
training dre..also g.'re ,tly needed. The third chapter
states that dependency on private or 'public assistance
does not reduce geographic mobility: There is even a
small positive mobility differential for, aid:recipients,
but-it is' not statistically significant. The association

'between past receipt of public assistance and past low :

mobility reflects ttie effect of mobility on eligibility
fog_Azsistance, and dlso the socioeconomic character-
istics 9f public welfare cases.,

.

0560. Lassiter; Ray L. "The, Association of Income and Education
for Males by Region, Race and Agp." Southern Economic
Journal, 32 01965), 15-22..

0561. Lazarus, J., Lo6ke, B. Z., and Thomas, Dorothy S. "Migra-
dor' Differentials in "Mental Disease.'" Milbank Memorial
Fund:Quarterly,41 '(1963).

0562. Lecht, Leonard A. "The Supply of Farm Labor in the Early
,1970's: An Overall View." Working Paper. Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1966.

0563. Lee, Everett S. "Differentials in Internal Migration."
UnpUblished doctoral dissertation, University of
PennsylVania, 1952. .

0564. Lee, Everett-S. "Internal Migration and Population Redis-
.tribution in the United States." Population: The Vital
Revolution. Edited 63", Ronald Freedman. New York: An-
chor Books; 1964. Pp. 123-136.

0565. Lee; Everett S. "Measures of MigratiOn in the Study of .

Population Redistribution in the United States 1870-
1950." Proceedings of the World Population Conference ,

1954, Papers: Volume II, New York: United Nations, 1955

0566. Lee, Everett S. -Migration Estimates:" Po ulation Redii-
tribution a a Economic Growth: U. S. 1 - . Vo . I.
.Met o o ogicl Consi erations An Re erence Tables.
Philadelphia:' The American Philosophical Society, 1957. :

The author presents results of an extensive study of
U. S: migrants, Utilizing data derived mostly from Centus,
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reports. The study objectives were: (1) descriptions
of procedures developed to convert massep of disparate
and defective data from censuses and other administrative
collections into sets of analysis-directed estimates;
(2) evaluation of the validity and-reliability of these
estimates; and (3) the estimates themselves. The study
contains estimates. of net migration derived by the for- .

ward census,suvOival method by age, sex, color or 4ace,
and nativity of whites for each state and each intercen-
sal period from 1870 to 1950. There are special sections
On: (1) patial and temporal Units; (2) estimating net
migration from census age distributions; (3) estimating
migration from state-of-birth data; (4) copparison of
estimatestof net migration by census survival and state-
of-birth methods; and (5)rural-urban series (1870,1880,
1890, 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940,1950).

0567. Lee, Everett S. "Negro Intelligence and Selective Migra-
tion: A Philadelphia :rest of the Klineberg Hypothesis."
American Sociological Review, 16 (April,-1961), 227-
23a.
This study is an attempt to test Klineberg's, hypothesis
that there is a significant improvement, in the intelli-
gence test scores of Southern-born Negro children as the
length of residence in PhiladelAhia increases. "Therelis
a significant and 'continuous upward trend in the intelli-
gence tdst ratings of Southern-born Negro children as
their length of residence in Philadelphia increases."

0568. Lee, Everett S. "Socioeconomic -and Migration Differentials
in'Mentaa Disease, New York State, 1949-1951."' Milbank
Memorial Fund Quarterly, 41 (1963), 249-268.*

0569e Lee, Everett S. "A Theory of Migration." Demography, 3(1)
(1966), 47-57.

0570. Lee, Everett S., and Lee, Anne S. "Internal Migration
Statistics for the United States." Journal.of the Ameri-
can Statistical Association, 55 (19.67, 646-697.'
This'publication supplements statistics on internal
migration in Historical Statistics of the United States
Colonial Times to 1957. It includes from Bureau of
the Census and Department of Agriculture on. farm-nonfarm
migration, and discusses estimates by residual methods.
A bibliography of official sources of migration statistics
is appended.

0571. Lee, Everett'S., and Price, Daniel 0. Net Intercensal Migra-
tion, 1870-1940. 3 vols. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania, 1953.

0572. Lee, Everett S., et al. Poulation Redistribution and Eco-
nomic Growth: U. S. 18 I I. Vo . I. Met o o ogica
Considerations and Reference Tables. Philadelphia: The
American P i osop Ica Society,
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9573. Leonard, Olen E., and Johnson,.Helen W. Low-Income Fami-
lies in theS anish Surname Po ulation of the Southwest.
Agricu tura Economic eport No. Was ington, D. C.:
Government Printing' Office,. 1967.
The geographical 'area considered in this study of Spanish
surname people consists of Arizona, California, Cplorado,,
New Mexico, and Texas. The transition of this ethnic
group Ifrom'a primarily rural population a few decades
ago to its present 80% urban character is given special
attention. Mobility is considerably higher among-these
people than for the population of, the U. S. as a whole.
The high fertility rate results in a disproportion3tely
larger percentage of persons under 15 years of age. This
represents especially difficult problems for migratory
workers seeking adequate housing for their families. In
the rutal.populations, about 46% of the males work as
farm laborers, but occupational mobility has improved
among both rural and urban groups. In education, the
general, leVel of'attainment is 'below ,national median,
and the differential is most pronounced in the farm sec-
tors. The tendency to remain Spanish-speaking creates
an-additional barrier to higher educational achievement,
.finding and holding jobs, and establishing wider social
contacts in the society.in which they live. Improved
educational facilitie's and suitable job training offer
the most promise for higher income and greater social
and occupational mobility.

0574. Leslie, Gerald R., and Richardson, Arthur A. "Life-Cycle,
Career Pattern, and the Decision to Move." American
Sociological Review, 26 (December, 1961), B94-902-,
This article seeks an explanation of urban residential
mobility in terms of two contrasting approaches- -life-
cycle and career pattern. Rossi in Wh Families Move,
found that the major characteristics t at di erentiated
mobile from stable families were related to family life-
cycle-- size, age of household head`. He also found that
mobile families expressed many complaints about their
dwelling and neighborhood. The data come from'a 50%
random sample survey of a six year old urban subdivision
of two and three bedroom single homes in Lafayette, In-
diana. The -authors stress that the model suggested in
this paper needs to be tested in many different settings.
Eight items were Used to predict residential mobility:
1) age of household head, household size, 3) tenure
status (rent or own home), 4) years of formal education
completed by household head,, 5) r'esident's estimate of
social class position compared to neighbors, 6) resident's
estimate of prospects for upward social mobility, 7) resi-
dents attitude toward present dwelling, and 8X resident's
attitude toward pregent neighbors.
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0575. Leven, Charld L. ."Population, Migration, and Regional
EconomiaviDeve'lopment" Current Economic Comment, 21(4)
(November, 1959), 31-42.
Probably the most important-force pushing on populatign
is the general shift from rural to urban areas stewing
from the release of workers from agriculture.. Superim-
posed on the rural-urban transition is the phenomenon of
interregional migration, to a large extent a "search .tor
the sun,"consume a commodity, called "living in a
pleasant climate." 'Finally, the third main current of
movement in the population shuffle is suburbanization.
There is some discussion about receiving and sending
areas.and geographical realignment. Leven says,"...it
is important to discourage regional development programs
which either result in a meaningless interregional
transfer, making one area better and another worse
off, or still worse, encourage migration of business
establishments which prove detrimental to the firms them-
selves." "An attempt has been made to"focus attention
on the regional dimension of population growth and the
.problems of adjustment thereto. Through time, with
developing technology, the economically optimum distribu-
tion of.population changes.'-Concurrently, the actual
distribution of population changes,. too, as a result of
regional variations in birth rates and death rates and
interregional migration. The appropriate economic
'adjustment can be made in one of two ways :' (1) furthet
realignment of population or (2) geographical realloca-
tion' of, production facilities. Both of these paths of
adjustment involve costs. Thus, the optimum economic
adjustment would be represented by that combinationof
labOr and capital mobility producing the greatest ex-'
cess of the resultant efficiency gains over the.concomi-
tant transfer costs. Another alternative is possible.
Even for that adjustment which involves the maximum
surplus of efficiency gains over economic transfer costs,
the noneconomic disadvantages of. increased mobility of
either'labor or non-labor resources may exceed or. at
least partiallyoffset any net economic gains,thus
partially or'wholly damping the underlying economic
pressures for interregional migration. Moreover, in a
society with an expanding per capita real income, such
noneconomic considerations can be expected to weigh more
heavily in both individual and group preferences. Also,
with an expanding technology and progressive improvements
in transportation and communication the magnitude of the
needed adjustment may, well increase, although such a
trend could be offset by a tendency toward greater uni-
formity\in birth and death rates in different sections,
of the country. In any event, as the nation's real income
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grows and as the noneconomic costs of the necessary
regional adjustment to an evolving technology also grow,
the choice between economically optimum and less than
qptimum geographical allocation of 'human and capital
resources can be expected to become a more challenging
problem for our socety."

0576. Levitan, Sar A. Federal Aid to Depressed Areas: An Evalua-
tiorPof the Area Redevelo ment Administration.
a timore: The o ns Hopkins Press, rw7----

0577. Lieberson, Stanley, Ethnic Patterns in American Cities.
Newyork: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1963.

0578. Lieberson, Stanley, and Fuguitt, Glenn V. "Negro-White
Occupational Differences in the Absence of Discrimina-
tion." American Journal of Sociology, 73 (1967), 188-
200.

0579. Liebhafsky, E. T. "Migration and the Labor Force: Prospects."
ri2aLillyjA1221LILT±, 91(3) (March, 1968), 7-11.
Thisa-rti-alEhat whether the South will have an
adequate labor force in 1975 depends primarily,upon the
'rate of migration from the region. Three projections
of the Southern labor force are presented, each of which
is based on a different assumption of Future net inter-
state migration. If no net interstate.migration occurs
(projection III), the 1975 Southern labor force will /
.consist of about 24.2 million workers. Continuation of
the 1950-1560 migration rates (projection I) will mean
the labor force will grow to only 23.2 million; if net
migration were to drop to zero by 1980 (projection II),
about 23.8 million 'persons would be working or looking
. forcwork in the South in 1975. Projection III, if
realized, would result in a Southern Labor force consisting
of the smallest number of whites and the largestinumber
of Negroes. Projection I, in comparison to prolection
III, would result ina loss of 1.3 million Negroes and
a gain of 250;000 white workers. Projection II, in com-
pprison with projection I, would mean that the SoutIVin
1975 wouldihave 154,000 more white workers and 414,000
more Negro workers. Rising levels of educational,attain-
ment and continuation of the' population shift to urban
areas are expected to cause total labor force participa-
tion rates of both races to be higher in 1975 than in
1960. The rates for white and Negro men are expected to
decline, while the rates for women of both races area.,.
expected to rise. A larger proportion of white than of
Negro men aged 14 and over is expected to engage in zeo-
nomic activity, but the labor force\participation rate
for, Negro women is expected to continue, to exceed the

'rate/for white women. Maintenance of full employment in
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the nation's economy will result in increased labor force
participation of Southern Negro men in the 14-to-24 and
the 55 and over age groups leo, in the face of continual
failure to find jobs, becor discouraged and withdraw
from the labor force. The withdrawal phenomenon, in,the
South, is related to the shift of job opportunities from '-
rural areas to urban areas. Increased educational attain-
ment accompanied by a decrease tn job discrimination
should alter this, says the author.

0580. Lind, H. G. "Location by Guesswork." Journal of Transport
Economics and Policy, 1(2) (May, 1967).

0581. Lipset, Seymour Martin. "Social Mobility and Urbanization."
Rural Sociology, 20 (September- December, 1955), 220-
228.

The author presents results of a study of the principal
wage earners in 935 households in Oakland, qalifornia.
Thh relationship between geographical and abtupational
mobility was tested. "The findings indicate that the
larger a person's community of orientation (the community
in which he spent his teens), the more likely he has been
upward mobile. This suggests a continuing pattern of
social mobility in which migrants to metropolitan centers
froth rural areas or small urban comm.initiei take over

lower - status positions, while native urbanites move
up on the occupational structure. Hypotheses are sug-
gested to,explain why large cities are more likely to
be characterized bY, high rates of social mobility than
other communities, and -why natives of metropolitan cen-
ters are more prone to be upward-mobile than those orig-
inating in .other parts Ot the country.

0582. Lipset, Seymour Martin, and Bendix, Reinhard. Social Mobi-
lity inndustrial.Soclety. Berkeley and Los Angeles:

. University Of California Press, 1959.

0583. Litwak, Etigene. , "Geographic Mobility and Extended Family
Cohesion." Ameritan Sociological Review, 25 (June,
1960) , 385-394.
-The.aUthor takes issue with Parsons' hypothesis that
the isolated. nuclear family is the only type which 1.8
functipnal in democratic industrial society and presents
a modified extended family that he believes Can be mpin-'
tained despite differential rates of geographic mobility.
The author presents three-propositions whiqh are contrary
to the argument that the extended family is not consig2
tent with geographical mobility: (1) Individuals in a
modified extended family grouping are in a better posi-
tion to move because the family legitimiies such moves
and provides economic. Social and psychological support.
(2) Extended family relations can be maintained over
great distances because trtodqrn advances in communications
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techniques have minimized the socially disruptive ef-
fects of geographic distance. (3) Financial difficul-
ties of moving extended families in a bureaucratic in-
dustrialized society are minimized because family coales-
cence takes place when the family is at its peak earning
capacity and when it is least likely to disrupt the in-

,

dustrial organization. From these follow the three
hypotheses of the paper: (1) Modified extended families
aid geographical mobility. (2) Extended family identi-
fication is maintained despite' breaks in face-to-face
contact. (3) Geographical coalescence takes place at
peaks of earning power. The data used are from a survey
of 920 white married women in Buffalo, N. Y. T1-1. author
recognizes the white, young, middle-class, native-born
bias.of the/study but says that it is useful because it
would be the type most likely To support Parsoils' hypo-
theses. The findings of, the study which support the
author's hypotheses are: (1) Mobility reduces extended
family face-to-face contact. (2) Breaks in face-to-face
contact do not reduce extended family identification.
About the dame percentage of persons with extended
family, nuclear family, and non-family orientation were
found in the groups with and without.relatives in town.
(3) Close identification .,7ith the extended family does
not prevent nuclear families from moving away. (4) Bu-
reaucratic career and extended family mobility: a) A higher
percentage of those who perceived themselves on the up-
swing of their careers had no relatives in town than
those at a medium point, and those at a medium point had
fewer relatives in town than those at the peak. b) For
those on the upswing, more of those without relatives
in the city were extended family oriented than either non-
family or nuclear family oriented. ,The opposite was true
for those at a peak and without relatives in the city.
c) Extended family oriented people on the upswing of
their careers tended to move (on their ,last move) far-
ther away from their families. The opposite was true
for extended family oriented people at the peaks of
their careers. (5) Bureaucratic versus non-bureaucratic
careers: Since blue collar occupational mobility is based
on seniority rather than promotional steps associated
with geographical mobility, it was expected that few
blue'-collar workers in all career stages would have no
relatives in the city. This was found to be true.
(6) Extended families provide emotional, social, and eco-
nomic aid to movers. As secondary evidence, the author
points out studies that show family relationships are
fairly extensive today in middle-class, working class,
Puerto Rican, Negro, and Italian families.
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0584. Lively, Chatles E., and Bright, Margaret L. The Rural Pop-'
ulation Resources in Missouri. Research Bulletin 426.
Columbia, Mo.: Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station,
1948.
This bulletin shows an analysis of changes and trends
which affect both the size and quality of the rural pop-
ulation, and discusses the extent of migration from
farms, 1920-30Aand 1930-40/ and the relation of the farm-
reared population to the manpower requirements of agri-
culture.

0585. Loewenberg, J. Joseph. Nonwhite In-mi rants and Man ower
Problems in Philadelp ia. Fina Report submitte to
the U. S. Department of Commerce, Division of Labor Man-
power. Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.: Temple Uni-
versity and Government Printing Office, 1970. .

This study deals with nonwhite inmigrants to Philadelphia
and relates them to current manpower programs in the city.
Three questions were investigated: (1) What is known
about inmigrants to Philadelphia?; (2) What are the man-
power and related needs of inmigrants?; and (3) What.
specific attention are manpower programs in Philadelphia
giving to inmigrants? Answers to the first two ques-
tions are cited primarily from published sources, while
material for the last question came from interviews with
staff members of manpower programs. For 1940-65, a
definite shift from net inmigration to natural increase
explains the increasing number of nonwhites in the city.
Data on inmigrants' for the most recent period were com-
pared with data on earlier inmigrants, outmigrants in the
same period, and nonmigrants. Unlike white migrants, the
majority of nonwhites migrating to Philadelphia in 1955-
60 came from South Atlantic states. Taeuber and Taeuber's
findings are cited, stating that the character of Negro
migration to Northern cities has changed from the rural-
to-urban pattern to one primarily of inter urban moves.
1955-60 data show that of nonwhite inmigrants from the
South, more than twice as many came from nonmetropolitan
areas as from SMSA's. Age, education, occupation and
employment status of the comparison groups. are discussed.
The author cites conflicting sources,'some of whom claim
"reason for move" is job-ielated and another" who found
in the late 1950's that 65% came because of the presence
of friends and relatives. Although Taeuber and Taeuber.
(1965) are quoted as to the changing character of Negro
migrants, the author points out that by 1965 still al-
most half of Negro inmigrants where from nonmetropolitan
Southern areas. After an assessment of the literature,
the author concludes that migration to Philadelphia may
continue at its present rate. Push-pull factors involved



in migration are discussed; also considered are the lag
in farm and off-farm employment opportunities for and
the continued high birth rate of Southern blacks. Needs
of newcomers in the city are in the areas of introduc-
tion to community services, education in urban shopping
patterns and transportation systems, and psychological
support. The introduction of such programs within the
Manpower programs improved the rate of success of relo-
cated workers considerably. Of the seven federally
assisted public and private manpower programs evaluated,
not one had available data on the number of inmigrants
included in their client population. Most agency staff
do not seem to differentiate the problems of local per-
sons and those of inmigrants. While lack of resources
is a problem of the agencies, interviews revealed that
if these agencies had more money, they would not treat
migrants any differently. Recommendations for change
are'given.

0586. Long, Erven J,, and Dorner, Peter. "Excess Farm Population,
and-the Loss of Agricultural Capital." Land Economics,
30(4) (November, 1954), 363-368.
The authors, using 1949 data, estimate capital drained
out of agriculture in Tennessee because of the migration
of.surplus agricultural labor, and they consider family
and community expenditures on the rearing of these mi-
grants in nonfarm areas.

0587. Lonsdale, R. E,- "Two North Carolina Community Patterns."
Economic Geography, (42) (April, 1966), 114-138.

0588. Lowry, Ira S. Migration and Metropolitan Growth: Two Ana-
lytical Models. Los Angeles: University of California
Press; 1966.
Lowry shows that (1) Migration into a metropolitan area
is related to economic factors which vary between regions:
the wage rate in the area receiving the migrant, the
level of unemployment in the area, and the degree to
which the area's population is dependent on military
employment; and (2) "The greater the distance which sep-
arates two metropolitan areas, the smaller the likeli-
hood that people from one metropolitan area will migrate
to the other. The role of distance is presumably related
to information and transportation costs as well as to the
proximity of members of the migrant's family or social
and ethnic group."

0589. Luebke, B. H. "Tennessee Farm Depopulation Continues: What
Lies Ahead for Rural Communities?" Tennessee Farm and
Home Science, 7 (July-September, 1953), 4-5.
The author presents a discussion of the causes and ef-
fects of farm population decreases. Between 1940 and



1950 the number of people on farms decreased by over
.250,000, -even though births exceeded deaths by almost
the same amount.

0590. Luebke, B. H., and Hart; John F. Nigratiori from a Southern
Appalachian Community." Land Economics, 34 (February,
1958), 44-53.
The authors give results from a study of present and
former residents of the Chestnut Hill area (eastern edge
of the Great Valley of East Tennessee) with migration
experience. Information was gathered from 177 of them.
An attempt was made to understand the mechanics of migra-
tion from the hills and the problems of"peoples4 adjust-
ment to their new environments. .The people of Chestnut
Hill were adjusting the local economy to that of the
nation by responding to the national' labor-market through -

migration. The traditional mountain yeomen culture made.
it difficult for the migrants to adjust to urban-life.

0591".',LUrie, Melvin, and Rayack, Elton. "Racial Differences in
Migration and Job Search: A Case Study." Southern Eco-
nomic Journal, (July, 1966), 90-92.
The authors present results of a study conducted in
Middletown, Connecticut, labor market area in 1964, where '

over 40% of people are foreign-born or first generation
Americans. The largest groups are Italian, Polish, and
French-Canadian. A total of 250 home interviews were
obtained, 150 from blacks and 100 from whites. A dis-
cussion is presented of the different origins of white
and black :Inmizrants. The differences ink the,
white as opposed to the.continuing, black inmigration
are: (1) Middletown could absorb unskilled labor about
1900; now, although the market is firm, it shows little
prospect for major growth. (2) There is no native group
like the padroni functioning for the Negro. (3) Barrier
ofcolor today is even greater than the barrier.of lan-
guage was 60 yeait ago. Responses to the question of
why migrants came to Middletown revealed that the loca-
tion of friends and relatives seems to have played a
much stronger role in determining the precise geographi-
cal direction that migration took in the cases of both
races who came from distant areas than migrants who came
from cities in the nearby Northeast, Occupational dis-
tribution by race in 1960 in Middletown shows Negroes
underrepresented in professional, managerial, white
collar and skilled blue collar jobs and overrepresqnted
in common labor anji service classifications. Middletown
is described as a white man's labor market. Also, it is
a market where jobs and industries to some extent are
stratified by national origin. Negroes are more likely
to use public employment service and may not trust pri-



vate groups, unions and newspaper ads. The majority of
workers,had found their current jobs through direct
ap lications or through relatives/friends. Of the re-
ma ning services used, Negroes were three times as fre-
quently using public as private employment service, while
whites used private services in five times the proportion
as public service.. Further discussions include controls
for length of time in the labor market area and previous
type of labor market. A section on policy proposals is
presented.

0592. Lustig, Morton, and Reiner, Janet S. "Local Government and
Poverty.in Rural Areas." Rural Poverty in the United
States. 'A Report of the President's National Advisory
Commission on Rural Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Govern-1
ment rrinting Office, 1968. 1 Pp. 110-125.

0593. MacDonald, John S., and MacDonald, Leatrice D. "Chain Mi-
gration, Ethnic Neighborhood Formation and Social Net-
works." Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly, 42(1) (January,
1964), 82-9/.
The authors define chain migration as that movement in
which prospective migrants learn of opportunities, are
provided with transportation, and have initial acconmoda-
tion and employment arranged by means of primary social
relationships with previous migrants. "The main purpose
of this paper is to examine the bonds between successive
'Southern Italian immigrants in this period (1885-1914)
and also some of the consequences of this social struc-
ture."

0594. MacDonald, John S., and MacDonald, Leatrice D. "Urbaniza-
tion, Ethnic Groups, and Social Segmentation." Social
Research, 29(4) (Winter, 1962); 433-448.

'0595. MacDonald,.L. D., and MacDonald, J. S. "Motives and Ob-
jectives of Migration and Preferences Toward Rural and
Urban Life." Social Economic Studies, 17(4) (December,
1968), 417-434.

0596. MacGaffey, Wyatt. "The History of Negro Migrants in the
Northern Sudan." Southern Journal of Anthropology, 17
(Summer, 1961), 178-197.

0597. Mack, Raymond. (ed.) The Changing South. Chicago: Al-
dine Publishing Co., 1970.

0598. M achlan, John M. "Recent Population Trends in the South-
east." Social Forces, 35(2) (December, 1956), 147-154.
The article deals with demographic trends in the South-
east in general, not broken down. by race. Some dis-
cussion is broken into white-nonwhite categories, with
the following conclusions presented about white-nonwhite
migration: (1) If the 1950-54 estimates are correct,
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the South will export, 57% more net persons, two-thirds
of which will be nom/bite, and (2) the effects of this
will be felt mainly in the labor force group.

0599. MacLachlan, John M., and Floyd, Joe S. This Changing South.
Gainesville, Fla.: University of Florida, 1956.
Chapter 3, The Rabial Trend, and Chapter 4, "Migration
and the Southern people" are especially informative.
Chapter 3 conclusions: (1) Throughout the past century
the Negro popula ion increased more slowly in the region
and more rapidl out of the region. Population outside
the South was f ur times larger in 1950 than in 1900.
This was the r sult of emigration. There was a 331.7%
increase in t North, only a 25% one in the South.
(2) Negro pop lation outside the South is the largest
growing ethni7 segment. (3)-Negro urbanization: since
1930 movement to cities in the South'has become as im-
poi.tant as movement out of the South. (4) The concentra-
tion of the nonwhite popufation is in metropolitan areas.

0600. Maddox, James /G. "Private and Social Costs of the Movement
of People.Out of Agriculture." American Economic Review:
Papers and Proceedings, 50 (May, 1960), 392-402, 413-
,418.

The author states, "The aim here is to identify some of
the costs of off-farm migration and to draw a few con-
clusions, about their relevance to policy formulation.
Attentiqn is fodused on three broad dategories of costs:
those which fall on the migrants themselves, those which
fall on the communities to which they move, and those
which fall on the communities from which they move.".
Of costs to farm people who move out of agriculture,
cash costs are: outlays for transporting themselves and
their material possessions from their farm residences
to their new places of abode, and the added outlays for
food and lodging which are incurred during the period
between the time they leave the farm and the time they
find a job and a place to live in their new.nonfarm set-
ting, Some migrants will also incur an opportunity cost
represented by the loss of income which might have been
earned in agriculture during the perioi of transition.
Finally, many farm people who move away from home exper-
ience a subjective or psychic.cost. The author's opinion
about these,are, "First, the opportunity cost is of such
minor importance that it can be ignored. Second,,the
cash costs of transportation are of minor significance.
Third, the costs of food and lodging during the transi-
tion period, above the level of such costs on the farm,
are not of great importance, provided the transition
period between farm and nonfarm employment is not unduly
long. Fourth, the subjective or psychic costs, though
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difficult to define and measure, have both personal and
social implications which cannot safely be ignored....
I conclude that many 'farm people can travel as far as
five hundred miles from their homes, take ten days to
find a nonfarm job, and wait a week .for their first
pay check after they start to work, with a nest-egg of
no more than $100 per person. In actual practice, 1
believe that many people make the shift and expend a
lesser amount." He continues, "The policy implications
(for the problem of time spent looking for a job) are
that attention needs to be focused on creating an effec-
tive interregional employment service and on devising
ways And means of aiding farm people to quickly find
suitable living facilities when they move to urban areas."
He states' that policies for lessening the negative psychic
impact of, the move could be accomplished in part through
enlarged educational and cultural opportunities for farm
people. In some of the most isolated rural areas a com-
bined program of family counseling, labor recruitment,
and vocational training for nonfarm work is*clearly
needed. "The farm families, educational institutions,
and business firms that are left behind in the areas from
which out-migration occurs bear a heavy share of the
total costs associated with the movement of people sout*,of
agriculture. In those communities in which off-farm
migration is limited mainly to maturing young.people,
the principal costs associated with it are those of rear-
ing and educating children who move away from their farm
homes about the time they reach a productive age. The
costs are much more extensive, however, in areas where
farming is virtually abandoned. In such areas total
income will usually decline and, as a result, the capi-
tal.values of fixed assets, both public and private, will
decrease; the per capita costs of maintaining essentail
public services for the few remaining residents will
rise; and' many local businesses will go bankrupt or be

. forced to move to other areas." "Extensive public aid
is needed in many areas where off-farm migration is
heavy: Capital and entrepreneurship, as well as labor;
are drained away with the result that"large areas stagnate
and remain dormant. The changes in land ownership and
leasing that are necessary for new combinations of re-
'sources and a new inflow, of capital take place slowly.
There is need for public programs which will speed up
the process. Some people not only should be aided to
leave agriculture but those who'remain behind should be
assisted to enlarge their farms and shift to new types
of farming." "When inmigration is rapid and relatively
large, it is likely to have several undesirable results.
Public expenditures for schools, police protection,' and
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similar governmental services will probably expand more
"rapidly than tax revenues and will still be lower rela-
tive 0 need than before the in-migration became signi-
ficant. As a result the quality of public services will
decline. In many cases, the average educational and
cultural level of the urban population will be lowered
because of the influx of poorly educated people from
'rural areas." The places in which both social and pri-
vate costs of population shifts are most pronounced are
in'and around,large metropolitan centers, while, at the
same time, many urbanites are :shifting to the suburbs.
Mounting social costs of various types result from,the
distribution of population which is being brought about
byithe two streams of,migration. One such result, for
instance, is a rapid growth of congested city slums in
the old residential areas of many large cities. There
is, also a vast utilization of capital for houses, shop-
ping centers, streets, schools, and related facilities in
the suburban areas,,whichtends to keep capital open,
sive for.all sectors of the economy. Likewise, there is
an inordinate amount of travel and wasteof time in
going to 'and from, the daily job' as a result of the great
distahces between places of residence and places of work."
"One of.the heavy costs of the present pattern of off-
farm migration is the continued. concentration of low-
income, farm-reared people in the congested .slums of
large cities. The resulting psychic costs to the indi-
vid4als involved must be extremely high. It, is a way, of
life which is.completely foreign to 'their past exper-
iences, and commonly results in high rates of crime,
juvenile delinquency and absenteeism from jobs. These
.iii turn result in heavy public expenditures for police
protection and welfare activities."

06010 Maddox, James G. "Tar Heel Farmers Pay When Youth Leave
Farms." Research and Farming, 18 (Spring, 1960), 11.
The .author focuses on youths aged 10 to 20 who left
North Carolina farms from 1950-1960. The study was aimed
at finding out the cost of young people leaving the
farm, using Census data. "North Carolina's earm fami-
lies are bearing the cost of one of the adjustments now
taking place in our agricultural economy...the cost of
the young people leaving the farm. The incomes which
the youth will earn and spend will benefit the urban ,

areas....There are at least two ways in which this un-
even distribution of gains and losses could be lessened.
One way would be through financial aid to education.
Another would be Co expand industry into areas nearer
the supply of rural' labor."



0602. Madsen';, William. Mexican - Americans of SouthTekaa. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston; 1964.

0603. Mahoney, Bette Silver. "The Case fof Migration." New
Generation, 50 (Summer, 1968), 6, 9-10.
Ms. Mahoney states that some people .Yish to stem rural-
urban migration by developing new economic opportunities
in rural areas, which fact would also aid the rural
poor. Such views involve the assumptions: 1) recent
rural (particularly Southern) migration is a major fac-
tor contributing to urban problems; 2) the poor are .

better off'in rural areas; 3) rural problems can always
be solved, by either edon'omic development or migration;
and 4) economic opportunities must be provided by the
economic development of rural areas. However, the author
presents support for the following: 1) the effect of
migration upon urban problems is not major=-the typical
white or Negro inmigrant in Northern cities is from Mnothe:-
urban area, and.new, migrants typically do not form a
large percentage ofa city's Negro population and do not
concentrate in a single sectbr of the city; 2> the poor
are not necessarily better off in rural areas; 3> rural
poverty cannot be overcome simply either by economic
development of migration; and 4) migration may, be a ,

cheaper way of providing economic opportunity for poor
people than the economic development of rural areas.
Therefore,,the author recommends the provision of: 1) in-
formation on job vacancies and housing opportunities to
the disadvantaged in their own regions and in other areas'
of the country; 2) expanded programs of human develop-
mentwith education, training; healthwithin Xhe rural
areas to increase the capabilities of the individuals to
take advantage of the opportunities in their own regions,
and in other areas of the, country; 3)"migrant reception
centers" in the cities to offer the full range of sup-
portive services required to introduce and integrate
migrants to urban environment; 4) relocation assistance
in which tangible incentives in the form of moving allow-
ances and lump-sum resettlement payments will reward the
7igrant for his willingness to move to an area where
suitable employment is available; and 5) an income main-
tenance system, like the negative income tax,mhich'would
prevent starvation and the worst aspects of poverty for
those wh are not interested in economic progress at the
cost of moving.

0604. Mahoney, Thomas A. "Exploratory Study of Factors Influen-
cing Workers' Adjustments in Relocation." Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota, Industrial Relations Center,
1966. (Mimeographed.)
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0605. Maitland, Sheridan T., and Knebel, Stanley M. "Rural to
.Urban Transition'." Monthly Labor-Review, 91 (June,1968) , 28-32. .

.
.

The author recommends various approaches to the problem
of,helpinvrural migrants adjust to urban life.

.geG606. Malzberg, B., aid Lee, Everett S. Mi ration 'and Mental Dis-
ease. New York: Sbcial Science Researp Counci ,

06t7. Mangalam,,J. J. HuOn-Migrtion: A Guide to 'Migration Lit-
erature in Eng1W1, 1955, 1962 Lexin'gton, Ky. 'Univer-
sity.ot Kentucky Tress, 1968.

0608. Mangalam, J. J. "A Reconsideration of the Notion of Adjust-
, meet: An Exploration." *Paper presented at the Southern
Agricultural'Workers Conference', 1962. .Lexington, Ky.:
University of Kentucky, Department of Sociology, 1962. .(Mimeographed

A
0609. Manis, Jerome G, "Agricultural Migration and Population- -\.Prediction."- Rural Sociology, 24 (March; 1959),,

, The author discusses gligranteinto,Van Buren County,
Michigan, in. the summer of- 1957, based oil, 412 interviews.
General characteristics of migrant,,,workers wefe sought.These migrants .were primarily..agriqubtural workers beforemigration. June was the month of most intensive migra.:
ti-on. Over 56%'came direcq].y fr them home states.One in six stolped in other states before working inMichigan. Attitudes regarding the desire to stay orleave, were about equally divided. It was found that)the
migrant is not a wandererlor a'hobo type, but ratherhalf are work ,sekers, the others are settlers.

0610. Marsh, Robert C. "Negro -White Differences in Geographic,
Mobility." Social Security Bulletin, (May, 1967), 8-19, ,

This article is based on research performed at the Uni-
versity of Michigan's Survey Research Center in 1966.
Intervie0s for the study were conducted in 1962 -63 with
male heads of households or their.wives on,a random
basis. The sample included 3570 white, 350 Negro, and ti50 other nonwhite respondents. A "move" was defined as,a change-of labor-market area residence. It is stated
that Negroes continue to lag behind whites in both in-
come and rate of employment,and, recently, have dis-played an increasingly low propensity to move geographi-
cally.' It is stated that many of the moves that Negrbes
do make are misdirected from an economic standpoint. Ina section on racial disparities in geographic movement,4he author discusses migratory patterns, recent differ-
ences, and the differential impact of the rural -urban
shift. In the section' on the causes of lower Negro
mobility, the author cites -the influence of demographic
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,factors and Negro-white social-psyctiological differences.
Two interesting findings were that research showed no
evidence for the population as a whole or for racial

,

groups that lack of financial reserves reduces geographic
mobility significantly, and that dependence on some form
of public assistance was also shown to have little or no
effect on mobility. In reviewing the findings, the
Survey Resear,ch Center concluded that emotional or
family ties to a place and uneasiness about unfamiliar
surroundings are the principal barriers to Negro mobi-
lity, particularly when ec'onomic incentives to move are
weak. The generlal reluctance to move away from relatives
and friends was traced to the discrimination problem.
The migration of Negroes Dff outhern.farms to Northern
cities. was found to be the reAult of twin pressures,
both of them strongthe push of rapidly declining oppor-
tunities,in Southern agriculture and the pull of some-
times ephemeral indlistrial opportunities in the North.
Because their training does not qualify,them for the
better jobs that often ,motivate their moving, large
numbers of Negroes now find themselves eking out a bare
existence in urban ghettos. In view of these factors,.
researchers concluded that the geographic mobility of
the Negro population will remain below that of the white
unless (1) the 'demand for unskilled labor is more- insis-
tent than it was dui.ing the late 1950's and the early.
1960's, (2) racial discrimination is reduced, and (3)the
educational and skill level of 06 Negro population be-
come,more comparable to that of the white population.
The researchers sugaest that direct steps be taken to
reduce the-dependence of potential'Negro migiants on
relatives and friends in connection with ,the migration
and job-seeking procestes. Specifically, the Survey
Research Center calls for the establishment of a single
office, which could provide information about job open-
ings and housing, aid in filling lout job applications,
and furnish information about cthimunity and religious
organizations that would welcome the newcomer. The
arrangement of transportation fdr jbb-hunting trips with-
in the new labor-market area and temporary housing for

.,the Negro migrant while he is seeking work are also re-
commended a8 important' steps in a successful resettle -.-

, meet program. In implementing such a program, close
cooperation would be sought between'public agenciei and
Negro community organizations.

0611. Marshall, Douglas G. "Better Fa?ms, Fewer Boys and Girls."
Minnesota Farm and Home Science, 4(2) (February, 1947),
4-6.
The author expresses the view that Minnesota will not
have an excess farm population 'after 1960. Replacemen,t
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ratios indicate that in the future areas of good farm-,

ing will be competing with, urban pi'aces for migrants
from poorer farming areas. "

1 f

0612. Marshall, douglas G. Population Characteristics, Resources,
and Prospects in the North Central Region. Bulletin 209.
Madison, Wisc.: Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, 1959.
The author discusses the North Central Region of U. S.
Est North Central and Wegt North Central states as

defiped'by the Bureau.,of .the-Census, plus Kentucky).
tst data are derivdd%from Census reports, and the bulle-

,

includes a descriptive report on population changes,
including those resulting from migration. 'Migration s

'relative importalkejn determining- demographic changes
often outweighs the tkital processes of fertility and
mortality,'especiallyn modern times. The streams of
.migration in the North Central, Region might be charac-
terized in TiNe groups: (a) movement from farms of-fami-
lies, (b). movement of youth from farms, (c) movement of
hired farM workers and their, families, (d) movement of
persons and nthilies from small towns and cities to large

\urban .centerk and (e). movement to rural areas of urban,
employed persons.

0613.-Marshall, Douglas'G. Wisconsin's Population: Changes and
Prospects., Research!Bulletin 194 (Rev.). Madison, Wisc.: \*

Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment Station, 1959.
The author presents a .general analysis of the changes in
population in Wisconsin 'from 1900-1955 using Census data.
"Migration is g selective factor. The young unmarried
people who have compl,ete'their high school education
tend to be moving from the farm into the small town and
city, and particularly into the city. Young married
people are moving into the suburbs. In addition., the
older people, those returning from, agriculture, are
moving, bu,t tend to move into the small town. This ex-

.

.pansion of the city.and its suburbs and th nail town
-.Ipopulation probably will continue. Te6 impact.ofaigra-
tion will also be felt generally on the age and sex dis-
tribution. There will tends td' be more males than females
in the farm, population, more females in the towns and
cities."

'1 0614. Marshall, Douglas G., and Kelley, John D. Changes in Minnesota's
Po ulation b Counties--Natural Inc ase and Net
Migration. St, Pau , Mi n.: Univer ty o Minnesota,
Department of Agricultt4re, 1952.
This publication includes a county table showing rural
migration for 1940-1950, and a discussion of rural popu-
lation loss or gain due to migration.

,
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0615. Martin, Joe Allen. "The Impact of Industrialization upon
Agriculture: A Study of Off-Farm Migration and' Agricul=1
tural Development in Weakley County, Tennessee." Unpub-
lished doctoral dissertation, University of.Minnesota,
.1935
One hundred eighty-one farm operators in W :eakley County,
Tennessee, were interviewed in 1951. "The objectives of
this study are '(1).to reveal some of the soclal and eco-
nomic characteristics of off-farM, migration, and-(2) to
reveal some of the effects of a reduction in labor 'supply
upon resource use on farms.1.-.1 Tennessee and the Southeast
generally,.." "The followipg characteristics of off-farm`
migration were revealed in the study: (1) migration is
highly selective of the younger age groups in the popu-
lation;...(2) people in the tenure status of hired labor
and sharecropper are moving off-farm faster than other
tenure groups; (3) prior to World War II the better
educated tended to be selected for movement out; in the
period from 1946 to 1951 the level of education was not
a significant,fattor in migration; (4) information re-
garding .nonfarm'employment.in distant cities is provided
to farm people almost exclusively by members of the.'-faAly
of friends from the comiunity who had moved to the dis-
tant cities; (5) a significantly larger proportion of
the migrants in the young age group (17:28 years) were
married than of the 'ftnmigranE population; (6) a negativa
correlation was found' between acres of crop,and- pasture
land per unit of labor tnd off-farm migration; and (7) as
employment of labor on farms increased, off-fagp "movement
declined." r /

0616. Martin', Joe Alen. "Off-Farm Migration and a Changing
'Agriculture in Tennessee." Tennessee Farm and Home
Science Progress Report, (24) (October-December, 1957),
10 -11.

0617. Martin, Joe Allen. Off-Farm Migration: Some of Its Charac-
teristics and Effects u on Weakle Cit Tennessee.
Bu etin S. .p.: lennessee gricu tura Experiment
Station, 1958. -

0618. Martin, L.'R. "Relevant Alternatives in Resolving the
Rural Yovdrty Problem." Journal of Farm Economics, 46
(May; 1964); 418-428. . ,

0619. Martin, Walter T. "Some Socio-Psychological Aspects of
'Adjustment to Residence Location in the, Rural-Urban

, Fringe." American Sociological Review, 18 (June, 1953),
248-253.

0620. Martinson, Floyd M. "Personal Adjustment and Rural-Urban
Migration." Rural Sociology, 20 (June, 1955), 102-110.
The author states the hypothesis that there are aspects
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of personal adjustmenL which are related to, and perhaps
causative of, migration from rural communities. The
sample population consists' of 247 thatched pairs of,rural
Minnesota high school graduates. Data relating to ad-
justment include (1) scores on the djustmeot Inventory
(Bell), (2) scores on the Kuder Preference Record, (3) \_.

high school grades', and (4) records of extra-curricular
participation'. Factors,known tobe related to migra-
tion were controlled through individual paired matching
on the control factors. Control variables were age,
sex, place of residence (town or farm), size and loca-
tion of community, year of'graduation, and 'socioeconomic
status (father's occupation) . Amount of eiducation was
automatically controlled by selection of the, population
sample. The study group consisted of four subgroups of
the 247 pairs: (1) nonmigrant farm boys-migrant farm
boys; (2) nonmigrant nonfarm boys,-migrant nonfarm boys;
(3) nonmigrant farm girls-migrant farm girls, and'(4)
nonmigrant nonfarm girls-4grant nonfarm girls. Sig-
nificantdifferences,found' were: (1)Migrant nonfarm
girls appear. to be significantly,more aggressive socially
than nonmigrant.nOnfarm girls; (2) Migrant farm girls
appear to be significantly more aggressive socially
than nonmigrant farm "girls; (3) Migrant farm girls had
particigated in 4 higher mean number of extracurricular`
activities thank the nonmigrant farm girls; (4) Nonmi-
grant farm girls had a higher clerical interest score
than-migrant farm girls; (5) Migrant nonfarm boys took
part'in 'a significantly greater number-Of extra-curricu-

!lar activities than nonmigrant nonfarm Voys while in
high chool; (6) Migrant nonfarm boys indicated a greater
freedoM from nervous symptoms and better emotional ad-
justment while in _high school than the nonmigrant farm
boys;*(7) Migrant nonfarm boys had significantly better.
grades and had significantly higher computational and
scientific interest scores than the nonmigrant nonfarm
boys; (.8) Nonmigrant nonfarm boys higher mechanical
interest scores than the migrant nonfarm boys; (9) Non-
migrant nonfarth boys became laborers, construction wor-
kers, store clerks, mechanics, and farm woikers after
graduation, while 85% of migrant nonfarm boys attended

- school after migrating; (10) There were more statistically.
significant differences between migrant-nonmigrant farm
boys than among any the other three groups; (11) There
appears to be a pattern of better adjustment to home
community in all cases for the nonmigrants, in that they
report stronger feelings of belonging and better adjust-
ment to family, community, and the prevailing social
standards; and (12) The migrating students were consis-
tently more aggressive socially, had consistently higher
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grades and reported greater interest in scientific and
literary pursuits. Migrants seem to be less well ad-
justed to family and community and better adjusted to
school, 'a symbol of what the world outside the local
rural community has to offer.' " The author concludes,
In general, the results indicate that social aggres-

siveness was an important factor in the complex of in-
fluences in the migration of girls, while academic
achievement in high school and urban-oriented interests
were more important in the complex of factors resulting
in the migration of boys."

0621. Martinson, Floyd M. "Some Personality Adjustment Differ-
ences of Rural Nonmigrants and Migrants." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1991.

0622. Maslowski, James J. "North Carolina Migration, 1870-1950."
Research Previews, 2(2) (March, 1954), 1-4.

0623. Mason, Marie, and Marsh, C. Paul. Migration within Kentucky,
1935-40." Bulletin 620. Lexington, Ky.: University of
Kentucky, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1954.
Special Census tabulations of subregional migration with-
in Kentucky suggest that although there is a wide varia-
tion between regions in the mobility,of the vbrious
occupational groups, the professional and semi-profes-
sional persons seem to be the most mobile, while farmers
are among the most stable.

0624. Masters, Stanley H. Are Black Migrants from the South to
the Northern Cities horse S than ac s rea y lere?
Madison, University of Wisconsin, Institute for
Research on Poverty, 1970,

0625. Masters, Stanley H. A,Study of Socioecipomic nobility
amon_g Urban Negroes. Final Report submitted to the Office
of Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Contract B 99-4790. New
Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers, The,State University, 1970.

0626. Mauldin, W. Parker. "Selective Migration from Small Towns."
American Sociological Review, 5 (1940), 748-766.

0627. Mayer, H. M. "Current and Prospective Population Trends."
Appraisal Journal, 23 (April, 1955), 212-224.

0628. Mayo, Selz C. '"Is the Farmer Going to Town?" Research and
Farming, 11(1) (Summer, 1952), 12-13.
The author shows thyt between 1940 and 1950 the farm
population decreased in all but three counties in North
Carolina. Counties of the Tidewater area showed the
greatest relative loss in farm population, while c'ounties
of the Coastal Plain area lost least during the 'decade. 4

0629. Mayo, Sf.:_z C. The Young, the Old, and the Mature: A Study.



of the Significance of the Changing Age and Sex Composi-
tion of the Rural Population. Bulletin 365. Raleigh,
N. C.: North Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station,
1949.
The author presents an analysis of the age and-sex
structure, color, fertility, and dependency of North
Carolina's farm and rural-nonfarm populations and the
relation of migvation to these characteristics.

0630. Mazek, Warren. "The Efficiency oNiabor Migration with
Special Emphasis on Depressed Areas." Working Paper
CUR 2. St. Louis, Mo.: Washington University, Insti-
tute for Urban and Regional Studies, 1966,

0631. Mazek, Warren_ "Unemployment and the Efficacy of Migra-
tion: The Case of Laborers." Journal of Regional Science,
9(1) (April,' 1969),* 1Q1-107.

0632, McDonald, Stephen L. "Farm Out-Migration as on Integrative
Adjustment to Economic Growth." Social Forces, 34
(December, 1955), 119-128.
The author presents results of a study of farm families
in the U. S. The aim was to restate a broad theoretical
approach to agricultural problems in thex historical
setting. A special burden.of adjustment to national
economic growth rests upon farm people, with depressing
effects upon their average incomes. With every genuine
"integrative adjustment" the problem of further adjust-
ments will be reduced, as the size of farm population
declines, .and the spatie-cultural barrier dwindles.

063.3. McDonald, Stephen L. "On the South's Recent Economic Devel-
opment." Southern Economic Journal, 28 (July, 1961):
30-40,

0634. McDonaugh, T. J. "United States Regional Economic Policy."
Review of Social Economics, 24(1) (March, 1966), 73-81.

0635. McKee, Vernon C.; and Day, Lee M. "Measuring.the Effect of
U. S. Department of Agriculture Programs on Income Dis-
tribution. Rural Poverty in the United States. A Re-
port of-the President's National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1968, Pp. 506-521.
This paper examiries the effects of selected USDA programs
on the income distribution of farmers and the general
public. The results indicate that most of the farm pro-
grams tended to reduce the inequality of farm income.
The apparent exceptions are (1) 1963 wheat diversion
payments, (2) wheat loans in 1960, 1963 and 1966, (3)
1966 feed grain, (4) price loans in 1960 and 1963, and
(5) wool payments in 1960, 1963, and 1966. The nonfarm
programs tended to'reduce the interstate inequality in
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personal income without exception. The authors state
that a amore rigorous analysis was not possible because
data were not available.

0636. McMahan, C. A. "Selectivity in Rural to Urban Migration."
Sociology of Urban Life. Edited by T. Lynn Smith and
C. A'. McMahan. New York: 'Dryden Press, 1951. Pp. 334-
340.

0637: McMillan, Robert T. "Comparative Residence and Occupational
Statuses of Certain Rural Adults Who Were Children in
Oklahoma." Oklahoma Academy of Science Proceedings, 1945,
26 (1946), 47-48.
The author presents results of a study of migrant white
adults who in childhood were members of selected rural
families in southeastern and southwestern Oklahoma. Re-
sults suggest that the open country holds its native
population to'a greater degree than the village.

0638. McNamara, Robert. " A Design for Study of Urban Adjustment
of Rural Migrants in St. Louis." Rural Sociology in a
Changing Society. Proceedings of the North Central Rural
Sociological Committee (NCR-5) Seminar, Columbus, Ohio,
November, 1959. Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University,
Ohio Agricultural Extension Service, 1959. Pp. 49-60.

0639. McNamara, Robert. "Population Change Poses- Problems in
Supplying Adequate Health Service." Journal of Osteo-
ath (April, 1955), 9-14.

-T is article includes a section on streams of migration
that account for some of the changes in Missouri s rural
and farm populations between 1940 and 1950.

0640. McNamara, Robert, New, Peter, and Pappenfort, Donald. Rural-* Urban Population Change and Miglration in Missouri, 1940-
1950. Bulletin 620. Columbia, Mo.: Missouri Agricul-
TUETI Experiment Station, 1954.
The authors show population change and its components
by economic areas and counties, and discuss the agri-
cultural factors in migration. Movement away from farms
of entire farm-operator families that were not replaced,
movement of'young adults and wage workers from farms,
and movement of individuals and families from small
villages to urban centers were among se 2ral streams of
migration to cities that account for ru, 1 population
changes.

0641. McQueen, Albert James. '" A Study of Anomie among Lower
Class Negro Migrants." Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Michigan, 1959.
This study was of 75 male Negro migrants, aged 20-50,
to urban Ypsilanti, Michigan, during 1940-1957. The
study focused on adjustment of Negro migrants to an
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urban community, assumed that alienation, apprehension,
and purposelessness would be high among migrants who
experienced trouble in the areas of family and occupa-
tion. The most alienated and apprehensive persons were
generally unsettled and dissatisfied with their situation
in the community. These were 20-30 year olds, veterans,
late arrivals, non-voters, non-church goers, and persons
knowing little about the community. "Higher income res-
pondents tended to be the least alienated, apprehensive,
and purposeless as did those persons who thought their
jobs were worthwhile and important. Service workers
were less apprehensive' than unioAlzed laborers about job
security, but were more alienated."

0642. Meier, Richard L. "Policies for Planning Rural-Urban Migra-
tion." Behavior in New Environments: Adaptation of Mi-
grant Populations. Edited by Eugene B. Brody. Beverly
Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 395-404.

0643. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. "A Der;ade-of Internal
Migration." Statistical Bulletin, 31(5) ,(May, 1950),
5-7.

#

0644. Metropolitan Life Insurance CoMpany. "Recent Movement to
Large Population.Centers." Statistical Bulletin, 33(2)
(February, 1952), 7-10.

0645. Michalopoulos, C. "Labor Migration -and Optimum Population."
Kyklas, 21(1) (1968), 130-142.

0646. Mickens, Alvin. Manpower Perspectives for Urban Redevelop-
ment. New York:- New York University, Graduate School
51cial Work, Center for the Study of Employed Youth,
1967.
The first section of this study stresses the centrality
of employment and manpower problems in an overall ap-
proach to urban blight and poverty, and raises some ques-
tions about the effectiveness of certain multi-interven-
tion strategies in light of job dispersal to fringe areas.
Section II reviews relevant data on conflicting patterns
in urban migration and job decdntralization in metropoli-
tan areas. Section III examines various urban policy
responses and feasible options posed by the growing im-
balances in migration and jobs.' and examines the effect
of barriers in transportation and housing market segrega-
tion of job opportunities for the ghetto population. Sec-
tion IV considers the record and the. potential of the
urban renewal program on cormunity employment. Section
V delineates tentative suggestions for isolating specific
components in Model Cities proposals, which, coordinated
with certain other manpower related projects, could serve
to heighten the mobility and adaptation of the ghetto
labor force throughout the metropolitan area.
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0647. Micklin, Michael T. "A Selected Bibliography of Periodical '
Literature Dealing with Internal Migratinn, 1900-1961."
Austin, Tex.: University of Texas, Institute of Latin
American Studies, 1964. (Mimeographed.)

0648. Milbank Memorial Fund. Postwar Problems of Migration.
Papers presented at the Round Table on Population Prob-
lems, 1946 Conference of the Milbank Memorial Fund, October
29-30, 1946. New York: Milbank Memorial Fund, 1947.

0649. Milbank Memorial Fund. Selected Studies of Migration Since
World War II: Proceedings of the 34th Annual Conference
of the Milbank Memorial Fund. Part III. New York:
Milbank Memorial Fund, 1957.

0650. Miller, Ann R. "Migration Differentials in Labor Force
Participation: United States, 1960." Demography, 3(1)
(1966), 58-6'.

0651. Miller, Ann R. "The Migration of Employed Persons to and
from Metropolitan Areas of the United States." Journal
of the American Statistical Association, 62(320) (December
1967), 1418-1432.

0652. Miller,Ann R. Net Intercensal Migration to Large Urban
Areas of the United States. Analytical and Technical
Reports No. 4. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania,
PopulatiOn Studies Center, 1964.

0653. Milne, N. Dan. "Toward an Improved Labor Relocation Pro-
gram: Evaluating the Foreign and Domestic Experience."
Discussion Paper No. 13. Program on the Role of Growth
Centers in Regional Economic Development. Austin, Tex.:
University of Texas, Center for Economic Development,
.1970. (Mimeographed.)

0654. Montana. Agricultural Experiment Station. Department of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Migration
of Farm Families to Town. Bozeman, Mont.: Montana
Agricultgral Experiment Station, 19_.

0655. Morgan, Jars N., et al. Isncome and Welfare in the United
States. New Yon-T--RoGraw-Hill, 1962.

0656. Morgan, Julian D. Some Controlling Forces in Kansas Popula-
tion Movements. Lawrence, Kan.: University of Kansas,
School of Business, 1953.

0657. Morril, L., and Pitts, F. K. "Marriage, Migration and the
Mean Information Field." issociation of American Geo-
graphers Annals, 57 (June, 1967), 401-422.

0658. Morrill, R. L.. "The Distribution of Migration Distances."
Re ional Science Association Papers and Proceedings, 11
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0659. Morrison, Peter A. "Duration of Residence and Prospective
Migration: The Evaluation of a Stochastic Model." Demo-
graphy, 4 (1967), 553-561.

0660. Morrison, Peter A. "Duration of Residence and Prospective
Migration," Dissertation Abstracts, 28(8-A) (1968)
3275. A

0661. Morrison, Peter A. "Implications of Residence Histories'for
the Design of Migration Models." Paper presented at the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
Conference on Migration Histories, Washington, D. C.,
February 5-6, 1970. (Typewritten.)

0662. Morrison, Peter A. the Rationale for a Policy on Population
Redistribution. Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation,
1970.
Morrison says that in the U. S. the population crisis is
defined as one of maldistribution in space,frather than
one of tendencies to reproduce. While several major
figures have endorsed the idea of an urban growth policy,
there is some shying away from an actual policy on popu-
lation distribution. Thus, we have "hidden" distribution
policies. The existing policy vacuum is likely to invite
more of the same, especially if there is massive commit-
ment to new cities. Four issues explored in this paper
are: (1) Should a population's arrangement in space be
an issue of broad public concern?; (2) Would policies
intrude unavoidably on individual's freedom to move or
reside where they choose?; (3) What aspects of population
distribution are appropriate targets of policy?; and
(4) What instrumental options can be identified? The
conclusion is that a policy to promote long-range distri-
bution objectives would not have to sponsor movement and
resettlement directly. The momentum of existing migra-
tory flows, it is stated,. is already,a massive potential
resource for shifting natural, increase and realigning
distribution. Two categories of policy instruments for
steering migratory flow are suggested. One group should
focus on promoting active labor demand at selected growth

* centers to attract migration -probe segments of the popu-
lation. The other should intervene in the behavioral
process of choosing destinations, which tends to be
heavily dependent on presence of friends and relatives.

0663. Morrison, Peter A. Unresolved Questions about Population
Distribution'Policy: An Agenda for Further Research.
Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand Corporation, 1971.

0664. Moyes, Earl L. "Attitudes and Plans of Selected Rural and
Urban Students in Idaho to Migrate upon Oraduationfrom
High School." Unpublished master's thesis, Utah State
University, 1957.
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The study was conducted in rural high schools of Ririe,
Roberts, and Rigsby in Jefferson County, Idaho, and the
urban high school at Idaho Falls in Bonneville County.
among seniors for the school year 1955-1956. Total
rural sample was 132; total urban sample was 133. I. Q.
tests or the Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test
were used, as was the California Test of Personality.
When asked where they thought circumstances would force
them to live in order to pursue their life's work, a

larger percent of urban than rural students felt they
would stay-in their present communities. However, a
larger percent of the Urban than rural group felt they
would have to leave Idaho. -Thus, rural dwellers "see
more of a future for themselv,es somewhere within Idaho
than does the urban group." If they were free to choose
place of residence, a larger proportion of urban than
rural group preferred to stay in their present communi-
ties. Again, though, a higher proportion of urban than
rural people wanted to leave the state. Urban students
were more likely to choose professional and technical
work, and the rural group was more likely to choose farm-
ing, ranching, forestry. Also important was the fact
that three times as many rural as urban students were
undecided or had no choice of occupation. When asked if
they felt their occupatiopal choices would allow them to
remain in their present communities, three times as many
urban as rural students thought not. A much higher pro-
portion of urban than rural students did not plan to
attend college. But of those planning to go to college,
the rural student was more likely to choose a school
closer to home than the urban student. As would be ex-
pected, proportionately more urban than rural students
came from high mobility families. However, the large
majority.of both groups came from low mobility families.
Of students in families of one or two children, more
urban than rural ones planned to move, whereas the re-
verse was found among those in families of three or more
children. When asked if they thought they would have to
leave home community in order to support themselves, a

much higher porportion of urban than rural students felt
they would not have to leave. Also,- twice as many rural
as urban students didn't.know. Attitude toward present
place of residence was a factor influencing rural stu-
dents' plans to migrate, while it was not important for
urban students. Economic status. of family was important
for the rural students' in to migrate but not
for the urban ones. Of all students scoring below aver-
age on I. Q. tests, a larger proportion of rural than
urban students plan to move. Family relations was found
to be a factor influencing intent to migrate only for the
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urban sample. Personal and social adjustment scores
had no relationship to intent to migrate.

0665. Moynihan, Daniel P. "The Crisis in Welfare." The Public
Interest, (March, 1968), 3-29.
Five general points are made. (1) The rising incidence
of dependency in the U. S. has not been distributed
evenly across the full spectrum of welfare categories.
OAA has shown a steady decline, while AFDC has become
the most expensive federal welfare program. (2) The
nation is not likely to do much to change the existing
welfare system,: although it can be improved, because
such a change would affect not only the distribution of
wealth but also of power. (3) The political leaders of
the nation have "more or less" consistently avoided any
serious involvement with the problems of welfare.. (4)
The'period of nonpolitical professional direction appears
to be coming to an end. (5) In gefieral, the proposals
being made for improving the welfare system would, at
the very least, have the effect of enlarging it rather
than utterly transforming it. Discussions follow on the

. idea of the family allowance.

0666. Moynihan, Daniel P. The Negro Family: The Case for National
Action. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1965.

,Q667.' Moynihan, Daniels P. red.) On Understanding Poverty: Pet-
srpectives from the Social Sciences. New York: Basic
Books, Inc., 1969.

0668. Mueller, Eva. Migration into And, out of Depressed Areas.
Washington, D. C.: Government. Printing Office, 1964.
This special report examines the,contributions that migra-
tion can make to the solution of the depressed area
problem, and asks twobasic questions: what is the magni-
tude of migration and what are the c..h.9racteristics of the
migrant population? These qiiestions seek to discover
whether or not the migrant population represents a true
cross-section of the work force in any area or whether it
is skewed toward the skilledsor the unskilled. The study
also deals with ways that economic incentives affect
migration. It irk based on three series of interviews
with cross-sections of families conducted between August,
1962, and November, 1963, in 74 areas across the country.
4The findings which present a comprehensive profile of
migration are summarized in 12 charts which give a pic-
ture -of migration since 1950. Although, redistribution
of the labor force through internal migration does occur
to some extent, it fulfills its function as an economic
adjustment mechanism in an imperfect manner. This is
well illustrated as the very existence of depressed areas.
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Most net loss of population in depressed areas is due
to low inmigration rather than to high outmigration. Yet
there is considerable migration.into depressed areas.
This underlies the fact that migration is not motivated
by purely economic factors. Economic incentives appear
to be more influential indirecting the flow of inmigra-
tion than in determining the level of outmigration. One
strong factor mitigating the economic influence on migra-
tion is imperfect information on the labor market which
tends to blunt economic incentives to migrate out of
depressed areas. The increasing proportion of old'
people left in depressed areas", the low
level, the low income levels all act discourage out-
migration. Even in cases where people staffer chronic
uoemployment,'it takes a great deal of hardship to get
families to move. The characteristics of the migrant
population gives us a picture of"the people who are left
in depressed areas. The movers tend to be young and with
a higher education than, those who remain. Those who
stay are largely not in the labor force.or are employed
in farm labor. In general, depressed areas tend to lose
the more productive groups through outmigratiop. Inmi-
grants to depressed areas tend td be people ,returning .

home and, while there is a-lot of movement within the
depressed, area, most people are unable to break out.
The policy procedures which this analysis suggests lead
one to believe that outmigration can contribute to a
solution of the depressed area problem but cannot be the
major factor. The crucial factor in this situation
seems to be flow of information about jobs which can
encourage outmigration and direct it to places of ex-
panding economic opportunity. Finally, special training
and education programs would tend to increase the mobi-,
lity potential of the labor force in depressed areas.

0669. Mueller; Eva,'and Lean, Jane. "The Case Against Migration."
New Generation, 50(3) '(Summer, 19'68), 7-8.
Migration as an economic adjustment to conditions in de-
pressed areas has many benefits, but it also has at
least three serious limitations. The follovdng'findings
and conclusions are based on,a large-scale study conducted
at the University of Michigan's Survey Research Center, and
other studies noted in the article'. "1) Outmigration
gradually deprives depressed areas of some of the most ,

desirable elements of their labor forcethe young, the
well-educated and the skilled. Data shaged that outmi-
grants are younger, better educated, more likely to be in
the labor force, and also more likely to be white collar
workers than people who remain in the depressed" areas"
Net outmigration deprives such areas of some of their
potential business and community leadership. 2) In ,time
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the remaining population of depressed areas will gradually
show a reduced mobility potential. It seems that in-,
creasingly strong economic incentives may be required to
maintain net outmigration. 3) The third limitation con-
derns.the.influence of economic incentives on the dect-
sioh to move. Survey data suggest that even strong.nega-
rive pressures (tFe -"push") are only moderately successful
in inducing people to abandon depressed areas. The °`

pull" provided by 'awareness of attractive opportunities'
elsewhere is crucial. The point to bA emphasized is
that depressed areas experience a net loss of population,
not just because of outmigration but also and primarily
because they attract fewer inmigrants than non-depressed
areas. It corroborates a general finding of our study
that inmigration rates are more sensitive to economic
conditions than are outmigration r9tes." Moving' industry
info depressed areas is not necessarily a more feasible
or more promising alternative than migration,. TAo
approaches are needed to assist depressed areas. First,
a program to expand.inforffiation about job opportunities
elsewhere in the country and to make this information
more readily available would help migrants to move ration-
ally. Second, steps to improve and maintain the quality .

and mobility potential of the depressed. area labor force
are very important.

06700 Mugge, Robert H. "Negro Migrants in Atlanta." Microfilm
5337 F. Chicago: University of Chicago, Department of
Photoduplication, 1957.

0671. Mumey, Glen A. "The Parity Ratio and Agricultural Outmi-
gration." Southern Economic Journal, 26(1) (July, 1959),
63-65.
The positive correlation between parity ratios and agri-
cultural outmigration rates for periods 1922 -29' and 1946-
56 suggests that higher farm incomes have not deterred
outmovement.

0672. Munson, B. E. "Relationship between Economic Activity and
Critical Community Dimensions. American JoUrnal of
Economics-and Sociology, 27(3) (July, 1965.

0673. Murakami, Yasusuke, and Machiko, Kubo. "Migration of Agrar-
ian Labour Force and the Thebry of Disguised Equilibrium,"
The Indian Economic Journal, 12 (Odtober-December, 1964),
111-1337

0674. Murphy, H. B. M. "Migration and 'the Major Mental Disorders:
A Reappraisal." Mobility and Mental Health. Edited by
Mildred B. Kantor. Chicago: C. C. Thomas, 1965. Pp. 5-
29. . ,

0675. Murphy, W. B. "The Rural-Urban Balance." Vital Speeches,
32(2) (November, 1965), 53.
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0676, Myers, George C., McGinnis, Robert, and Masnick, George.
"Preliminary Assessment of a Stochastic Process Model
of Internal Migration." Population Index, 31 (July,
1965), 256-257.

0677. Nagi, Saad Zaghloul. 'Migration and Communicative Inte-
* gration in a Rural Fringe Population." Unpublished doc-

toral dissertation, Ohio State University, 1958.,
Residents of the rural fringe of Columbus, Ohio, were
studied using information from 303 cases. "The purpose
of this study is to determine the degree of communicative
integration among old residents and among in-migrants,
as well as between the two segments in the population
of the rural fringe,of Columbus, Ohio." An index of
communicative integration devised on the basis of both
formal and informal social participation.scores was
used. "Old residents showed a significantly higher
'degree of integration in their communities of residence
than the migrants. The migrants' integration'scores in
communities other than those of residence are signifi-
cantly higher. Both the old residents and the migrants
showed a significant tendency to choose new friends
from within their respective groups." Among the migrants,
the following showed positive association with integra-
tion: femaleness, farming, educational and occupational
attainment, number of children, length of residence, and
stability. The degree of their integration in the pre-
vious communities of residence showed a negative rela-
tionship. "Old residents in the rural fringe communities
arelmore local-bound in their social relationships than
migrants."

0678. Nelson, John S. Mobility of Farm Families. Manchester,
Eng.: Manchester University Press, 1968.

0679. Nash, E. F. "Rural Migration: The Economic Background."
Rural Migration. Papers presented to the First Congress
of the European Society for Rural Sociology,
Brussels-Louvain, September, 1958.. Bonn: Privately'
published, 1,959. Ppi. 445-453.
This is an essay that supports the basic economic ex-
planation of migration, namely, that rural people mi-
grate to urban areas in order to seek better income'
sources. Basic economic cause of the exodus from agri-
culture is disequilibrium between demand and supply,

4
leading to relative fall in profit and income levels in
agriculture and setting up a tendency to labor transfer
from agriculture. Some of the factors influencing demand
and supply of agricultural products are: elasticity of )

demand for food; effects on supply of resource distri-
bution between agriculture and other industries'and of
relative rates of growth in productivity; and persis-
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tence 3f relativf4agricultural oversupply. Resistance
of agric lture tWeconomic change prolongs the relative
oversup y of agricultural products. Most Measures of

.- grern ent support to agriculture Have a similar effect.

0680. Nash, Rut C. (ed.) Rural Youth in 'a Changing Environment.
Report of the National Conference sponsored by the'"

, National Committee for Children and. Youth,-Oklahomd
State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, Septemberlfl.963.
Wa hingeon, D. ;C.; .- National.Committee for-Children and
Y uth, Inc., 196. I,

_---This is a report of the conference which included dis-
- cussion of problems an0 recommended solutions for the

problems encountered-Bysural youth in a changing social
environ ent and in urban areas., 1

0681. Nasrat, Moh med M. E. "Conceptual Variable Analysis of
Rural Migration in Iowa." Dissertation Abstracts; 19(3)
(1958), 564-565. .

.

The author-provides! a general framework for dynamic
anal sis of migration and tests it by means of available
ata and other related facEorp. Results are based on

published data on rural migration and other economic
.

variables for 99 Iowa counties.

0682: ''A.Nation- Within a Nation." TIME Magazine, May 17, 1968,

This rticle contains a dispussion'of people in the U. S.
defined as "below the poverty line." Discussion centers
on selected poor areas in the U. S., and a map is pro-
vided of U. S. counties defined as critical hunger ,

areas /

0683. National Association for Community Development. Rural
Poverty: Conference Proceedings 1967. Washington, D. C.:

.:.National Association Cothmunity DO7elopment, 1967.
The dimensions of rural pOvexty are d,iseussed in the
light of rural eeonotn development, employment, income
support, education, h alth, housing, and rural community
!development. In the iscussion of the reasons for farm-

i to-city migration, it is emphasized that at present' we
latk any accepted national goal intrural-urban balance.
However,"there is now some awareness of the need for
rural development. Thefarmer's income still lags
behind that:,of-other;Araericans; food prices rise, but

afarm prices are less today than the 1947-49 average.
Rural development programS are being pushed by Economic
Oppbrtunity lOans, loans for rural housing, community
recreation centers,. waste disposal systems, central
water'systems, and resource conservation programs. The
role -of the Office of Economic Opportunity in dealing
with rural poverty is discussed, with particular refer-
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ence to Community Action Programs, training and technical
assistance, and health needs, particularly those of the
aged. The inevitability of migration to the cities is
noted along with the concomitant increase in urban pov-
erty. The rural poor require help with the same prob-
lems as the urban poor. Rural areas have meager finan-
cial resources; they need massive allocation of federal
funds, particularly for education, training and migra -,
tion assistance. The cost of solving rural poverty is
high both in dollars and in social displacement.

0684. National Institute of Mental.Health. _Proceedings of the
Rural-Urban Migration Conference. Bethesda, Md.: Na-
tional Institute of Mental Health, 1964.

0685. National Sharecroppers Fund. Board of Directors. Memoran-
dum on Polic and Pro rams to End Povert in Rura
merica. 'sew 'or Cational arecroppers und, 1966.

Deterioration of the rural economy and continuing advan-
ces in agricultural technology are resulting in the
forced migration out of the rural areas of about one
million people annually. Urban poverty cannot be ended
until poverty is ended at its source, the blighted coun-
tryside. This is not essentially a race problem. More
than two-thirds of the displaced families will be white.
An expansion of The rural economy to support rural popu-
lation increase, plus a merging of the urban society
into the rural sector, is necessary fax accommodation of
the expected population increase.

0686. Neal, Ernest E., and Jones, Lewis W. "The Place of the
Negro Farmer in the Changing Economy of the Cotton South."
Rural Sociology, 15(1) (March, 1950), 30-41.
It is estimated that mechanization and liNestock farming
will change Southern agrichlture to the extent that only
20% of the Negro farm tenant laborsupply will be used
on mechanized or livestock farms. The majority of the
remaining 80% will move to nonfarm places. The authors
suggest that those who do not migrate should become a
service group for.the-new agricultural 'economy.

0687. "Negro-White Differences in Geographic Mobility." Social
Security Bulletin, 30(5) (May, 1967).

0688. Nelson, Lowry. "Migration of the Rural Population." Rural
Sociolo . New York: American Book Co., 1948; Pp. 122 -,

Topics discussed'include the "push" and "pull" factors
in migration, sources of migration data, and patterns
and selectivity of migration in the United States. Move-
ment of people from farms, 192.0-45, is discussed.

0689. Nelson, Lowry. "Selectivity of Migrants.from Minnesota
FarmS." Minnesota Academy of Science Proceedings, 16-18
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(1948-1950), 44-52.
The author presents an analysis of age, sex, and".eduCa-
tionai charac'teristics of migrants based on 1935 and
1940 Census data. Results indicate that most farm
migrants are: in the younger working ages, that women.out-
number men, and migrants are better educated than those
remaining on farms.

0690.. Nelson, Phillip. liMigratiori, Real Income, and Information."
Journal of Regional Science, 1 (Spring, 1959), 43-74.
The author says that, "In the past, behavioral models of
'migration have 'focused exclusively on an individual
maximizing the money gains of movement....there should
be an inverse relationship between distance and"migra-
tion. Similarly, the money income hypothesis predicts
a'positive relationship between migration and measures
Of industrial similarity. These relationships are only
partially explicable by individuals maximizing money
income. For example, the transportation costs play only
a minor role in'expIaining the relationships between
migration and distance. Thus, there are other components
of real income besides money income.... The two hypo-
these presented are: (1) People prefer to live near pre-
sent relatives and friends.. (2) The distribution of in-
formation is important in determining the distribution
of migration. "Migration data are available in the fol-
lowing form: State of residence in 1935 by state of resi-
dence in 1940,'and state of residence in 1949 by state
of residence in 1950." "That relatives and friends are
important in determining migration is hardly startling.
That the operation of relatives and friends provides a
basis f7sr understanding the fundamental characteristics
of migration patterns is somewhat mote interesting news.
Relatives and friends provide a unifying principle for
the variables determining migration. The money income
hypothesis determines which variables will affect migra-
tion, but the relatives and friends multiplier determines
the relative importance of these variables. In short,
this analysis has shown that systematic implicat,ions can
be deduced from other behavior than money income maxi-

0 mization and that these implications are consistent with
the behavior of migration. However, difficulties are
encountered in differentiating between the two most ob-
vious causes of the power of relatives and friends: real
income and information. There is some evideUtrthat
both operate. The occupational distribution of distance
elasticities is hard to explain solely by real income
considerations. Real income seems completely irrelevant
in explaining the role of new firMs in attracting migra-
tion. Both of these phenomena are explicable by the in-
formation hypothesis. Similarly, information has nothing

mIcrummr,
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to do with the greater relationship of migration to
destination than to'origin income. Re.1...,tives and friends
as an inferior good provide this explanation. The ques-
tion that this article leaves unresolved is the rela-
tive importance of information and real income in deter-
mining migration.

0691. Nelson, Phillip. " A Study in the Geographical Mobility of* Labor." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia
University, 1957.
This study focuses on migrants between states, 1935-40
and 1949-50. Census data were used. Answers were sought
for the following questioris: "What variables are most
effective in explaining the distribution of migration?
What behavior patterns produce these statistical rela-
tionships?" "For the earlier period, the following
variables proved to have a statistically significant
relationship to the logarithm of migration rates: dis-
tanceF two measures of industrial similarity, the per-
cent of the native population born outside their state
of residence as an origin variable, destination income,
and destination unemployment. These variables explain
81% of the variance in the logarithm of migration rates.
We contend that these statistical results can best be
explained by the distribution of labor market informa-
tion."

0692. Neuberger, Richard L. "Why People Are Moving to Town."
Survey, 87(3) (March, 1951), li9-122.
This article contains a discussion of farm population
decrease's in the U. S. between 1940 and 1950, with some
reasons why farming has lost its appeal to farm youth.

0693. Newman, Dorothy K. "The Negro's Journey to the City- -
Parts I and II." Monthly Labor Review, 88(5) (May,
1965), 502-507 and 88(65- (June, 1965), 644-649.
Thill paper is divided into two parts: (1) the housing,
occupations, and education of Negro migrants, and (2) a
comparison of black migrants with earlier inmigrants.
The focuE is on results of migration in terms of educa-
tion, income, and housing and on indicators of motiva-
tion, including interest in schooling and training. The
conclusion is that Negroes do not lack aspiration and
motivation but make intensive attempts to improve and
grasp opportunities, with migration one path taken to
facilitating success.

0694. Nishiura, Eleanor Noble. "Internal Migration in Indiana."
* Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Purdue University,

1959.
This dissertation focuses on migrants in Indiana. Cen-
sus reports were used as the source of the data. "In-



stead of simply listing the characteristics of migrants
or the characteristics of areas of origin or destination,
[this study) has attempted to draw together within one
theoretical framework these traditional kinds of findings."
"Our analysis showed than the three sets of data which
refer to two different. periods of time showed consistency
among each other and did not contr dict the theory which

a''-d--t
was being tested. These findings s owed that census data
can be extremely useful at one stage in he testing of
a theory and in this particular instance, with a minimum
of costs, they convince us that Sara Smith's theoretical
'framework 'makes sensetin terms of empirical data."

0695. North Carolina. Board of Health. Public Health Statistics
Section. Net Migration by Color, Sex and Age for North
Carolina and For Each County by Color: 1950 to 1960.
Raleigh, N. C. North Carolina Board of Health, 1961.

0696. North Carolina Fund. "Report No. 1: Background and Design
of the Study." Survey of Low-Income F5milies in North
Carolina. Durham, N. C.: North Carolina Fund, 1966.-

1

0697. North Carolina Fund. Final Report of the North Carolina
Mobility Fund Project. Submitted to the U. S. Depart-
1-7-7)1 Labor, Office of Manpower Policy Evaluation and
Research. Durham, N. C.: North Carolina Fund, 1968.

0698. North Carolina. State College. Agricultural Policy Insti-
tute. The Farmer and Migration in the United States.
Raleigh, N. C.: North Carolina State College,-Agricul-
tural Policy Institute, 1961.

0699. Nuetze, G. M. "Major Determinants Of Location Patterns."
Land Economics, (May, 1967).

0700. Office of Economic Opportunity. The Migrant Farm Worker
and_the Economic Opportunity Act. Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, n.d.

0701. Office of Economic Opportunity. ,Transcript of Proceedings:
Conference on Migration Research. 2 vols. Washington,
D. C.: Ace-Federal Reporters, Inc., 1969.

0702. Officer, James E. "Sodalities and Systematic Linkage: The
Joining Habits of Urban Mexican-Americans." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, University of Arizona, 1964.

0703. O'Hara, James. "Disadvantaged Newcomers to the City."
National Education Association Journal, 52(4) (April,
1963).

0704. Ohio. State Bureau of Unemployment Compensation. Division
of Research and Statistics. The Mobile, Unemploy0 Wor-
ker: A Labor Mobility Stud of Unemployed Workers Who Mi-
grated to Columbus, Ohio rom Other States. Columbus:
Ohio State Bureau of Unemployment Compensation, 1962.
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0705. Okun, Bernard, and Richardson, Richard W. "Regional Income
Inequality and Internal Population Migration." Economic
Development and Cultural Change, 9 (January, 1961),
128-143.

0706. Oliver, F. R. "Inter-regional Migration and Unemployment,
1951-1961." Journal for Research in Social Science,
127 (Part I) (1964), 42-75.

0707. Olson, Philip G. JobMAAirationinaHi In-
come Rural Community. Research Bulletin 708. Lafayette,
Ind.: Indiana Agricultural Experiment Station, 1960.
Nine hypotheses relating to the motives prompting job
changes and migration or impediments retarding them were
puI forward and tested in a survey of 132 persons in
White County, Indiana. Included.is analysis of persons
changing from farming to some other job, with an emphasis
on the effects of such change on social status and of the
circumstances under which farmers move out of the commun-
ity as well as out of agriculture.

0708. Olson, Philip G. "Socio-Economic Factors Affecting Labor
Mobility in an Indiana Rural Community." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Purdue University, 1959.
The subjects of this dissertation are 132 heads of
households of a central Indiana rural farming community.
"The fundamental objective of this study is to lay out
a conceptual framework of labor Mobility and migration,
and to test its adequacy from empirical data collected
in a rural farming community in central Indiana." The
differences between the three mobility types, (job
mobile, migrant, and job mobile-migrant)

types,
regard to

age, education, income, social status, and occupation
led to the conclusions that the migrant was primarily
motivated by desire for social betterment, the job
mobile for economic betterment, and the job mobile-mi-
grant by both desires." The largest proportion of in-
voluntary job mobility occutred among the job mobile
population, and the largest proportion of voluntary,
among the job mobile-migrant population.

0709. Olvera, Raymond M. "Mexican-American Population, Growth,
Residence, and Assimilation in Dallas, Texa." Manu-
script filed with the Department of History, Southern
Methodist University, April 3, 1969.
This is a report covering the period 1900 to 1960,
showing the rate of growth of Mexican-Americans in
Dallas, the patterns of residence mobility, and the ex-
tent of assimilation.

0710. Omari, Thompson Peter. "Factors Associated with Urban Ad-
* justment of Rural Southern Migrants." Social Forces,

35 (October, 1956), 47-52.
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This study focuses on 200 Negro migrants in Beloit,
Wisconsin. They were male, 18 years and over, and had
had at least one year's residence in the community. The
study emphasis was to determine the factors that contri-
bute to the adjustment of Negro migrants. It was con-
cluded that:. (1) relatives contribute significantly to
the adjustment of the migrants; (2) in determining the
nature of the adjustment of the migrant to his new com-
munity, attentiln should be paid to both premigration
and postmigration factors; and (3) the length of time
the migrant has lived in his new community is the most
important factor in the process of his adjustment.
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of their programs according to measures relating to
employment structures, housing, and general assistance
to transferees; measures prior to transfer; measures
concerning the transfer proper; measures concerning.

ntegration in the new communities after transfer; coor-
'nation of the activities of,the various agenciestin-

vo ved in'the transfer; receiving communities; and the ,

in of migrants. The measures indicate the
impo tance of preparing workers leaving agriculture so
they may be successfully integrated into industrial life.
Preparation for the move includes three essential opera-
tions: guidance, vocational training program, and
"placement in employment and housing. In addition,
arrangements must be made for subsidizing removal and
transportation expenses, and the cost of resettlement
in the new place of residence. After the former agricul-
tural worker has moved to his urban environment, measures
must be taken to provide him with future training and to
facilitate his social integration into industry.' It is
necessary to coordinate the action measures aimed at
improving the conditions of the transfer from agriculture
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to industry. Three aspects of coordination are discyssed,
including the coordination of action by public authori-
ties, coordination of action by the state, local author-
ities, and private associations of public interest, ac-
tion taken jointly by the state and by firms, and cooper-
ation between workers' trade unions and employers in
action in which the authorities may or may not take part.
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York: Harper and Row, 1966.
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Po ulation 1920 to 1940 as Related to Communication
ncome and ducation. Bulletin 6'. Lex ngton, y.:

University of Kentucky, Agricultural Experiment Station,
1944.
The author presents amounts and rates of migration from
rural-farm population by age, 1920-40 and examines the
relationship between migration and fertility, communica-
tion, income,and education.. Low income was the strongest
single influence and amount of education next in stimu-
lating outmigratiot.

0721. Oyler, Merton D. Neighborhood Standing and Population
Changes in Johnson and Robertson Counties, Kentucky.
Bulletin 523. Lexington, Ky.: Uniyersity of Kentucky,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1948.
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and parental attitudes toward migration of young people.
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culture No. 1 -HL. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1952. Pp. 31-55.
The author presents trefids and cydlical variations in
the farm population and discusses factors affecting farm
migration. Employment opportunities appear as the sig-
nificant determinant of the change in the rate Zr-migra-
tion from farms for the years 1920 to 1945.
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American. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966.
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New York: Columbia University Press, 1963.
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Four hundred thirty-eight eighth- and twelfth-grade
boys in a Georgia county were asked to state their occu-
pational, migration, and educational expectations and
choices, and in what learning situations they had
developed their expectations. Analysis revealed evidence
that, in general, informal interpersonal situations con-
tributed most to the formation of such expectations, and
that the educational expectation was typically formed
first, followed by the occupational choice, ,with the
decision concerning future place of residence being
dependent upon the first two. The absence of direct
influence of formal occupational counseling was noted.
The boys were found to be aware of the "prestige value"
of occupations, and they were predominantly choosing above
their parents; also, they were choosing occupations which
were more urbanlike than their parents', and were usually
expecting to leave their present communities to live
and work as adults.

0734. Pearson, E. "The Significance of Housing in Rural-Urban
Migration. ". Land Economics, (August, 1963), 231-239.'
This Article analyzes the possible push-pull 'effects
of urban housing in ural-urban migration and the urban-
rural "backwash." Two hypotheses are put forward: (1)
Urban housing is influential enough as an antecedent
condition of rural-urban migration that quantitative re-
lationships between rural-urban migration and urban
housing are perceptible regardless of off-setting and
allied factors. (2) Urban housing is influential as an
antecedent condition of rural-urban migration along with
other general economic factors, and only when housing is
isolated from off-setting and allied factors are quanti-
tative relationships between rural-urban migration and
Urban housing conditions perceptible. The migration data
for this study are from the one-year migration census
completed in 1950. The data are for 106 cities in the
U. S. with population in excess of 100,000 and are
divided by sex. The housing data include indicators
such as "average rent," "houses vacant for sale or rent,
not dilapidated," "houses vacant for sale or rent," and
"persons-per-room ratio, 1.51 or over" for 1940 and 1950.
To test the first hypothesis, regional and rural-urban
and urban-rural migration for each city were correlated
with housing indicators. To test the second, the
migration data were made into ratios with such economic
variables as per capita retail sales, per capita wages,
median income, percent unemployed, etc., and then corre-
lated with the housing indicators. No significant cprre-
lation patterns were found to supportthe hypotheses.
From the rejection, the'author makes three tentative con-
clusions: (1) Adequate housing in large cities is not a



pull factor for rural -urban migrants. Less crowded
cities did not attract migration more than crowded ones.
In fact, the opposite was true. (2) Inadequate housing
in large cities is not a factor in the backwash migra-
tion. (3) Adequate housing or inadequalse housing in
large cities is not a significant factor in net rural-
urban migration.
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for the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta (11 counties) .and how
these projected population changes will affect the eco-
nomic'and social life of the area. Trends in farm popu-
lation for the area are projected to 1970 under the as-
sumptions of medium urban expansion and (1) normal off-

` farm migration and (2) high off-farm migration.

0740. Pedersen, Harald A. Population Trends in Mississippi.
Bulletin 467. State College, Miss.: Mississippi Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, 1949.
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Some of the questions which this study attempts to an-
swer. are: (1) How extensive is the migration out of
State?; (2) Who i4 migrating ?; and (3) How will this
affect Mississippi, agriculture and rural life?

0741. Pedersen, Harald-A. Selectivit in Rural -Urban Migration.
Circula(i 190. State ollege iss.: ssis,sippi Agri-
cultura Experiment Station, 1953.
The author presents an analysis of the residentpopula-
tion on a selected larte plantation in the Mississippi
Delta which had maintained an annual census for several
decades. Migration has left the population with an
over-representation of young children., adolescents, and
older adults.
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and Race in the Deep South." Southern Economic Journal,
36(3) (January, 1970), 268-276.
This paper,examines the extent to which the peculiari-
ties of racial distribution of employment in the Deep
South influence the current racial composition of migra-
tion from nonmetropolitan areas. Two-hundred fifty
counties from ten states were studied. Cause's of migra-
tion are clarified and the results of expanding Southern
employment are suggested. The model used assumes ex-
panding population and smaller expansion of jobs to be
responsible_ for net migration. Racial distribution of
employment then determines the racial composition of the
net'outflow. If the influx of new nonagricultural jobs
more equally matched poptilation growth, the racial charac-
ter of migra,tion might affect these jobs, but it is also
possible that outmigration might decrease somewhat. Jobs
of an agricultural nature, on, the other hand, because of
increased technology, are disappearing be6re the people
leave. Statistically, between 1950-1960, only 2T%
(370,000) new nonagricultural jobs went to blacks in the
counties studied, although the black labor force amounted
to 43% of the population, and males between 16-20 ac-
counted for 47%. Blacks lost about 5,200 manual jobs,'
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and whites gained approximately 110,000. Blacks sus-
tained a 56% decrease in the agricultural labor force.
As a result of these figdres, 973,000 blacks left their
counties aS compared to only 465,000 whites in the same
counties-,--Qualitative-results of. this model are prob-
ably more useful than quantitative because_they argue
strongly for consideration of the_originai purpose,
Since there is high cost-involved as the servicesto
ghettos increase becauSe of their rising population, the----
government might also consider investment at the point
where migration begins. It is then a question of which- -
the urban ghetto or the South--is most preferable to the
would-be migrant. Benefits of either are difficult to
measure.

0746. "Perspectives on Poverty." Monthly Labor Reviews 92'
(February, 1969), 32-62. 7

This article examines the relationship of poverty and
employment, methods of measuring poverty, facts and fic-
tions about the poor, programs for income transfer, and
international comparisons of poverty. Contributions
include: "Changing Attitudes about the -Poor," by Mollie
Orshansky; "Facts and Fictions about the Poor," by
Elizabeth Herzog; "Income Transfer Programs," by Henry
J. Aaron; and "An International Comparison," by John H.
Chandler. (
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power Prograilbs. Washington, D. C.: Bureau of Social
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0749. Petersen, William. "The General Determinants of Migration."
Population. New York: MacMillan, 1961. Pp. 592-621.
The author presents a theoretical discussion aimed at
differentiating types of migration. The typology devel-
oped is based on observations on migratory selection
(age, sex, family status, occupation, and psychical fac-
tors) and the relation between migration and population
growth. When the push -pull polarity has been refined by ,

distinguishing innovating from conservative migration and
by including in the analysis the migrants' levet. of as-
piration, it can form' the basis of a typology. Five
broad classes of migration are defined: (1) primitive
migration including the two'sub-types, wandering and
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ranging; (2) impelled'migration; (3) forced migration;
(4) .free migration; and (5) mass migration.

0750. Petersen, William. "A General Typology of Migration."
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256 -266.-
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(September, 1962)., 253 -260.
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N. J.: Van Nostrand, 1964.

0756. Philadelphia. City Planning Commission. Mobility. in
Philadelphia Metropolitan Area 1955-1960. Public In-
formation Bulletin 9-A. Philadelphia: Philadelphia
City Planning Commission, 1965.
This report shows different demographic characteristics
of white versus nonwhite inmigrants.

0757. Phillips, Coy T. "Population Distribution and Trend's in
North Carolina." The Journal of Geography, 55(4) ',
(April, 1956), 182-194.
Although North Carolina followed the national trend between
1940 and 1950 of declining rural-farm population .

And increasing urban and rural-nonfarm populations, the
State's population in 1950 was nearly equally divided
among the thi.ee residence groups.

0758. Photiadis, J. D. "Correlaries of Migration." Sociological
Quarterly, 6 (Autumn, 1965), 339-348.

0759. Pihlblad, C. T. "Population." Missouri: Its Resources,
People and Institutions. Edited by Noel_P. Gist et al.
Columbia, Mo.: University of Missouri, 1950. Pp. 201 -
226.
A.section on "Migration into and. away from Missouri",
comments on the fact that much of the migration from
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. Missouri to other states has been a 'movement of people
`from farms.

0760. Pihlblad, C. T., and Gregory, C. L. "dccupations and Pat-
terns of Migration." Social Forces, 36(1) (October,
1957), 56-64.

0761. Rihlblad, C. ,T., and Gregory, C. L. "Selective Aspects of
Migration among Missouri High School Graduates." Ameri-
can Sociological Review, 190) (June, 1954), 314-324.
The authors note the extent of movement from farms and
rural towns for major socioeconomic areas of the State,
and examine differences in scores on the Ohio Psycho-
logical Test between the sexes and for persons classi-
fied by community of origin, size of community of desti-
nation, and range of migration. Findings support the
hypothesis that migration of rural youth to urban areas
tends to be selective of the more intelligent and of
those with superipr school aptitudes. Also, those with
higher scores are more likely to be in the larger-sized
places and farther away from home.

0762. Piore, Michael J. "Negro Workers in'the Mississippi Delta:
Problems of Displacement and Adjustment." Paper presented
at the' 20th Annual Meeting of the Ifidustrial Relations
Research Association, Washington, D. C., December, 1967.
The Negro's part in the economy of the Mississippi Delta
has been almost totally eliminated. In two successive
years, spring seasonal employment has been cut in half,
and this decline is superimposed upon a long-term decline
in farm operators. The shift from cotton to less labor-
intensive production is immediately responsible for
agricultural displacement. The theory prevalent among
Delta Negro leaders, however, is that the displacements
are a white conspiracy to force outmigration and thus
avoid the real threat of integration and Negro political
power. Current efforts to solve the economic problems
of Negroes in the Delta are generally confined to train-
ing. But there are no jobs available for program grad-
uates, and projections show insufficient growth rates
for such jobs. Given the lack of job opportunities,
training programs degenerati into welfare programs. In .

addition, white control over the programis causes them to
be used to retard and punish people for political activity.
'Negro trainees are assigned to menial and huMiliating
jobs where instructors are abusiVe and tyrannical. Manu-
facturing firms which have attempted to absorb workers
have grown up in the civil rights atmosphere and will
no longer,accept the traditional subservience. There are
some hopeful signs that the Negro middle-class of the
region, previously hesitant to risk their hard-earned
status, are beginning to opt for cooperative business
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ventures. But on-the whole, very little of the con-
structive action attempted by Negro leadership has paid
off, and the promises of Washington have proved empty.
Rising frustration leads increasingly to the promise of
riots. The author's opinion is that, in its own way,
white Mississippi understands this and hopes that by the
real time of crisis most of the Negroes will have gone
North.

0763. Podell, Lawrence. Mothers' Nativity and Immigration, Fami-
lies on Welfare in New York City. Preliminary Report
No. 4. New York: City University of New York, Graduate
Center for Social Research, 1968.
An April, 1966 survey of publicly-assisted mothers, part
of research on the utilization of health services by
welfare recipients, reveals that approximately one-fifth
of the mothers on welfare were born in New York
About one-third were born in the South, and more than
one-third in Puerto Rico. Three out Of 10 mothers
arrived in New York City as young adults. Only 1'0% of
the .mothers on welfare came to New York City when they
were over 30 years of age. Three-fourths of all mothers
on welfare either were born in New York City or lived
there for over a decade. About 25% of the publicly-
assisted mothers were.reared in each bf the following:
New York City, other cities, small towns, and farms.
One-half were brought up by both of their parents, while
a fourth were raised by their mothers only. lialf had '

four or more siblings.

0764. Prasad, S. B., and Johnson, G. A. "Residential Mobility
of the Retired Industrial Worker." Land Economics, 40
(May, 1964), 220-223. - I

07651 President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs.
Background Papers. Washington, D. C4: Government Print-
ing Office, 1970.

0766. President's Commission on Income Maintenance programs.
Poverty AmiplPlenty:' The American Paradox. Report of the
President's Commission on Income Maintenance Programs.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1969. c

0767. President's Commiesion on Income Maintenance Pro rams.
Technical Studies. Washington, D. C.: Governm nt Printing
Office, 1970.

0768. President's National Advisory Commission on ROral Poverty.
The People Left Behind A Report of the President's
National AdvieST Commission on Rural Povrty. Washington,
D. C.: Govei-fimerit Printing Office, 1967./ .

The focus of this report is on rural poverty. Some rural
programs, especially farm and vocational agricultuie
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programs, are called "relics'from an earlier age." Data
support the idea that migrants who end up in urban slums
have better conditions than they had in the rural slums
from which they moved. Farm programs have helped create
wealthy landowners while by-passing the rural poor.
Most of the rural poor do not live on farms. Diseases
and premature death are very high;. infant mortality is
higher than for the most disadvantaged urban groups,
Medical and dental care are "conspicuously absent!."
Unemployment and underemployment are major problems.
Rural schoo)s are poor at best, and rural housing is
tatrociou' Most of the rural South is one vast pov-
erty area." "The community in rural poverty areas has
all but disappeared'as an effective institution." Pub-
lic services have become grossly inadequate, as tax
bases have been eroded by outmigration of more able-
bodied wage earners. The adult population has increas-
ingly become one of fewer abilities and resources. Even
major social welfare and labor legislation gave bypassed
.many of the rural poor, particularly farmers and farm -

workers., TO improve urban co 'hditions without improving
rural conditions is said to supply even more incentive
for outmigration from rural areas. The, commission pre-
sents 12 areas of recommended action.

0769. Price, Daniel 0. Chan in Characteristics of the Negro
Population. A ensus Monograph. Washington, D. C.:
Government Printing Office, 1969 -.

0770. Price, Daniel O. "Distance and Internal Migration." Un-
published doctoral dissertation, University of North
Carolina, 1947.
This dissertation is an attempt to show the differences
in the migrants who travel long distances versus those
who travel shorter distances. In the first five chapters,
the variables are broken down by white, nonwhite, male
and female, to show (1) distance and numbers, (2) distance
and sex, (3) age, rural-urban residence and distance of
migration, and (4) differential effects of distance on
the sexes by age groups and place of rer dence. Several
interesting racial patterns appear. Untortunately, data
were not available on color for the comparisons of occu-
pation, education and employment status with distance of
migration. In the four areas considered by race (white-
nonwhite), tables' appear breiaking migration down by
region, and, so forth.
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0771. Price, Daniel O. '"Educational Differen,cials between Negroes
and Whites in the South." Demography, 5(1) (1968),4

00772. Price, Daniel O. "Effects of Outmigration'on Educational
Level of Negro Miles in Southern United States." Paper
presented to the United Nations World Population Confer-
ence, Belgrade, Yugoslav, a, 1965.
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0773. Price, Daniel O. "Estimates of Net-Migration in the United
States,, 1870-1940." American Sociological Review, 18(1)
(February, 1953), 35-39.
The author presents a report on the progress of joint
effort between the University of Pennsylvania and the
Institute for Research in Social Science, University of
North Carolina, and discusses use of the survival method
as a means for estimating net migration and problems in-
volved in the method. The paper reports on estimates of
native white net migration by age and sex for North
Carolina, 1870-1940. Results indicate a changing age
pattern of white male net mirants, with a consistent
trend of outmigration in the 20-35 age group, and losses
in this age group decreasing each year. Also, the 50-65
age group's increase was normal, but decreasing yearly.
The author presents similar data on white females. Negro
migration patterns show highly consistent age pattern of
net migration with little variation from year to _year
and consistent inmigration rates. There is an increasing
outmigration of Negro females 20-30. The author presents
conclusions and consistencies of both data groupings.

0774. Price, Daniel 0. "Examination of Two Sources of Errors in
the Estimation of Net Internal Migration." Journal of
the American Statistical Association, 50 (1'955), 689-
700.

0775. Price, Daniel O. "A Mathematical Model of Migration Suit-
able for Simulation on an Electronic Computer." Inter-
national Population Conference Proceedings 1959. Vienna:
International Union for the Scientific Studyof Population.

0776. Price, Daniel O. "The*Negro Population of the South."
Rural Povert in the United States. A Report of the
rest ent s Nations A visory Commission on Rural Poverty.

'Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.
Pp. 13-39.
Price examines population distribution, fertility,
marital status, and dependency ratios, migration, occu-
pational changes, education, and income, using data by
cohorts from the Census. Of particular interest is the
section on migration, in which estimates of net migra-
tion were computed by the census survival rate method
for regions of the U. S: for 1910-1960. Conclusions
reached were: (1) "Negroes are moving out of the rural
South at higher rates than are whites;" (2) "The rates
at which Negroes are moving out[of the rural South are
continuing to increase;" (3) "The number of Negroes mov-
ing out of the South may be declining even with higher
rates of outmigration because of the decline in the Negro
population of the South;" (4) "Southern urban areas are
declining in attractiveness to Negroes as migration des-
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tinations;" and (5) "Negroes are less likely to move as
family groups than are whites."
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tal Health." Mobility and Mental Health. Edited by
Mildred B. Kantor. Springfield, Ill.: Charles C. Thomas,
1965. Pp. 238-247.

0778. Price, Daniel O. "Nonwhite Migrants to and from Selected
A Cities." American Journal of Sociology, 54(3) (November,

1948), 196-201.
The author compares age distributions of nonwhite mi-
grants to and from 15 cities, testing the hypothesis
that "among migrants to and from cities of over 100,000
population, the nonwhite migrants more than the white
migrants tend to be either single persons or married
persons without children and that they tend to be concen-
trated in the more employable ages. nonwhite mi-
grants are not only more concentrated in the ages from
18 to 29, but the nonwhite inmigrants are more concen-
trated in these ages than are the nonwhite outmigrants."
It is also shown that the outmigrants are older than the
inmigrants, and the hypothesis is formulated that out-
migrants from cities of over 100,000 population are older
thanioutmigrants from cities of under 100,000 population.
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0780. Price, Daniel O. "UrbanizatiOn of the Blacks." Milbank
Memoiial Fund Quarterly, 48t2) (April, 1970), 47-58.

0781. Price, Daniel 0., et al, A Study of the Economic Conse-
quences of RuraiTZUrban Migration. Final Report sub-
mitted to the Office of Economic Opportunity, 0E0 Con-
tract B 89-4594. Austin, Tex.:, TRACOR, Inc., 1969.

0782. Price, J. A. "Migration land Adap1 tation of American Indians
to Los Angeles." Human Organization, 27 (Summer, 1968),
168-174.

0783. Price, Paul H. Louisiana's Rural Population at Mid-Century.
8411e tin 514.' Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1958.
The author presents an analysis of population character-
istics and change by urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-
farm residence groups. In many sections of Louisiana,
there was an exodus of nonwhite farm people between
1940 and 1950. Decline in the number of white farm
people was noted to a considerably lesser extent.

0784. Proctor, Samuel D. "The Preparation of Negro Youth for
National Manpower Needs." The Man ower Revolution:
Its Policy Consequences. Edite by Gart Mangam.
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Garden City, N.'Y.: Doubleday and Co., 1965.
The author discusses preparation of Southern Black mi-
grants for work in area's of inmigration.

0785. Purdy, Lawson. "Negro Migration in the United States."
American Journal of Economics and Sociology, 13(4)
(July, 1954), 357-362.
Purdy bases his study of Negro migration 1920 -1950 on
Census data and discusses numbers, direction of migra-
tion, and relation of property values in areas of heavy
migration. General conclusions are based on tables.
(1) Negroes had a 44% population gain between 1920-1950.
(2) In three areas which in 1920 housed 85% of the Negro
population, gains of 177 (South Atlantic), 77. (East
South Central), and 18% (West South Central) were ob-
served, whereas the total of six other areas increased
210%. Purdy attributes this to migration '(exact rates
may be suspect if there is differential 'ertility).
Other conclusions: Six states account for 81% of the
increase. Alabama, Arkansas,.Georgia, Mississippi, North
Carolina, and South Carolina dropped in percent Negro.
Each state of outmigration had a relatively higher in-
come than in 1920. Four of the six states with the lar-
gest inmigration had a lower percenp of the U. S. average.
Real estate values have declined in assessed worth.

0786. Raimon, Robert L. "Inter-State Migration and Wage Theory."
The Review of Economics and Statistics, 44 (November,1-972747874--313:-

0787. Rainwater, Lee. "Social and Cultural Problems of Migrants
to Cities." Rural Poverty in the United States'. A Re-
port of the President's National Advisory Commission on
Rural Poverty. Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1968. Pp. 248-266.
Findings are: (1) Housing problems of the poor are simply
reflections of problems of low income. (2) Migrants as
a transitional marginal group in the city need housing
that is manageable in terms of their transitional orien-
tation. Migrants will not be interested in programs of
home ownership or programs that require a strong interest
in property maintenance; a good stock of low-rent older
housing is in order. (3) 'There will still be housing
needs becaube most cities do not have an adequate stock
of older dwellings; the possibility of mobile homes and
trailer-like pre-fab units for new migrants shows con-
siderable promise for meeting needs of new migrants.
(4) Housing should be made available for families just
above the poverty level. (5) Builders and others
should be provided subsidies so they can provide housing
to migrants at low cost. (6) Slum clearance
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should assume a much more minor role in Federal housing
policies than it has had to date.

0788. Rainwater, Lee. "Work and Identity in the Lower Class."
Plannin& for a Nation of Cities. Edited by Sam B.
Warner, Jr. Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Technology Press, 1966.

0789. Ramsey, Charles E., and Anderson, W. A. Migration of the
New Yotk State Po ulation. Bulletin 929. Ithaca:
New ork State o ege of Agriculture, Cornell Agricul-
tural Experiment StatiOn, 1958:
This bulletin presents results of a study of migrants
in New York State, based on Censuses, 1870-1940. A de-
tailed description of the size of migration into and out
of New York State is given. There was no relationship
found between sex and the amount of migration in the
'urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-farm populations. Move-
ment from nonfarm to farm residence involved more dis-
tances, on the average, than other types of migrations.
Migrants were younger and more educated than the non-
migrants in all economic areas. The labor force parti-
cipation.rate was higher for persons who moved than for
nonmovers. Professional and technical workers moved to
and from economic areas more than skilled workers,
but the latter moved more within nonmetropolitan areas.
There was some tendency for migrants to have lower median
incomes than nonmigrants.,

0790. Ramsey, Charles E., Orman, Allan D., and Nelson, Lowry.
Migration in Minnesota, 1940-50. Bulletin 422. St. Paul,
Minn.: Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1954.
The authors analyze the extent of rural-urban migration
and associated agricultural, industrial and other factors.
Data are given for counties and economic areas.

0791. Raup, Philip M. "Economic Aspects of Population Decline in
Rural Communities." Labor Mobility and Population in
Agriculture. Issued by the Center for Agricultural and
Economic Adjustment, Iowa State University. Ames, Iowa:
Iowa State University Press, n.d. Pp. 95-106.

0792. Raup, Philip M. "Impact of Population Decline on Rural
Communities." Farm Policy Forum, 13 (1960-61), 28-36.
The author presents an essay dealing with the relation-
ship between outmigration of farm population and avail-
ability of local services in small, rural communities.
Secondary data sources were used.. "Explanation for
small town decline is not necessarily to be found in
immutable trends toward fewer and bigger farms and toward
business in marketing and retailing functions. A part
of the explanation lies in the absence, at the small town
level, of services that we recognize atthe farm level
under the names of supervised credit and agricultural
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research and extension....Becausa of migration, some of
these communities are surplus to our needs for*the ser-
vices that they have traditionblly performed. The ex-
tent to which they are 'surplus' will not be accurately
appraised until we have explored more thoroughly the
steps that could be taken to render them economically
viable."

0793. Ravitz, Mel. "Rural in-migration and Urban Assimilation."
Paper presented at the National Conference on Problems of
Rural Youth in a Chapging Environment, Washingeon, D. C.,
September, 1963. Washington, D. National Committee
for Children and Youth, Inc., 1963. (Mimeographed.)
The author presents ,a discussion of processes of inter-
action in bringing about assimilation of rural youth in
urban areas.

0794. Rayhawk, Arthur L. "Balance of Migration between Georgia
and Other States." Georgia Business, 14(1) (August,
1954), 1-5.

0795. Reagan, Barbara B. Mobility Adjustments, Levels of Living
and Propensity to Succeed of Retrained Disadvantagted
Workers and Their Families. Mexican American Industrial
Mi rants: Preliminar Re ort 75E717-TurMattetotLe
0 ice of Economic Opportunity, OEO Contract B 99-4775.
Dallas, Tex.: Southern Methodist University, Institute
of Urban Studies, 1970.

0796. Reagan, Barbara B., et al. Mexican American Industrial
Migrants. Final Report submitted to the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, OEO Contract B 99-4774, SMU Project
8635. Dallas, Tex.: Southern Methodist University,
Institute of Urban Studies, 1971.

0797. Real Estate Analyst. "Migratory Population Changes within -

Metropolitan Areas." Real "Estate Analyst, 23 (August,
1954), 317-338.

0798. Reeder, William W., LeRdy, Nelson, and Craig, Westey, Jr.
"Factors Influencing Occupational Decisions in a Low-
Income Area." Bulletin 67-1. New York: Cornell Uni-
versity, Department of Rural Sociology in cooperition
with the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Re-
search Service, 1965.

0799. Reiss, Albert J., Jr. "Rural-Urban and Status Differences
in Interpersonal Contacts." American Journal of Socio-
lo 65 (September, 1959), 182-195.

e number of contacts per individual in a given period
Of time in Nashville was found to depend more on agricul-
tural or nonagricultural place of origin than on the pre-
sent type of residential settlement--urban, rural non-
farm, or rural farm residence.
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0800. Reiss, Albert J., Jr., and Kitagawa, Evelyn M. "Demographic
Characteristics and Job Mobility of Migrants in Six
Cities." Social Forces, 32 ,(1953), 70-75.

0801. Rendon, G. "Prediction of Adjustment Outcomes of Rural
Migrants to the City." Uhpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Colorado, 1968.

0802. Renshaw, Vernon. 'The Role of Migration in Labor Market
Adjustment." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1970.

0803. Republican Coordinating Committee. The Task Force on Job
Opportunities and Welfare. Revitalizing Our Rural Areas.
Washington, D. C.: Republican Coordinating Committee,
Task Force on Job Opportunities and Welfare, 1967.

0804. Review of the River Plate. "Shifting and Drifting: Urban
and Rural Populations." Review of the River Plate,
130 (November, 1961), 15-16.

0805% Riessman, Frank. The Culturally Deprived Child. New York:
Harper and Row, 1961.

0806. Ritchey, P. Neal. "Poverty among Rural-Urban Migrants to
Metropolitan Areas." Paper presqnted at the Annual
Meeting of the Rural Sociological. Society, Washington,
D. C., August 26-30, 1970. Athens, Ga.: University of
Georgia, 1970. (Typewritten.)
Ritchey states that "differences in demographic, social
and economic characteristics among the urban centers of
varying sizes are frequently as significant as those
existing in the populations aggregated by a rural-urban
classification." His paper is based on the USDA-UGA
Study, with data from 1967 SE0 tapes. Size of place
is based on 1960 Census categories. The paper investi-
gates the poverty dimensions of rural-urban migration by
varying aspects of urban conditions (i.e., nonmetropoli-
tan-metropolitan; central city-ring; poor=nonpocir
central city areas). It (1) examines the distribution
of rural-urban migrants by relevant demographic charac-
teristics within these places, (2) compares the incidence
of poverty of rural-urban migrants to that of the urban
p9fulation of urban origin, and (3) tests the proposition
that previous or prolonged urban experience is inversely
associated with the incidence of poverty. Poverty inci-
dence is used as a broad measure of socioeconomic well-
being. Poverty threshold was determined taking into
account age, sex of head, number and composition of
family, and farm-nonfarm origin residence. Findings in-
clude the following: (1) Not quite half of those classi-
fied as rural-urban migrants. in 1967 were living in very
large metropolitan areas, and the majority lived in a
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place of at least a half million people. The proportion
of urban population with rural background was usually
inversely related to size of place. (2) While the inci-
dence of poverty among either rural-urban migrants or
urban-origin population was not related to size of place,
in every size of place category, the incidence of poverty
was greater among rural-urban migrants than among urban-
origin populatio6. (3) Negro rural-urban migrants
moved more often to large-sized places than did whites,
and Negroes constituted successively higher proportions
of rural-urban migrants as size of place increased.
(4) Female rural -urban migrants more often than males
were found in metropolitan rather than nonmetropolitan
areas. (5) Of the rural-urban migrants, 72% were of
rural-nonfarm origin, and 28% were of rural-farm origin.
The proportion of the urban population with rural farm
background generally was inversely related to city size.
(6) Generally Negroes more often than whites, older and
younger more often than middle-year adults, and females
more often than males experienced a higher incidence of
poverty. (7) Both rural-farm and rural-nonfarm rural-
urban migrants had higher incidences of poverty for,bath
sexes in nonmtropolitan than in metropolitan areas.
(8) Generally there was no difference in incidence of
poverty between black migrants and black urban-origin'
populations and in some size places, blacks of urban-
,origin had higher incidences. (9) The incidence of
poverty for Negro rural-urban migrants displayed a strong
inverse relationship with size of,place. (10) In general,
it can be concluded that: (a) the fact of being Negro
is much more significant than residence origin as a
predictor of poverty, and (b) the largest -sized places
are more conducive to social and economic well-being for
Negroes, regardless of residence origin. (11) '"..:the
decidedly higher incidences of poverty among rural-
urban migrants can be attributed to inmigrants of farm
origin." (12) Largeisized metropolitan areas had higher
proportions of migrants and natives in poor central city
areas than any other sized cities. Medium-sized metro-
politan areas had the lowest proportion of migrants and
natives in poor areas of central cities than any other
sized cities. (13) Over half of rural-urban migrants in
very large metropolitan areas had moved just once. The
proportion of one-stage migrants decreased as size of
place decreased, to only 26% of rural-urban migrants in
nonmetropolitan areas. (14) Regardless of previous urban
experience, migrants had higher incidences of poverty
than urban-origin population in .metropolitan areas,
regardless of size of place. In metropolitan areas, one-
stage migrants had higher incidences than multi-stage
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migrants, but the reverse was trie in nonmetropolitan
areas. (15) An inverse relationship between incidence
of poverty and duration of residence was found in urban
nonmetropolitan areas and in all urban metropolitan areas
combined. However, in the three smaller-sized metropoli-
tan areas, this relationship did not told. (16) Negro
migrants to central cities did not experience a decreas-
ing incidence of poverty as duration increased. The in-
cidence was 197.-22% for arrivals in all decades. The
author concludes that rural-urban migrants are "scape-
goats" of those pointing the, finger of blame for central
city problems. There is no difference among Negroes by
migration status for incidence of poverty. For whites,
there is, and the situation is mitigated by, duration'of
resiidence.

/,.0807. Roberts, Roy L. Some Postwar Rural Trends in Kentucky, North
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and. West Mirsinia.
Washington, p. C.: Government Printing Office, 1946.
The author discusses occupational shifts, migration,
veterans' adjustments, and farmers' use'of increased
income and savings in 10 counties in the Appalachian
Region during the latter part of 1945.

0808. Robertson, Lynn, ,et al. Rural Youth in Indiana. Bulletin
467. Lafayett'erfFa.: Indiana Agricultural Experiment
Station, 1942.
This study of the characteristics and problems of rural
youth, 18-24 years of age (1940), shows (1) that they
migrated despite the depression, (2) where they went
after leaving home, (3) what occupations they prefer,

4'and (4) the farming opportunities for youth.

0809. Rogers, Andrei A. Matrix Analysis of Interre&ional Popula-
tion Growth and Distribution. Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1968.

0810. Rogers, Andrei A. "Regression Analysis of Interf6gional
Migration in California." Review of Economics, and Statis-
tics, 49(2) (May, 1967).

0811. Rogers, T. W. "Stochastic Process for Determining Migration
Probability." Sociological Quarterly, 9 (Spring, 1968),
193-201.

0812. Rose, Arnold M. "The American Negro Problem in the Context
of Social Change." The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences, 357 (January, 1965).

0813. Rose, Arnold M. "Distance of Migration and. Socioeconomic
Status of Migrants." American Sociological Review, 23'
(1958), 420-423.
A,sample of migrants drawn from lists of new customers
of a local electrical company in 1955 was used. The
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author found that higher status people, seeking better
jobs, move a greater distance to find them, on the aver-
age, than do people looking for lower level opportunities.
Exceptions were Negroes and-lower status whites who
migrated long distances from the South and obtained lower
level jobs. ,

0814. Rose, Arnold M., and Warshay, Leon. "The Adjustment of
* Migrants to Cities." Social Forces, 36 (October, 1957),

72-76.
Migrants to ,Minneapolis (and adjoining areas serviced by

1 the Minneapolis Electric Company) who came from outside
a 40-mile radius of the city between March 1, 1955, and
May 31, 1955 were the subjects of the study. The data
were gathered from 217 migrants. The following hypo-
theses were tested: (1), Migrants who move from one urban
area to another are likely to act more 'efficiently' in
solving their adjustment problems than do migrants from
rural areas. (2) Migrants with already existing primary
group contacts in the urban community are more likely to
remain isolated from the rest of the community,and/or
to remain isolated' longer, than migrants without such
contacts. (3) Migrants without already existin primary
group contacts in the new community.are more likely toIsfeel disheartened and/or pessimistic about their .fe
accomplishments and life chances than are those with such
contacts. (4) Migrants without already existing primary
group contacts in the new community are more likely to
feel distrust in, or lack of sympathy for, other people.
The hypotheses con be regarded as "confirmed in general.
...Rural-urban background differences in the migrants
were less important than the presence in the new commun-
ity of relatives and friends....The theory used here has
been found useful in prediting and accounting for the
observed empirical relationships."

0815. Ross, H. L. "Reasons for Moves to and from a Central City
Area." Social Forces, 40 (March, 1962), 261 -263.

0816. Rossi, Peter H. Why Families Move: A Study in the Social
Psychology of Urban Residential Mobility. Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1955.

0817. Rossi, Peter H., and Blum, Zahava D. Class, Status and
Poverty. Report No. 15. Baltimore: The Johni1.765Rins
University, Center for the Study of the Social Organize-
.tion of Schools, 1968.,

0818. Rottenberg, Simon. "On Choice in Labor Markets." Industrial
and Labor Relations Review, 9 (January, 1956), 183-189.

0819. Roy, P. "Factors Related to Leaving Farming." Journal of
Farm Economics"; 43 (August, 1961), 666-674.
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This study is specifically oncerned with attempting to
isolate the differential aspiration of all farmers, part-
time and full-time, to leave their present occupation in
search of more,financially remunerative positions,and
the relation of this factor to certain socioeconomic
variables. The dependent variable was the question,
"Suppose you were offered a chance to make a lot more
money than you are making now. Tell me whether these
things would or would not stop you from accepting the
offer. Suppose 1that it involved: 1) taking on sub-
stantial debt; 2') living in a big city; 3) giving up
your spare time; 4) moving around th country a lot;
5) leaving your community; 6) Stephens County;
7) taking on more responsibility; changing your occu-
pation; 9) endangering your he lth; and 10) leaving
your family for some time." R spouses were combined to
form three approximately equal size categories of high,
medium, and low aspirants. Conclusions were: "(1) The
dependent variable termed 'level of aspiration' seemed
to demonstrate unidimensionality as manifested bf.the
Guttman scaling techniques and seemed to be similar to
that used by Fiegel. (2) Level of aspiration was not
related to any of the five measures used for performance
on the farm-gross farm sales, productive-man-work units,.
net larm income, net worth, or the amount of information
a farmer sought from an agency like the Agricultural
Extension Service. (3) Inverse associations were found
between level of aspiration and age, and level of aspira-
tion and years in farming. These associations are quite
logical in that the older a person gets or the longer
he works in one occupation, the less would he want to
leave and seek his fortune elsewhere. (4) Education,
family income, and 'level of living were not related. to
level of aspiration. (5) No association was found
between level of aspiration and the number of nonfarm
jobs the opeAator had worked in, nor the number of
additional skills he had from which he felt he could make
a living. Further, the fact that the operator's father
or his wife's father was in farming, or that he'had
brothers in farming or that he had brothers in farming
or in other occupations, or even that his wife worked
in a nonfarm occupation, did not seem, to push or pull
his own aspiration to leave farming. gven the amount of
nonfarm family earnings did not seem to affect his aspira-
tion to leave farming...." The research results indicate
that the aspiration to leave farming for people in
chronically low-income counties does not fit the expected
economic and sociolpgical patterns.

0820. Rubin, Morton': "Localism and Related Values among Negroes
in a Southern Aural Community." Social Forces, 36
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(March, 1958), 263-267.
The research was undertaken during the summer of 1956 in
Houston and the surrounding countryside of West Chickasaw
County in Northeast Mississippi. The site was selected
because it represented the home base of a majority of
Southern rural Negro migrants to the industrial city of
Beloit) Wisconsin, which was studied by T.rP. Omari in
1954. Five indices were derived: (1) Locality Satisfac-
tion (things people liked and did'not like about "living
around here"); (2) Locality Orientation (location and
frequency of visits with friends and relatives and the
degree of participation _n local churches and clvbs);
(3') Institutional Conservatism (questions based on
changes in family, community, educational and religious
institutional life since respondent was young); (4) Pro-
jection of Local Opportunities (views of "future' for
young black people); and (5) Success Themes (criteria
for success of black people). The findings reveal a
folk society influx. The older gerkpration that once
chose country living over the city `looks out upon the
local scene and concludes that opportunity for those who
would succeed can be found best in Northern industrial
cities. Other parts of this study confirm Omari's find-
ings in Beloit that migration is directed specifically to
Northern industrial cities where close relatives already
live and work.

0821. Rubin, Morton. "Migration Patterns of Negroes from a Rural
Northeastern Mississippi Community." Social Forces, 39
(October, 1960), 59-60.
This study deals with migration patterns of 386 Negroes

,

from the town of Houston and its surrounding open country
in Western Chickasaw County, Mississippi. Analysis of
first migration destination points of the 386 kin mi-
grants revealed a regional concentration, of 112 migrants
OM to such Southern rural areas as the Mississippi
Delta and Arkansas and to smaller towns in Mississippi,
Tennessee, and Kentucky. Defining a gateway city as a
primary destination point leading to secondary migration,
the nearest gateway city was Memphis, followed by St.
Louis and Chicago-Gary. Kansas City was gateway to the
West, and Detroit, gateway to the Michigan peninsula. A
total of 34% of migrants went to gateway cities. Secondary
migration trends validate the observation that migration
is increasingly directed toward independent and satellite
cities, notwithstanding the continuing importance of
gateway cities. While first rallk for primary migration
must be given to rural areas in Mississippi and the Ar-
kansas Delta, the 10 following cities represent 52% of
all primary destination points: St. Louis,.Chicago,
Beloit, Memphis, Detroit, Milwaukee, Kalamazoo, Kansas
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City, Cleveland and Erie. In the ranking Of secondary
destination points, the six following cities account for
43% of all secondary kin migrants: Chicago, St. Louis,
Memphis, Buffalo, Erie, and Beloit: If we consider
migration concentrated when two-thirds or more of a
family group migrate to the same destination, then
41%, or 33 kin migrant groups of a single generation,
were so concentrated. Respondents cited better work
opportunities and higher wages elsewhere as major reasons
for the migration of their siblings and children. Wives
tended'to follow their husbands' quest for work. Two-
thirds of the kin migrants reportedly chose their first
migration destination because of available work oppor-
tunities, while 18% selected their-destination point .

primarily'to live with their families ilrbady there.
However, closetkin of in-laws were already resident in
two-thirds of all destination communities.' Chief com-
munication sources among these migrants, from rural to
urban areas are primary and familistic. There is a
high rate of reciprocal visiting between migrants and

)

their families back home.

0822. Rubin; Morton. "Negro Migration and Adjustment in Boston."
Boston: Northeastern University, 1959.

0823. Rubin, Morton. Plantation County. New Haven, Conn.: Col-
lege and University Press, 1963.

0824. Rural Poverty In the United States. A Report of the Presi-
dent's jqational Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.

0825.Russell, Joe L. "Changing Patterns in Employment of Non-
white Workers." Monthly Labor Review, (May, 1966); 503-
509.
It is stated that the changing occupational structure of
the economy will be working against nonwhites, since. the
occupations in which they are now concentrated will grow
more slowly than other occupations. Two different hypo-
thetical estimates of future employment patterns show
that nonwhite workers will have to gain access to the

. rapidly growing skilled and white collar occupations at
a faster'rate than in recent years if their unemploythent
rate is to be brought down to the same level as for white
workers. Solutions are defined as education and training
opportunities and reduction of racial discrimination in
hiring.

0826. Ruttan, V. W. "Farm and Nonfarm Employment OpPqrtunities
for Low-Income Farm Families." Phylon, 20 (Fall, 1959),
248-255.
The author presents an essay on the future of agricul-
tural labor opportunities. The author makes predictions
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on future migration trends. "(1) Employment opportuni-
ties in Southeastern agriculture will be. extremely
limited during the next decade for 'those individuals who
are unwilling to accept extremely low levels of income.
(2) Expanding urban employment within the region will
offer substantial non-farm opportunities to migrants from
Southeastern farms. But white migrants will have a com-
parative advantage as far as higher paying industrial
jobs in the Southeast are concerned. (3) Assuming con-
tinued expansion of the national economy, employment
opportunities for Southern migrants to the Northeast and
Midwest will continue to expand."

-..

0827. Ruttan, V. W. "Industrial Progress and Rural Stagnation in
the New South." Social Forces, 34 (December, 1955),
114-118.
The author present's a general discussion of the economic
conditions in the Southern U. S., emphasizing the rela-
tionships between farm-emplument, farm income, migration,
and industrialization. Existing information was utilized.
"The experience of the 1930-40 decade indicates rather
clearly that'the extensive declines in farm employment
that did, occur have not had an adverse effect on the farm
outpUt of the region....Those areas of the Southeast in

. which farm people have made the veatest economic gains
have - generally been located in' close'proximity to devel-
oping urban centers...:The level'of welfare achieved by
rural farm people, both in tI1e So theast and the nation,
bears. a'direct and popitive relat onship to the /extent
of urban-industrial developthent the same-general
areas." Most of the existing agicultural educAtion and
conservation programs must be continued, and vocational
training of farm youth mus; emphasize skills that will
be useful Outside agricultbre., ,.

1 ,

0828. Sabeq, Samuel. "Geographic Mobility and Employment Status,
'M&.ch 1962- March'1963A Month. Labor Review, 87
(August, 1964), 873-881.
A study of migrants and nonmigran s, conducted to deter-
mine the extent to which unemploftd workers migrate com-
pafed' with the mobility of employed workers, found that
along with the employment situation, age was a strong
determinant of migration.

0829. Safa,'Helen Icken. An Analysis of Upward Mobility in Low-
Income Families: A Com arisoa of F mil and Community
Life among American Negro and Puerto ltan 'oor: Syra-
cuse, N. Y.: Syracuse University, 967..

0830. Sal
%

dana, Nancy. Mexican-Americans in the Midwest: An Anno-
tated Bibliography'. Specia Paper f0. East Lansing,
Mich.: Michigan (State University, Rural Manpower Center,
1969. ,



-41

0831. Samora, Julian, and Lamanna, Richard A. Mexican-Americans
in a Midest Metropolis:'A Study of EasTTEicago.
vance Report No. 8% Los,Angeles: University of
California; Graduate SchpOl of Business Administration,
Division of 'Research, 1967.

1The East Chicago Mexican-Americrn community differs from
wo4t Northern Mexican-American communities in that its
p6pulation is le s transient, it is not composed of
agricultural work rs who dropped off the migrant stream,
and the set-dement is older, larger, and constitutes
a larger proportion the total population than in most
other places in the No . Compared to their position
in the Southwest, the Mexicans are immigrants rather'
than indigenous, the dominant, groups are of European- N
immigrant stock and not "old" Americans, many of the
others are also Catho,lic, and the inteilroup situation, is
more complex. 'Group assimilation has been limited and
slow. Individual assimilStion has beeri upwardly mobile.
East Chicago functions as a way station on the road to
individual .assimilatiOn because the community lacks the
holding power to retain its assimilated members and,this
is unlikely to change. Moreover, as long as'the"cow-
munity continues to be fed by a stream of new migrants,
and as long as fertility remains high, Mexican-Americans
cannot expect to assimilate much more than they have. A
crisis brought on by the latent con lict betWeen the
high dropout rates and shrinking emp went opportunities
for the unskilled could radically change the picture by
encouraging a new emphasis on education.

0832. Sanchez, George. Forgotten People. Albuquerque, N. M.:
University of New Mexico Press, 1940. zy

0833. Sanders, Irwin T., andileMiloway, Robert E. Rural Families
in the Purchase Ara of Western Kentucky. Bulletin 647.'
Lexington, Ky.44: University of Kentucky, Agricultural
Experiment Station, -1956.
The authors discuss age, education, occupation,,and des:-
,tination of migi.ants,,sreasons for migrating, and contact
maintained,bempen paren(ts arid migrant children. Full-

, time farm ',families were lidst likely toThave children
away from !home than nonfarm and part -time farM families..

0834. Sanders, John. "The Der3ressed Area and Labor Mobility:,The
Eastern Kentucky Case." Journal of Human Resources, 4(4)
(Fall, 1969), 437 -450.

0835. Sanders, John. "Some Aspects of the Economics of Return.
Migration: With Reference to the Eastern Kentucky Coal
Fields." Unpublished master's' thesis, University of
Kentucky, 1967.

0836. Sanua, Victor D.'. "Immigration., Migration and Mental Illness:
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A Review of th? Literature with Special Emphasis on
Schizophrenia. ' Behavior in New Environments: Adapta-
tion of Migrant Populations. Edited by Eugene B. Brody.
Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 291-
352.

Residential mobiliOr is distinguished from migration and
immigration. Studies in the U. S. for white, black,
Puerto Rican,,Jewish, and other nationality groups are
reviewed for the relation between migration and immigra-
tion and mental illness. Also reviewed are studies in
world areas of recent high immigration, such as England,
Canada, Australia, Israel, and the Scandinavian countries.
Other descriptions are of studies in Asia, Hawaii, and
other European and Latin American countries. The author
concludes, "migration or immigration and their relation
to mental illness as measured by hospital statistics
are too gross variables. Research should be more fruit-
ful...if both the characteristics of the migrant and
nonmigrant and the conditions under which they move are
fully considered."

0837. Saunders, Lyle. Cultural Differences end Medical Care: The
Case of the Spanish Speaking People of the Southwest:
New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1954.

0838. Saville, John. Rural Depopulation in England and Wales,
1851-1951. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1957.

0339. Saville, John. "Rural Migration in England and Wales."
Rural Migration. Papers presented to the First Congress
of the European Society for Rural Sociology, Brussels-
Louvain, September, 1958. Bonn: Privately published,
1959. Pp. 58 -63.

0840. Savit2, L. Delinquency and Migration. Philadelphia: Com-
mission on Human Relations, 1960..

0841. Scarlett, M. "Psychodynamic Interpretation of Population
Movement: A Changing Emphasis Reflected in Travelers Aid
Casework." Social Service Review, 36 (September, 1962),
280-285.

0842. Scheff, Thomas J. "Acculturation and Ties to Former Home
of Mexican-Americans in an Indust vial City." Interna-
tional Review of Community Development, 15-16 (1966),
239-244.

0843. Scheff, Thomas J. "Changes in Public aJd Private Language
among Spanish-Speaking Migrants to an Industrial City."
International Migration (Geneva), 3(1 & 2) (1965),
7g-85.

0844. Scher, Reinhard. "The War on Poverty in West Virginia: Na-
tional Program and Regional Realities." Journal of Social
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.Work Progress, 16 (1967), 53-68.
The rate of increase of the aged in West Virginia was
three times as great as that of the entire country from
1950 to 1960. Public assistance recipients now are almost
as poo.,:. as, they were in 1960 because increases in welfare
payments have not kept pace with the rising cost of liv-
ing. At present, 35% of all West Virginia families live
below the poverty lever. Coal mining promises less
jobs, and it is doubtful that such land can be reconver-
ted for other kinds of economic activity. Even consider-
able economic growth in the U. S. would not create any
large number of jobs in the state. A principal safety
valve has been outmigration, but migrants often fail
elsewhere because of limited educational background and
work experience. However, state programs refuse to recog-
nize the necessity of this migration, and they do nothing
to help the migrants. College-educated natives of the
state do not remain in West Virginia.

0845. Schiller, Bradley R. "Stratified Opportunities: The Essence
of the 'Vicious Circle.' " American Journal of Sociology,
76(3) (November, 1970), 426-442.

0846. Schmid, Calvin F., and Griswold, Manzer J. "Migration with-
in the State of Washington, 1935-40." American Socio-
logical Review, 17(3) (June, 1952), 312-326.
The authors show that patterns of intrastate migration
are positively correlated with differences in levels of
economic activity and changes in economic activity among
subregions. Migration was largely from the agricultural
eastern part of Washington to the manufacturing and
economically dominant western part of the stato. Distance
was an important factor in volume as well as in the selec-
tion of migrants.

0847. Schmid, Calvin F., and Nobbe, Charles E. "Socioeconomic
Differentials among Nonwhite Races." American Sociologi-
cal Review, 30 (1965), 909-922.

_0848. Schmid, Calvin F., et al. Impact of Recent Migration on
Seattle Schools.--Vienna: International Union for the
Scientific Study of Population, 1959.

0849. Schnittker, J. A., and Owens, G. P. Farm-to-City Migration:
Perspectives and Problems. Agricultural Economics
Report No. 84. Lawrence, Kan.: University of Kansas,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1959.
The authors present results of a study of farmers (non-
professional, non-supervisory male workers) who had
moved to industrial jobs. Interviews were taken from
46 respondents who had been employed for fewer than five
years and who listed farm operation among their last
three previous jobs. "The small study reported here was
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undertaken with the deliberate intention of reviewing
many of the changes occurring in the relationship of
the farm sector of the economy to the nonfarm sector."
One-half of the excess labor supply on the farms in
Kansas was employed off the farm in 1954. A small group
of men who had moved from farms to industrial jobs in the
past five years showed considerable adaptability to new
jobs and had improved their incomes, but they still pre-
ferred farm life. Managers of employment offices and of
manufacturing firms in Kansas indicated ready acceptance
and, in some instances', a small preference for, workers
with farm backgrounds for certain types of jobs.

0850. Schnitzer, Martin C. "An Approach to the Amelioration of
Rural Poverty: Migration and Relocation." Working Pap..!r,
No. 12. Blacksburg, Va.: Virginia Polytechnic Insti-
tute, College of Business, Department of Business Admini-
stration, 1968.

0851. Schon, Donald. "Assimilation of Migran'ts into Urban Centers."
Rural Poverty in the United States., A Report of the
President's National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty.
Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.
Pp. 267-287.
This paper appraises the effect of state and local pro-
grams on rural-urban migration, identifies' existing con-
flicts in major program elements, assesses the effective-
ness of programs in achieving objectives, and recommends
changes in programs to increase effectiveness. The author
says that "Programs and policies affecting rural-urban
migration are of three types: (1) those that act to en-
courage rural-urban migration by creating conditions that
tend to displace people from rural areas or that pull
them toward urban areas; (2) those that disCourage mi-
gration, either by creating conditions that tend to hold
people in rural areas or that discourage them from en-
tering urban areas; and (3) those that provide, or could
provide, support and assistance contributing to the suc-
cess of rural-urban migration." Type 1 programs are fur-
ther identified as (a) those that act to limit employment
opportunities, displace workers, or further limit and
depress living standards in the rural area; (b) those
that provide information or experiences that increase
the possibility of relocation being perceived as a viable
alternative; (c) those that discriminate against the
poor or subgroups of the poor; (d) those that actually
support relocation or require a willingness to relocate
as a condition for receiving aid; and (e) those that
create the possibility of dissatisfaction where it did not
exist before (e.g., by increasing educational level, or
by increasing skills to a higher level than can be used
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locally.) Two particular programs are named which are
specifically designed to encourage or support relocation:
(1) the employment assistance program of the U. S. De-
partment of-the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs; and
(2) the labor mobility demonstration projects sponsored
by OMPER and BES of the U. S. Department of Labor.
Other programs are said to encourage rural-urban migra-
tion but in a limited way: 1) USDA programs such as
acreage allotments, marketing quotas, soil bank and
price-support programs, in many cases, have limited the
ability of farmers to expand their operations and to
provide jobs for farm people. 2) USDA Food Stamp Pro-

,

gram versus the Surplus Commodity Program: The former
excludes the lowest income families, while the latter
provides food without charge but also without choice.
Reports, from civil rights groups largely, indicate that
the choice of the Food Stamp Program in some rural coun-
ties, particularly in the Deep South, is consciously
used to "push" the poorest people or those with other
"undesirable" characteristics-out of the area. 3) RecenL
amendments to the Federal Minimum Wage Law (effective
February 1, 1967): By extending the provisions of the
Fair Labor Standards Act to include agricultural workers
not formerly'covered, this act has dtually resulted in
massive displacement of farm workers, because farmers
cannot pay the wages and/or find it cheaper to mechanize.
4) Manpower Development and Training Act programs of
the U. S. Department of Labor require applicants to
indicate a willingness to relocate if necessary and in
some states these programs are closely related to labor
mobility projects. It is stressed in this article that
MDTA programs do assum0 that many trainees will have to
relocate in order to use their skills. 5) The interarea
clearance activity of the Bureau of Employment Security
of the U. S. Department of Labor:. This is operated
through State Employment Security Commissions and en-
courages migration of those who'are provided clearance
services. Those with icw skills or who have been unem-
ployed may not be able to afford going to another area
for a pre-employment intel:view or even the move itself,
since clearance orders are issued by local offices who
have specific job offers frcm employers they cannot fill
locally. Also, the major clearance activity related to
farm workers may inhibit rural-4urban migration, since it
is the prime mechanism for obtaining seasonal work crews,
who may be continuously "cleared" from one-area to another
for short periods of time. Thus, this program supports
the continuance of the migratory work pattern. 6) Job
Corps program administered by the Office of Economic
Opportunity: These programs, both the urban and rural
types, offer a residential training program for youth
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aged 16-22 who are considered disadvantaged. It is
stated that many rural youth are assigned to urban Job
Corps centers and vice versa. The Job Corps'%as recog-
nized that for many of the corpsmen to return home after
completing training would be inadvisable or inappropriate
because of destructive environment,.lack of ethployment
opportunities or- racial /ethnic prejudice in the home
community. However, this program only affects single men
and.women." Type 3 programs, those that support the
success of migration once it has been undertaken, are
supposed to be neutral in effect, but to 'the extent that
they are motivating forces, "they probably increase the
propensity to migrate." These programs and policies are
1) the Adult Basic Education program, enabled under the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964; 2) vocational educe-
tion programs; 3) the Maternal and Child Health and Men-
tal Retardation Planning Acts of 1963; 411 Medicaid;
5) the Wagner- geyser Act of 1)33; 6) the Work Experience
program, enabled by Title V of EOA; 7) apprenticeship
programs under Bureau of Apprenticeship Ttaining; and
8) on-the-job training (OJT) programs. Type 2 programs,
those that discourage rural-urban migration, are those
that result in all kinds .of improved conditions for the
poor in rural areas, even if only for short-term periods.
Some of these are: 1) rural CAPS; 2) the farm labor
placement programs of the State Employment Sedurity Com-
missions; 3) the categorical assistance programs admini-
stered by state and local departments of welfare; 4)
unemployment insurance programs; 5) surplus food 'program;
6) the Area Redevelopment Act of 1961 and.the Economic
Development Act of 1965 under the U. S. Department of
Commerce; 7) the Farm Credit Administration of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, and the Rural Electrification
Administration; 8) the Farmers' Home Administration,
strengthened by the EOA of 1964; 9) industrial develop-
ment programs operated on the state level; and 10) the
local. corporation development program of the Small Busi-
ness'Administration. A discussion follows on the con-
fliCts in programs and policies that influence rural-
urban migration. There are four named kinds of con-
flict: (1) conflicts between the ways in which programs ,

are'conceived or delivered and the needs of the target
population; (2)conflicts between underlying assumptions
or objectives and the effect or requirement of the oper-
ation; (3) conflicts between various programs/policies
occurring within individual agencies; and (4) conflicts
at the local level between agencies. A discussion fol-
lows on the points at which intervention in the rural-
urban migration process seems feasible and then comes
a section on modifying existing programs.
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0852. Schwarzweller, Harry K. "Education, Migration and Economic
Life Chances of Male Entrants to ,the Labor Force from a
Low-Income Rural Area." Rural Sociology, 29 (June,
1964), 152-167.
A discussion on the differences in occupational placement
and material level of living in 1960 existing between
migrants and nonmigrants whp shared the same sociocultural
environment when enrolled in the eighth grade in 1950
found that these were the result of regional differences
in opportunities and cultural experiences intervening
between 1950 and 1960.

0853. Schwarzweller, Harry K. Family Ties, Migration and Transi-
tional Adjustment of Young Men from Eastern Kentucky.
Bulletin 691. Lexington, Ky.:, University of Kentucky,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1964.
An exploration of the, extent to which familism affected
the decision to move resulted in the finding that famil-
ism did not prevent migration but resulted in identifica-
tion with home rather than the new community and a
feeling of transiency rather than permanency.

0854. Schwarzweller, Harry K. "Parental Ties and Social Integra-
tion of Rural to Urban Migrants." Journal of Marriage
and the Family, 26 (November, 1964), 410-416.

0855. Schwarzweller, Harry K. Sociocultural Factors and the Career
Aspirations and Plans of Rural Kentucky High School
Seniors. Progress Report 94. Lexington, Ky.: Univer-
sityof Kentucky, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1960.

0856. Schwarzweller, Harry K. Sociocultural Origins and Migration
Patterns of Young Men from Eastern Kentucky. Bulletin 685.
Lexington, Ky.: University of Kentucky, Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1963.
Young men enrolled in the eighth grade in school in 1950
were studied in 1960 with regardto geographical mobility
patterns. and found to have migrated in large numbers be-
cause of the limited employment opportunities at home .

0857. Schwarzweller, Harry K.; and Brown, James S. "Education as
a Cultdral Bridge between Eastern Kentucky and the Great
Society." Rural Sociology, 27 (December, 1962), 357-
373.

0858. Schwarzweller, Harry K.; and Brown, James S. "Social Class
Origins and the Economic, Social and Psychological Ad-
justment of Kentucky Mountain Migrants: A Case Study."
Behavior in New Environments: Adatation of Mi_rant Po
u ations. Edite .y Eugene B. Brosy. Bever y Hi
Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 117-144.
It was found that high-class people tended to move as
nuclear families, while intermediate class people tended
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to maintain a family homestead in the mountains, and
young migrants from these families usually joined older
siblings or close kin. The low-class families exhibited
a more diverse pattern. High; -class families either
moved completely out of the region or did not move,
while others tended toward short, local moves first, in
a step fashion. Differences were noted in time of
migration and place of destination. It was found that
the branch family networks perform different functions
for the different classes of migrants.. Various variables
concerning interaction with kin at home and in the city
were analyzed with regard to residential stability,
nostalgia, happiness, worry, anomia, and anxiety.

0859. Schwarzweller, Harry K., and Brown, James S. "Social Class
Origins, Rural-Urban Migration and Economic Life Chances:
A Case Study." Rural Sociology, 32(1) (March, 1967),
5-19.

4ee-study after 20 years of persons who had been living
three isolated mountain neighborhoods in edstern

Kentucky, this paper explores the thesis that in a rural
low-income area with a high rate of outmigration, the
social class position of a family influences the pattern
of outmigration, the structure of the migration process,
and the economic life chances of individual migrants
and families in the areas of destination. It was found-
that social class differences in the strategy of out-
migration contributed to the maintenance And stability
of the social class hierarchy within the migration sys-
tem. Social class origin influences not only when a
person left the mountains, where he moved, and with whom,
but also his subsequent level of living in the urban area.

0860. Schwarzweller, Harry K., and Crowe, Martin J. "Adaptation
of Appalachian Migrants to the Industrial Work Situation:
A Case Study." Behavior in New Environments: Adaptation
of Migrant Populations. Edited by Eugene B. Brody.
Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 99-
116.

The confirmed hypothesis is that male migrants from an
isolated rural area of eastern Kentucky "have adapted with
a minimum amount of strain to existing circumstances in
the host community as a result of a combination of
favorable factors: the patticular and particularistic
nature of the industrial work situation, the normative
equivalencies whj.ch exist in the donor and recipient
subsystems both at the place of origin and destination,
and the supportive functions performed by the kinship
network during the transitional period." Topics dis-
cussed include the rural-urban transition, initial job
situation, job advancement and stability, reaction to
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lay-offs, attitudes toward unions, job satisfactions,
and overall occupational adaptation.

0861. Schwarzweller, Harry K., and Seggar, John F. "Kinship In-
volvement: A Factor in the Adjustment of Rural Migrants."
Journal of Marriage and the Family, 29(4) (November,
19-677-7767=T71.
This paper deals with the rural migrant's involvement in
a branch-family network in the area of destination and
the effect of his attachment on-his adjustment to the
city. Five factors are taken into account: age, sex,
educational level, length of time in the city, and social
class origin. Data are from a follow-up study of the
'Beech Creek' sample. Except in the case of more recent
migrants, size of migrant's effective kin group in the
city was not found to be an important determinant of
social psychological adjustment; however, social inter-
actional differences with and within the kin group net-
work do affect certain aspects of adjustment 'in certain
cases. A solidary kin group appears to offer various
types of migrants a "haven of safety" in time of stress.

0862. Scotch, N. A. "Social Change and Personality: The Effects
of Migration and Social Mobility on Personality."
Personality and Social Systems. Edited by N. J. Smelser
and W. T. Smelser. New York: John Wiley, 1963. Pp. 323-
330.

0863. Seggar, John F. "Social-Psychological Adjustment of Kentucky
Mountain Migrants in Urbanized Industrial Areas of
Southern Ohio." Unpublished master's thesis, University
of Kentucky, 1964.

0864. Senior, Clarence. "Migration as a Process and Migrant as
a Person." Population Review; 6 (January, 1962), 30-
41.

0865. Senior, Clarence. "Puerto Rico: Migration to the Mainland."
Monthly Labor Review, 78 (December, 1955), 1354-1358.

0866. Shannon, Lyle W. The Assimilation and Acculturation of
Migrants to Urban Areas. Madison, Wisc.:. University of
Wisconsin Urban Program, 1963.

0867. Shannon, Lyle W. "Cultural and Related Restraints and Means
of Overboming Them." The Economic Development of Agri-
culture'. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press,
n6-5. Pp. 66-80.

0868. Shannon, Lyle W. "The Economic Absorption and Cultural
Integration of Inmigrant Workers." Behavior in New En-
vironments: Adaptation of Mi:rant Po dIations. Edited
y Eugene ;ropy. ever y alit.: age Pub-
lications, 1970. Pp. 167-187.
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The discussion centers on Mexican-American, Anglo, and
Negro male and female migrants. Race and ethnicity,
religion, and sex are designated as group "identity"
variables which influence (a) a person's "acceptability",
and, as hypothesized here. (b) world view, which would
affect the use made of opportunities: It is posited
that Anglo male Protestants and female Mexican-American
Catholics would be extremes, with other ethnic/race-sex-
religious groups falling along a continuum. World view
and level of aspiration for children were used as mea-
sures of cultural integration, and level of living and
occupational status were taken as measures of economic
absorption, while education was felt to be an example of
a determinant of success. The conclusion is that
"...although Anglos, Negroes and Mexican - Americans differ
in world view, the interrelationships of the variables
within each ethnic group, religious group and sex cate-
gory gives some but not much support to the detailed
hypothesis.",

0869. Shannon, Lyle W. "Economic Absorption,and Cultural Inte-
gratidn of the Urban Newcomer.' Emerging Problems in
Housing and Urban Development. 'Iowa City, Iowa: Uni-
versity of Iowa, Institute of Public Affairs, 1965.
Pp. 24-46.

0870. Shannon Lyle W. "Goals and Values in Agricultural Policy
and Acceptable Rates of Change." Goals and Values in
Agricultural Policy. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University
Press, 1961. Pp. 260-384.

0871. Shannon, Lyle W. "Occupational and Residential Adjustment
of Migrants." Labor Mobility and Population in Agxicul-
ture. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press, 1961.
-PT-122-150.

0872. Shannon, Lyle W. "The Public's Perception of Social Wel-
fare Agencies and Organizations in an Industrial Com-
munity." Journal of Negro Education, (Summer, 1963),
276-285.

0873. Shannon, Lyle W. "Urban Adjustment and Its Relationship to
the Social Antecedents of Inmigrant Workers." Interna-
tional Review of Community Development, 13-14 (1965),
17-17-713137-

0874. Shannon, Lyle W., and Krass, Elaine M. The Economic Ab-
. sorption and Cultural Integration of Mexican-American

and Ne ro Workers. Progress Report on National Institutes
of Health Projects RG-5342, RG-9980, GM 10919 and Ch00042.
Amcs, Iowa: University of Iowa, 1964.

0875. Shannon, Lyle W., and Krass, Elaine M. "The Economic Absorp-
tion of In-Migrant Laborers in a Northern Industrial Com-
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munity." American Journal of Economics and Sociology,
23 (January, 1964), 65-84.
A significant amount of variation was found in the occu-
pational levels of Mexican-American rural migrants to an
urban area which was not explained by the low level of
education. However, the low level of first employment
and limited education diminished the likelihood of upward
mobility.

0876. Shannon, Lyle W., and Krais, Elaine M. "The Urban Adjust-
ment of Inmigrants: The Relationship of Education to
Occupation and Total Family Income." Pacific Sociological.
Review, (Spring, 1963), 37-47.
This paper is a study of the relationship of education
to occupation and total family income of inmigrants in a
Northern industrial community. Controls are included
for race and ethnicity and length of residence in the
community. The data were collected as part of a three-
year study. The sample consisted of 284 Anglos, 236
,Mexican-Americans, and 280 Negroes, all of whom had chil-
dren 0-20 years of age. The Anglos had significantly
more education than the Negroes, who had significantly
more than the Mexican-Americans. The higher the level
of education, the higher the occupational level at which
males entered the work force--for all groups. When
present job and education were cross-tabulated, there was
a significant relationship between high level of educa-
tion and a high level occupation only for Anglos. After
controlling for length of residence, the relationship
still held only for Anglos. When length of time in the
community is added to the analysis, it is found that
Negroes with less than eight years of .education approach
Anglos with longer residence. Mexican-Americans appear
to move upward to a lesser degree or to stay at the same
level. For persons with 9-12 years bf education and less
than nine years residence, there are no occupational
differences associated with ethnicity. Anglos with ten
or more years residence have significantly higher job
levels. Total family income is also used as a measure
of economic absorption. It is not highly'correlated
with occupation of the head of the family. Present
family income and educational level are isignificantly
related only for Anglos and, when length of residence is
controlled, only for Anglos of more than ten years resi-
dence. Negroes of less than ten years residence and less
than eight years of education have higher incomes than
Mexican-Americans. Merely having a high school educa-
tion does not seem to help the inmigrant minority group
member push above the job or occupational level that
calls for an eighth grade education. Higher levels of
education and longer periods of residence in the urban,
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industrial community are associated with higher occupa-
tional leveli and higher total family incomes only for
Anglos.

0877. Shannon, Lyle W., and Lettau, Kathryn. "Measuring the Ad-
justment of Inmigi.ant Laborers." Southwestern Social
Science Quarterly, (September, 1963), 139-148.

0878. Shannon, Lyle W., and Morgan, Patricia. "The Prediction'
of Economic Absorption and Cultural Integration among
Mexican-Americans, Negroes and Anglos in a Northern In-
dustrial Community." Human OrganizLtion, 25 (Summer,
1966), 154-162.
This is a report on a three-year study of inmigrant labor
in Racine, Wisconsin. Respondents were drawn from a pop-
ulation list of persons living in Racine who had children
from zero to twenty years of age. The'sample consisted
of 284 Anglos, 236 MexicanrAmericans, and 280 Negroes,
half male and half female. The basfc proposition of
this is that measurable antecedent handicaps or indica-
tors of these handicaps will explain a significant amount
of the differences in absorption and integration within
racial and ethnic groups as well as differences between
racial and ethnic groups. When a summary scale Oa-
antecedent handicips was constructed, Mexican-Americans
were most handicapped and Anglos were least handicapped,
with Negroes in-between but much clbser to the m3xican-
Americans. The .following items characterized the most
handicapped persons: respondent's former homewas in the
Southern U. S.; husband's father's Occupation was agri-
cultural laborer or farmer; respondent has lived in
Racine nine years or less; husband.has had less than,
eight years of education; husband'6 first job was agri-
cultural laborer or farmer. The authors say that, "It
is possible that, since most of the Mexican-Americans and
Negroes obtained their formal education in rural Texas
and the Deep South, respectively, while most of the Anglos
attended school in the, urban Nort1, the social environ-
ment in which the child went to school was more impor-
tant in predicting occupational success than years of
formal education." "Although size of community of
orientation has been mentioned in the literature as an
important antecedent, it appears to be practically un-
related to the various measures of economic absorption
utilized in this study." "If we substitute for size of
community of orientation either a measure of urban ex-
posure prior to the move to Racine or a measure of total
urban exposure including the length of time spent in
Racine, urban exposure still fails to show a significant'
relationship to present occupational level, income, or
possessions for Mexican-Americans or Negroes, although
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there is a significant correlation between urban expo-
sure and income for Anglos." In this study the follow-
ing were considered antecedent variables: (1) education
of males; (2) first work experience; (3) length of prior
urban exposure/experiences; 4) urban work experience;
and (5) the scale of antecedent handicaps. Four addi-
tional variables may be considered as either antecedent
or intervening variables depending on the point at which
analysis commences: (1) occupational level of associates;
(2) extent and pattern of social participation; (3) world
view; and (4) occupational mobility type. Anglos had
associates with significantly higher occupational sta-
tuses than did Negroes or Mexican-Americans. Mexican-
Americans were lower on the scale than Negroes but not
significantly so. Anglos were significantly more individ-
ualistic and less fatalistic than Mexican-Americans or

. Negroes; while Me4ican-Americans and Negroes did not
have significantly different world views, a higher pro-
portion of Negroes than Mexican-Americans were individ-
ualistic and manipulative. Anglos had achieved signifi-
cantly more high-status careers than Negroesand Mexican-
Americans. The following measures of economic absorption
and cultural integration were employed: (1)- present occu-
pational status; (2) income; (3) level of living; '(4)
world view; and () 'level of aspiration for children.
Level of living was measured by two scales. Anglos were
significantly higher 'cm both possessions scales than
either Mexican-Americans or Negroes, with no significant
differences found among the latter two. Two "level of
'aspiration" scales were constructed. The first. was
limited to measuring the level of parents' aspiration
for their children, while the second, the "level of
aspiration and realism" scale, attempted to ascertain the
respondent's views on how aspirations should or could
be implemented as well as his awareness of the likelihood
that they would be implemented. The "level of aspira-
tion" scale revealed that Anglos had significantly
higher educational and professional aspirations for
their children than did Negroes, and Negroes had signifi-
cantly higher aspirations than did Mexican-Americans.
Anglos and Negroes were significantly higher on the
"level of aspiration and realism" scale than Mexican-
Americans, but Anglos did not have significantly higher
scores than Negroes. When the combined samples of Anglos,
Mexican-Americans and Negroes were examined without
holding ethnicity or race constant, relatively high
correlations were found between measures of economic ab-
sorption and cultural integration and their predictive
set of scale scores. The authors conclude,

predictive
have

demonstrated that significant correlations exist in the
combined samples and in the individual samples, but we
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have not really shown that our, predicting variables are
always antecedents."

0879. Shannon, Lyle W., and Shannon, Magdaline W. "The Assimila-
tion of Migrants to Cities: Anthrop?logical and Socio-
logical Contributions." Urban Affairs Annual Review.
New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1967. Pp. 49-75.

0880. Shannbn, Lyle W. et al. The Economic Absorption and Cul-
tural IntegratiZT-17)TInmigrant Workers. Revised Report
submitted to the National Institute of Mental Hearth.
Iowa City, Iowa: University of Iowa, 1966 (Mimeo-
graphed.)

0881. Sharp, Harry P. "Migration and Social Participation in the
Detroit Area." Unpublished doctoral dissertation,
University ofMichigan, 1954.
This study found that in the case of Southern migrants,
farm experience is usually related to a lowered rate of
social participation. However, the effect of previous
experience diminishes with length ofstay in the new
community.

0882. Sharp, Harry P. "Migration and Vcitipg Behavior in a Metro-
* politan Community." Public Opinion Quarterly, 19

(Summer, 1955), 206-
The author interviewed a sample of adults in Detroit,
Michigan. The aim of.the study was to discover differ-
ences, in the pattern of voting, if any, between migrants
and nonmigrants. "Voting appears to indicate a level,of
involvement in and adjustment to the community which is
more closely associated with length of residence in the
new area than with the place and type of previous resi-
dence," socioeconomic status, and demographic charac-
teristics.

.0883. Sharp, Laure, and Petersen, Gene B. Southern In-Migrant
Study : An Overview. Washington, D. C.: Bureau of
Social Science Research, 1967.
For various reasons outlined in this interim report,
Cleveland appeared to be the optimum city for a study of
the occupational and social adjustment of Southern in-
migrants, both white and Negro, in an urban industrial
center. At first, interviews were oonduc,ted in person
after a telephone screen. Later, incentive payments were
used to bring interviewees to the office or to keep
appointments at home, the cost being offset in savings
in time and travel. At the time this report was written,
interviewing was incomplete, and action programs had
operated for only two months. It is apparent that the
hard-core, problem-ridden migrant is in the minority,
and a sizable trainee population for an MDTA-type program
was not found among a randomly selected group of mi-
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grants. Long-term residents are in a superior economic
position to- inmigrants in general: Women are more often
unemployed, or else employed at a lower scale; little

. difference, however, h:ls been shown in earning*power
between white and Negro. If, however,, comparisons are
ripstricted to full time employment, better pay goes to
men rather than to women, to whites rather than to
Negroes, and to those longer in the community. No pub-
lic records or such data as utility records give an ade-
quate method of locating inmigrants.

0884. Sheppard, Harold L., and Belitsky, Alv: Harvey. The Job Hunt.
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1966.

0885. Shotwell, Louisa R. The Harvesters: The Story of the Mi-
, 1.ant People. New York: Doubleday and Co., 19b1.

0886. Shryock, Henry S., Jr. "Annotated List of Estimates of
Net Migration, 1940 to 1950, by the Residual Method."
Population Index, 2'5(1) (January, 1959), 16-25.

0887. Shryock, Henry S., Jr. "The Efficiency of Internal Migra-
tion in the U. S." International Population Conference
Proceedings, 1959. Vienna: International Union for the

Studytudy of Population, 1959. Pp. 685-694.
The percentage that net migration for an area forms of
the sum of inmigration and outmigration is considered
as a measure of the efficiency, or effectiveness, of
migration. Efficiency has tended to be greater for
nonwhites than whites. Farmers had a highly efficient
interregional migration among occupation groups between
1949 and 1950, particularly to the South ,rom the West.

0888. Shryock, Henry S., Jr. Population Mobility in the-United
States. Chicago: University of Chicago, Community and
F=IT74-Study Center, 1964.

0889. Shryock, Henry S., Jr. " Redistribution of Population: 1940
to 1950." Journal of the American Statistical Associa-
tion, 46(256) (December, 1951), 417-437.

0890. Shryock, Henry and Larmon, Elizabeth A. "Some.
Longitudinal Data on-Internal Migration." Demography,
2 (1965), 591.

0891. Shryock, Henry S., Jr., and Nam, Charles B. "Educational
Selectivity of Interregional Migration." Social Forces,
43 (March, 1965), 299-309.
This study uses migration data from the 1940 Census
(1935-1940), the 1950 Census (1949-50 and birth to 1950),
and the CPS for 1959 (1958*-1959) to determine how edu-
cational: selectivity in migration has changed with time
in the U. S. The analysis emphasizes long- distance mt-
gration and takes-into account grOss migration streams.
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Using birth to 1950 data, the authors noted the following
trends: (1) For all,age-sex groups, median education
level was higher for migrants out of a region than for
those who remained in that region. (2) Median education
levels were higher for migrants into the South than for
those who stayed in the South; the opposite was true
for the North and West. (3) In all age-sex groups, the
following four ranked in descending order of educational'
level: (a) migrants from the North and West to the South;
(b) Northern nonmirants; (c) migrants from the South
to the North and West; and (d)' Southern nonmigrants.
(4) Educational differentials by migration status were
most pronounce,: at 35-54 years and tended to be greater
for males at younger and central ages and for females at
older ages. Migration out of the South was selective
of middle educational levels in terms of origins,
whereas migration to the South was selective of the
better educated through age 54 and of extremes at older
ages. These patterns have generally persisted over time.
College-educated persons were selected in nearly ,t1
streams at all dates. The net effect of migration on
the South was to raise slightly the educational level ofthe region. There was no racial breakdown given in the
article. Outmigration from the South has been selective
of the college-educated. Inmigrants to the South, how-
ever, also have, on the average, very high educational
attainment. Among the other three regions, the streams
have been less selective.

0892. Siegel, Jacob S., and Hamilton, C. Horace. "Some Consider-
ations in the Use of Residual Method of Estimating Net
Migration." Journal of the American Statistical Associa-
tion, 47 (September, 1952), 475-500.

0893. Simmons, Ozzie C., et al. Urbanization of the Migrant: Pro-
cesses and Outcomes. Boulder, Colo.: University of
Colorado, Institute of Behavioral Science, 1964.
This is a research proposal for a study aimed at identify-
ing and exploring the social processes leading tc success
or failure of Spanish-speaking migrants in an urbaA set-
ting. The study proposes to develop a model of urbani-
zation processes and a computer simulation of these pro
cesses and then to test the mode' on additional data ell-
lected from another sample of migrants..

0894. Simons, Savilia Millis. Social Services for the Mobile Poor,in Urban Areas. New York and London: Columbia Univer-
sity Press for the 1965 National Conference on Social Wel-
fare, 1965.
The author gives a discussion of problem exrerienced'by
poor inmigrants to the urban community and solutions sug-
gested to deal with these problems. One s'3lution Would
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be-to establish welcoming service centers to aid new
arrivals in the city.

0895. Simpson, Richard L., et al. Occu ational Choice and Mobi-
lity in the UrbaniTiTple mont of North Carolina.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, Institute
for Research in Social Science, 1960.

0896. Sjaastad, Larry., "The Costs and Returns of Human Migration."
Journal of Political Economy, 70 (October, 1962), 80-
93.
This treatment places migration in a resource allocation
framework. Within this framework, the author's goal is
"to determine the return to investment in migration
rather than to relat- rates of migration to income dif-
ferentials." After aL. extended discussion, the author
states, "The main conclusion remains that migration
cannot be viewed in isolation; complementary investments
in the human agent are probably as important or more
important than the migration process itself. (1) Gross
rather than net migration is a more relevant concept
for studying the returns to migration as well as the
impact of migration upon earnings differentials. (2)
Migration rates are not an appropriate measure for esti-
mating the effect of migration. (3) Age is significant
as a variable influencing migration and must be consider-
ed in interpreting earnings differentials over space
and among occupations. (4) The relation between private
and social costs of, and returns to, migration at best
depends upon market structure, resource mobility in

- general, and revenue policies of state and local govern-
ments."

0897. Sjaastad, Larry A. "The Relationship between Migration and
Income in the United States." Regional Science Associa-
tion Papers and Proceedings, 6 (1960), 37-64.
"The question this paper attempts to answer is two-fold:
first, are at least part of the measured income differ-
entials a result of factor disequilibrium?; secondly,
how effective is an unassisted labor market in removing
these differences, i.e., how mobile is the population?
The first question was tested by a cross-section gravity
model searching for systematic migration after other
factors had been accounted for. The second question
employs a similar model, which assumes a functional re-
lationship between the pressure (income differences)
and the rate of migration." Findings: Other things con-
stant, increasing education reduces real income relative
to measured income. The coefficients of three variables,
farm population, rate of change in income, and education
consistently turned up the sign opposite that expected.
The effects of including race lends more support to the
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inferiorleucation-of-Negroes hypothesis than to the
discriminItion hypothesis. Further the effect of race
diminishes with the age of the migrant, which is consis-
tent with its being primarily an income adjustment vari-
able. "It may take migration alone more than three
decolees to bring a State to par with other States had it:
begun with a per capita income (labor) of $1000 versus
$1100 in all other States. This statement is necessarily
crude. However, it surely points out that we cannot
expect migration to bring about rapid adjustments to
substantial changes in.,demand and technology. Thus,
we may well be suffering substantial losses from resource
misallocation due to the slow workings of the labor mar-
ket." Suggestions for improving the labor market fall
into two categories: first, improving the channels of
information, and second, artificially increasing the
incentive the market offers.

089g. Skrabanek, Robert L. Agriculture's Human Resources in
Cherokee County, Texas. Progress Report 1888. College
Station, Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1956.
Between 1940 and 1950 most migrants from farms moved out
of the county. However, a greater proportion of white
than of Negro migrants remained in the county.

0899. Skrabanek, Robert L. Characteristics and Changes in the
Texas Farm Population. Bulletin .825. College Station,
Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, Agri-
culture Experiment Station, 1955.
Most data used here were derived from U. S. Census re-
ports. The bulletin concerns itself mainly with farm
population trends and an explanation of why these trends
occurred. "Farm population,. trends in Texas generally
have been in the same direction as in the nation and
the West South Central division...." Before 1937, the
speed of decline was less rapid and after 1945, more
rapid than the nation's. "Age differentials are largely
the result of variations in the rates of migration into
or out of the different classes of residential areas,
with youth being the most important group. In Texas,
70% of the youngsters living on farms in 1940 between
the ages of 10 and 15 were no longer farm residents in
1950."

0000. Skrabanek, Robert L. "Farm Population EstimateS for 1958."
Texas Agricultural Progress, 4(6) (November-pecember,
1958), 19. //

0901. Stspa nek Robert L. "What's ;lappening to Texas Population?
Texas AusLcultural Workers' Association Proceedings,

1-8.
The a

J nua
thor esent$ a discussion of some of the major
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trends in the rapidly changing population picture and
how they affect agriculture. Farm population losses
have been accompanied by an increase in average size of
farm and in number of part-time and residential farms.

0902. Skrabanek, Robert L., and Bowles, Gladys K. Migration of
the Texas Farm Population. Bulletin 847. College Statiori,

,Tex.: Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Agricultural Experiment Statig, 1957.
Data used here are.from U. S. Census reports and reports
of the Agricultural MarIceting Service. The study focuses
on migration as it affects-the-farm population of Txas.
A decided drop in the number of people leaving farms has
occurred since 1954. Between 1940 and 1950 the net loss
through migration was greater than for the two previous
decades combined. In this-puft-66;-tates-of Tret-ottmigra-
tion were higher among youth, nonwhites, females, and
residents of certain economic areas.

0903. Skrabanek, Robert L., and Bowles, Gladys K. The 1957 Texas
Farm Population. Progress Report 2037. College Station,
Tex.:- Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College, Agri-

,

cultural Experiment Station, 1958.
This bulletin outlines then-recent changes in the farm
population. Between 1950 and 1957 migration from farms
was heaviest in areas of prolonged and serious drouth.

0904. Slocum, Walter L., and Stone, Carol L. The Farm People of
Washington at Mid-Century. Bulletin 557. Pullman,
Wash.: Washington Agricultural Experiment Station, 1955.
Net migration by counties, 1940 to 1950, shows that de-
creases were greatest in rural counties. The largest
migration was among young people and older women{.

0905. Slotkin, James Sydney. From Field to Factory: New Indus-
trial Employees. Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1960.

0906. Smith, Charles U. "The Disappearing Negro Farmer in Florida,
1920 to 1950." Florida A&M University Bulletin of Re-
search, 9(3) (September, 1956), 12 -18.

0907. Smith, Eldon Dee. "Migration and Adjustment Experiences of
Rural Migrant Workers." Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of Wisconsin, 1953.
The author focuses on the situational matrices of farm
Life, from which emerged decisions to migrate, and of
urban life, as it relates to the impact of migration
processes on migrants. Patterns of adjustment for three
cultural groups--Northern whites, Southern whites, and
Negroes-- were studied. Examination is made of r4les of
friends and relatives, as well as formal media, as
suppliers of information in advance of migration and in
the adjustment processes following migration.
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0908: Smith, Eldon Dee. "Non-Farm Employment Information for
;; Rural People." Journal of Farm Economics, 38 (August,

1956), 813-827.
The author presents results of a study of 157 migrants
in Indianapolis. The investigation was aimed at dis-
covering possibilities of creating better opportunities
for rural people to obtain-8 higher level of living
through farm and nonfarm work. The f011owing hypothesis
was tested: "information is a limitational factor in
migration." The fcllowing conclusions were drawn: When
considerable distances are involved in rural-urban mi-
gration, special problems are created that are not ordi-
narily dealt with by conventional employment media.
Evidence indicated that lack of specific information
about pay and social requirements resulted in doubts and
tears that may contribute to immobility. Information
supplied to areas with large numbers of underemployed
Negroes is likely to result in substantially more migra-
tion than,if supplied to either Northern agriculture
areas or areas of predominantly:white population in the
South,.

0909. Smith; Eldon Dee. "Urban Employment for RUral People: The
Problems and Possibilities of Long Distance Migration."
Abstracts of the Association of Southern Agricultural
Workers Proceedings, 52 (1955), 12.
Migration from Southern farms relieves population pres-
sures on-agricultural resources; outmigration will con-
tinue as long as there is sufficient nonfarm employment
to absorb the growing population,

0910. Smith, Joel. "Some ConsidLations in'Formulating a Classi-
fication Schema for Migration Histories as Incidenta
Variables inn Social Research." Paper presented at the
Conference on Migration Histories,. Washington, D. C.,
February 5-6, 1970. Durham, N. C.: Duke University,
1970. (Typewritten.)

0911. Smith, T. Lynn. "Changing Number and Distribution of the
Aged Negro Population in the United States." Phylon,
18 (Janilary, 1958) , 339-354.
The Negro population is aging rapidly, but spill the
proportion of aged remains below chat for the total pop-
ulation. Discussion of the factors involved indicates
that this willt-continue until 2000. The distribution
of the aged Nes.co population along with its migration is
studied, showing indices for 14 cities which have an
out -of- proportion, segment of the Negro aged. Discussion
of Smith's method of determining age distribution of
migrants, and estimates based on these conclude: (1) the
distribution of the aged Negro population is becoming less
equitable; (2) There is a heavy exodus of the aging
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Negro population, flowing mainly to California) Louisi-
ana, Illinois, Michigan, New York, Texas, Florida, Ohio
and Alabama. Another major finding is the substantial
rural-urban migration.

0912. Smith, T. Lynn. "Dynamics of the Rural Population. Part
III. Levels mid Trends in Rural"Migration." Rural
Sociology, 19() (March, 1954), 78-82.

0913. Smith, T. Lynn. "Migration." The Sociologyof Rural Life ,
4 3rd Ed. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953. Pp. 160-

195.

The author discusses the movements of people to and
from farms, 1920-48, with a section on the selectivity
of rural-urban migration. He also includes a section
on movement from farm to farm.

0914. Smith, T. Lynn. "Migration .from One Latin American Country
to Another." International Population Conference Pro-
ceedings, 1959, Vienna: International Union for.the
Scientific Study of Population,'1959. Pp. 685-702.

0915. Solien, N. L. "The Family Organizatiot Types of
Migratory Wage Labor." American Anthropologist, 63
(December, 1961), 1264-1280.
The author presents an exploratory attempt to classify
various types of migratory wage labor and to suggest some
of the probable effects of each type of migration on
family organization. The nature of the period of absence
from the home village isthe basis for classification.
The categories discussed are: (1) seasonal migration;
(2) temporary, nonseasonal migration; (3) recurrent
migration; (4) continuous migration; and (5) permanent
removal.' There are several essentially different patterns
of behavior which are usually lumped together in discus-
sions of migrancy and the family'. The main conclusion
was t;lat migrancy would be reflected in the social organ-
ization in different ways depending'upon the nature of
the sociocultural system-affected, as well as upon the
type of migrancy itself. 'Some types,of migrant labor
appeared to have little effect on the family, regardless
of what the traditional family,form might have been.
Other types of migrancy seemed to be more compatible
with some forms Of family household organization than with
others.

0916. Solomon, Darwin Dale. "Value Factors in Migration: Rural
Residence Values Associated with Rural to Urban Migra-
tion." Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Cornell Uni-
verSity,.1957.
This study deals with the theoretical proposition that,
situational factors being equal, measurable value con-
cepts which-people have regarding the relative desirabil-



ity of particular aspects of the rural versus urban
environments (residence values) are important factors in
the selectivity of migration. The major hypothesis was

' that, other things being equal, the married sons and
daughters of native-born, open-country residents of
Broome County, New York, who were living in the open
country at least four years previous to 18 years of age
and are now between 19 and 50 years of age, will differ
in their evaluation of specific aspects of rural versus
urban conditions of living by, rural and urban residence.
Migrants tended to prefer the educational, intellectual,
and religious Activities of the city. Nonmigrants tended
to pref..!r the country for a better home life, healthy
living conditions, hobbies, and aesthetic enjoyment.
The major hypothesis was accepted.

0917. Somers, Gerald G. "The Experience with Retraining and
Relocation." Paper presented at Conference on Manpower
Policy, Berkeley Unemployment Project, New York City,
June 20-22, 1966. (Mimeographed,-)

0918. Sovain, N. V. "Potential Opt-migrants and Removable Surplus
Population in Three Districts of Orissa (India)." Inter-

. national Population Conference Proceedings, 1959. Vienna:
International Union for the Scientific Study of Popula-
tion, 1959. Pp" 703-709.

0919. Spaulding, Irving A. Rhode Island Po ulation: Selected
characteriration. isce aneous
Plililt7-1---Rhode Island Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, 1958.
The author presents tabular report showing mobility of
the population by sex and residence, number of inmigrants
and outmigrants by geographic divisions, source and des-
tination of migrants by leading States, and movements
among farm and nonfarm residence groups by State economic
areas.

0920. Spaulding, Irving'A., and Beers, Howard W. Mobility and
Fertilit Rates of Rural Families in Robertson and John-
son ..,ounties, 4entuc y, 9 1. Bu etin 1. Lexington,.

Ky.: University of Kentucky, Agricultural Experi-
. menr Station, 1943:

. 0921. Spengler, Joseph J. "The Economic Effects of Migration."
Selected Studies of Migration Since World War II: Pro-
ceedin s of the 34th Annual Conference of the Milbank
Memoria Fun New Yr : Mi ban, Memoria Fun 1 8.
Pp. 172-192.

0922. Spengler, Joseph J., and Duncan, Otis D. Demographic Analysis:
Selected Readings. Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956.



0923. Spiegelglas, S. "The Role of Industrial Development as
a Factor Influencing Migration to and from Wisconsin
Counties, 1940-1950." ,Journal of Farm Economics, 43
(February, 1961), 128-13/.

0924. Staples, Robert E. "The Lower Income Negro Family in St.
Paul;" St. Paul, Minn.: St. Paul Urban League, 1967.
(Mimeographed.)

0925. Stewart, C. T.,'Jr. "Migration as a Function of Population
and Distance." American Sociological Review, 25 (1960),
347-356.

0926. Stewart, J. Q., and Warntz, W. "Physics of Population Dis-
tribution." Rural Sociology, 1(1) (1958), 99-123.

0927. Stingell, L. D. "Some Private and Social Aspects of the
Labor Mobility of Young Workers." Quarterly Review of
Economics and Business, 6 (Spring, 1966), 19 -27.

0928. Stoddard, Ellwyn R. The Role of Social Factors in the Suc-
cessful Adjustment of Mexican-American Families to Forced
Housing Relocation. E1'Paso, Tex.: City of El Paso,
Texas, Department of Planning Research and Development,
Community Renewal Program, 1970.
The author says that, "While this is a description of
probleMs and unique factors concerned in the forced '

relocation of families within the same city where they
were living, some of the findings may. e applicable to
evaluation of social adjustment problems to be encountered
in migration, where some of the same factors as involved
in the relocation are also involved-in the migration ad-
justment process." Data were obtained five years after
relocation. From the 1,155 families relocated, a sample
of 40 homeowners and 40 renters was selected and per-
sonally interviewed. The relocated sample had been-
rather stable, long-time residents and were usually
older families, a thirerhaving no children at home and
another quarter having children older than high school
age. "....an interesting and somewhat unexpected find-
ing was that the wore, mobile tenement renters had less
overall adjustment problems than either the more perma-
nent house renters or the stable homeowners who pur-
chased another house."' "There was seldom any resentment
toward the physical appearance of the new location...."
"However, when a move to a relatively disorganized area
was compounded by the area being, identified as a Negro
neighborhood, the reaction to this blurring of minority
identities was very disturbing and was apparentin one-
half of the more seriously maladjusted families studied."
"...future relocation projects should be aware of these
intra-minority identity patterns...." "... overall, it
appears that the stereotype of Mexican-Americans relying
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only on familial resources in open to question."

0929. Stone, Leroy 0. "Evaluating the Relative Accuracy and Sig-
nificanceof Net Migration Estimates." Demography, 4(1)
(1967), 310-330.

0930. Stouffer, Samuel A. "Intervening Opportunities and Competing
Migrants." Journal of Regional Science, 2 (1960), 1-26.

0931.` Stouffer, Samuel A.: "Intervening Opportunities:tA Theory
Relating Mobility and Distance." American Sociological
Review, 5 (1940), 845-867.

0932. Strodtbeck, Fred L. "Population, Distance and Migration
from Kentucky." Sociometry, 13(2) (May, 1950), 123-
130.

0933. Struening, Elmer L., Rabkins, Judith G., and Peck, Harris B.
"Migration and-Ethnic Membership in Relation to Social
Problems." Behavior in New Environments: Adaptation of
Migrant Populations. Edited by Eugene B. Bfody. Beverly
Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1970. Pp. 217-247.
The focus of this chapter,is upon the relationship bet-

(..

ween migration and 'mental illness. It is stated that
is has not been shown unequivocally that differences in
admission rates between migrants and natives are speci-
fically attributable to migration rather than to inter-
vening variables such as social class, race or speed of
transition. The authors preent a review of the litera-
ture in the context of what they define as have been the
four successively popular views on the relationship bet-
ween migration and mental illness. The authors took a
different view in conducting their own study; thus, an
increased incidence of physical illness and deviant or
disruptive behavior, as well as mental illness, was the
outcome of adaptation to a new social context. Methdd
of investigation was social area analysis. Migrants
studied were Negroes from the South and Puerto Ricans from
abroad having moved to the Bronx and Brooklyn between
1955-1960 in comparison with a relatively permanent native
population of each ethnic group. Health indicators
investigated were the number divorced or separated, the
number on welfare in 1962, the number of infant deaths
under one year from 1960 to 1965, the number of pre-
mature births in 1960 and 1965, the number of births with
prenatal care beginning in the seventh or ei th month,
the number of reported homicides, the number o arrests,
of persons 7-20 years old, and admissions to ospitals.
Of particular interest is one finding: "It is clearly
apparent that recent arrivals to the city do not end up
on welfare roles more quickly than more permanent resi-
dents...." The conclusion was that "...the number of
migrants and the number of relatively permanent residents
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of the same ethnic group played_vitfually identical
roles in predicting the indicators of social, health
and mental health problems," except that migrants had
higher rates of hospitalization for mental illness.

0934. Stul?, Halger R. "The Occupational Characteristics of
Migrants to Duluth: A Retest of Rose's Hypothesis."
American Sociological Review, 27 (February, 1962), 87-
90.

Seven hundred thirty-five persons (heads of each -family
moving into Duluth and visited by the "Welcome Wagon"
in Duluth in 11-58) were studied. The hypotheSis re-
tested was as follows: Higher status persons seeking
the better jobs or opportunities, must move a greater
distance to find them, on the average, than do persons'
seeking less desirable opportunities. The data support
Rose's findings that professionals and managers migrate
longer distances than do lower status migrants. Also,
the higher status migrants are more likely to come from
eastern urban centers, while middle and lower status
groups come from rural areas, small cities, and towns
lying west of the Mississippi.

0935. "The Study of Migrants as Members of Social Systems."
Proceedings of the 1968 Annual Meeting of the American

ogica ociety. eatt e, as .. University o
Washington Press, 1968. Pp. 34-64.

t no

0936. Sundquist, James L. "Where Shall They Live?" Public Inter-
est, (Winter, 1970).

0937. Suval, Elizabeth, cald Hamilton, C. Horace. "Some New Evi-
dence on Educational Selectivity in Migration to and
from the South." Social Forces, 43 (May, 1965), 536-
547.
Conclusions: (1) Migrant populations include propor-
tionally more of the better educated persons regardless
of age, ,ex, color, or direction of migration to and
from the South and its divisions. (2) The correlation
between educational attainment and migration increases
with distance. (3) White-nonwhite differences are evi-
dent in volume and directiop of migration but also re-
flect basic differences in 'education. (4) The most pro-
nounced correlations between education and migration,
occur at younger age grOups. (5) Sex differences in
education and migration appear to reflect basic differ-
ences in educational attainment between males and females.
(6) Of the factors in this study, education is the only
one over which the individual and society have any con-
trol. Thus, the relationship between education and mi-
gration deserves the ,considers 'on of those studying the
educational system.
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0938. Taeuber, Conrad. "The Census Bureau Projections of the
Size and the Age and Sex Composition of the Population
of the United States in 1975." Atvlications of Demo-
ra h : The Po ulation Situation in the United States in

1 . Edits by Dona d J. Bogue. 70ECTETTEIOT7CTiTs
FOTTlaation, 1957. Pp. 53-58.

0939. Taeuber, Conrad. "Economic and Social Implications of In-
* ternal Migration in the United States." Journal of Farm

Economics, 41 (December, 1959), 1141-1154.
TErsigIrgely a study of the effects of off-farm mi-
gration on such economic and social aspects as occupa-
tional mobility, social mobility, industrial growth, and
subbanization. "The decrease in the number of farms
and of farm population has created significant problems
of organization for agencies that are accustomed to
functioning on a county basis....As a result of the con-
tinued intermingling of rural and urban people, the dis-
tinctions involved in the dichotomy, rural and urban, are
becoming increasingly blurred....The fact that Americans
exercise their freedom to move has been an important
factor'in developing national homogeneity....There will
continue to be a need for high levels of mobility in the
population if the economy is to function at the levels
of which it is capable. Rural-urban migrations will con-
tribute, but they may well become less and less signifi-
cant in the total pattern of internal migration."'

0940. Taeuber, Conrad. "Migration and Rural Population Adjust-
ment." Rural Sociology,5(4) (December, 1940), 399-
410.
The author includes tables and a discussion of changes
in farm population, 1930-35 in relation to per capita
value of farm property in 1930. He concludes, that in-
crease in farm population was greatest in the poorest
land areas--those in which considerations of a sound
land use cal., for a reduction, rather than an increase;
in numbers.

0941. Taeuber, Conrad. "Recent Trends of,Rural-Urban MigrapTon
in the United States." Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly,
25(2) (April, 1947), 203-213.
The author describes the volume and extent of farm mi-
gration, 1940 -45 as well as fertility, replacement
potentials, and future, trends.

0942. Taeubei, Conrad, and Taeuber, Irene B. The Chan in Po ula-
tion of the United States. New York: Jo n Wiley an
Sons, Inc., 1958.
This publication provides an overall view of the chang-
ing American population, including population growth, ex-
ternal and internal migration and urban-rural distribu-
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Lion. Data were drawn from population censuses from
179.0 to 1950 and supplemented by vital statistics for
later years.

0943. Taeuber, Irene B. "Migration, Mobility, and the Assimila-
tion of the Negro." Population Bulletin, (November,
1958), 129-134.

0944. Taeuber, Karl E. "Cohort Migration." Demography,, 3(2)
(1966), 416-422.

0945. Taeuber, Karl E. "Duration-of-Residence Analysis of Inter-
nal Migration in the United States." Milbank Memorial °
Fund Quarterly, 39 (1961), 116-131.

0946. Taeuber, Narl E. "Residential Segregation." Scientific
American; 213 (ugust, 1965), 12-19.

0947. Taeuber, Karl E., and Taeuber, Alma F. "The Changing Charac:
ter of Negro Migration." American Journal of Sociology,
(January, 1965), 429-441.
Negro inmigrants to several large cities were not found
to be of lower socioeconomic status level than the resi-
dent Negro population, but were equal to or slightly
higher in status than the resident white population in
Northern cities.

0948. Taetiber, Karl E., and TaeLiber, Alma F. "The Negro as an
Immigrant Group: "Recent Trends in Race and Ethnic Segre-
gation in Chicago." The 1962 Proceedings of S ,pciaL
Statistics Section of the American Statistical' Associa-
tion. N.p.? American Statistical Association, 1962.
PT-11-18.

0949. Taeuber, Karl E., and Taeuber, Alma F. Negroes in cities:
Residential Segregation And Neighborhood Change.
Chicago: Aldine Pqblishing Co., 1965.
Of particular interest is a chapter on the changing
character of Negro migration. Data used were for the
1955-1960 period. 'For the ten SMSAs under study, it was
found that, compared to nonmigrants in "'the` cities, the
inmigrants were younger, better educated and more likely
to be employed in White collar occupations, and the ratio.,
of males to females is similar. Inmigrants.of nonmetro-
politan origin were generally found much younger than
those cf metropolitan origin. Further, they were similar
to nomligrant residents of cities in educational and
occupational status, except whep age 'was controlled.
When age wag controlled, they showed lower stctus than
the resident populition. In the four Southein SMSAs the
effect of migration has been negative because there
are fewer inmigrants than outmigrants, and the status
of inmigrants, while slightly above the residentpopula-
tion, is below that of the outmigrants. The net impact
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of migration on Northern and Border state SMSAs was
mixed. There i8 a discussion on the residential distri-
bution of Negroes, from which it is concluded that
"Negro migrants are not concentrated or overrepresented
to any appreciable degree in any type of area." "Negro

0 migrants are distributed throughout the city in much the
same manner as the total population of which they area
part."

0950. Taeuber, Karl E., and Taeuber, Alma F. "White Migration
and Socioeconomic Differentials between-Cities and
Suburbs." American Sociological Review, 29 (1964),
718-829.

0951.. Taeuber, Karl E., Chiazze, Leonard, Jr., and Haenzel, William.
Migration in the United States: An Analysis of Residence
Histories. Public Health Monograph. No. 77.. Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1968.
The authors use Census data obtained in 1958. Discus-
sions center on residential stability, frequency and
distance of migration, variety of residential experience,
timing of migration} in life cycle, migration sequences,
and birthplace as a characteristic.

0952. Taeuber,'Karl E5., et al. "Residence H.i7§tories and Exposure
Residences for ThUHited States Population." Journal ,
of the American Statistical Association, 56 (6,n-76-&--F,
1961), 8241-834.

0953. Tarver, James D. "Bureau of the Census Data onithe Selec-* tivity of Migration from Farms." Rural Sociology,22
('June, 1957), 162-163.
The author studied off-farm migrants, using U. S. Census
data. The objectives of the study were to show the
paucity ofpublished census data on certain character-
lstics of migrants, especially those migrating from
.farms, and to suggest a new classification of migrants
that should make possible further, analysis to fill this
gap in.research knowledge. "In order to maximize the
usefulness of published census data in migration re-
search, there is a need for the following additional
types of classification: (1) by type of residence at
both origimand destination; (2) by the fur types of
nkgration accordi4 to the unit of migration...; (3) by
characteristics of'family Eead and size of family at the
date of migration."

.0954. Tarver, James D. 1"E,Inluation of Census Survival Rates in
Estimatingantercevsal State Net Migration." Journal of
the American StatisticalAssociation, 57 (1962), 841-
862.
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0955. Tarver, James D. "Interstate Migration Differentials."
American Sociological Review, 28 (June, 1963), 448-
451. Reply with rejoinder by R. A. Gordon: American
Sociological Review, 28 (December, 1963), 987-988.

09,56. Tarver, James D. "Metropolitan Area Intercoqnty Migration
Rates: A Test of Labor Market Theory." Industrial and
Labor Relations Review, 18 (January, 1965), 213-223.

0957. Tarver, James D. Migration in Georgia. Research Report
No. 26. ,Athens, Ga.: .University oEGeorgia, Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, 1968.
Topics covered include statewide migration trends before
and after 1870; direction of interstate migration streams,
includibg destinations of outmigrants and origins of
inmigrants for 1935-1960; intrastate migration streams;
and selectivity of pigration.

0958. Tarver, James D. "Negro Exodus from the South." Annals of
the Association of American Geo.ra hers 45 (Spring,
1

0959. Tarver, James D. "Occupational Migration Differentials."
Social Forces,'43 (December, 19641, 231-241.

0960. Tarver, James D. Population Change and Migration in
Oklahoma, 1940 -1950. Bulletin B-485. Stillwater, Okla.:
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Agricul-

' tural Experiment Station, 1957.
This bulletin contains results of a, study of the people
of Oklahoma, 1940-1950, using data derived mainly from
census reports. This'study showed that .the growth in
"the suburban areas accounted for. virtually all of the
migration increase in the Oklahoma population ....On
the other hand, the population in each of the 11 non-
metropolitan economic areas declined because of out-
migration. Recent Oklahoma population estimates indi-
cate a continuation of the 1940-1950 trends, except in
a few couhties."

0961. Tarver, James D. "Predicting Migration." Social Forces,
39 (March,'1961), 208-213.

0962. Tate, Leland, and Blume, George. "Virginia's Changing
People." Virginia Farm Economics, 158 (May, 1959),
2-5.
The authors examine population trends for the State and
each residence group from 1900 to 1950 with projections
for 1960, 1970, and 1980. In 1980 Virginia's rural-farm
population will comprise about 8% of the State's total
popUlation, according to estimated trends.

0963. Taves, Marvin J. "Consequences of Population Loss in Rural
Communities." Labor Mobilit and Population in A:ricul-
ture. Ames, Iowa: Iona State University Press, 1'.
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0964. Taves, Marvin J- Mobility ambng High School Graduates.
Sociology and Rural. Life Series No. 3. St.Taul,
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment Station, 1959.
The author analyzes migration and i)ocational aspirations
of male graduates from a low ande high incomd farming

. area in Minnesota to determine-heir, vocational and
geographic mobility patterns., More of the high than of
the low income area graduates had migrated from their
high school community, but they legs -ofterf moved outside
the state.

0965. Taves, Marvin J. "Population Loss Affects Everyone."
Minnesota Farm and Home Science, 19 (Fail, 1961), 12,
21.

0966. Taves, Meryl: J., and Coller, R. W. In Search of Oppor-
tunity: A Study of Post High School Migration in Minne-
sota. TechnicafBulletin 247. Sp. Paul, Minn.:
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment/Station, 1964.

0967. Taylor, Frederick. "Relocation Riddles." Wall Street
Journal, May, 1965.
The author discusses a U. S. Government experimental
program whereby the jobless from long-depressed areas
are relocated where jobs are available. The Area Redevel-
opment Administration found that the psychological aspects
of moving are more of a barrier than the economic\strain.
Mobility is.directly related to education: the greater
the education, the.greater the mobility. Since 1952 the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has relocated 70,000 Indians
from reservations to cities. Despite services such as-
relocation allowances, temporary housing job leads,
social services, and emergency funds, 40% of these
Indians returned to the reservations.

0968. Taylor, Lee. Urban-Rural Problems. Belmont, Calif.: Dick-
enion Publishing inc.,. 196g.
This book deals with five social problems. Chapter One
concentrates on low-income rural people. Chapter Two deals
with the aspirations of rural youths far educational and
occupational attainment. Manyfrural youths migrate to
urban areas. Consequently, )1.:,e is major social problem
to get rural youths to achieiie in an urban-oriented..
society. Chapter Three deals with education and train-
ing. It is difficult to establish rural educational
facilities that meet the needs of both urban and rural
areas. Fur those who have not completed their public
school education, retraining programs are.being esta-
blished to expand their occupational effectiveness.-
Chapter Four is concerned with problems in government
and representation., As rural and urban people interact,
a 'whale set of governmental problems comes into existence
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for regulating thp new'patterns of interaction. Chapter
Five concerns population ..ind land use.

0969. Taylor, Lee, and Glasgow, Charles W. Occupation and Low-
Income Rural People--A Southern Regional Study. Southern'
Cooperative Series Bulletin 90. Agricultural Experiment.
Stations of Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, Kentucky, '

Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Texas, 1963.

0970. 'enHouten, Warren D.. "The Black Family: Myth and Reality"
Psychiatry, 33 (1970), 145-178.

09.71. Tetreau, E. D., and Fuller, V. "Some Factors Associated
with the School Achievement of Children in Migrant
Families." Elementary School Journal, 46(6) (1942),
423,4.431.

/This article reports a study of school achievement of
children in migrant families from the' point of view of
the Student of social organization. The data were
gathered by a survey of all children in Arizona schools
whose parent had moved to Arizona in the period January,
193D to January, 1940. Replies were received from
20,881 children in 13,334 families, "The sample used in
the study consisted of Children aged 8-16, and only the
two oldest in school from each family, or some 13,000
children. One-third were from families of skilled or
semi-skilled workers; one-fourth, from white collar
families; one-fifth, from farm laborers; One-sixth,

. from unskilled agricultural laborers; and the rest, about
6%; from farm operators. The first study was a compari-
son of age-grade status with father's occupation. The
ranking by proportion reaching the standard grade or
higher is: children of white collar workers; children
of farm operators and of skilled and semi-skilled
workers (approximate tie); children of unskilled laborers;
and children of farm laborers, by far the lowest. The
differential in average age decreases with increased grade
level. The relationships of age-grade status to former
region of residence, mobility, anc1 time of arrival in
Arizona were then studied. Children from the Middle West
far surpased those from the West and West South Central
in achievement. This was still the case when occupation
was controlled. Mobility was also related to age-grade
status of children. For ages 8, 11, 13, 14,,and 15, there
was an inverse relationship betveen number of states
lived in (minimum of two) acid percent of children in the
standard grade or higher. These, ere not controlled for
occupation, so the relationships may be obscured by an
excess of white collar families' children. There was also
a positive relationship between time in Arizona and
attainment. (There.was a large influx of farm laborers
into Arizona in 1937-40 which may, in part, account for
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A. comparison of attainment of migrant children
iCalifornia with those in Arizoha shows the situations
to,be roughly comparable. The child's position in school
is mainly determined b'y two factors:. region of origin
(without regard to father's occupation) and occupation.
Thus, the authors conclude, that the quality of the
schools and not just the position in the community deter-

' mine the achievement of the.child.

0972. Texas. Agricultural and Mechanical College. Agricultural
Experiment Station. Trends in the Texas Farm Population
19471. 1948, 1949. Progress Reports 1098,,1128, and 1184.
College Station, Tex.: "Texas Agricultural and Mechanical
College, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1947, 1948, and
1949, resp.
These bulletins present annual estimates of the Texas
farm population, 1930-1949 and discuss volume.of migra-
tion and the factors influencing migration from farm
areas.

0973. Texas. Good Neighbor Commission. Texas Migrant Labor: The
1967 ia

4
Mration. Austin, Tex.: Texas Good Neighbor

Commission, 1968.

0974. Thomas, Brinley. Migration and Economic Growth. Cambridge,
Eng.: Cambridge University Press, 1954.

0975. Thoma, Dorothy S. "Age and Economic Differentials in In-
ternal Migration in the United States: Structure and
Distance. International Population Conference Proceed-
ings, 1959. Vienna: International Union for the Scien-
tific'Study of Population, 1959. Pp. 714-721.
Two bodies, of Census data are analyzed for possible
associations between economic factors and age differen-
tials in internal migration. Net intercensal migration
gains of native whites from 1880 to 1950, by decades,
showed a close positive association between levels of
migration and swings in economic activity and an associa-
tion between the varying intensity of male migration in
the later 'years of young adulthood. Migration gains
during the period 1935-1940 varied systematicilly, by
age, in terms of the economic structure of sending and
receiving areas,

0976. Thomas, Dorothy S. Research Memorandum on Migration Differ-
entials. New YOTR: ocia cience 'esearc o,unci

.0977. Thomas,, Dorothy S. "Selective Internal Migratioh: Some
* Implications for Mental Hygiene." Demographic Analysis:

Selected Readings. Edited by Joseph 3. Spengler and
Otis D. Duncan. Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956.
Pp. 425-431.
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1 The author presents a brief resume of-the present
- empirical fouhdation of knowledge regarding selective
internal migratiorP(phisical fitness, intelligence,
levels, mental fitness, and familial adjustment), The
evidence, though noc clear-cut, suggests that migrants,
particularly.cityward migrants from rural areas, are
somewhat better physical risks than nonmigrants; of '

average or slightly better than average intelligence;
disproportionately young adults and adolescents;.ofted
disproportionately females; and more/successful than
their nonmigrant brothers and sisters in establishing
marital ties. From the standpoint of mental hygiene,
these findings suggest that migrants, by and large,.will
represent ffore.favorable than unfavorable risks. How- '

ever, problems of selective migration have ''not yet been
suffidiently worked upon the empirical side to,give us
definite ansiders in regard to the extent and nature of
the selection or shafting of,population clas,ses,in-the
process of migratipn, of their effects in modifying the
environments of both sending, and receiving areas through
the withdrawal or introduction of diverse cultural and
personal elements.

6978: Thomlinson, Ralph. "The Determination of -Base Population
for Computing Migration Rates." Milbank Memorial Fund
Quarterly, 40 .(Jul), 1962), 356-'366.

0979. Thomlinson, Ralph. "A Mattlematical Model forigigration:
A Methodological.Study to Improve the ,Quantitative
'Analysis of Migration Data by Controlling f9r Certain
Spatial Demographic Variables." Unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Columbia University, 1960.
This is a methodological study attempting to improve the
quantitative analysis of migration data by,controlling
for certain important spatial variables. Construction
of the model involved a number of series of equidistant
concentric circles used to approximate a double-integral
formula for the probability of migration between any
two areas. After an exploratory pretest taking New
England as the universe, states as areas, and Bogue's%
state economic. areas as sub-areas ,.this model was applied
to migration between, regions of the U. S., using 1935-
.1940 census-data. The .results provided' overwhelming s
support for the usefulness of.the'model,

0980. Thomlinson Ralph. "Methodological Needs of Migration Re-
search.?' Population Review, 6 (January, 1962), 59-64.

0981. Thomlinson, Ralph. "A Model for Migration Analysis."
Journal of the American Statistical Association, 56
(September,, 1961), 675-686.

0982. Thompson, John L. "A Case Study of Interregional Labor
Migration." Association of American Geographers Annals,
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46° (June, 1956), 277-278.
This is a Case study of interregional labor migration of
Eastern Kentuckians to Southwestern Ohio: The paper is
based partly on facts gathered frot industrial admini-
strators and partly on exiAting document's. While
Kentuckians were not as.numegous asq)hio-born iemployees,
their influence as a source of cheap labor for.expan-

. sion and attraction of industry was disPhiportional to.
their numbers. Remoteness,and a low standard,of living,
in Kentucky had created clannish attitudes which were
evidentin migration. The newly arrived Kentucky-born
migrants had created industrial probleths, e.g., absea-
teeism and social problems in their'communit,

0983. Thompson, WarrenS. Migration within Ohid, 1935-40: A
Study in the Redistribution of Population. Scripps
Foundation Studies in Population Distribution No. 3.
Oxford, Ohio: Scripps Foundation,A951.
The author gives a detailed analysis of the streams and
rates of migration within and between metropolitan and
nonmetropblitan subregions of Ohio,' with some emphasis
on residence class .of migrants in their community of
origin. Social and economic' characteristics of migrants
are a central focus.

0984. Thompson, Warren S., and 1ogue, Donald J. "Subregional
Migration as an Area of Research." Social,Forces, 27(4)
(May, 1949 , 392-400.

0985. Thornbrough, Emma L. The Nero in Indiana: A Study of a
Minority. Indiana Historical Collections Vol. 37.
Indianapolis, Ind.: Indiana Historical Bureau, 1957.*

0986. Thornthwaite, C. Warren. Internal Migration in the United
States. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1934. Is

0987. Thurow, Lester. "The Causes of Poverty:" Quarterly Journal
of Economics, 81 (February, 1967), 39-57.

0988. Thurow, Lester. The Occupational Digtribution of the Re-
. tams to Education and Experience for Whites and ,Negroes.

Final Report submitted to the Office of Economiclappor- f
tunity. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University, after 1962.

0989. Thurow, Lester. Poverty and Discrimination. Washington,'
D. C.: The Brookings Institution, 1969.

0990. Tilly, Charles. "The Assimilation of Rural and Urban Mi-
grants to Wilmington, Delaware." Paper presented at the
Annual: Meeting of the.Rural Sociological Sbciety, August,
1962.

0991% Tilly, Charles. Migrationto an American City. Washington,
D. C.: Government Office, 1965.
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0992. Tilly, Charles. "Race and Migration to the Ameridln City."
The Metropolitan Enigtna: Inquiries irfto the Nature and
Dimensions of America's Urban Crisis. Edited by James Q.
Wilson. Washington, D. C.: U. St Chamber of Commerce,
1967,. ,Pp, 12,4-146.
This paper reviews the relationship between migration.
and the living conditions af,Negroes in cities. It
considers which of those relationships 'are established
and tigge*ts whet might be done to change them. A
growing number of.Negro migrants are moving from one
Northern or Western metropolitan area to another, while
the number going from the ru'val South to the cities of
the North and West has 'decreased. A part' of this process
has been the'large increase in the nonwhite population
of thb central cities of major metropolitan areas since
1940 and an increasing flight of whites to the suburbs.
The net migration ,to an area corresponds very closely.
to its income level and itsproducbion of new jobs.
The average nonwhite migrant comes to the city with less
education and occupational skill than either the'white
migrant or the bulk of the Urban population, but compared
to the nonwhite population in the city, the average
nonwhite migrant has an advantage in age, occupation and
education. There'is no indication that migrant families
are more unstable than imMbbile-ones; in fact, among
nonwhites, the bigger the move, the higher the propor-
tion of married couples. Evidence also indicates
crime and delinquency rates for nonwhite migrants to
the cities are lower-than for natives. The way assimila-
tion to the city works is more important than, how much
stress and strain migration creates.

0993..Tilly, Charles, and Brown, C. H. "On Uprooting, Kinship
and Auspices, of Migration:" International Journal of
Comparative Sociology, 8 (September, 1967, ) 139-164.
There are three basic questions: First, what part dpes
kinship among the major auspices of migration to
cities? Second, what forms do relations with kinsmen take
during the prodess of migration itself? Third, what'
happens to relations with kin during the assimilation of
the migrating group to the new community? By the aus-
pices of-migration, "we mean the social structures which
establish relationships between the migrant and the
receiving community before he moves." 'The general hypo-
theses are: (1) Reliance on kinfolk, on the one hand,
and transfer Of skill, knowledge and power appropriate
for dealing with majorurban institutions, on the other,
are two alternative patterns of.migration, and reliance
on kinfolk is more common among those handicapped with
respect to those institutions by low rank, little\ urban
experience, extreme youth or age, and discrimination.
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(2) Either one works to .mitigate t.,he disruption caused.
by migration.. (3) Kin groups specialize in domestic
forms of aid, and the specializatiop is greatest in those
groups relying least on kinfolk. (4) Migration Oder
the auspices of kinship promotes continuing intense1involveme in kin groups, and thereby slows down assimi-
lation tope formal, structures of the city4" "A study
ofmigrants to Wilmington, Delaware done in 1961 dealt
with these general questions. The sample consisted of
quotas for each Of the twelve categories created by

c.
simultanebusly disting ishing white collar from blue
collar, white from non hire, and natives, migrants
arriving before 1953 an migrants arriving in 1953 or
later from each other. The sample consists of adults
living in families, heavily concentrated in their...thir-
ties and. forties; most of them in the labor' faice...."
"So far, the information suggests that migration more
often disrupted family life for blue collar migrants and
those, at the extremes of age; nonwhites also seemed to
feel_gllat disruption a'little more often, but there were
no consistent differences between migrants of rural and
urban origins." "The blue collar migrants'relj.ed on
kinfolk distinctly more ofteh than the white collar mi-
grants,did. They also got aid,, ericouragement or inforiha-
tion fiom fridnds more ofteri Turning tp the compairson
of migrants frAm urban and rural origins, since the
differences are not large enough to regdh statistical
significance the comparison leaves this segment of the
basic hypothesis doubtful." "The'differences by color
indicate that nonwhites are less likely than whites to
migrate under the auspices of work. As.expected, the
proportion of migrants coming to Wilmington under the
auspices of kinship declines with age at migration vp
to 40; and then rises again somewhat." .''Fewer than half
ofIthe migrants coming under the auspices of work had
ever made trips to, the city.", "A strong occupational
difference and a weak rural-urban difference confirm the
relationship between reliance on kinfolk and low rank or
litt14 urban .experience. Migrants were asked where they
got information concerning housing; information concern-
ing jobs; information doncerning living conditions; and
other aid or encouragement. An Aid Index was constructed.
frhe Index is particularly high for ,those who came
unmarried and alone, for migrants,from Delaware and the
South, for those explaining their coming to Wilmington .

through 'family reasonsand for migrants making major
changes in type of job and migrants coming directly from
rural areas.".,"By the hypothesis, kin groups should
play a larger part in housing and living conditions than
in jobs, and this specialization should-begreatter for ,

the types of migrants relying least on their kinfolk.
.
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In fact, .the data on sources of information dorlot
firm the hypothesis." "Those who came under'the, aus-
pices of kinship participate less actively in voluntary
associations, neighborfsmiewhat less and are a little
less lit elyi to vote,' but they are home owners about as
often as the others, and their level of information op
city affairs averages about as high." "We may conti(nue
to speculate.thaauspices affect long-run integration
into the life of the city,'but these data certainly do
not establish the speculation as a fAct."

0994. Tobin, James. "On Improving the Esconomic Status df the
Negro." Daedalus, (Fall, 1965).

0995. Tolley,G. S.1,"Population Adjustment and Econbmic Activity:
Three Studies of Interstate Migration." Regional Science

'Association Papers and Proceedings, 11(3) (n.d.), '85- .

97. 10.

0996. Tolley, G. S.,'and Hgort, andSouthern
Farm Shell: Looking Ahead for Ara'DeVelopment." Journal
of Farm Economics, 45 (February, 1963), 31-46.

0997. Tripp, Thomas A.' Rural Americans on the Move. New York:
Friendship Press, 1945'.

0998. Tumin, Melvin M. ' "Some Social Consequences of Research on
Racial Relations." The American Sociologist, 3(2)
(May, 19&8), 117-124.

0999.:Turner, Ralph H. "Migration to a Medium Sized American
City: Attitudes, Motives, and Personal Characteristics
Revealed by Open-Ended Interview Methodology." Journal
of Social Psychology, 80 (1949), 229-249.
Results of the study were presented in list format: I.
Opinions and Attitudes and Their Relationshigs to tjle
Variables. Studied: (1) Reasons for moving were economic
or job related in 57.3% a the cases. The remainder
were equally divided between factors associated with
friends and relatives and Chose with quality of living
(most frequently housing). (2)'Persons with low SES
more often mentioned ,job factors, while those with high
SES more often mentioned noneconomic factors. (3) Job-
related reasons were particularly important At high
educational levels. (4) Singl females mentioned
friends and relatives more than did males. (5) The
only variable related to number of reasons given for
moving was SES: low SES persons gave more reasons.
(6) 63.7% of the reasons given_were attractive influences.
(7)cSingle females and highly educated individuals were
more intense in saying that noneconomic factors were a,t
least as important as economic factors. (8) Of these
noneconomic factors, single females mentioned friends
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and liking for job more than did malei. Individuals
with high SES mentioned health, home, and liking for job;
those with low SES, social standards and community res-
pect. (9)-82.2% could have found 'a good job at their ,

old location. (10)' 52.9% of those who disliked their
previous job gave noneconomic reasons'for migrating.
(11) 24.8% had jobs at their old location whl.ch Ohey had
to terminate. This was more often the cage with indi-
viduais of'high SES. (12) MotiOation based on economic
dissatisfaction was of lesser consequence to single
females and persons with high SES. (13) incr4sed
earnings as a factor involved mainly younger pdrsons and
those with low SES. (14) People with-higher SES and
educational levels tended to have specific information
about their new jobs before they moved. (15) Non-
veterans and individuals with high SES reported jobs which
required more moves. (16) 75.5 °4 had discussed the move
with their family (most often the spouse). Becau8e of
the specialized nature of their jobs, fewer highly edu-
cated individuals discussed their moves than did lower
educated. (17) Of the persons with high SES', fewer had
relatives in the city, and those that did said that they
were a,fac.tor in the move less often than did the group
with low SES. II. Chatacteristics of Persons Making the
Change in Location: (1) Migrants were not habitual
migrants. They averaged 4.06 moves since the age of 10
and had a mean age of 41.5. The highly,educated.groups
moved more often than the lower group. (2) Low SAS
persons,'-veterans, and married males tended to makd
longer moves. (3) Younger persons are more mobile than
older persons and 'are, more mobile than the oldgr persons
were at the same age. (4) Migrants to the city had a
higher mean SES level than did the geperal population.
(5) More lower educated individuals were home owners
than the highly educated indivi4uals who were more mobile.
(6) The migrant group had a higher percentage of pro-
fessionals, semi-professionals, proprietors, managers-
and non-farm officials than the resident population.
(7) The lack of single males is attributed to a lack of
reasonably priced rooming accommodations, so the males
commute to work from parental homes rather than migrate.
(8) Migrant households had more childrep than the general
population.' This is related,to the youth of the,mi-
grants and the fact that their children have not left
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and theti. socioeconami:c'status, and that between, the
migrant status of, husbands and wives and their formal
social participation were studied. Urban migrants were .,

more numerous and nonmigrants less numerous in the higher
status classes. When education was controlled there was
no association between migrant status and housing status
or socioeconomic status....Housing status did tend to
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improve with length of residence in the community, but
this factor was not related to socioeconomic status.--
Vonmigrants, of both sexes reported more organization
memberships and attending more meetings per month than
the other migrant groups. This relationship persisted
when educatior) and stpge in family life cycle were con-
trolled. Urban migrant wives followed'by rural migrants
held the ,most power pbsitions proportiona411y.....The data
on-selectivity of participttion showed no,.consistent
relationship between' migrant status and the three quali-
tative measures of social participation.':

1103'. Windham, Gerald 0. "Urban Identification,of Rural. Migrants."
Mississippi Quarterly, 414 (Spring, 1961), 78-89.
This paper is based on a study of 105 rural migrant
families in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.: The study was
designed to test jhe hyPothesis'that the degree to which
rural migrants identified with urban society was l'Rlated
to their position in the and 'economic structure
Irf the community. An indek4of urban identification was
constructed from seven ottituieiitems related to
psychologicaladjustment.' Thexural migrafits did not
identify closely with urban society4 However, there is
a significant association between score on the urban,
identification Pldex and four independent variabfes,
namely housing se'atus, socia% partftipatidm,s formal
ed6cation, and length of residenc.n the community. The
eviderice, in general, supports4the hypothesis.

1104. Wisconsin. University.of. Industrial Relations Research
Institute. Retraining and Migration as Factors in
Regional Econo4c-Tevelopment. Madison, Wisc.:
University of Wisconsin, 'Industrial Relations Research
Institute, 1966.

.

1105..Wplf, L. G. "The Metropolitan Tidal'WaVe in Ohio, BOO,: ,

2000." Economic Geography, 45(2) (April, 1969) ,i 133-
-154.

1106. Wolpert, J. "Distance and Directional Bins in Interurban
'Migratory Strea'ms." Annals of:the Association of
American Geographers, (September, 1967).

1107: Wolpert, J. "Migration as an Adjustment to Environmental
Stress." Journal of Social Issues, 22 (October, 1966)
92-102.

' *1108. Wright, Dale. "The Forgotten People.", Series of articles
published in the New York 'World-Telegram, October 10,-24,
1961.

1109. Wright, Dale. They Harvest Despair: The Migrant Farm
Worker. Boston: Beacon Press, 1965.
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1110. Yoesting, Dean R., and Bohlen, Joe M., "A Longitudinal
Study of Migration Expectations ofYoung Adults." Jour-
nal of Human Resources, 3(4) (Fall .1968), 485-458

1111. Youmans, E. Grant. The Educational Attainment and Future,
Plans of Kentucky Rural Youth. 'Bulletin 664. Lexington,
Ky.: University of Kentucky, Agricultural Xxperiment
Station, 1959.
Inquiry as Jo whether the more capable youths plan to
migr'ate.from rural. areas revealed. that educational
attainment,w,as not a factor in their migratory plans.
The only significant difference found between youths
who, plan to misrabe.and those who do not was in their
educational plans.,

1112. Youmans? E. Grant, Gr16by7 Si)E., and *King, H.C. After
High school What: Highligh s of a Study of Career Plans
of-Ne ro and White Tural-Youth in Three Florida Counties.
ainesvIlle, Fla.:, UniverSity ot .Cooperative

Extension Service, 1965.

1113. Zachariah, K. C. "A'Note on the Census Survival Ratio
Method of Estimating 'Net Migration." Journal of the
American Statistical Association, 57 -(1962), v775-831.

1114. Zaremba, Paul. "Labor Migration and Urban Ueemployment:
. Comments and Reply (M. P. Todaro)." American Economic

Review, 60(1) (MaTch, 1970), 184.

1115. Zelinsky, W. "Recent Publications on the Distribution'of
Population in the U. S." Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, 48 (December, 1958); 472 -481.

1116. Zickefoose,,Paul W. cPMigration and Population Turnover."
Economic Development in Southwestern Kansas. Part II.
,Population and the Labor Force. Lawrence, Kan.: Univer-
sity of Kansas, School of Business Research, 1953. Pp%64-
90.

The author presents'general economic, psychological and
biological factors entering intp population movements,
and includes information on amount and 'rates of net mi,
gration, by residence, for1930-4p and 1940-50.

1117. Zimmer, Basil G. "Adjustment of Migrants in the Urban Area:
.i A Study of Participation in the Urban Community in Re-
elation to Migration Experience." Dissertation gbstrats,'
14(8) (1954), 1272-1273.
This dissertation contains results' of a study based On
interviews with a representative sample of family units
ip the industrial community pf Ypsilanti,. Michigan. The
author analyzed influence of farm and community back-
ground upon length of time required to reach the level
of,community participation attained by the natives.
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1118.' Zimmer, Basil G. "The Adjustment of Negroes in a Northern,
"Industrial Community.' Social Problems, 9 (Spring, '

1962), 378-386. r
The subjects of the study, discussed here were Negroes,in
the central city of a Northern commudity.tof 200,000
popula4ion. A random-sample of. 648 household heads was
selected for study. The purpose,of this paper was to

. describe the socioeconomic ,stap.is of Negroes in)a Nor-
thern industrial Community. Historically, Negroes in-
v&lved in a mass movement from the rural South to urban
reds have been faced, with the handicaps of race and lack
f formal education'with which to cope with the strange

,.environment in urban places. But future movements of
Negroes will involve those reared and edueatpd in an
urban environment.ains would be-realized'by the sett-

' ding down of Negi-oeS\in,urban centers. It would seem
that the Negro in- urbn communities is entering' .a

- period of population stability where social and eco-
nomic adj.ustitents could be worked out for a stabIe.popu-
lation, whose growth would be largely through natural
increase rather Chan-a rapid expansion in numbers due
to a constaitiinflux of migrants from rural *areas.

'1119. Zimmer', Basil G. "Farm Background and Urban Partisipation."
"f* American Journal of Sociology, 61 (March, 1956), 470-

4/5. (
This paper is based On a study of a random sample of
married maleloccupants in a Midwestern Qommunity. Two
hypotheses were tested: 1) Migrasits as a group will
differ in level of partIcipation from the natives, but
migrants who come from a similar environment will be
more like the nativeip tiNil migrants who come from a

. .dissimilar environment; and 2) The level of participa-
tion will-vary, inversely with the experience.of mi-
grants in a'dissimilar environment. Migration itself
does not limit participation. The communi y of origin-
is a more.important determinant. Movement from city to
city puts\leqs limitations upon becoming ssilmilated to
city life thari did movement:from rurd.t to urban areas.
High status tended ,to transcend the limiting influence
of farm background. Any incr&ase in amount of farm
experience was closely related to a decrease in level
of participation,in.the urbari community."

* 1120. Zimmer, Basil G. "Participalion of Migrants in Urban Struc-
' tures. American Sociological Revi(, 20 ,(April, 1955),

218-224.
A random sample of dwelling units in a Midwestern com-
munity (pop. 20,000) in 1951 Vas used Interviews were
then obtained fromthe married male occupants of those
dwellings. Two hypotheses were tested: 1) Migrants
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differ from the natives in.levc1,..6fAparticipation, but
become more similar to the natives in their behavior the
longer, they live in the community; and 2) Urban migrants
tend to enter. the Activities of the community more
rapidly than farm migrants." Both hypotheses were sub-
stantiated. The adjv;tment process took at leapt five

`years, hawever,the status affects its success.
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0747. Petersen, Gene B., and Sharp, Laure. Southern In-Migrants
to Cleveland: Work and Social Adjustment of Recent In-
Migrants Living in Low-Income Neighborhoods. Wa51ITUOn,
D. C.: Bureau of Social Science. Research, Inc., 1969.
In, studying Southern inmigrants to Cleveland, the re-
searchers' purpose was "to locate and assets the channels
and barriers to adjustment, primarily by studying their
experiences over time and by comparing them with those
of their long-time resident neighbors." ,The study design
called for a longitudinal study with three phases: Phase
I-- identification of a sy4tematic sample of low- income
migrants; Phase II-- an experimental action program of

_job counseling, training and services for,400 low-income
unemployed personS-; and Phase III-- reinterview of the
entire sample 18 months later. After consideration of
alternative sites, Cleveland was selected as the point of
survey.activity. The original study design was modified
to include 400 whites and.400 blacks in the city two or
less years, 200 whites and 200 blacks in the city ten or
more years, and 400 whites and 400' blacks who had lived
in Cleveland' two to five years. Even with modifications
to the sample design, the researchers failed co locate
400 unemployed persons, so they had tb recruit 160 more
in order to begin Phase II. The authors present an ex-
tensive discussion of sampling, screening, and resultant
biases. Findings on the characteristics of migrants in-
clude the,following: (1) Most of,the whites came from
West Virginia and bordering states, while Negroes came
_priniarily from Alabama and contiguous states. J2) The
Negroes were more urban than whites. (3) The majority of
migrants came directly to Clevelarid from thetir home
states. (4) Most of the migrants had' some dort of em-
ployment experience before coming to Cleveland; however,
whites had high unemployment rates prior to coming. The
authors suggest that whites come to CleVeland for jobs,
while Negroes come seeking better jobs. (5) The data
suggest that.the more recenT7iTTivals. are better quali-
fied in terms of work experience and skill level than
persons who arrived more than two years ago. (6) White
males had the highest and black females ,the lowest pre-
migration wages. (7) Eighty percent of white males,
67% of white females and Negro males, and 40% of Negro
females cited jobs _and wages as major reasons for moving.
Second most important reason,for moving was desire to
join or accompany family, relatives, or friends. (8) Most
migrants came to Cleveland with limited assets (50-60% of
all migrants, except Negro males who were better off,
claimed they had less than $50 to meet their immediate
needs). (9) Migrants were about ten years younger than
the long-timers. (10) The Negro groups were better edu-
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cated than whites. (11) More whites' were married and
living with spouse than were Negroes. (12) Recent
migrants had lower income'than long-timers. (13) Over
time, the absolute economic status of the Negro male
improves yet his relative status deteriorates. '(14) Long-
time resident females have the lowest incomes and the .

largest families. (15) Access to benefits of a liberal
welfare system was of minor importance in migration, a

though Many of the households had members that had at
one time received unemployment or welfare payments.
(16) Welfare recipiency was high for white females--

perhaps there is a factor of selected outmigration of
whites that leads to concentration of welfare recipients
in ghettos. (17) Negroes were less likely to be con-
sidering a move than whites, who were more likely to be
considering a move back home. .The following are find-
ings related to the Cleveland work experience: (1),In
many cases the qualifications and experience of migrants
counted for little in their landing their firSt job.' The
data indicate that men have faster entry into the labor
force, and that whites have faster entry than blacks.
(2) Median time between arrival in Cleveland sand first
job for those who had made prior arrangements for a job
was less than'a weeks with no differences by sex or
race; however, more whites made previous arrangements.
(3) The presence of relatives in Cleveland was important
for men but not women in prearranging work. (4) In
finding their first jobs, most respondents relied most
heavily on relatives or friends, secone'by going around
to prospective employers, and third, white migrants used
newspaper want ads, while blacks used want ads and State
Employment Service. (5) There was a strong recruitment of
whites into operative jobs (not based on skills), while
Negroee began as operatives only if they had previous ex-
perience. (6) About 50% of males and 60% of females began
work in Cleveland on a job at about\the same skill level
as they had before moving. (7) Most migrants acquired
skills needed for Cleveland jobs in Cleveland, mainly at
work. (8' At first job, men made more than women and
whites mace more than blacks. (9)) Changes in jobs while
living in Cleveland resulted in the advancement in skill
level of the job hierarchy--white females made the fewest
gains while Negro males Tade,the greatest gains. (10)
Migrants more often than long-timers were likely to be
between jobs, and Negroes were more likely to be than
whites. (11) Blacks had higher rates of job dissatisfac-
tion than whites and were more likely to be looking for
a job. (12) There was little evidence that people desire
to leave the city for the farm. (13) The authors con-
clude that it takes about four years or more of residence
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in:P.,cpmmunity before the message of training opportuni-
. A:10...1pa'sses from press,,releases through media and in-
-2.00fifial channels of communication down to the majority of

the prime target populatioli, (14) Whites had easier
entrance into labor unions. Other findings include the k
following: (1) Most migrants spend first night in
Cleveland with friends or relatives, although a high
proportion of white females stayed in their own quarters.
(2) Migrants were not particularly mobile once in the
city--many had moved only once since arriving in the
city. (3) Twenty-five to 33% of respondents denied having
encountered any problems'upon arriving in Cleveland.'
(4) Long-time residents make greater use'than migrants
of specialized services in dealing with sickness. (5)
The data indicate no clear-cut race-sex differential in
reliance on welfare. (6) Analysis of variance of social
adjustment scores by migration status, sex, and race
shows that migrant status explains most of the variance.
(7) Where economic advance was clear3y evident, satisfac-
tion with the move to Cleveland was nearly unaminous.
The authors conclude, "For large numbers of these migrants
to achieve their goals, it would appear that opening
channels to better jobs, upgrading low-paying jobs, and
other forms of income elevation would prbvide more imme-
diate solutions."
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1086. Wertheimer,_ Richard F., II. The Monetary Rewards of Migra-
tion within the U. S. Washington, D. C.: The Urban
Institute, 1970.
The author states.; The major purpose of this study is
to report on some results of research directed at one
aspect of the migration isgue-- namely, the economic
benefits of migration to the migrants themselves."
"Policy makers at all levels of government often per-
ceive migration as having powerful social and economic
impacts." A discussion follows on the positive and nega-
tive effects of migration on areas of in- and out-migra-
tion and the positions officials in ovigin and destine -

tibn areas.are prone to take. Of particular interest
are remarks concerning the effects of government policies
and procedures on migration. 'Economic development
programs for rural areas and towns, migration subsidy
and counseling programs, and,proposals to eliminate inter-
state differences in welfare payments are all designed
in part to affect migration. One purpose of rural eco-
nomic development has been to stem out-migration.
Migration subsidy and counseling programs are intended
to improve the welfare of individual migrants by per-
mitting them to locate in areas where they will have the
greatest economic opportunity, One purpose of equalizing
welfare payments is to eliminate an allegedly inappro-
priate stimulus of migration." "Many federal government
activities have regional effects--favoring some places
rather than others-- and inevitably affect migration.
Among those with a substantial impact are: (1) defense
procurement, (2) location of facilities or offices that
boost federal emplgyment, (3) agricultural subsidies,
and (4) tariff policies. Defense procurement contracts
are often concentrated in particular areas, such as. the
West Coast with its defense industries, so that the
heavy concentration of new employment opportunities sti-
mulates in-migration. Similarly, growth in federal em-
ployment in the Washington, D. C., metropolitan area
induces sizable in-migration. Subsidies and tariffs
protect some industries that are located in particular
regions. In the case of areas with declining industries,
subsidies and tariffs that retard the decrease in employ-,
ment will cause net out-migration to take place more
slowly. Stnte and local governments can influence the
location of employment-- and, thus, indirectly, migra-
tion--through thelevels and types of taxation and
through subsidies, including industrial development bonds.
They. also set levels of welfare payments and provide
a rang: of public services--all of which may have direct
or indirect effects upon migration." Concerning prevalent
myths about migration, the author states, "Migration is
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commonly viewed as massive', mostly rural in origin, and
disproportionately black. Migrants are commonly viewed
as poorly educated, prone to unemployment, likely to be
on ,welfare, likely to riot, and rather unsysterpatic in
their choice of destinations virtually all of these
impressions are false." "...only about one-third of the
increase in the Negro population in central cities is
due to net migration."

population
on the average, are

younger and better educated than the rest of the popula-
tion. Nonwhite rural-to-urban migrants are better edu-
cated than the average nonwhite resident at the origin
but somewhat less educated than the average,nonwhite at
the destination. Nonwhite rural-to-urban migrants are
about as likely to be employed as other nonwhite urban

'dwellers." "The reason why central cities are becoming
increasingly black is related more- to the out-migragion
of whites than to the in-migration of blacks." In pre-
senting an economic theory of migration, Mr. Wertheimer
theorizes' that migrants makea choice of dertination based
on maximizing the economic returns over time. He puts
forward equations which contain such factor considerations,
among others, as individual's rate of time discount,
expected cost of moving, and expected year of death.
He presents another equation which gives the real return
to migration if the migrant takes into account "psychic"
factors. That is, the net psychic cost must be -sub-
tracted from the expected return to obtain the "real"
return. The author puts forward eight hypotheses con-
cerning the return to migration. The hypotheses are
tested using multiple regression analysisto obtain an
estimate of the annual ,earnings differential attributable
to migration. Earnings of the family head are used as
the dependent variables, and'age, education, migration
status, race and sex are used es explanatory variables.
Two major types of -migration are studied: (1) migration
out of and into the South, and.(2) migration into, out
of, and among urban areas. The data used are the 1967
SE() tapes. Findings include the following: (1) "Migra,
tion'out of the South yields an earnings difference of
about $800 per year for most migrants. The two major
exceptions to this figure are the college-educated, who
earn a difference .of nearly $3,100 per year, and women,
who earn no additional income." (2) "Migration from
rural areas into urban areas yields an earnings differ-
ence ranging from about X600 per year for cities with
a population of less than 250,000 to nearly $1,100 per

. year for cities with a population over 250,000. The
college-educated are significant exceptions to the general
gain of rural migrants to smaller cities. For them, there
is an expected loss of ove'r,Si,000 per year. Women,
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again, earn no additional income by migrating." (3)
"Another finding is that, five years after moving, the
migrants have earnings equal to those of the Northern
and urban nonmovers of the same education, age, race,
and sex." (4) "The relation between the return bo
migration and education is not clear-cut. The most
dramatic example is the 'estimated return of -$11,840
for moving from a rural area to a medium-sized city.
This analysis, therefore, neither confirms nor rejects
the hypothesis that the,return to migration is larger
for the well-educated,-but shows a mixed picture." ,

(5) "For Negroes, the earnings difference attributable
to migration out of the South was $800 per year during
the first five years after their move, while the differ-
ence for whites during that period was insignificant.
The conclusion is that South-to-North migration clearly
is more profitable for nonwhites than for whites." The
author concludes, "The most important policy implication
of this is that programs to stem migration to the cities .

are not likely to have much impact, on city problems. The .

cost to government of stemming migration would appear to
be very high, particularly on a 'per migrant' basis.
Finally, the findings are consistent with the well-known
fact that migrants outof an area tend to be drawn from
the best qualified and most productive people. The
rural areas of the South lose a substantial investment
they have made in human capital when migrants leave.
if programs to halt migration to the cities are rejected,
the problem of what happens to depressed rural areas
remains."
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1121. Bowles, Gladys K. "Migration Status and Residence Back-
ground of Husbands and Wives and the Incidence of Poverty
in 1967." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
Population Association of America, Washington, D. C.,
April 22-24, 19'71. (Mimeographed.)

1122. Christian, Virgil L., and Pepelasis, Adamantios.. "Farm
Size as a Factor in the Relative Displacement of Black
-Farm Families." Paper presented at the Conference on
Rural Manpower Problems sponsored by the University of
,Texas, Center for Study of Human Resources, Austin,
Texas, February 12, 1971'. (Mimeographed.)

1123. Cobern, Morris. Manpower Implications of New Legislation
and New Federal Programs. Report No. 1. "The Family
Assistance Plan: Its Impact upon State Employment
Services." Washington, D. C.: U. S. Department of
Labor, Manpower Administration, 1970.

1124. Farley, Reynolds. Growth of the Black Population. Chicago:
Markham, 1970.

\ 1125. Farley, Reynolds. "Recent Changes in Negro Fertility."
Demography, 3(1) (1966), 188-203.

1126. 'Fink, Elizabeth. "Some Aspects of Nonwhite Migration into
the South, 1935-1940." Unpublished master's thesis,
University of North Caroliria, 1953.

1127. Fuller, Varden. "Rural Poverty and Rural Areas Develop-
ment." 'Poverty in America. Edited by Margaret S. Gordon.
San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Co., 1965. Pp. 390-
399.

1128. Fuller, Varden. Rural Worker Adjustment to Urban Life: An
Assessment of the Research. Ann Arbor, Mich.: The
University of Michigan-Wayne State University, Institute
of Labor and Industrial Relations, 1970.

1129. Green, Bernal' L.; Bender, Lloyd D.; and Campbell, Rex R.
Migration into Four Counties in the Ozarks Region,
Bulletin 756. Faydtteville, Ark.: University of
Arkansas, Agricultural Experiment Station, 1970.

1130; Hansen, Niles. Rural Poverty and the Urban Crisis.
Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1969.
The author outlines a policy for dealing with various
lagging regions--Appalachia, the South, the Ozarks,
Southern Texas, Indian reservations, and other pockets
of poverty-- and relates j.t to a §imultanebus attack on
the national problems of-Airban crisis and unemployment.
First, he surveys in economic terms these various regions,
then describes and evaluates what various governmental
agencies are currently doing to alleviate conditions
there. He concludes that their policies are generally
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ineffective. The author states that the real flaw in
the current approach to rural poverty is not so much
that it neglects costs considerations or that it fails
to specify overall priorities, but that it seems too
concerned with places rather than with people. He
argues that it is futile for agencies to seek to attract
industry to underdeveloped rural areas, since most
industries watt and need the facilities of large cities.
He believes a more effectiv,p policy would be to focus
development,assistance on the opportunities in "inter-
mediate centers"--cities of 200,000 to 500,000-- with
good records and prospects of growth. The surplus popu-
lation of lagging` regions should than be encouraged to
move to these centers, and government aid should be
,available to facilitate the process of adjustment and
change. Families who want to migrate should be offered
a varied program of assistance including education?
vocational training, and a coordinated national employment,
service, as well as counseling and monetary help.

1131. Miles, Guy H. Optimizing the Benefits of Neighborhood
Youth Corps Projects for Rural Youth. Final Report.
submitted to the U. S. Department of Labor, DOL Contract
No. 41-7-006-25. Minneapolis, Minn.:'' North Star
Research and Development Institute, n.d.

1132. Morrison, Peter A. The Role bf Migration in California's
Growth. Santa Monica, Calif-: The Rand Corporation,
1971.

1133. Myers, George C. "Health Effects of Urbanization and
Migration." Proceeding'S of the International Population
Conference, faEn, 1969. Vol. IV. Liege: The
International Union for the Scientific Study of
Population, 1971. P. 2950.

1134. Organization for Social and `,technical Innovation. An 1

Assessment of Six Labor Mobilit Demonstration Projects.
anal 'eport submitte to the . . epartment of Labor,

Manpower Administration.4 Cambridge, Mass.: Organization
for Social and Technical Innovation, 1967.

1135. Stone, Leroy 0.1 "Urbanization and Rural Population Age
Structure: Some Generalizations." Proceedings of the
International Population Conference, London, 1969.
V01 IV. Liege: The International Union for the
Scientific Study of Population, 1971. Pp. 2923 -2934.

1136. ter Heide, H. "Population Redistribution Policies in
Western European Countries." Proceedings of the
Internationll Population Conference, London, 1969.
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1137. U. S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Research Service.
Open-country Poverty in a Relatively Affluent Area--
The East North Central States. Agricultural EconomicTingtor. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1971.

1138. U. S. Department of Agriculture. Economic Research Service.
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Printing Office, 1921.
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